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PREFACE 

THE Ka.thivatthu-Commenta.ry, here translated for the fuat 
time into English, was edited by Min&yeJf (J .P.T .S., 1889). 
This commentary diffen from the Atthasi.lini or the Sammo
h&VinodanJl in that it does not bear a title independently of 
the name of ita Abhidhamma text, the KaU&ii1.YJtthuppaka
ra~. 

The commentary on the Kathi.vatthu ia an in<liapen.s&ble 
aid to the study of the text, which is not clear in many of its 
contoxts. It help~~ us to clarify many knotty points of the 
text. It is also not without historicnl importance. 

The text introduces us to controversies after controversies 
that took pla.ce between the orthodox Sru1gha and other 
early Buddhist schools of thought, tuilhoul specifJIJillly mm
tiOfling the Mme of lhe actual or probable disptuant.<. The 
commentary gives us the nllJllcs of upholders of controverted 
points. These were not only ono 01· other of tbe seventeen 
schismatic schools that o.rose prior to the reign of Asoka, 
but some schools that ar.ose after A3oka's reign. It may be 
noted that the account of the earlier eighteen schools is based 
upon the authority of the earlier Pali Chronicle, D1pava1paa, 
quoted by name (pp. 8-5). Ono new point added in our com
mentary is that the Bii.hulikas wore otherwise known a.s 
Bahusrntikas (p. 2). 

The cotumentary, in its introduction, categoricaJly speaks 
of six post-Asoka.n school&-viz., RemavBtakii., Riijagirikii, 
Siddhatthiki, Pubba-soliyti, .Apam-seliya and Viijiriyii (p. 5)
while in its body it attributas some of the '~ows to such schools 
as Utta.rii.path&kii., AndhakA, Vetulyal.-ii, Hetuvada and 
Ma.hii.-Suiiiiataviidins, but none to tho Vijiriyas and Hetua
vata.lc&s. 

1 Oommeotarioo OD tl>o ~ two book.o of Abhitlhamma Pi!&h. 
V 



vi PREFACE 

The general agreement between the tradition of the schools 
in Buddhaghosa's Commentary, on the one hand, and that in 
the worlGS of Vasumitra, Bhavya, Vinitadeva and others has 
been ably discussed by ~frs. Rhys Da.vids in her Preface to 
the Poi11ts of Oontroversy, or tmnslstion of the Kathii
vatthu, shared by S. Z. Aung. What remains for me to point 
out is that the Commentary expressly mentions that the na.me 
Andhakii comprised these four schools: Pnbba-seliyli, Apara
seliyli, Rijagirika and Siddhatthika (I. 9). The omission 
of the Vajiriyas, the name of which was obviously derived from 
Vajiri, a plsce in the north-west region of India, may have 
been duo to the fact that they were identical with the Uttarii.
pathn.kas. But the connection is nowhere indicated. There 
may be some force in the suggestion that the Pali Vetulyaka 
or V etullaka was a mong spelling of V epulyaka or V epullaka, 
Sanskrit V a.ipulyakas. 

It is interesting to note that the Commentator has asso
ciated the V etulyakas with the MahiisuD.iiataviidins in certain 
contexts (XVII. 6-10), the latter being a most appropriate 
name for a.Prajiiii or Vajra school ofMahayana. He keeps us 
in the dark as to who the Hetuviid.ins were, although certain 
views are definitely attributed to them. All such points 
await a careful examination. 

The commentary on Book I, namely, the Pnggaln.kathii, 
is really important for the history of the Sangha together with 
a few following Katb.a.s. All the rest is a gradnal accretion 
to the text itaelf. 

I am grateful to Mrs. Rhys Davids for kindly editing and 
passing through the press the typescript of this translation 
and helping me with many valuable suggestions. She has 
laid me under a debt of gratitude by accepting it for P.T.S. 
Translation Series. 

43, KAILAB Bos:B &ramBT, 
CALCUTTA. 

Sepl<mber 23rd, 1939. 

BWALA CHURN LAW. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ADORATION to the Exalted One, the Aralum the perfectly 
enlightened. 

Seated in devaworld and surrounded by tbo company of 
devns, he, the unrivalled person, teacher of earth and of 
devas, skilled in all terms and concepts-the supreme person, 
ending his discourse on designations: the ' Designation of 
Hnma.u Types,' etc., set forth in outline tbn book of the 
Poit!U of Oontrweny, giving an account of 'person ' and 
similar controverted points. By just the table of content& 
thus laid down in deleotable mansions, Moggaii'a son 6lled 
out, here on earth, the full detail. Now, inasmuch as the 
way for the comment is achieved, I will comment thereon. 
Li.sten attentively 1 

After the display of the Twin-Miracle, the Exalted One 
spent the rains in the city of the Thrice Ten, bene~•th the Coral 
Tree, on the Pal)c;luka.mb~<la Rook. (And there) making bia 
mother present witness, he discoursed to the a88(!mbly of 
devas on matters of extra-dharnma. After he had ex
pounded the Dhammasailgai.li, the Vibhanga, tho Dhiitukatbii 
and the Puggala-pafillatti treatises, he thought: " When in 
future the turn for expounding the Kathavatthu shall e.uive, 
my d.iaeiple, the greatly wise Thera Tissa, aon of Mogga!I, 
having purged the blemishes that have arisen in the teaching 
(•cilano), and holding e. Third Council will, seated in the 
midst of the Order, divide this compilation into a thousand 
discoa.raea (IUU<Jna), live hundred being assigned to his own 
views (&katxidim), five hundred to views of his opponent& 
(Paravadin1)." Making oeea.sion for this, beginning with 
:m eight-ecctioned inquiry into the theory of ' pe:rson ' in four 
q ,testion.s, each of two fivefold divisioll!J, he drew up, with 

1 



2 XNTI\ODUC7I'!ON 

respect to the conrse to be adopted in all the disoourses, a 
table of contents in a text uncompleted by just one section 
for recitation. Then delivering in detail the remainder of 
the Abhidham:ma disconrse, after he had spent the rains, he 
descended by the jewelled stairway that was in the midst of 
the gold and silver stairways from the world of devas to the 
city of Sailka.ssa, and so accomplishing the welfare of beings, 
attained Parinibbiina by the nibhiina·oonditions without 
remainder.l ' 

Thereupon the company of his adherents, headed by Great 
Kassapa, with the assistance of King Ajata.sattu, made a 
eolleotion of the body of Doctrine (Dhamma) and Di.soiplille. 
After one hundred years had expired, the Vajjiputte.ka bhik
khus declared (for the rela.xation of roles on) Ten Points.' 
On hearing this, Elder Y asa, son of the brah.min Kiika1).9aka 
with the assistance of King Asoka, son of Susuniiga, selected 
seven hundred Elders from among the twelve thousand 
monks and, quashing the Ten Points, made a collection of 
the body of Doctrine and Disciplille. Refuted by those 
Elders who made this collection of Doctrine (and Disciplille), 
ten thousand of the Vajjiputte.ka monks, seeking followers, 
and gaining but a weak following among themselves, formed 
separately the school (lit. teachers' clan) called (1) Mahii
sali.ghiks. Seceding from this there arose two other schools: 
the (2) Gokulikas and the (3) Ekobbohiirikas. Seceding from 
the Gokulikas there arose yet two other schools: the (4) Pai)J)a1r 
t iviidins and the (5) Bahulikas, or, as they were also called, 
the Bahnssutikas. Among just these arose other teachers: 
the (6) Cetiyavii.dins. Thus from the school of the Maba
sa.ilghikas, in the second centw:y, five schools arose. 1'hese, 
together with the Mahasru\ghika.s, were six. 

In that second century only two schools seceded from the 
Thera.vads.: the (1) Mah.it]lsiisakas and the (2) Vajjiputtakas. 

Now seceding from the Vajjiputtakas four other ·schools 
arose: the (3) Dh=uttariyas, the (4) Bhadrayiinikas, the 

• Anupadiwdya nibb<!nadhdtuycl. 
• Da8aoolll•un.i.. For a. list of these T~u Points, aee Vinaya Ttm 

(S.B.E.), Otdlf!va.gga, eh. xii. 
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(!I} Channi.ge.rik&a and the (6} S1UJ1mitiyas. Again, in that 
second century, seceding from the Ms.bil!'ri••kss, two eohoola 
aroee: the (7} Sabbatthividins and the (8} Dhamm-suttikas. 
Then again, falling off from the Sabbatthivid.ins, arose the 
(9} Kassapikaa. And the Kassapikas splitting up, the (10} 
Sail!mntikos came into wstence. The Sruikantikas splitting 
up, there aroee the (11} Snttaviidins. Thus, falling off 
from the Theraviidins, arose these eleven schools. These 
together with the Thcra.viidins were twelve. 

Thus these twelve, together \vith the six schools of the 
Mahisanghikn.a, constitute in aJl the eighteen oohools which 
arose in the third century. They are also known as the 
eighteen gxoups, and as t he eighteen sects. Of these (eighteen), 
seventeen !1Chools are to be understood as being schismntic, 
the 'fheraviidins being non-schismatic. Moreover, it is said 
in the .v-~pacal]l.ra: 

"The wicked monks, the Vajjiputtakas, who had been 
excommunicated by the Theras (Elders}, gained another party, 
and many people holding the wrong doctrine. Ten thoWiand 
assembled and (also} held a council. Therefore this Dhamma
Reeitel is called the Great RecitaL 

"The monks of the Great Recital settled a doctrine contrary 
(to the true faith). Altering the original redaotioo, they made 
another reda.ctioo. They transposed Sutta.s, which belonged 
to one plaoe (ofthe collection), to another place; they destroyed 
the (true) meaning and doctrine (dhamma), in the Vinaya 
and in the five Collections (of Suttas). Those monks who 
understood neither what had been taught in applied exposi
tions, nor in unapplied expositions, neither the e.ssigned 
meaning nor the inferable meaning, settled as to a given 
saying a different meaning. These monks dostroyed a great 
deal of (true) meaning under the shadow of the letter. Reject
ing aingle paasages of the Suttas and of the profound Vrnaya, 
they composed another Sutta and another Vinaya, which had 
(only} the appearance (of the genuine ones}. Rejecting the 
other texts-that is to say, the Pariviira (an abstract of the 
contenta of the Vinaya)-the six sections of the Abhidhamma, 
tbe Pa~isambhidii, the Niddesa, and some portions of the 
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Jiita.ka., they composed others.1 They changed theii names, 
their appeoxance, and forsaking the original. 

" Those who held the Great Recital were the first sohis· 
matios; in inlitation of them many schismatics arose. Mer
wards a schism arose in that (new school); the Gokulika and 
Ekabyohiira bhikkhus were split up a.s two divisions. Mer
wards two schisms took place amongst the Gokulikas; the 
B~hussuto.ka and the Pafiiiatti bl1ikkhus split np as two d ivi· 
sions. And opposing these were the Cetiyas, (another) 
division of the Mahiisalig!tikas. All t hese five seots, originat
ing from the Mahiisarigitikas, split the (true) meaning and 
the doctrine and some portions of the Collection; setting aside 
some portions of difficult passages, they altered them. They 
forsaking the original: name, appearance, modification, right 
modes, made them other. 

" In the orthodol: school of the Theras, again, a schism 
occurred; the Mahirp.siisaka ancl Vs.jjiputta.ka monks split 
up a.s two sections. In the school of the V ajjiputtakas, four 
seotions arose, to wit, the Dhammuttarikas, Bhaddayanikas, 
O"hannagarikas and SarJlmitis. In !•Iter times, two divisions 
arose among the Mahirp.siisakas; the Sabbatthivada and 
Dhammagutta monks split np as two divisions. From the 
Sabbattbi~radins arose the Ka.ssapil<as, from the Kassapikas 
the Sa.ri.kantivadins, and subsequently another section, t he 
Suttaviidins, from the Sankantikas. 1'hese eleven schools 
which split off from the Theravada, split the (true) meaning 
and the doctrine a.nd some portions of the Collection; setting 
aside some portions of difficult passages, they altered them. 
'l'hey forsaking the original : name, appea.rance, modification, 
right modes, made them other. 

" Seventeen are the schismatic sects, and there is one that 
is not schismatic; together with that wluch is not schismatic, 
tl1ey are eighteen in all. That of the Theravadins, which is 
even like a great bnnyan f.ree, is the most e>:cellent: the com
plete teaching of the Conqueror, free from omissions or 
admissions. The other schools nrose ns thorns grow on the 
tree. In the first century there were no schisms; in the 

1 R.eadiog, with ' B.\ ai!?tani. 
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second century arose the seventeen schismatical eohools in 
th& tesching of the Conqueror."' 

Subsequently, six other schools-the Hemavatilcas, the 
Rijagirikas, theSiddhatthilcas, thePuhba.seliyas, theApt.raseli
yas and the Vijiriyaa-arose, one after the other. To them 
no reference is here made. 

Now the Sasana proceeded with the eighteen early schools. 
And when Asoktl., the righteous ruler, had =eivcd faith, he 
bestowed dnily a sum of five hundred thousand, one hundred 
thousand eaoh on the worship of the Budd ha, the Doctrine, 
the Order, on the maintenance of his ow·n teacher, the Elder 
Nigrodhn, and on the dispensaries at the four gates, and so 
brought notable honour and patronage to the Sii.sana. The 
te&Ohers of other faiths, being d eprived of honour and patron
age, so that they had not even enough to eat, sought that 
honour and patronage by entering the Order, and eet forth 
each his own heresies, saying: 'This is the Doctrine, this is 
the Dieoipline, this is the religion of the Teacher.' Some, 
even without being ordained, themselves cut off their hair, 
donned the yellow robes and went about &mong the vihiira.s, 
entering the assemblies at the time of the Uposatha ceremony 
and the like. 

These monks, albeit they were confuted by the Order, the 
Doctrine, the Disciplin.e, and t he Sayings of the Teacher, 
bewg unable to stand in the right order of the DoctJ·inc and 
the Discipline, brought in diverse cankers, stains and nuisnnce 
to the Siieo.na. Some practised fire-worship; some, the fiV'e
fold heat-asoetioiam; some turned the way of the sun; some 
deliberately strove in one way or another, saying: ' We ehaU 
split up the Doctrine and the Discipline.' 

Thereupon the Order would not, with such as these, hold 
the Upoeatha or the PaviiraQii ceremony. For seven ye&lS 
the Uposatha ceremony wu suspended in the Aaoka monastery. 
The King strove, tltinking: 'By an order I will make it to be 
held,' but could not. Nay, he was filled with remorse when, 
through the misunderstanding of a stupid delegate, some 
monka \VUe slain. He, willing to allay both his regret and 

t D!pcu'"'~""• v. SO·!W.; JIP· J4Q.2 in Oldenbe"'!'• tton~~!atlon. 
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the canker which had arisen in the Sii.sa.na, asked the Order: 
' Who now is competent for this matter 1' When he had 
heard the answer: '1'he Elder Tissa, son of Moggal!, sire,' he, 
in the name of the Order, invited the Elder to come from the 
Allogruiga. hill. .And when he saw the Elder showing a mixaole, 
he was filled with confidence in the Elder's powers, and 
consultw him on that which distressed him, and procured 
assuaging of his remorse. The Elder, t{)o, dwelt a period of 
seven days in the royal gardens teaching the king doctrine. 

Thus instructed, the king on the seventh day convened the 
Order in the Asol-a monastery, and seated himself in a pavilion 
which he had erected. Marshalling the monks into separate 
groups according to the views they professed, he sent for 
each group in turn, and asked: ' What was the doctriJiel of 
the Eulightened One~· Then the Eternalists replied: ' He was 
an Eternalist '; others replied that t he Buddha taught limited 
eterualism, immortality of t he soul, eel-wriggling, fortuitous 
origins, consciousness, neither consciousness nor uncon
sciousness (of soul after death), annihilation of soul.' Those 
who held with Nibbana in this life only, claimed hitn no less. 

The king, through having learnt doctrine, discerned that 
these were not proper mon1.-s but heretics, and ejecting them 
from the Order, he bestowed white lay-ga.nnente upon them . 
.And there were 60,000 of them in all. Then he sent for other 
monks, and asked them: " What was the doctrine of the 
Buddha 1"3 "Sire,'' they replied, "he was a.n Analyst."• At 
this reply the king asked the E lder, saying: "Sir, was the 
perfectly Enlightened One an Analyst?" "Yes, Sire." 
Then said the king: "Now, Sir, the Sii.sana is purged. Let 
the Order of monks hold the Uposatha ceremony." .And 
providing a guard, he entered ·the city. l u concord the 
Order assembled and held the Uposatha ceremony. In that 
congregation, sixty hundred thousand monks were present . 

At that assembly Elder Tissa, Moggali's son, to avert all 
bases of heresy that had arisen, and that might in the future 

' Ki'T' Vadi: lit. Wba& reacher .... 
' Of. BrahmajiiJ .. Suttanta (Digka I). ' Ao above. 
" Soo MQjjhimaNikd.ya, ii, 197; Poin/8 ojCo'lltrover8y, p. 7, fn.l. 
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arise, analysed in detail the heads of discourse, by the metl1od 
which had been delivered by the Master, into 500 orthodox 
statements and 600 heterodox statementa, 1,000 in aU, uttered 
and the coUection1 of the P&i•us of Cmll.rot~ry. the salient 
feature of which was the croshing of all rua&entient views. 

Thereupon, selecting one thousand monb who were learned 
in the Three Pitakas and versed in the Four Pa~sambhidiis, 
just os the Elder, Kassapa. the Great (at the First Council, 
had) recited Dhamma and Vinaya, so did he, reciting, after 
purging the religion of its stains, hold the Tl\itd Council. 
And in reciting the Abhidhamma, he incorporated in the 
body thereof this coUection, even a.s he uttered it. 

As it is said:- " (He-i.e., the Buddha) set forth in outline 
the Collection of the P&in.U of Coooover1y, giving an account 
of ' person ' and such controverted pointa. By the mere 
table of contents thus laid down in delectable mansions 
Moggall'a aon filled out, he:re on earth, the full detail. Now, 
inaamuch as the way for the comment is achieved, I will 
comment on the matter. Listen attentively.'~ 

• .,.,.mrat'4'1'· It wu a little preTioUll to eaU thlo ' book' (i ... 
liS.) ln Point~ of 00'1ttrDL-.r'!f (p. 7).-Ed. 

' See Shwc ZAn Aung and llro. Rhys Davido' tn.nalation in Poi.U. 
of 00fllrootr"'J, pp. 1·7. 





CHAPTER I 

I 
FimRllliN "Is the ' person' known in the sense of o. real and 
ultimate object?" is the question. " Yes" is the reply. Now 
whose is this question, and whose this reply t It 011onot 
(adequately) be said:' Of any person.' 

For a list of contents was laid down by the Exalted One, by 
way of a text, in order te clear the various kinds of propositions 
in this eolleotion. Abiding by the method as given by the 
Teacher, this has been classified by the Eld.er by way of a 
text.1 It wu not that the Elder hintself disputed all the 
theories which have been shown here. This being eo, in onler 
that the meaning of those controversies may be grasped easily, 
we shall give the explanation, classifying them thus: question 
of a Sakaviidin1 and its corresponding answer of a Paravadin,' 
and then quostiotl of a Paravadin and answar of a Salmvadin 
thereto. 

"Is the 'person • got at in a rea.! and ultiumte sense t" 
is the question of a Sakavii.din. That, by this question, the 
Puggo.lo.viidins who held the view:"' person • exists," eould be 
asked thna, is shown. [8] But who were the Puggo.ltwadins t 
In the Sliso.na,• the Vajjiputtakas aud Sa.qunitiyas, and many 
other teachers not belonging to the Saso.na. 

Therein ' peraon • means self, being. vitsl principle.• ' !a 
got at • :6 meatl8 having been approached by the und.erataod
ing, is cogoiud. 'In the sense of a real and ult.imate object •: 

lTantt.-~ 
• Lit.. • ono of ours '=Theravidin. 
• Lit. 'otbor-cpoak<r.' Henoefortb rendered u t.bo opponont. 
• TeAChing! o.mounts to 'the Church.~ 
• All4 ,.,14 jlt10. ' Upa/abbhal;. 

9 1 
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here ' real ' ntcall$ that which is not to be apprehended as 
not fact, like magic, a mirage a.nd the like; a.ctual. ' Ulti
mate' means that which is not to be accepted a.s hearsay; 
highest sense. By the expression ' just as the "person" is 
known objectively,! as both real and ultimate, so also t he 
material form is known' and so forth, a classification of t he 
57 ultimates of our conscious experience consisting of (5) 
aggregates, (12) sense-organs and objects, (18) elements 
and (22) controlling powers, being shown. 

It is inquired: " Is your ' person ' got at in the same way 
as a true and real object is got at~" The Opponent assents: 
"Yes." In some oases, to show affirmation "Yes, sir" htJ,s 
been employed, while in other cases, " Yes." In this connec
tion, "Yes " has been used. 

Here the sense is this: There is a Satts banded down wherein 
the Exalted One, handling another's point of view, said: 
" there .U, for instmwe, the ' pe1·son ' who is WQrking for his <>Wn 
advantage."• Because he (the Opponent) accepted this, and 
because the EXAlted One whose utterances were true and 
mutually consistent, who preached Dhamma not from a 
traditional belief and the like, and who himself had universal 
knowledge and made it known, and because the Opponent 
said: " !here is, for instance, the 'person' who is working for 
h.U own ad11antoge," and therefore that ' person ' exists in the 
sense of a real and ultimate object:- accepting this view 
(the Opponent) assents : "Yes." 

Unwilling to give him a chance to make such a sham and 
fraudulent utterance, the Sakavadin then says: "That which 
is real," and so forth. Here the sense is this: Just this which, 
from an objective point of view, is explained as causal or 
without a cause, conditional or unconditional, eternal or 
transitory, with or without attributes, a cla.ssifi.cation of the 
57 ultimates of ou:r conscious elCperience consisting of the 
material form and the like has been handed down. It is not 
to be accepted as something conventional or traditional. 

1 Para. to, lit. ' na other.~ 
2 &o })jglv.J, iii, 282 ; Majjhima, i, 341, 411; .A:ngulfara, ii, 9G; Point& 

of Oontrot.,.81f, p. 16, fn. 2 (heroinofter referred to ao P. of 0 .). 
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It is a real objeet by virtue of ita being • a thing as such.' 
It is an ultinmte object by virtue of its being directly 
perceived. 

With reference to this he asks: "Is the • petSon ' got a,t in 
the same way as a, [9] rea-l and ultimate object is got at 1" 
"In the same way "-this is an • instrumental phrase.' So 
here it means: "Is the • person' got at in a real and ultimate 
sense Y" This is to say, "Is the • petSOII' got at in the same 
way as a. real and ultimate object is got at, because of ita 
having either materia.l form and the like, or because of the 
relation-ca-tegories' and the like Y" 

" That cannot be truly said " is the douiol of the Opponent. 
He denies because he does not mean ' pct!!On ' of that sort. 
Here the words nre te be analysed thus: "That cannot be 
truly said" means that it is not rigl1t to say "Yes.'' It 
means: "That cannot be truly said" with regard to both 
(statements). 

"AcJ.."!lowledgo your refutation," says the Sakaviidin. It 
means: " Because your former proposition is not the S.'lme 
as the latter proposition, and because the latter cannot be 
reconciled with the former, so you nre refuted; acknowledge 
this refutation, offence, fault. Having enjoined the refutation 
he then, in order to mllke it clear through ' positing ' (!hapanii), 
• go.in.ing ' (p<ipami) and assigning' in direet and indirect 
methods, says: "If the • person,' " and so on. 

Here "If the petSon," and so on menns if the 'petSon' be 
known, supposing tbat the ' person ' be known in the sense 
o£ & real&nd ultimat<l object. 

The positing in direct method is so rolled hecause here the 
opponent's proposition is conditionally ' cstnblished ' for tbe 
purpose of refutntion through ' gaining ' and ' assigning.' 

Because the expression " th~n. indeed, good sir," and 
so on, in direct proposition, is gotten for refutation, it is 
termed gaining in direct method. Here, ' then ' is an ' in
strumental phrase,' • indeed ' expresses confidence, ' good 
air ' is a. term of addreas. That is to say, " then indeed, good 
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sir, you should also say," etc. It means: indeed, look here, 
good sir, for that reason you should also say. 

Booause the expression " what you aflirm. there," and so 
on in direct proposition, is pLwed (on the opponent) for 
refutation, it is termed lifting in direct method. Before 
the word ' wrong • at the end of it ' this (statement) of 
yours • is to be brought down. It means: this (statement) 
of yours is wrong. Later on, this has been used in the text 
(pal•J. 

"But you ought not to say," and so on, means: You ought 
not to say thus. Because here the contrary proposition is 
conditionAlly established for the purpose of refutation through 
gaining and assigning, it is termed p<J$iti•19 in indirect method. 
Because the expression " and indeed, good sir, you do not,'' 
and so on in indirect proposition is gotten for refutation, it is 
termed gaining in indm>ct method. (10] Because the expres
sion " ~ain you affirm that," and so on, in indirect proposition, 
is placed (on the opponent) for refutation, it is termed' assign
ing ' in indirect method. Here also before the word ' wrong ' 
at the end of it' this (statement) of yours' is to be adduced. 
Later on, too, in similar cases, this is the rule. This is the 
meaning, in short, from the beginning. 

If the peiSOn be got at in a real and ultimate sense, then 
indeed you should say, the person is got at in the same way 
(as any other real and ultimate object is known). That which 
you say here is wrong-namely, that in the former question 
we ought to say, 'the person is got at in a real and ultimate 
sense,' but in the latter question we ought not to say, ' the 
person is got at in the same way as (any other real and ulti
mate object is known).' In this way, the ' positing,' ' gaining ' 
and ' assigning ' in direct method take place. Now in the 
latter question we ought not to say: " (The person) is got 
at in the same way (as any other real and ultimate (object) 
is known)." In the former question, too, we ought not to 
say so. That which you say here is wrong, namely, that in 
the fom1er question we ought to say, ' the person is got at 
in a real and ultimate sense.' 
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But in the latter question we ought not to say, ' the peraon 

ia got at in the aame way as (any other real aod ultimate 
object is known).' In this way, the 'positing,' 'gaining • and 
' uaigning ' in inctinct method take place. Because the 
refutation and also the fourfold ' gaining ' and ' assigning • 
from direct and inctinct methods are thus stated-it is got 
at as the fivefold a.ffinnative presentation. Here whatever 
' gaining ' and ' assigning' there are from the direct method 
are considered M one. The ' gaining ' and ' a.ss\gning ' from 
the indirect method are a.lso taken to be M one. In tb.is way, 
the twofold refutation is made out. But hero it refers to 
'Aclolo,vledge your refutation.' Because the ti.:rat refutation 
for the first statement: ' Is (the ' person ') got at,' etc., has 
been set up in two ways, this is only one refutation-i.e., the 
first refutation. 

Then folloWJ the adverse method. Hero the question is 
of the Opponent. As he accepts the statement " there is, 
for instan~ the person who is working for his own advan
tage," be does not agree, and he asks: " Is (the ' person ') 
not got at1 "nnd so forth. Since it is not to be got at as the 
properties like f'tlpa, etc., are got at, the Sakavad.in an.swe111: 
"No,' it is not got at." Concerning the truth in what be 
himself meant the other again said, 'that which is real,' and 
so on. 

He says thus, because be treats the popular truth and the 
ultimate truth as one. The ' person ' has got a s•.condary 
meaning; so when, after the two kinds of troth are treated 
as one, he is asked, he denies : 'it is not.' By this, whatever 
has been said regarding its nnget-at-ableness in a real and 
ultimate sense is first accepted, &nd then [11) denied as a 
popnlar truth, or as & mixed one. 

The Opponent, however, in conformity with hi.s words 
'i.s it not got at 1' falsely argues, ' that which you aoecpted 
first is rejeoted afterwards,' and, as i£ quarrelling over the 
disputed point, while retorting to the refutation of hia own 

1 The Pali idiom here uses "Yu: it. ia not ... '' 
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statement, says, "Acknowledge the rejoinder." Now as in 
the fivefold affirmative presentation, the refutation is made 
clear by the Sakavo.din through ' gaining ' and ' assigning,' 
in direct and indixect methods, after the ' poaiting' of the 
statement, so as to make t.he rejoinder clear. He says, 
namely: ' If the person,' and so forth. 

This is to be understood from the meaning as stated above. 
Because here the ' positing ' is from the side of the Opponent, 
it is merely the ' positing ' to show ' this is your fault' ; but 
not to bring out clearly the refutation, or the rejoinder. 
On the other hand, only its 'gaining' and 'assigning' are 
manifested. 

Therefore inasmuch as this rejoinder is made through the 
four ways of ' gaining ' and ' assigning,' from dixeot and 
indirect methods, it is known as ' the fourfold rejoinder,' 
and should be understood as a set of four. 

Having tbus made the rejoinder, he then, in order to show, 
through foJ.Iacious argument, that the Sakaviidin's refutation 
in the fivefold affumative presentation was badly done, says: 
'But if you imagine,' and so forth. Here' But if you imagine' 
means if you consider. 

' We ought to affirm' is said concerning the opponent's 
affirmation: 'Yes.' But 'we ought not also to affirm. ' is 
said coneorning the latt(>r's denial: 'It is not.' "Then your 
(content.ion) there" means: for t.bat reason you iu the very 
proposition 'is not got at,' etc. (contained in that negative 
question). 'Thus the affirmation' means" while thus affirm· 
ing' Yes.'" ' Thus to be refuted ' means, thus to be refuted, 
while denying ' again it is not so.' ' Let us then refute you ' 
means then let us refute you who deserve refutation thus. 
' You are well refuted' means you are weU refuted because 
you are refuted by yot•r own statement. 

Thus having shown that he (the Sakavadin) should be 
refuted he (the Opponent) then, while refuting him, [12] says, 
'If (the person),' and so forth. Here the' positing,'' gaining' 
and ' assigning ' are to be understood as stated below. At the 
end, however, ' this of yours is wrong' means this statement 
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of yours is wrong. Because this refutation is Ul&de in four 
wa.ya through fa.lse argument it is known 118 the Fourfold 
Refutation. 

Having thus refuted (the Opponent), in otder to show that 
" if my refutation through your argument is a bad muta
tion, then yonr refutation in the fivefold affirmative preecnta
tion below, based on mine, is also a bad refutation," says: 
" If this boa bad refutation," and so forth. 

Here, ' if this be a bad refutation ' mCJ>llB, if this statement 
of yours is ill-refuted by me, or, if this refutation of mine 
to yours is a bnd refutation. Similarly,' thus look at therein' 
means there also, wherein you have refuted me above: look 
at this and that. 

Now he points out, in the refutation made above by the 
Sakaviidin with the words "it can be trnly said," etc., and 
again, while prcaenting that it waa not " refutation, a&ying: 
"we (do not consider owselves to have been refuted) by you," 
and eo forth. This is the sense with regatd to ' Therein by 
this affirmation,' etc. :&cause your refutation to mine is a 
bad one, therefore, when I agreed with you by the affirma
tion ' Yes,' in tho fivefold affirmative presentation, and again 
denied saying " it was not t-rue," we should not be refuted, 
in ' Aolcnowledge your refutation.'" Although it should not 
be refuted thus, you (thus} refuted mo. But we are badly 
refuted by such refutation. 

Then, in order to show the refutation, with rcferonce to 
which it waa said "We are badly refuted," he says: "If the 
'person' (be eo and so) ... this refutation of yours is 'l'rOng." 
In this way, because this refutation has been reached through 
the fourfold' assigning ' and 'ga.ining,' from direct and indirect 
methods, it is known as the Fourfold Application. 

Now folloWB the Fourfold Conclusion: "Nay, we are not 
to be refuted thus," and so on. Here "Nay, we are not to 
be refuted thua" means, it should not be refuted in auoh 
way 118 you arc refuting me. I have shown that this refutation 
has been badly done. " By this " means for that res.son; 
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because t!Us refutation is badly done, therefore "Now you 
refute me . . . " " If the ' person ' . . . this proposition of 
yours is wrong " means, this refutation of yours is wrong. 
"Therefore [13] in the refutation," etc., means, for that reason 
whereby it is wrong, the refutation of yours is badly done. 
I maintain that my rejoinder wa.s well done, and that my 
sequel to the argument through the fourfold rejoinder was 
a.lso well done. It is to be understood, that, in this way, 
because the Fourfold Rejoinder, the Fourfold Refutation, the 
Fourfold Application and the Fourfold Conclusion, beginning 
with "Is the 'person' not known~" etc., follow from the 
Fivefold Affirmative presentation beginning with " Is the 
'person' known~" etc., therefore they are designated as the 
Affirmative and Negative presentations, each in a set of five. 
Since the Sakavadin adheres to !Us former statement the 
Opponent wins through mere assertion and fallacious argu
ment. 

Now inasmuch as the Opponent adheres to his former 
statement, the Sakavii.din wins justly and truly. 

Likewise, to show the origin of the controversy, the Negative 
and Affirmative presentations, each in a. set of five, are intro
duced with " Is the ' person ' not got at," etc. In the 
adverse controversy, the Opponent inquires about the reality 
and ultimate nature (of the personal entity) in respect of 
materitil form and the like. The Opponent affirms, that 
it is true in respect of a merely conventional belief, or in respect 
of a conventional belief mixed with ultimate belief. 

The Opponent next inquires: " Should you say, the person, 
as a conventional usage, is not got at 1" Because of the 
ambiguity of the question through that mixture, he denies: 
"No, it is not," and thereby rejects what the Sakavii.din 
aflinns. Using the identietil expressions, the Opponent says: 
"Acknowledge your refutation," and so on. 

It should be understood that, in this way, on account of the 
second proposition:" Is the ' person' not got at 1" eto., there 
arises the second refutation. 

Thns being refuted through that false argument, the Saka
viidin now asks in the aflinnative method, in order to show 
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that, in bia affirmation, his own statement ia just and true. 
The Opponent agrees with respect to bia own proposition. 
Withont giving any chance for a proposition the Sakaviidin 
again inquires about the nltimate nature (of personal entity). 
Because of the absence of the ' person ' in the senae of an 
nltimate object the Opponent denies. Thereafter, in order 
to show that he has made his victory justly and truly, all that 
has been sn.id, beginning with " Acl<nowledge the rejoinder," 
and so on, is the word of the Sakaviidin. 

Tho meaning of all the fourfold Rejoinder, Refutat ion, 
Application and Conclusion shonld be understood as it has 
been said o.bove. Thus, because of its fourfold Rejoinder, 
Refuto.tion, Application and Conclusion beginning with "Is 
the' person • known1" eto., this fivefold Adverse Controversy, 
beginning with" Is the' person' notgotat1" etc., [14] ia desig
nated as the fivefold .A.ffu:mative presentation. Thus in the 
first truth, these two presento.tions, each in a set of five, are 
explained. In the first fivefold presentation, the Opponent 
is well-refuted by the Sakaviidin. But the self-made victory 
of the Opponent over the Sakavadin after giving a rejoinder 
through a pretentious argument is badly won. In the second 
fivefold preaeoto.tion, the Sakaviidin is wrongly refuted by the . 
Opponent. The self-IJIAde victcry of the Sakaviidin over the 
Opponent efter giving a rejoinder through a just argument 
ia truly won. 

The first debate relating to :reality is <mded. 

Herein it is thus said: 
In1 the first fivefold presentation, the refutation of the 

Opponent is correct, but the victory of hia rejoinder therein 
ia not so. 

In the second fivefold presentation, the refutation of the 
Sakavidin ia incorrect, but the "-ictcry of its rejoinder therein 
is perfectly done. 

Therefore in both plAces the Sakavidin wins. Victory ia 
possible through n just cause. How can it como through 
injustice 1 

--- ·---.--·--
• Theae eentenoea are, in PaJi, jn metre. 
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Just as here in (the examination of) the truth adorned with 
two presentations, each in a. set of five, victory and defeat 
are said to follow only from justice and injustice respectively. 

Henceforth, in all the subsequent examinations of the truth, 
the wise should thus explain both victory and defeat.• 

R aving thus explained the controversy relating to reality, 
now, in order to expand it in respect of place, etc., " Is the 
' person ' got at~ " and so on is now begun again. 

Here the question is by the Salmvaclin. The rejoinder is 
by the Opponent. Again, t he question: " everywhere 1" with 
reference to body, is by the Sakavadin. The Opponent 
refutes, because he finds errors in holding that the 'person ' 
is in the material qualities, and that the living principle 
(ji!Ja) is different from the body. '!'he rest should be under
stood here as explained above in the fivefold Adverse Contro
versy. [15) The te1.-t, on the other hand, is concise. 

Here when, with reference to the body, it has been said, 
that the 'person' is not got at, etc., this implies that, even 
outside the body, it is got at. Hence in the Adverse Con
troversy, the rejoinder is by the Saka.vadin. Through the 
pretence of having made it first to affu:m and then deny, the 
Opponent gives the rejoinder. The rest is clear. 

In the second method, the Sakavadin's question ("Is the 
' person ' got at) always 1" etc., refers to both the former and 
later lives (of a p&son), to the present remainder of life, and 
to its final close. The Opponent denies, because he finds in it 
twofold defect: (1) the wrong in thinking "he is a ~atriya, 
he is a l>riihmatla," and so forth, and (2) the presence of the 
differences in the present remainder of life and its final close. 
The rest are similar to those said in connection with the first 
method. 

In the third method, the Sakaviidin's question: " (Is t he 
' person ' got at) in everything ~" eto.,2 refers to the organs 

1 This pa:ra.groph is, in Pa.Ji, in mct"(e, 
' For lc4andh.t8a ti [P.T.S. ed., p. 15) read 80/lhuU ti. SeeP. of 0 ., 

p. 13, fn. 3. 
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and objects of acnse. The Opponent denies, becauso he £can. 
the defeot in thinking: " the ' pell!Qn is i" the material form, 
tho ' penon ' is in the eye," and so forth. The rut is similo.r. 

Thus, after distributing these three facets or BBpOOts, in 
succession, af!i1"1Mtively, according to the fivefold Allirmetive 
Presentation, again in order to distribute them negl[>lively, 
according to tho fivefold Negative Pusentetion, "Is the 
' person' not got at T" etc., is brought forth. 

Hero, on account of t he brevity of the text of the fi.vefolu 
Affirmative Prcsent.ation, its meaning should bo understood 
llll in the Negative Presentation, and because of t ho brevity of 
t he te:tt in the Adverse Present.at ion, its meaning sltould be 
understood as in the AJ!h:mative Presentntion. 

So far it relates to these t hree controvlllllies merely (relat
ing to the reality of the personal entity). And under each of 
the four BBpOOta (M under the first), the argumCJlt is preaented 
affirmatively and negatively, thus mnking up the eight
faced view. Since under each aspect one refutation follows, 
therefore tho eightfold refutation has been rcconled in the 
te:tt. 

Herein it is eaid: 
Thus in the fourfold controversy, each d ivided into five, 

t his eight-faced view is e:ocplained. 
[16) Of the eight refutD.tions there, four t>ro right und four 

ure wrong. 
Tho Snkavadin wius everywhere, but cvc:rywhcre t he 

Opponent is dcfeated.l 

The explanation of the controversy relating to tho reality 
is ended. 

Now the reality (of the personal entity) ~ compared with 
material quatity, etc. 

Here the Sakavidin's question regarding "And is material 
quality T" etc., means is the' p!IJSOD' got at just in the same 
way a.s material quality is known in its ultimate sense. Accept.. 
ing the citation" there is the person who," etc., tho Opponen t 

1 In Po.ll, fivo metricoJ !in ... 
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assents. The Saka.viidin questioll.S : " If the ' person ' is in 
an ultimate sense as material quality is, then is the 'person ' 
also, as is feeling, eto., different from material quality ~" 
The Opponent denies, seeing that it is against the Samaya
Stltta.t The rest is clear in meaning. 

In the affirmative and negative presentatioll.S, 57 allirrna
tive presentations, each in a set of five, are shown from 
the Sal..--avii.din's side concerning the 57 real and ultimate 
facts. The fourfold rejoinder, eto., is in brief. From the 
Opponent's side also the 57 negative presentations, each in a 
set of five, are shown in both Negative and Affirmative pre
sentations. The fourfold rejoinder is in brief. By the 
expression, "Did the Exalted On.e say 1" having shown that 
there exists the ' person,' and tha.t material quality is know
able in ita real and ultimate sense, the Opponent questions 
"Did the Exalted One say 1" in order to make him (Sakava
din) say, that they are both distinct. The Saka.viidin rejects 
because of the oneness and diversity in the question concerning 
it~ traditionl>i belief and ultimate sense. The rest here is 
also clear in meaning. 

Comparison ("1\.jth other realities), simply treated, is ended. 

(17] Now follows a comparison of realities with material 
quality, etc., by way of Analogy. Here (1) "If material 
quality and feeling are got at (as real and ultimate facts), are 
they different ?" and (2) " Is the ' person ' got at also (in the 
sense of a real and ultimate fact), as material quality is got 
at 1 "- these t'vo questions are of the Sakavadin. Ancl both 
the aoknowledgments are of the Opponent. When their 
identity is admitted by the Opponent, the Sakavii.din objects 
that if material quality and feeling are different, then analo
gously, material quality and the ' person' a.re also two dif
ferent things. The other refutes it. The rest here is also 
clea.r in meaning. 

In the Doctrine,• according to the nature of material 

1 This .., hardly refer to the 20th Butt.. of th• JYqj/v.r.. lt may 
ha.ve been{!) a.DADle now lost of a. given Sutta {ther& are po.zallels), or 
{2) a technical term for ' sutt.. tradition.'- Ed. 2 DhammAlto, cf. below. 
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quality, ete., arising from tho orgau of sight, and so forth, 
there ha.ve been shown 920 rejoinders, each in a set of five, 
from the Sakava.din's aide. The four aggregates (khandllas)' 
arising from material quality a.re then spoken of in a repeated 
formula. Likewise, the 20 arising from feeling. As regards 
the iiya/4t141,1 11 arising in succession from the organ of 
sight. Likewise, 182 in the remaining. Of the elements,• 
17 arising in suoceasion from the element of sight. Similn.rly, 
306 in the remaining. Of the indri!/'U' (organa of sense), 
21 in a. repeated formula arising from the organ of sight. 
Likewise, 462 in the remaining. Thus, in aU, there are 920 
rejoinders, eaoh in a set of five. In tho Opponent's side, also 
by the affinnative presentation: " la material quality got a.t 1" 
ete., the opponent is made to llC].."tlowledge that matetial 
quality, feeling, etc., a.re distinct, and then, on the basis of 
the Sutta " there is the person," etc., showing fallaciously 
that matetial quality, ete., of the ' person ' can be got at, 
it is contended that they are difFerent. The rest is to be 
understood from tho meaning given hero. Even according 
to their nature, as hn.s been said on the Sako.viidin's side, 920 
rejoinders, each in a set of five, are shown. 

Comparison with matsrial quality and other realities by 
way of uualogy is ended. 

Now inasmuch as what is got at in the sense of a real and 
ultimate object is to be dovolopod, as different from t he 
57 reu.lities such as material quality, coo., in their real and 
ultimate sense, through mntcriul quality, ete., or otherwise 
by its dependence on material quality, or material quality being 
dependent on it, therofore a comparison of t he realities by the 
fourfold method is begun. 

• Vi%., oed4n4 (fee~). OCJ11il<l (perooption), «ltl!:Adro (coefficlenta) 
aDd vi~tl4tl4 (conociousoooo). 

I 'nlere Ne twelVO 4~n411 Or IGOie .f'a.otora, Vi&., the Org&n of eight. 
of he&ring. of emoll, of t.aate, and oi touch, viaible objoct, 80Q.Dd, odour, 
wte, ~g;blo objeet, miDd and oopir.ablo objeot. Of. Oompeadivm, 
p.16. 

• They are eighteen iu nun>ber. Soo Compenditt,., p. 183 C. 
• They""' twenty.two in number. Soo Oompmdiwm, p. 176 C. 
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Here the question: "Is material \juality the • person T' 
is of the SaJmviidin. The Opponent sees he is in danger of 
admitting himself to be a nihilist, and negates. Refutation 
is of the Sa.kavadio. Even when it is asked: [18] "Is not 
material quality feeling ?-is it right to reject it 1" (the 
former replies)" Yes, it is to be rejeoted." Thil:l is because of 
material quality, feeling being clifferent in nature, and not for 
want of difference. He does not like to regard the 'person ' 
as cliffercnt, although it be qualitatively similar to material 
quality, eto. Therefore it is right. 

In the refutation: "Is material quality the 'person,' is 
feeling the ' person,' . . . is the faculty of one who has 
perfeot knowledge the 'person '?"-all these are started with 
reference to ultimate truth. It is, however, not possible to 
answer all at the same time on account of their individual 
characteristics. It has been set up only as a. question a.ceord
ing to the teJct. In this way, the learned explain its meaning. 
A disputant, on the other hand, after assuming this specific 
nature, should so answer that his opponent does not get a 
chance. Thus it is relevo.nt even though it has been set up as 
a question according to the text. 

In the same way, the meaning of all the questions should be 
understood. There is, however, this difference: 

Just as in dependence on one main element there are three 
main elements,! or in dependence on material quality there 
arises consciousness, similarly it ought to be said " ig the 
person thus also dependent on material quality 1" Just as 
it ought to be said that all things, such o.s feeling a.nd so forth, 
when deprived of their nature, or in the formless, the four 
aggregates, excepting material quality, constitute nirvana, 
is the ' person ' thus also ! Or, just o.s it ought to be said 
that material quality originates from mind, material quality 
ig in feeling on which it depends ... material quality is in 
consciousness, is the ' person ' thus also 1 

In all these questions, however, the opponent sees he is in 
danger of admitting himself to be a nihilist, and negates. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

1 J.l1ahuhhfii!J: earth, watar, fire, air. 
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Here, in tho Dockine, the 57 realities, each by the fourfold 
method of refutation, have been shown in 228 sets of fivo. 
On the opponent's side, too, the rejoinder goes up to tha.t 
extent only. 

In tbia connection, the Salrovidin acknowledges the state
ment " there is the person" because, in the Sutta, it has been 
handed down a8 a wwenlion. The objection to " Is materi&l 
quality the 'person '1" and so forth is, only by false argument, 
the rejoinder of the Paraviidin, these going to establish the 
question of the 'heresy of individua lity.' 

Comparison by the F ourfold Method is ended. 
Here ends also Comparative Inquiry. 

[19] Now aa regards the associated charaoteristice. In this 
connection, ina.smucb as anything con&idered in a re&! &nd 
ultimate sense is, except nirvana, bound up in C4u&al relations, 
happens only as conditioned by relations, arise&, ceases and 
has no perduring essence, and finally, has the character known 
as the reuon for happening, while nirvana being free from 
the aforesaid i.s not bound up in c..nsal relations, i.s uncondi· 
tioned, eternal and has no external feature, -and inasmuch as 
thls is the eberu.cteristic of what is considered as a rcnl objeet,
t herefore it is asked by the Sskaviidin: " Is the person 
related 1" and so fort h, because if t he person is known in a 
real and ultimate sense, be must have possessed this oharac
tcristio. The rejoinder is of the Opponent. 

Here "Acknowledge your refutation," and so forth are, 
however, in brief. Thu.~. through affinnative pr~tation 
in both the Affirmative and N egntive ~retbods, these eight 
sets of five should be understood on the Sakaviid.in's side. 
Through negative presentation in both the Negative and 
A.flirr:nativc Methods, there are eight also in the Opponent'• 
side. 

Here inasmuch as the Opponent, with the help of the Sutta, 
shows it aa a conventional trntb,-o.nd convention ia free from 
being bound up in relations and so on,-thereforo the Saka· 
viidin'e objection i.s kue. " Acknowledge your rejoinder" 
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and the rest, which must have been said through false argument, 
are here, too, in brief. 

Inquiry into associated characteristics is ended. 

Now follows an examinstion of the terms. 
Herein, to clear the meaning of "Is the 'person' got at," 

the Sakaviidin asks : "Is the' person' got at, (and conversely) 
is that which is got at the ' person ' ~" 

It means: in the expression " Is the ' person ' got at~" the 
two terms may be identical or different in meaning. If they 
be different in meaning-just as material quality means 
one thing, feeling another-then 'person' is one, and that 
(20] which is got at is another. If they be identical in mean· 
ing,-just as that which is thought, is mind,'-then it follows, 
that that which is ' person ' is that which is got at. Therefore 
I saythis:- lf that which is ' person,' is got at, then it follows 
that which is got at, is also person. Do you agree to this ~ 

Then the Opponent, inasmuch as he wants the ' got-at
ness' of the ' person,' but not that the nature of the person 
is that of the got-a.t material quality, etc., says: "The person 
is got a.t," and (conversely) that which is got at, some is 
'person,' some is not' person..' 

I t means: For me the' person,' is got at because the Teacher 
ss.id, " ·there is the person" but not all that is Jmown (as 
ultimat ely real) is ' person.' Some is ' person,' some is not 
'person.' 

Here the word kr!- is used in the sense of ko, hi being merely 
a particle. So here the expression means: some are ' person,' 
some are not ' person.' It has been said: ' Person ' or any
thing in material quality, and so forth is got at. ' Person ' 
is ' person,' but in material quality and so forth, ' some ' are 
not ' person.' 

1'herefore the Sa.kaviidin says: Of that which is got at, some 
is ' person,' some is not 'person.' It means: If it be granted 
that the ' person' is got o.t, because the two terms in " Is the 
'person' ' got at ' 1 " axe identical in meaning, then of 'thing ' 

. --·--- --------
1 Of. Sa1pyu1.ta, i i, 95. • Magadheso dialect . 
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and 'person,' which are also identical, some are 'penon,' 
some a.re not 'person.' It follows that, even of that whi.oh is 
' person,' some are got at, some are not got at. Do you 
agree to thia t He denies: "Nay, that cannot be truly said,'' 
becnuse he does not want ' pe=n ' should thm or thUB not 
be got o.t. Thereo.fter "Acknowledge your refutation," and 
the rest are in brief. But it should be understood in deteil. 

This is also the sense in regard to " Does ' person ' mean 
a reality 1" and so forth. All these :.re mercly synonyms for 
'Is got at.' 

Moreover, inasmuch as the Opponent noknowlcdgcs that 
"the 'person' is got at in the sense of a renl and ultimate 
object," his proposition is, in fact, "the ' person' is got at." 
Just in the same way, there arises the question: " Does 
' person ' mean a reality 1" ' Existing ' and ' found '1 

are merely synonyms of the proposition, namely, "the 
' person ' is.'' Hence the meaning of all these terms is 
clear. 

Here at the end it ia asked: " Doe3 the ' person ' ex:iat, and 
{conversely), " is that which exists not-aD 'person' 1" nnd 
so forth. Here the sense ia this:-(21) Inasmuch as the state
ment of the Opponent, namely, "the ' person ' exists; of the 
existent some are person, some are not person,'' and " Does 
the 'person' exist, and (conversely), is that which exists 
not all of the person t" are identica.l in mea.ning, therefore 
the Salcaviidin gets the Opponent's assent to this, and then 
accuses him, saying, " Your proposition, namely, • the 
"person" exists,' is based on the mere statement: 'there is 
the " person" working for his own good.' Just M the Exalted 
One said so, has he not also said: ' It does not e.xist' when he 
remarked.: • Consider, Mogbaraja., that the world is empty, 
and be alwaya mindful,' " and so on. 

Hence, just as your proposition: " the ' person ' exists, 
{and conversely), of the existent not all is pe=n,'' it alao 
follows: " the person • does not exist ' {and conversely), that 
which does not exist' is all of the person." Do you agree 

1 Vi,i;amdno oud Ba7J&vijjamdno. 
2 
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to this 1 To this the Opponent does not agree, and negates : 
" it is not so." The rest should be understood a.s has been 
said in the case of the rejoinder and so forth. 

Clearing the meaning of terms is ended. 

Now follows an inquiry int o concept . 
The Opponent d efines ' person ' as ' one who ha.s material 

quality in the sphere of matter'; and likewise ' has not 
material quality in the sphere of the immaterial.' In order 
to refute this op inion of his all the questions are put by the 
Saka.vwin, the affirmation and the· negation being by the 
other. Being asked: "Is one who has material quality in the 
sphere of matter a' person ' 1 "he (the Opponent) admits this, 
because the material body comes to be, and so there is a 
concept of actuality. Be.ing asked: " Is the person one who 
experiences desire of sense 1" he denies, because he may come 
to be in a passionless sphere, and so there is not actuality of 
the concept of material quality. Being asked: " Is the person 
'vithout material quality (in the sphere of the immaterial) ?" 
he assents, because he may come to be in the sphere of t he 
immaterial, and so there is a concept of actuality. In both 
cases, 'being' is used as an equivalent for ' person.' 

Now, inasmuch M he wants this, that ' body' is one thing, 
' person ' is another, from the accepted statement: " he 
contemplates body in the body,"1 etc., therefore in order to 
refut~ this opinion t he Sakaviidin asks : " A:re the terms 
' material frame ' and ' body ' identical ?-" 

Herein " applying the terms ' materia.! frame ' and ' body ' 
indiscriminately to our body " means taJring (the two terms 
as applied to) body, not in a separate, but in one and t he 
same sense, without distinguishing: " these are identical,"
[22) means this is only that . " These are these " is a.lso the 
<ext, which means this is just that; " the same in meaning " 
means just one in meaning. " The same (equals) the same 
in denotation, the same in origin " means the identical, the 
identical in denotation, the identical in origin. The difference 

1 In the S•tipa~;hiilll> formula. 
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here is merely in expreMions. In meaning, 'material frame • 
and ' this (body) ' is asked. 

The Opponent who does not see any difference, adtnits: 
" Yes." This is also the sense ofthe question: " Are the terms 
'person' and 'soul '1 identical !" and so forth. 

Being asked: "Is • material frame' different (from 
' person ') 1" be assents having made it his opinion from 
the (sa.ying about) contemplating the body. 

But being asked: " Is • soul ' one thing, ' body ' nnother f" 
he denies, because he cannot deny the Sutta alrecdy quoted. 

Then follows " Aclcnowlcdgo the refutation," and so forth, 
the meaning of which is clear. 

When as the Opponent asks: " Is • mnterial frame' one 
thing, ' person ' •mother t" the Sakavidin negates, because 
of the questions alrecdy eetabliahed, the Opponent, through 
false n.rgument, makes the rejoinder. This is also clear in 
meaning. 

Inquiry into tQmls or concepts is ended. 

Now wbat follows is about dcoeneo and connected result by 
way of change of bourn.• 

Here Opponent expresses himself having taken as his 
opinion: " the person transmigrates," which is based on the 
Sutta : " a pcrsm• transmi[ll'ales but set:en times at the utmost,"• 
and so forth, therefore, in order to refute that proposition of 
his, the Sakavficlin o.sks: " Does the persou transmigrate ?"and 
so forth. H erein 'transmigrates' o1cans 'moves on con
tinuously,' • comes and goos.' 'l'he Opponent assents accord
ing to his own proposition. 

[23] Again the Saknviiclin asks: " Is it the identical person 
who transmigrates 7" and so forth, which tbe other denies. 
"Identical?" means "ia it the same!" The Opponent, how
ever, being thus charged, negates, because he sees be is in danger 
of admitting himself an eternalist. When he is asked: "Is 
he cliiferent 1" he fears lest he sides with the annihilationists. 

1 Jif7/0. • Gali. 
• l ti-t71dtc:J.lo.. § 24.; eeo P. of 0., p. !7. 'Tranam.fara•'lit. • ruoaon. • 
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Similarly, when he is asked: "Is he both identical and also 
different ~"he fears lest he side with certain eternalists. 

Lastly, in the question: "Is he neither identicaJ nor dif
ferent 1" he fears lest he side with the' eelwrigglers.'l Again 
when a£ter reducing these four questions into one, he is asked, 
he negates, be%nse he fears lest he sides with the four (afore
said) heresies. He then shows the Suttas on which be bases 
his opinion, and says: "Then surely the person does trans
migrate," and so forth. 

Again, the Sakavadin asks: "If, according to your opinion, 
the pro:son tramnni.grates from this world, etc., then is he the 
very same person in both this and another wodd ~" And by 
this infro:ence he guides him to answro: : " Does the identical 
person so transmigrate 1" The other denies for fear of identify
ing himself with the eternalists. When the Salcav&din repeats 
the same question with greater emphasis, the Opponent ac
knowledges, because of the Saying: " He is just person, not a 
different state, but deceases thence and is reborn hence " 
and so on. When be is asked: "Is the identical person 
human 1" he denies that the human state is deva-state. 
When asked again, he admits the identity, because of such 
Sutta-passages as "I at that time was SvmeJ.ta, a teacher.''• 

The Sakavadin then explains: " You are wrong to admit 
different existences" and adds the veJ:>!e: " Having become 
man," and so forth. 

Herein "then there will then be no dying " means this being 
the case, there will be no dying. .After this, a.s there is diver
sity of existences aa yakkha, peta, etc., so the mauifoldness 
of the question is to be understood. " Is there any one who 
having been n. noble becomes a brahmin 1" and so on is asked 
on acoount of birth, bodily deformity (etc.}. 

Being asked by the Opponent: "Is it wrong to say: The 
identical person transmigrates, etc. ~" the Sakavadin admits 
it is, because, acoording to the eighth rebirth theory in 
this world, (after that) there is no rebirth in another 
world. 

----~~~~7----------·---------
1 Of. Ir.gh4- i, Sutt&nto. 1. 
' Petavottlou, iv, 7, 3. SeeP. of 0., p. 28, fn. 2. 
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He admH.s also the next que.stion, because ' a stream· 

winner' could not, even in his next existence, give up the 
state of 'a stream-winner.'• "But if," and so forth are the 
wo.rds of the Opponent. 

A.gain, the Sakaviidin asks to show that' a stream-winner,' 
when reborn in the world of devaa, ia not mere human. 

Then follows: "la (the tr&nsmig1ator) not differnnt, still 
present t" Herein ' not clifferent ' meana identical in all 
re.speets; ' still present ' mea.ns not diasp~ in any way. 
"Nay, that cannot truly be aaid" ia aaid, because one bom 
in deva .. world is not there human. 

A.gsin, when he is asked with g1eater emphasis, the Opponent 
admits according to his opinion that an identical person 
transmig1ates. 

In order to refuta the opinion (that the transmig1ator is 
still present), " one who has l011t a hand," and so forth is 
then said, thereby showing the diaappearance of corporeal 
quillities. Therein " one whose nails are cut off" men.ns one 
whose thumbs or toes have been out off. " One who is ha.m· 
strung " means one whose great sinew has been out. 

He denies as to " Is he the eamo as ho was before 1" 
and so forth in the first question, beoouse the matarial framo 
does not go2 with the porson. Ho acocpta in the second 
question, because there is no interval of life 118 (pure) person 
only. [24] According to t be proposition one enters his mother's 
womb with material quality, and then his material quality 
perishes. "A soul• transmig1atcs" means it tratlllmigrates 
with body of matarial qualities. 

" Are soul and body the same 1"-is then asked. The 
Opponent rejects this, inasmuch as, in transmigrating, the 
body is held to be abandoned; moreover, it is opposed to the 
Snttas. "Does he tr&nsmig1ate with feeling 1" and so forth, 
is denied because of possible rebU:th in the sphere known as 
the Unconacious, but ia admitted with respect to other spheres. 
Does he transmipte with his corporeal body having feeling 1 

1 Beca\lSO of re.maining identical 
• BUllllNO ed.-"' """""'"""'for dgama""'!'. • J ioo. 
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Are soul and body the same! is asked. "Are soul and body 
the same, ox axe they different~ " In this proposition 'body '1 

means all live aggregates. The Opponent rejects, because it 
is opposed t o the Suttas. 

In the question: "Does be transmigrate with his material 
qualities!" he rust denies, booause there is no interval of 
'person' -life only, and then accepts because of possible 
rebirth in the sphere known as the unconscious. 'Son! is 
different' (from body) means that be transmigrates, as an 
incorporeal, forsaking body of material qualities. 

~· Is this body different from son! !" is asked. The other 
rejects, because it is opposed to the Suttas. " Does be 
transmigrate without feeling~" and so forth, is denied, 
because of J?Ossible rebirth in the sphere known as the Un
conscious, but is admitt~d with respect to other spheres. 
"Soul is different" means he transmigrates without feeling and 
without consciousness, forsaking the body of feeling, etc. 
" Is that body of yours different from son!?" is asked. The 
other denies, because it is opposed to the Suttas. 

" Material quality tra.nsmigrates " and so forth means, 
material qualities and so forth, arising in an aggregate, are 
designated as ' person.' When that ' person ' transmigrates, 
do the material, etc., qualities also transmigrate! is asked. 
The Opponent rejects because of the expression "Just the 
being transmigrates " in such utterance as " beings 1oho are 
hindered by ignora?Jce and jel.te11xl by desire, transmigrate, go 
through the different existences.''~ When asked ag!>in, he 
admits, because he considers that, inasmuch as there can be 
no 'person' without material quality, etc., therefore, in 
transmigrating, he must transmigrate with material quality. 
This is the method with regard to feeling and so forth. 

"Does material quality transmigrate 1" and so forth means 
"because you say that material quality which is not' person,' 
also transmigrates, therefore I ask : (25] does not material 
quality transmigrate I" The other denies, because he con
siders that when ' a person' transmigrates, material quality, 

1 Sarl~Wp .. 
' 8-.yutta, iii,l49; P. ofO., p. 27. 
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which is merely his support, cannot so transmigTate. When 
asked again, he admits beca.use of the utterance " beinga 
alone transmigrate." The rest here is clear. 

The meaning of the Gi.this (vezses) is: In your opinion, sir, 
just as the ahadow is derived from the tree, and 1ml from fuel. 
similarly (the concept is got on the arising of) an aggregate. 
If material quality, etc., do not transmigrate, Md each of tho 
aggregates is dissolved, then if the ' person • also disintegrates, 
this beiJig so, the view becomes the doctrine of the annihiJa.. 
tion, which is the wrong view discarded by the Buddha. 
"What was said in course of a teaching, namely, that 
' SamaT,ta Goto.rna was an annihilationist '"-we do not say 
so "-is shown. Moreover, if the person be taken as not dis· 
integrating with the disintegration of the aggregates, he be· 
comes eternal, and hence amounts to nirvana. ' Resembling' 
meall!l exceedingly like, or just resembling on a.ccount of 
likeness, by the state of resemblance. Even aa n.irvana does 
neither originate nor deca.y, just so would the peraon be. 

Examination by way of rebirth is ended. 

Now follows the concept of derivation. 
Here the question is of the Sakaviidin, while the affi.rmation 

and the den.ial are of the Opponent. He will hAve it that the 
concept of person is derived from material and mental q utilities, 
just as the ahado'~ is derived from the tree, and lire from fuel. 
Therefore be admits, when he is asked: " Is the concept of 
person derived from material, etc., qualities 1" 

Again, when he is asked: " Is the person as impermanent, 
etc., a.s the material, etc., qualities from which it is derived, 
just aa the shadow is [2~ impermanent like the tree, or fire 
like fuel from which they are respectively derived! " he talces 
his stand on his opinion and rejects it. 

Aa rega:rda: "Is the concept of blue-green• derived from 
blue-green material qualities 1" aDd the like, he rejects, 
because he would not admit the identity of peraon with blue
green colour and its pluralistic state in the individual organism 
by way of va.riegated colours like blue.green, eto. 

l Yi1l. i, .MAv. v, 1; 31, 7. Ang. iv, 174, 183. 
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" Is the concept of good deri"ed from good feeling 1"-bere 
too be negates, because he would not admit the identity of 
person with feeling and ita pluralistic state in one indi
vidual's life-cont.inuum through various kinds of feeling like 
good, etc. 

I n the next question: "Is good derived from .good way 1" 
and so forth, he assents, taking ' good ' in the sense of 
expertness, proficiency. When asked: " Does person enb!Ul 
fruit of like nature 1" and so forth, be rejects, because it is 
not customary to speak thus of ' person.' iJJJ to bad feeling 
he assents, taking ' bad ' analogously to ' good ' above. 
iJJJ to indeterminate feeling be assents, because of the indeter
minateness (of 'person') with respect to the eterne.list 
and other views. The rest here should be understood as 
explained below. 

In the question: "Is it derived from sight 1" and so forth, 
he assents, because it is customary to say, that a person, as 
one who has physico.i and moral vision, avoids what is bad, 
and so on. He then rejects, because he would not admit that, 
when sight ceases, the seeing person also ceases. 

" Is the concept (of person) derived from material qualities 
and feeling !"- here other objects conditioning material 
qualities should be understood as twofold, threefold, fourfold 
and fivefold. He adtnits that if the concept of person is 
derived from the aggregates, it i.s derived from two, three, 
four and fhre objects. He, however, rejects this, because of 
the absence of two or five persons' cohering in one individual's 
life-continuum.' This is the meaning with regard to the organs 
and objects of sense, etc., also. 

Now in order to show that, just as with the impermanence 
of that from which the concept of something i.s derived, that 
something also becomes impennanent, and moreover their 
diJierence is proved, even so it is in the case of person, he 
asks: " Is the concept of person derived from material qualities 
just as the idee. of shadow is derived from a tree 1" and so 
forth. Herein 'is derived' means 'having come (or hap
pened), because of, not without such and such.' But the 
Opponent, not approving of such thing, rejects, gi,-ing his own 
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opinion. A fetter means &n iron chAin (or a jail). A fetterer 
is one who fetters with that chain. " One who ha.s material 
quality is with material quality " means, inaamuch a.s one 
who ha.s material quality becomes possessed of them. 

"la there the notion of person in each moment of con· 
scioumeas f" [27] this the Opponent admita, becau.ee of the 
realisation of consciousncS~S in re.--pect of its being with paasion, 
eto., a.ccording as it is with passion, etc. When he is asked: 
"Does the person undergo birth ?" etc., he, not approving of a 
momentary state for the person, rejects. Being naked: "Is it 
the same or something different ?" he rejects, because he fears 
lest he sides with the eternalists or the annihilationists. Ago.in 
when he is naked: " I s it riot also wrong to say: • It is a boy' 
or 'It is a girl' f" he assents, saying: "It m&y be so sa.id," 
beeauso he fears lest popular usage be annihilated. The rest 
here is clear. 

The Opponent, seeking to establish his opinion by another 
method, now aaya: "Why are you so concerned with all this 
inquiry about deri,•ed concept? Tell me this li.rst: May 
we then no1 say: the person is really and ultimately got at!" 
etc. Then when the Sakavidin replies: • Yes,' he says: 
" Is he not that who sees 1" and so on. Therein • that who ' 
means person. • Something ' is the visible object. • By who.t ' 
is the eye. 'He' means person. 'It ' is the visible object. 
' By th11t' is the eye. The meaning is: Is it not the CIU!C that 
when someone sees some visible object by means of some 
eye, n certain he who sees a certain visible object by a certain 
eye is the person f But the Sakaviidin says: it is only eye, 
depending on visual consciousness, that secs. Simila.rly it 
is only ear tb.at hears the sound. It is just consciousness 
that lalows (a) dlaanuna. To "has an Arahant eye f Does he 
see visible object by means of eye 1" and so forth, he ~~ays: 
' Yea ' becauae of conventional usage. 

Since from this the Opponent establishes, through false 
Argument, that it may be said that there is a person, the 
Sllkavndin, upsetting that view, asks: " Is tbe person got at 1" 
and 80 forth. Herein ' he who does not see ' is bli.nd, o. being 
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without consciousness, is reborn in the inviaible, has reached 
ending. Even if he is not blind, he does not see except by 
insight at due season. This is the meaning in the remaining 
portions also. Tb rest should be undert~tood in meaning 
according to the terl. 

By the application of the Sutta it has been said, that one sees 
visible object because of the contact of viaible object with 
deva-eye.' In t he second portion, by the expression ' I 
discern beings' he means to say, that he sees ' person.' In 
the third portion, he says: "He does see both," aocording 
to the opinion, " One seeing visible object makes a person 
become." Since things that are perceptible [28] are appre
hended in a fourfold synthesis of ' seeing, hearing, re11.ecting 
and understanding,' the Sakaviidin hence object.s to reckoning 
viaible object as the person, the person as visible object, or 
both as visible objects. The sense of this has been made 
clear. 

Inquiry about concept of derivation is ended. 

Now follows an inquiry about human action. 
Here the Opponent asks because of his opinion: " There 

being an action, there must also necessarily be ita cause." The 
Sakaviidin admits because of the existence of such act.ions. 
Ne;tt, the inquiry about the doer and the instigator is of the 
Opponent. Therein ' a doer ' means he who does those 
actions, ' an instigator ' means he who does 'by commanding, 
instructing, and other metl•ods.' 

Now, inasmuch as the Opponent inquires about the doer 
wit-h reference to the person, and not merely to a cause, 
therefore the Sakavadin negates. He then asks: "Are both 
the doer and the instigator (known to exist)!" Here he means 
to say: If the doer of that which is known is got at as person, 
do you assert that the person jg got at ~ Are the doer of 
action and person-got-at different 1 The Opponent, not 
approving of such a thing, reject& ' for fear of the heresy of 
creation by the Lord.'' Again, when he is asked, he assente, 

1 Olairvoyaneo. ' 188afYJ., n. creative Power. 
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because parents who give birth to 'person, ' give him a name, 
and nourish, are makers of the door, and those well·wishers 
and teachers of his who teach him in various branches of know
ledge are the inspirers. The idea is that only the former 
deeds are doers aod instigators. 

By the expresaion, " is one the maker of the other " it is 
asked: does this bappoo by that f If one be the maker of 
the doer of actions, is there final maker of &DJ one t If this 
be so, ' eaoh previou person would be the inevitable maker of 
his successor.' Eveo in this way, a peraoo who is the doer 
of deeds would be the maker of another person in future. 
So, too, there is no ' other,' and there is no making an eod 
of ill, no annihilating the cycle, (29] no final nirvana without 
residual stnf£ of life. As the mcnna cease, ill which is con· 
ditioned by means disappears, and there is no such thing as 
unconditioned nirvana. 

Or, ' one is the maker of tho other ' menna if action be not 
regarded as mere action, then there is its doer, a person, who 
has his own maker, and in this way, there is a succession of 
persoos. The meaning is that ' if this be so, then that whioh 
you say is end o£ ill, due to the non-contiuiUlnce of the cycle 
of actions,' does not exist.' The Opponent, not approving of 
this, rejects. 

In the subsequent inquiries, wherein 'maker' has been 
used identically with ' that who exists,' it has beon asked 
in respect of the person: "Are maker and inspirer identical?" 
It has no cause, nor is it the cause of the great earth and of 
others. Being a.sked: "Are good and bed deeds one thing, 
and doer of them quite another thing 1" he denies for fear 
of 'the heresy: the person is tbst who has mental properties 
or coefficients.'' 

To refute the opinion of one who, by expcrieu.oing the effect 
of deeds, shows that the peraoo exists, the question " la the 
effect of ethically good and bed deedJ got at !" ia begun. 

Here the questioo: " la one who oxperiences the effect of 
such deedJ got at f" ia of the Opponent. As there ia not 
another who experieoces owing to tho non-continuance of 

I /(..._, 
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t.he effect, the Sakaviidin denies. Agnin, the Sakavli.d.in asks, 
while the other assents. 

" One who experiences the effect of such deeds " means 
one who enjoys the experience of the effect of such deeds. 
Inasmuch as that which would be experienced is the effect, 
and the person is not so, therefore the Opponent rejects. 
When he is asked again, he assents, ' reflecting that a 
mother may kiss and embrace her child, a wife her husband, 
who has thus experienced.' " If the one and the other be 
so" means, if effects be not only external phenomena, if one 
subjectively experiencing, or enjoying them be assumed, 
this enjoyer, now as himself in turn an effect, would be 
enjoyed by another experieneer. In this way, there would 
be an endless series of persons. The meaning is: If this be 
so, that which has been said as end of ill, owing to the non
continuance of the cycle of effects, does not exist. Hence· 
forth the meaning of the question wherein ' one who experi· 
enoos ' has been identically used for ' that which exists,' 
should be understood as explained above. 

" Is the result of ethically good and bad deeds one t.hing 
and he who experiences those results another 1" -is the ques
tion. [30] This is denied for fear of the heresy: the person 
is that which is feeling. " Is deva-happiness known to exist 1" 
and so forth- all this' which, after classifying the results of 
good and bad deeds, is introduced from his point of view, 
should be understood as explained above. It should be 
understood, that the Sakavadin denies ' one who experiences,' 
because it involves the idea of individuality, but not because 
it is not exfl:'ll'ienced. Having regard to the earth, and so 
forth as objects, the origin of those enjoying them cannot 
be proved. The doer, the instigator, the person who experi
ences the result, and so forth are introduced in the manifold 
method. Therein " he does " means one whom you call the 
doer and the experieneer. 

" Is he who does (the acts) the same as he who experiences 
(the effect) !"'-this is the question of the Saka'l'adin. The 
opponent denies, because he fears to contradict the Suttas. 

1 Sa1]tyutk>, ii, 20. 
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When he is asked again, he assents, because in the Suttas it 
is said: " he has pleasure both here and hereafter. "1 While 
refusing to give him a chance to speak, the Saka.vidin aaks: 
"Are happiness and misery self-caused !"2 Therein " is the 
doer a different (person) 1" has been said by wn.y of inquir
ing whether the doer aud the enjoyer are different. This the 
opponent denies, because he fears to contradict the Suttaa, 
but when he is asked again, he aaseuts, fancying that a.s a 
deva, he surely enjoys the result of his actions when a man. 
When he says so, he falls into happin~.ss o.nd misety ILS being 
caused by o.nother. When he is asked accordingly, he o.gain 
denies. 

"la he the same and another t"-has been said by way 
of inquiring whether the doer and the cnjoyer are the same 
or different. Then the opponent denies because he fears to 
contradict the Suttas, but when he is asked agnin, ho assents, 
assuming the two foregoing mMninga as one. Bnt when he 
says so, it follows that happiness and misery ~~re both self
caused and produced by another. But again when he is 
n.sked accordingly, he denies. "Does neither the same 
(person) act 1"-has been said by way of rejecting the identity 
and the difference of the doer and the enjoyer. Then the 
opponent denies because he fean to contradict the Suttas, 
bnt again when he is asked, he assente, fancying that, inas
much as when a man does deeds for the attainmcnt of deva
world, he is neither reborn as a man, nor takes his birth 
different from that for which be does the deeds, therefore the 
enjoyer is neither the same as, nor different from the doer. 
This is only an opinion. But when be says so, it follows 
that happiness and misery are neither seli-cau8Cd, nor caused 
by another; [31] are of spontaneous origin. When he is 
asked accordingly, h.e again denies. 

Moreover, in this manifold method, the meaning ahould be 
nndentood in this way from the beginning. Since the 
Opponent wants the doer of deeds to be the enjoyer (of the 
resnlt), therefore, according to him, the doer should also be 
the enjoyer. This goes to say that it should not be either a 

• DAammapcda, 16. • 8a'!'yolla, u, 22. 
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different (person) or both. The Sakaviidin, while asking the 
question thus reached, offers the four other alternatives: 
"Is he who does," and so forth. 

The rest is similar to what has been explained above. At 
the end, however, the four questions are put together. Therein 
the negation and the affirmation, as well as the possibility of 
wrong views rega.rding self-caused, ete., should be understood 
as before. Thereafter, without saying ' good and bad deeds,' 
the questions: " Is there such thing as karma (action taking 
effect) ~" and so forth, are alternately shown, as explained 
above. Their meaning also should be understood as ex
plained above. 

Inquiry about human action is ended.. This is also known 
as the chapter on ethical goodness. 

Thereafter tbe meaning of arahanship is cleared up by 
way of examination into "higher knowledge,''1 and so forth. 
Therein" Yes" is the affirmation oftheSakaviidin. Whereas 
the Opponent thinks that externally there can be no aehieve
ment of supernormal power like hyper-efficacy, • and so 
forth, with respect to such matter as is not bound up with 
human power of control, albeit inwardly it is so, he, fancying 
that this efficacy must be produced by 11 ' man ' (or person) 
capable of it, asks: "Have there not been those who could 
trllllSform themselves by hyper-efficacy ~" and so forth. All 
this is clear in meaning. 

Inquiry about supernormal power is ended. 

Now "mother," etc., is said in respect of inquiry about 
kinship; "khattiya.," etc., in respect of inquiry about birth'; 
H layman, world~forsaker/' about status; cc deva., human," 
ete., about rebirth; [32)" a stream-winner," ete., about experi
ence-which is also called inquiry about Ariyas. All these 
are clear in meaning. " Are there those who, having been 
arahans, are no longer arahans ~"-this has not, however, 

1 ifbMfiiia-i.e., psychic power or gi&.. 
• Idt!hi. • Or mnk: jati. 
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been laid here on account of erratic conception. " la there 
(the accepted term of) the four pairs of men 1"'--thi.a ia an 
inquiry about the Company, and this is alao clear. 

" la the person oonditioned 1"'-this is an inquiry into the 
nature of ' a real and ultimate fact.' Therein, " ia there a 
third alternative !"-this is the question of the Sakaviidin. 
Accordingly the Opponent denies, because of tho absence of 
reality and ultimacy in material quality. When he ia aslced 
agt>in, ho assents in respect of the peraon(al entity). When 
the SoJc~:~viidin asks: "Is the person entirely different 1" the 
Opponent denies, because he would not admit the conditioned 
and the person as being entirely dilferent. " Axe the aggre· 
gates conditioned 1" and so forth- this is said to inquire, 
having shown by material shape that the aggregates :ue 
conditioned, whether these tlre entirely different. " Is 
material shape conditioned¥" and so forth:-this is said to 
inquire, having shown the classification of the aggregates, 
whether these are entirely dilferent. 

" Does the person originate 1"'-tbis is the question of 
the Sakaviidin. The Opponent assents, because in the SuttM 
it is laid: "(there are beings who) are subject to birth, decay 
and death.''• He then rejects, because he would not admit 
its nature as conditioned. Again, when ho ie nslced: " Is the 
origin of the person apparent 1" and so forth, he nasents, 
beoause, nccording to him, by such expressions a~ " it iB just 
misery thnt comes to be, endures, and is experienced,"' and 
so on, tho origin of the person, etc. is not meant. 

" Does the person exist in the goal f"• The " goal " 
means nirvana., and " does the person exist therein t" -ia 
asked. If the person exists therein, he fa.Jis into the error of 
'man as eternal,' and if he does not exist therein, into that 
of • man as annihilated.' The Opponent, who would not 
admit either, then rejects both. 

1 [ .. e., th010 who have attained one or other of the four pathl and 
lbo lour ftuitiooa. Sec P. of 0., p. 53, fn. 4. 

• In text read «ulkllow. 
• I.e., MUIO to tuise; the causative fonn. 
• JG.g •• A.1lguttaro, i, 142, etc. 
• Or aim, or '''Oll·bcing (attlla) . 
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In the question of dependence, 'coming-to-be '1 mea.na the 
state of being reborn. 2 

As to the question: "Does one who feels pleasurable feeling 
know that he is feeling it~" (it is contended that) ' the earnest 
student (!t0f]<tvacara)3 hows; the foolish average man does 
not.' 

The question· about the contemplation of (the concept of) 
body with respect to the physical frame, and so forth, is clear. 

In the verses quoted from the Pii·rayana,. the expression 
" !eok up<»~ /Jte WflTI<l a~ will"< means cootetnplate the world 
of aggregates as void of ' a being.'• " Ia it the person here 
who looks upon ~"-this is the question of the Sakavadin. 
The Opponent is so asked, because he, in the verse containing 
the expression " look upon the world as void," contends that 
he who looks upon is a person. [33] " Wit h material form " 
means not being free from the body-group. He achow
ledges this because of the five constituents, bot again when 
he is asked, " Is that soul the body 1" he rejects, lest it should 
contradict the SnttM. " (Does he contempla.te) without 
material form 1" -this the Opponent admits, because of the 
four constituents, but again, when he is asked: " Is that soul 
quite different from that body ?"- he rejects, lest it should 
contradict the Suttas. 

"When he has gone within "6 and "when he haa gone 
outside "- these are the expressions implying the specific 
significance of ' is it with or without the body-group 1' as 
eXplained above. Therein " wben he has gone within " 
means ' gone into material form,' and not coming out of it 
or thereftom, persists there, not being freed from materia.! 
form. " Coming out" means, formerly not freed from, uow 
going beyond the scope of material form. 

"Without self "7 mea.ns deprived of self, of soul, of person. 
The sense is: even in one and the same quality, there is no 

1 Bhatoa. ' U:IX'J)Qlti. 
• For thia poat-Sutta. term see also below, xi, 4. 
• Sutta.-Nipata., 1119. • /JaJ~~>- . 
• Al>Ohantara-ga/D. ' 0,. spirit an-<Utii. 
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' person.' Thus the meaning should be understood aa said 
in all the Suttu and Commentaries. In thia connection, 
however, we shall say merely so far as it was uttered. 

" Did the Exalted One speak of a butter-jar T" and the 
following are adduced to show that meaning ia not always 
according to the form of what is said. A jar mada of gold is 
cnUed a golden jar, but one made of butter is not in the 
same wny cnlled a butter-jnr. What is meant bore ia this: n 
butter-jar is only that wherein butter is put . In regard to nn 
oil-jar, and 80 on, this is the sense. A(' permanent') meal or 
a oongoy is not ctorna.l and permanent a.s is nirvo.na. 'A meal 
providod in perpetuity, a constant supply of congey • implies 
the sense that we are to give in charity evory dny without 
any limit of time. 

Even in such expressions as ' there is the person who works 
for his own good '1 and 80 on, there is no such person aa 
bodily and mental aggre.,uates, known in their specific and 
general aen.sea. Given bodily and mental aggregates, it is 
customary to aay such and such a name, a family. Thus, by 
thia popular turn of speech, convention, expression, is meant: 
" there is tho person." This is the sense here. Hereon it W'88 

also said (S4] by the Exalted One: "Thue, Cilta, are merely 
namu, e:epru~tions, terms of speech, duignations in common 
use \n the world."• What is meant here is: even without 
reference to bodily and mental aggregates t he torm ' person ' 
is used to denote a popular convention in both its specific 
and its general sense. The Buddhas have two kinds of 
discourse, the popular and the philosophical. Those relating 
to a being, a person, a deva, a ' brahmii ' 3 and so forth, are 
popular discourses, while those relating to impermanence, 
ill, soul-less, the aggregates, the elements, the senses, the 
application of mindfulness, the intent con~plation, And so 
forth, are discourses on highest meaning. Therein, in the 
popular discourse, when there is speech of a being, a person, 

• Dig!ltJ, ill, 232; Majjhimo., i, 341, 411; .irigutl,.,.., il, ll6. 
' See Di4/cgvu, i, 263. 
1 A ~ higher' devo, an inhabitant of the br~~hmA-world,. not &o 

nltirnntc • hN\VCn.' 
3 
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a dcva or a brahma, he who is able to understand, comprehend 
its meaning, or get out (of this world), or attain the victory 
of an araban, Mm the Exalted Oue teaches, at the very 
outset, about a being, a person, a man, a deva or a brahmii. 
He who, on h~.aring differently in discourse on highest meaning 
about impermanence, or ill, or the like, is able to understand, 
comprehend its meaning, or get out (of this world), or attain 
the victory of an araban, him (the Exalted One) teaches 
differently about impermanence, and so forth. Thus, he 
does not teach at first the highest-meaning discourse to any· 
one, even to one who llDderstands him in popular discourse. 
Taking his stand on popular discourse be, on the other hand, 
teaches the highest-meaning discourse afterwards. He does 
not teach at first popular disco)ll'se to one who e.an understand 
him in highest-meaning discourse. On the other hand, 
having enlightened him in highest-meaning discourse, he 
teaches popular discourse afterwards. Highest-aim dis· 
course is, as a rule, too severe to begin with ; therefore 
the buddhas teach at first by popular discourse, and then 
highest-meaning discourse. But popular discourse they teach 
consistently and in conformity with truth according to the 
method selected. And highest-meaning discourse, too, ' they 
teach consistent! y and in conformity with truth according to 
the method selected.' 

Thus it is sa.id: 
The Enlightened One, best of speakers, spoke two kinds of 

truth, namely, the popular and that of highest meaning, a 
third is not got at.l 

Therein, discourse meeting with agreement is true and is 
by way of world convention. Highest-meaning discourse 
expression is also true and, as such, characteristic of things 
(as they are).2 

(35) 'l'here is another way of putting it. The teaching of the 
EXAlted One is of two kinds, the highest-meaning teaching 
consisting of the aggregates, ~>nd so forth, and the popular 
teaching consisting of' butter-jar,' and so forth. The Exalted 
One does not, indeed, overrun consistency. Hence, on 

1 I.e.1 known. t The three lines are metric. 
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the mere expression " t here is the person who," must not 
command adherenoo. The highest menning has been declared 
by the Teacher, without transgrcasing the concept. So, 
another wise man also should not, in explaining the highest 
meaning, overrUD a concept. 

The remaining meanings a.re oleru: everywhere. 
The controversy OD ' person ' is ended. 

n 
Now follows the controversy OD Falling away.t 
' Because of such statements in the Sutta.s aa " liability w 

fail. a•cay, and the opposite,-tll&e two thing•, monk1, a~• 
concel'l'lell witli tl~efaiJ.ing away of a m<mk who i8 training " 1 ; 

and "theae ji.IJe thittgl, monkl, are cwacerned with tAt faUing 
away of a monk who now ancl tl1en attains emancipatiml "• 
certain sects in the Order,' nl\lllely, the Sllolplllitiya.s, the Vajji
puttiyns, the Sabbatthivfidins, and sorne of the 1\friliiisangbi.lms 
incline to the belief that an arlilian can fall nway. ' Hence, 
whether it be tbair view or that of others, the So.kaviidin (the 
Theravfidin), in order to break them of it, asks: "Does an 
arrilinn fall away from amhanahip t" ' 

Therein, "Falling away " is twofold-(!) from what is 
won, and (2) from whnt is not yet won. " Tlte venerable 
Gorlhiko,fe!l away twioo from tllot emancipation of will ( ceto) wltich 
wa8 t?ltermi.ttent only"' illustrates the former. "See tltat the 
reward of yoor recW&eship falls not away f01' '!JOU tuho are scelcing 
it"' illustrates the latter. Of these, the former (i.e., falling 
away from whnt is won) is meant here. 

With reference to this, the Opponent agrees: "Yes." In 
the opinion of the Sakavadin, this fa.lling away from what is 
won is expected only from worldly attainment, and not from 
the reward of recluseship, such as arn.banship, :u1d B? forth. 

t Pari/oiini. • .4!1gult4nl, I, 96. S.. P. of 0., p. 6t. 
• Aftgt<llorc>. Ul, 178. SeeP. •I 0., p. 64. 
• 8amd<Drl.btya, <f. Br. o4mayi/dlJA. $arpy11114, i, l20. 
• Mo,b'llim<J, i, 271. See P. of 0., p. 114, Cn. 3. 
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According to the Opponent's view, this is· el.'Pected from all 
the rewards of recluseship, everywhere, at any time, and with 
regard to all araha.ns. This is merely their view (or proposi· 
tion). 

In order to brea.k through the entire net of this view, (36) the 
discussion is e.'<tended by asking n.gain: " everywhere 1" and 
so forth. Here, inasmuch as the Opponent would not admit 
that an a.rahan who, having gradually fallen, stands on the 
fruition of a Stream-winner, can fall away, but admits it with 
regard to one who stands on the higher fruition; and inasmuch 
as he would not admit it with regard to one who stands in 
corporeal and incorporeal existences,> but admits it with 
re,aard to one who stands on sensuous existence, because his 
taking pleasure in {worldly) activity, and so on are of the 
nature of decaying, therefore when he is asked: "every
where ~, he rejects. Agruu, when this is put with a greater 
emphasis, he aro:ees with reference to sensuous existence. 
His view is that, because, in the whole world of sense-experi· 
ence there exist sensuous pleasures which bring about a 
falling away, therefore there is a falling away. In the third 
question, by the · expression "Does he fall away 1" those 
conditions which bring about the falling away are inquired 
into. So ' falling away' implies things by which one takes 
pleasure in {worldly) activity, specially lust and ill-will. For 
him these do not exist in corporeal and incorporeal existences. 
Therefore the Opponent rejects: "No, it is not." 

" At all times ~, is asked in respect of time. Therein, in 
the first question, he rejects, because at the time of proper 
attention there is no falling away. In the second, he agrees, 
because owing to a distracted attention there may be falling 
away at any time, either in day-time or at night. In the third 
it is stated that, if the conditions bringing about the falling 
a.way are combined, there is falling away if only for a. moment. 
This he rejects, because there can be no falling away for one 
who does not fall away before, but does so afterwards. Of 
the questions like " Do all a.rahans fall away 1" - the first 
he rejects in respect to acute facult ies. In the second he -

1 Lit. ' beoomillga.' 
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agrees in respect to dull facnlties. In the third also, acute 
faculties a.re meant. His view is that ~ none of them is 
there falling away. 

In the example of a rich ma.n, the first question is of the 
Opponent; the second is of the Sakavidin. Here wbat is 
meant is this: "Since you ask me whether an araban, while 
falling aW&y from arahansbip, falls a.way from all four of 
the Path-fruitions, I in turn nsk you: Does a. m&n who, 
having riches of four lakhs, loses one lo.kh out of four lo.khs, 
fn.ll away from the status of a rich man 1" Then when, in 
respoot of the loss by a portion, the Sakavii.din replies:" Yes," 
the Opponent nsks: "Does he fall away from tho status given 
to him by nil the four?" A:; there is no such falling away, 
the Sakaviidin says: "No, he does not." He then is of 
opinion that: [37] " So also an araban does not fall away either 
from ata.hanahip or from the four Path-fruition&," ll.lld a.ska 
(his opponent) the second question of possibility. The oppo
nent who does not see a.ny limitation to what is impossible 
for a rich man, agrees. But when he is asked about the 
possibility of falling away of an araban from the four Patb
fruition.s, he takes the wrong sense of the expression " he is 
sure to proceed towards enlightenment" and, standing on 
his own view, oonsiders the impossibility of falling away from 
tho Path-frull;ion of a. Stream-winner, and rejects. But this 
is merely his opinlon. 

Here ends the application of the thesis. 

There now begins a. comparison of the olassea of A.tiyans. 
Some admlt the falling away of a.n araha.n from are.han&hip; 
some even of a never-returner; some of a once-returner. 
But no one admlts that a stream-winDer can fall B\'""Y· 
They admit the falling away only of those who, having fallen 
away from araha.oahip, have got1 the state of a never-returner 
or tbat of a once-returner, and not of other never-retuznera 
or once-returners. They do not admlt that a stream-winner 
can fall anywhere. So there is an inquiry at the boginnlng 
of each discourse. 

1 I.e., ha.ve reverted to. 
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In this connection, the affirmation and the denial should 
be understood according to their respective views. "Does 
a never-returner fall away from his (the third) fruition 1"
in this q uestion, the denial is of those who do not admit the 
falling ll.W1LY of a never-returner, and the a.ffirmation is of 
those \vho admit the falling away of one who has become a 
never-returner through the usual course, or of one who, 
having fallen away from arahanship, stands as a never
returner. This is by way of the context here. 

The meaning of all the discourses should be understood 
acoording to this : What has been said here, namely, " Does 
he realize arahanship ' next after the first frnit 1' " is asked 
in respect of regaining arahanship by one who, having fallen 
a.wa.y, again strives for it. The other rejects it, there not 
being arahanship next after the :first fruit. Thereafter, in 
order to ask whether this ' falling aW1Ly ' might have been 
due to the ignorance of putting away the corruptions, or to 
the cultivation of the Way, etc., [38] not in an extreme 
manner, or in the absence of seeing into the truths, or the like 
(the questions), "Who does put away more corruptions~·· 
and so forth are said. All these are clear in meaning. 

Tl1e meaning of the Suttas, however, should be understood 
as said in the texts and the commentaries. In " Does an 
Araban who now-a.nd·thenl reaches emancipation• fall away 
from arahanship ~" here, their view is : he who has dull 
faculties reaches emancipation now and then, and he who 
has acute faculties is at any and all seasons emancipatw. 
In the opinion of the Sakavad.in, however, it is definitely con
cluded that he who has got Jhina., but has not self-control, 
is intermittently emancipated, while he who has got both 
Jbana and self-control, ancl also all classes of Ariyans are at 
any and all seasons emancipated in the Aryan emancipation. 
But (the debater) holding his own view says: "He who is 
intermittently emancipated falls away, (but) the other does 
not." The rest here is clear in meaning. 

Here ends the comparison of classes of Ariyans. 

1 P~., ii, 40. 1 Samaya•. 
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Now follows proof from the Sutta.s. Therein ' both high 
and low ' means both high and low from a eo m pariaon of 
highest and lowest. 'The ways' means tho Wll)'ll revealed 
by a Samal)a, that is to say, explained by a Buddha.SamaQ&. 
The high wa.ys aro of pleasant progress and of quick intuition, 
while the low \va.ys a.re of painful progress and of sluggish 
intuition. The next two are partly high, and pa.rtly low. 
That which is said first is high., the next three are low. 
" Those who reach the further shore," meiUls ' do not w·alk 
twice along those ways to uirva.na, but by one wa.y. Bow 1 
Because the corruptions which are removed by that Way do 
not originate again. In this way, the absence of the con· 
ditiona of falling away is eleplained. "Nor once is this (goa.l) 
thought of" means ' nor even once does he become worthy 
of attainment of it.' Why 1 Because of the removal of all 
corruptions by the one Way. [39) By thie one Way, the 
attainment of arnha.nsbip·is explained. 

By the expression " Is there to be a cutting of what b83 
been cut t" ia asked: Is there anything to be cut again from 
the circle of corruptions which has been cut t The other 
reject& in respect of acute faculty sense, and when he is asked 
again, he agrees in respect of dull faculty. Tho Saka.vadin 
quotes the Suttas, and shows tbe absence of it. Therein, 
'the flood and the snare' means the flood of corruptions 
and the snare of corruptions. " Accumulation of what has 
been accumulated" means o.gain the Way-culture' which 
has been cultivo.ted.1 In this connection also, denial and 
assent should be understood as before. 

In the Sutta which has the expression' cooducc to the faJling 
away,' quoted by the Opponent, there a.re five things which 
conduce to the Calling away from what is not won, Md from 
worldly atta.inment. But he who thinka over the falling 
awa.y of one who ha.s won the highest fruition, asks: "Does 
not the &rahan delight in (worldly) a.etivity t" The other 
rejects with reference to one who is a.t any and a.U seasons 
emancipated, but assents with reference to the other. He 
rej cots in respect of being affected and botiDd by the passion 

1. Lit. 'mald.ng-beoome,' a.ad mado·to·booo.r:ne. 
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of (worldly) desixes, but assents in respect of being affected 
and bound by the other. When he is a.skcd: " Is he assailed 
by lust 1" u.nd so forth, he, however, cannot assent . " Is 
he assailed 1" means by which he is asso.iled, taken up, or 
overcome. 

In the question about latent bias,l too, denial and assent 
should be understood in respect of acute facult ies and dull 
faculties respectively. Or, he a.ssent.s merely by the expres
sion: "he has good latent bias." 

" Does he accumulate lust ~"-is asked because of falling 
away in the making become. In the next, regarding hate and 
error, this is the meaning. He, however, does not admit any 
accumulation, because, according to the inlplioation of his own 
view, etc., there is the falling away. The rest is clear every
where. 

The controversy on falling away is ended. 

III 

Now follows a controversy on the holy life (bra1m=riya). 
[<lO) The holy life' is of twofold import : Way-culture a.nd 

renunciation of the world. No deva practises the latter, 
but the fonner is not inllibited,2 except to those of the 
unconscious plane. But some, for instance the ~mitiya.s, 

do not believe in any Way-culture among the higher devas '3 

as the Paranimmitavasavntti devas, and those beyond them. 
Referring to them the Sakaviidin asks : " Is there no (holy 
life) among de"as ~" 

" In three respects, monks, do the '¥ople of J amhuir"fX£ (~e. , 
India) excel both th0$e of NMtk Kuru a1ul the world of the 
Thirty Dcvas. WJuu are these three? In courage, in mind
fultteSs and in the holy life ?"4 Because of this Sutta the 
Opponent holds the view, that there cann.ot be two sorts 01 

holy life, and therefore he assents. Again, with respect to 

1 Anumya. 
' Reading appa{i.UUM. 
• P. of 0., p. 71. 
4 Ariguttaro, iv, 396. See P. of 0 ., p. 73. 
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thing)! which cause an obstacle even were there two sorts of 
holy life, the Sakavidin asks: " Are nU devn.s stupid t" etc. 
Here" Communicating by signs made by the banda" me&ll11 
lilce dnmb speakers by signs made by handa. 

In tho next question: "Is there (holy life) among dcvaa 1" 
-the Snkaviidin assents because of Wny·eulturo. Without 
examining the sense of the assent the Opponent nsks with 
respect to renunciation of the world. With regnrd to the 
question: " Where there is no renunciation from tbo world," 
eto., the other denies because of the attainment of the Way by 
laymen, o.nd by some devas. When he is asked again, l1e 
agrees with rc.ference to the inhabitants of t he border countries 
and the devas of the unconscious sphere. " Is he who 
renou.nces the world 1" and so forth-in these questions, too, 
this is the senae. Again, in the question: "la it practised 
among devas !"-the Sa.kavidin agrees because of Way· 
coltur&. When he is asked: "Among all devas f" be denies 
with reference to devas of the nnconscious sphere. In both 
questions: "Among men 1"-it should be underatood tba~ 
the tu~sent is with reference to those in JambudJpa, and the 
denial is with reference to the inhabitants of the border 
countries. " Thero are spheres where it exists " means there 
are deva·worlds or countries where it exists. Thus by way 
of a division of beings and countries the Sa.kaviidin makes 
reply. In t his way, all alternative questions should be 
lmderstood. 

In applying the Sutto.s, by the expression " where does the 
fruit (of his works) arise 1" the Sakavadin asks: where, for 
the never-returner, does the fruit of arahanship a.rise! 
" There and only there " means in (the worlds called) ' Pure 
Abodes.' "Well then" (41] is a particle used in the instru· 
mental sense. What is meant is this: Inasmuch as the never
retumer reafues fruit in the ' Pure Abodes,' by the Way 
developed• in this world, and does not there develoP' another 
Way, therefore" among devas there is no holy lifo." " Now 
if one realizes fruit at one place by the Way developed' else· 
where, then the Stream-winner, etc., mn.y, similarly, realize 

1 Lit. made·, aJJd make-beoomo. 
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it "- in order to express this sense the Sakaviic:lin again a.sks 
by comparison: "Does the never-returner," and so forth. 
Here the Opponent assents with respect to the realization of 
fruit by the never-returner, but as rega.rds the realization 
of fruit by others he denies. A never-returner, who con
summates after leaving this life, develops the Way here. 
After developing the Way of a never-returner here, he takes 
spontaneons1 rebirth. From the expression ' completing 
existence there ' he (the Opponent} believes, that without 
having Way-cult ure aga.in,"he realizes the fruit of arahanship 
by his rebirth alone. The stream-winner and the once
returner, however, develop the Way there and are rebo.rn 
there. '!'hey do not return to this world. Thus, when he 
is asked about the realization of the never-returner's fruit, 
he assents. Of others he denies. In the question which 
has the expression " a never-returning person by the Way 
developed there," he rejects, because he believes that the 
never-returner has J\O Way-culture there. The Sakavadin 
a.sks: "Does he develop the Way without putting away the 
corruptions!" The other denies with regard to the Way 
in Brab.J:na world' existence. By the Way in the Brahmii. 
world be consummates after leaving this life. In the question 
which has the expression "a never-returner who has done 
that which was to be done," to (ill) ' spontaneously reborn,' 
he agrees, because the expression' completing existence there ' 
implies, that he is reborn and has ' done that which wa.s to 
be done,'• and so forth. In the question which ha.s the 
expression 'the nraha.n,' he rejects with respect to the 
araban who has final nirvana; when he is asked again, he 
assents with respect to final nirvana there. I n the question: 
" Is the araban reborn 1" and so forth, the sense should be 
understood a.s ' does he get fina.l nirvana there, after getting 
the same here 1' When he ill asked: " Does (the a.rahan) 
get 6.na.l nirvana there, without penetration of the un
changing 1"4 he rejects, because he believes that the araban 

1 I .e., without parents. 
1 Rtlp'dt~, Ut. sphet'B of the Seec, or of deva·vision. 
• A term in the &tah&n formula.. • .dj>(p]a!i..ah'dkuppo. 
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is steady and wins by the Way developed here. The simile, 
namely, "just aa a deer" is dmwn first [42] by the Opponent, 
and 11000ndly by the Sakaviidin. 

Controversy on holy life is ended. 

IV 

No'v follows a controversy on Purification pieoomeal.l 
Here, in order ' to break down the opinion, now held, for 

insto.nce, by the Sruptnitiya.s and others, tlu1.t whon stream· 
winners and those in the other Ways, through the higher 
comprehension gained in Jhina or musing, attain insight into 
the nature of lll and ao on, the putting away of corruptions 
(or vices) goes on piecemeal, that is, by one portion at a time,'1 

the Sa.kavidi.n inquires: " Does (tbe converted man) give up 
the corruptions piecemeal ?" The Opponent agreea. The 
next question is of the Sakavii.din. The Opponent denies, 
because there is no possibility of being in one part as stream
winner, and the like. In this way, the meaning should oo 
understood on all occasions. 

The controversy on purification piecemeal is ended. 

V 

Now follows a controversy on Renouncing Evil. 
" Does the average man renounce (sensuous passions and 

ill-will) !"-this question is asked by the Sak~Lvidin 'to break 
down th& opinion, held, for instance, at present by the Saxpmj
tiyaa, th~Lt an average man '"ho achieves Jbina, undentands 
the Truths, and booomes a never-returner, renounced sen· 
suous paaaions and ill-will while he was as yet only an average 
man of the world. '• The Opponent, however, who does not 
see any bias in them who renounce by Jbnna, aasen!B. 
Inasmuch as those who renounce by Jbiina, renounce for ever 

• Odllilo. 1 P. of 0., pp. 76·7. 
1 P. of 0., p. 81. 

a'719 
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by the Way of the never-returner, therefore the Sakavadin 
again asks: "for ever!" and so forth. The other rejects, 
because there is no such renouncing. With reference to re
nouncing for ever the Sakav:idin asks: " Does he renounce 1" 
Thereafter a comp:uison is mado between the average man 
and he who walks along the Path of the never-returner. 
This is clear. 

. After this, when he is asked: "Does he become established 
in the fruition of the never-returner!" he assents with refer
ence to the stage of the never-retUiner in Jbiina. When he 
is asked: " Does he become e.~tablished in arahanship !" [ 43] 
he denies, beca\\Se there is no renouncing of fetters belonging 
to the upper part by the Path of insight. 

Being asked:" Did he (develop) anything new in the three 
Ways!" he denies, because of the absence of such culture. 
'When he is asked again, he assents with reference to the 
undertaking of work of the three Ways. This is also the 
sense in the quest ions about the fruit of S:tmll,1,laship. 

Being asked: " By which Way !" he says: " By the Way 
of the never-retUiner with reference to the stage of the 
never-returner in Jhiina." 

Again, when he is asked about renouncing the fetters, he 
denies, because there is no renouncing (all) of those corruptions 
by the Way of the never-returner. Being asked for a second 
time, he assents with reference to the going in the first Way 
being towards the Way of the never-returner in Jbii.na. 
The rest here is clear in meauing. 

The controversy on renouncing evil is ended. 

VI 
Now follows a controversy on" Evexything elcists." 
"Does everything erist !"- this question was asked by the 

Sakaviidin ' in order to break down a.n opinion, held, for 
instance, at present by the Snbb'atthiviidins (lit. ' every
thing-elcists-believers ') that, judging by the Suttants passage: 
" Whatever is material form, past, present, future," etc.,l a.U 

1 MajjMma., iii. 16 f. ; Ba'!'yutia, ill, 47; cf. P. of 0., p. 96. 
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phenomena, past, present, future,' ' persist in that state, and 
that therefore all go on exi..-ting.' Taking bit stand on the 
opinion, as explained, the other assents. 

In the question: "everywhere?" it is asked: Does all 
exist in the whole body 1 I n the question: "nlways t" it is 
a.sked: Does all exist at all times ? In the question: " in all 
respects !" it is asked: Does all exist in every way 1 In the 
question: " in al11" it is asked: Does all exist in all things ? 
" Not connected " means not in a combined et!lta. A com· 
binntion takes place of t he different states, not of one state. 
Thus, in this question, by using materia.! fo.rm ancl feeling, 
or feeling and material form, as ident ical, not different, it is 
naked: " Does everything exist ?" The non~x:istent also 
exists. The non~stent is a-ccomplished such as a sixth 
personal aggregate, 1 or horns in a hare, etc. " Does it exist 
in you !" is a.sked. [44] In the question: " Does everything 
exist t" it is a.sked: Does the right view which loob upon 
your wrong view as wrong exist! Yenr view, namely, 
" Everything exists," is wrong, because there is no truth in 
it. But you would not admit, that this view of ours which 
has truth in it, is right. The other rejects, because there is 
no such existence, as is said in all these methods. 

Now in a ll these methods, the entire division of the Mcount, 
beginning wiMt " Acknowledge your refutation," etc., should 
be understood in detail. 

In th is connection, this much is the controversy. 

No"' with reference to time there follows: "Does the pnat 
exist t" Therein "Does the pnat exist 1" and so forth is 
concerned with bare (time-ideas). 

In the e.xpreasion " Does past material form exist t" and 
so forth, the time-reference is now connected with the aggre
gates. "If (the two terms) presenting material-aggregate 
be taken M identical" means: leaving aside past and future, 
if (the two terms) presenting material aggregate being t&ken 

1 T.e., • ono more than the orthodox five oonstitucntl, moot.&l and 
bodily • (k/la•><ihal). See P. of 0 ., p. 85, fn. 5. 
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as identic~>!, no distinction is made between them. To the 
question: "Does (material-aggregate) abandon its material
ity 1" (the opponent) denies, bee>mse mat~ial form on 
ceasing includes the material-aggregate. To the negative 
question: " Does it not abandon its materiality ?" he assents, · 
because it is in.cluded in the material-aggregate. 

In the expression " if no distinction is made between (the 
two terms) 'white' and ·'cloth,' he does not say whether 
all cloths a.re white, or only this is white; he simply says: 
if no distinction is made between (the two terms) ' white' 
and ' cloth ' ; hence the Saka.vadin admits their identity in 
meaning. In the question: " Does it abandon its whiteness 1" 
the Sa.kavadin admits with reference to the disappearance of 
colour. In the expression "Does it abandon its cloth-ness 1" 
be denies that the concept is got here. This, too, is the method 
in the reverse order. 

Being asked: " Does not the past abandon its pastness r" 
he assents, becau.se he thinks that, if the past abandons its 
pastness, it would become either future or present. But 
being asked: " Does not t he future abandon its futurity r" 
he rejects, because he thinks that, if the future does not 
abandon its futurity, it would not attain its present pastness. 
With regard to the question about present, too, he rejects, 
because he thinks, that it would be wrong not to have its 
pastness. In this way, the meaning should be understood 
in the alfuma,tive questions also. 

Having said thus about bare method [45] (the questions), 
"Is that which is past material form 1" and so forth, have 
been said again, in order to show by way of the aggregates. 
One will be able to underst-and all these ecco.rding to the text. 

Now follows the bare (handling of) terms beginning with 
" Does the past exist 1" Therein " suppose the past does 
not exist " means, if the past does not exist. " It is wrong 
to say that there exists a past" means it is wrong to say that 
a past exists. Similarly, when he is asked: " Is a future 
thing present!" he denies through time-distinction, because 
the future was then not yet pres!mt. Being asked again, he 
assents, because a future thing, when it has happened, becomes 
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present. The expression" Does anything which having been, 
beco.mc once more t" means 'when you say, that that which 
having beenfutu.re becomes present, (it follows that) that which 
is future becomes present and, acootding to this view, that 
which having been either futute or present, becomes present.' 
This also, "when it has become present 1"-this the opponent 
rejects, saying: " It is not," because, having become present, 
it does not become futu.ro and then again (become) present. 
Being aslced again, he uaents, because he thinl<B he can speak 
of a future thing when realized as 'having been, is.' 

Then the Sakaviidin aslca him: " If you can speak of a 
future thing when it has become, as 'present,' and again if 
you can speak of that which has become as present and 
when not become as not present-' a chimau-a like the 
horn of a hare '-is not that, when it has become, a,aain 
present i" I n this way be asks: " la a thing when it has 
become present f" The other says: " Just as a thing is not 
on a.ecount of its absence, similarly a futu.re thing, when it 
has not become, does not become present." " Is not a thing, 
when it has not become, not present!" "Beitso." Again, 
being asked: " Is not a thing, when it has not become, not 
present 1" he rejects, b001.1use be thlnks of the absence of its 
existence. 

[46] To the question: "Is an ant icipated thing the sa.me as 
the present and the past!" he rejects time-distinction, because 
the present was then not yet past. Being asked again, be 
thinks that it \vas present before it became past, and a88cnts, 
because it was past. The expression " Does the present 
having been, become past, o.nd the past having been, become 
present 1" means when you say, that that which hllving been 
present becomes past, (it follom that) that which is present 
becomes past, and according to this view the present when 
it hBs become past. la tbia alao, when it has become, present 1 
The other rejects, saying: "It is not," because having become 
past it does not become present, and then again past. Being 
asked again, he aaaents because he thinks he can speak of the 
present, when become, as past. 

Then the Sakavidin aslca him: "If you can speak of the 
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present, when become, as past, and again if you can speak of 
that which has become as past, and when not become as not 
past-' a ch.imrera like the horn of a hare '-is not that again, 
when it has become, past~.. And in this way he asks: "Does 
not a thing, when not become, beoome past ~" The other 
says: "Just as a thing does not exist on Meount of its non
existence, simila.rly the present, when it has not become, does 
not become past." " Does not the present, when it has not 
become, become past ?" " It may be so." Again being 
asked: " Does not a thing. when it has become, become 
past 1" he denies because he thinks whence can it exist 1 
Considering the two questions as identical, a connection 
should be established thus also with the help of both in the 
thixd question that follows. 

There is another a.rgument. If a future thing becomes 
present, if a future thing can be spoken of as present, 
then it follows that the present was spoken of as in the 
future. This being so, the future also having been, becomes 
present. Therefore we ask: "Does each of these having been 
the one, become the other?" The other rejects, as it has 
been rejected, in the question: " Does that which is future, 
become present ?" Being asked again, he assent&, as it has 
been assented, in the next question. 

Then the Sakavadin, in order to ask him by repeating the 
question: "Does that which is future, become present?" 
which he (the opponent) has rejected before, and to make 
him assent that each of these having been the one, becomes 
the other, asks: ''Does not that being the one, become the 
other ~" The meaning is : Have you not said that that wbich 
is future becomes present? By rejecting the fust question, 
[47] both that the future becomes present and that the present 
has become have been rejected. Therefore there exists no 
future and the present has not become. In the second ques
t ion, too, you adroit that that which is future becomes present. 
This being so, the future, too, when not become, does not 
exist; the present, too, when not beoome, does not exist. 
Therefore we ask: "Does not each of these, not having been 
the one, become the other 1" 
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'fbo opponent who is as if covered with darkness from all 
sidea, does not see that these, when not beoome, do not come 
to exist, and rejeote, saying: "No, it is not." 

Secondly, too, if that which is present becomes the past, 
then it follows that the pres<!nt is said to be in the past, and 
the put is said to be in the present. This being so, the present 
having been exists, and the past having been also exists. 
Therefore we ask you: "Does each of these, having been the 
one, become the other?" The other first rejects, aa it has 
been rejected in the question: " Does the future bcoome the 
present, and the presMt, the past 1" and tl1cn ngnin when he 
is asked, he assents, o.s it hos been assented iu the next 
question. 

Then the Sakaviidin, ' in order to ask him by repenting the 
question: " Does the future become the present, nnd that 
(present) again the past 1" which was p,lrcady rejected, and 
in order to mtl.ke him (the opponent) o.sscnt that each of these, 
being the one, beoomes the other, asl.'tl: "Does not that not 
being the one, become the other 1" Its meaning is: Have 
you not said that tl1at which is present becomes the past 1 
By rejecting the first question, both t hat the present exists 
and that the future has become, have been rejected. There
fore the present does not exist, and the past has not become. 
I n the second question, too, you admit tl1at that wl1ich is 
present becomes pnst. This being so, tbo present, too, when 
not become, does not exist; the past, too, wh.en not become, 
does not exist. We, therefore, ask you: "Does not each 
of these, not having been the one, become the other 1" The 
opponent who is <\S if covered with darkness from ~llsidcs, does 
not seo that these, when not become, do not happen, and 
rejects, saying;" No, it is not." 

Thirdly, too, if a future thing becomes the present, and 
that (present) becomes the post, t hen it follows from these 
that t he future and the .present are said to be in the present 
and the past respectively and similarly thnt the pl"f\8Cnt and 
the p11Rt are said be in the future [48] und the present respec· 
t ively. This being so, a future thing n.lllo, when become, exists. 
We, therefore, ask yon: " Does each of theso having been the 

4 
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one, become the other 1" The other first rejects, as it ha.s 
been rejected in the question : "Does the f11ture become the 
present, and that (present) the past ! " and then again when he 
is asked he assents, as it has been assented in the second 
question. 

Then the Sa.ka.vadin, in order ~ ask him (the opponent) 
by repeating the question: " Does the future become the 
present, and that (present) the past !"-which was already 
rejected-and in order ~ ma.ke him (the opponent) assent, 
that each of these having been the one, becomes the other, 
asks: " Does not that not being the one, become the other !" 
It.s meaning is: Have you not said that that which is future 
becomes the present, and that that (present) the past!" By 
rejecting the first question, both that the future and the present 
exist, and that the present and the past have become, have been 
rejected. 1'herefore that which is future does not become the 
present, and the present and the pnst have not become. 

In the second question, too, you admit that that which is 
future becomes the present, and that that (present) the past. 
This being so, the future, ~o, when not become, does not 
exist; the present and the pa.~, too, when not become, do not 
exist. Therefore we ask you: "Does not each .of these, 
not having been the one, become the other 1" 

The opponent who is as if covered with darkness from all 
s ides, does not see that these, when not become, do not happen, 
and rejects, saying: "No, it is not so." 

Purging of terms is ended. 

Now here refutation, etc., should be connected as ex
plained above. To the questions: "Does an eye, when past, 
exist ?"1 and so forth, he assents, because it exists even when 
visual perception, etc., is given up. Being asked: " Does one 
see 1" and so on, he, however, rejects, because of the function 
and nature of those objects of consciousness. To the question : 
" Is the function of knowing done by that (past) coming-to
know 1" be rejects, because, owing ~ the ceasing of that 

1 In Pall 'eye,' 'ear' may sta.nd for either c organ,' or sonsc-expori
enoe, seeing, beariug.-Ed. 
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process of knowledge, ( 49] he does not see its fw1etion. Being 
asked again, he makes the present coming-to-know aa the 
past through the pretext, that the present coming-to-know of 
the past object is the past coming-to-know beeawe of the 
knowledge of the past objects, and assents because there is 
the necessity of functioning with that (p&St) coming-to-know. 

Then the Salmviidin, without giving n chance for pretext,t 
asked: " By that same (past) coming-to-know does one 
undert!Ulnd ill1" and so on. The other rejects, because there 
is the absence of this fourfold function through the cognition 
of the past object. 

The snn1e argument applies to the question nbout futuro 
knowing. The que.stiollS about present knoV<ing and com
parisons are clca.r in meaning. 

To the question: "Does lust, etc., of (his) past exist for the 
araban ¥" be assents because of the destruction of lust, etc. 
To the question: " ls he (now) lustful !" etc., be rejects because 
be feara it would contradict the Suttss nnd the nrgurocuts . . 
Thus ono should understand all according to the text. 

Subsequently, the meaning of the expression " if (that 
just) exists" should be understood as "if that p:Uit, yet eltiat
iug (lost exists)." The past which exists is pnst. Tho prc.,ont 
and the future which exist are not past. So the pas~ may 
bo not-pn.st, or thnt w!1ich is not·pnst may Le tho past. 
'fherefore the past mo.y not be the past, not-pust may be tho 
past. Sin1ilnr is the argument in the case of the futuro ancl 
the present. 

In proving by tho Suttas, the opponent asks: " Is it wrong 
to say ' tl1e past exists,' • the future exists' 1" while tbe 
Sa.kaviid.in assents. Again, the opponent, for tbo sake of 
hia own view, oaks: " WhaUoet'er 11WUial vualuy, tlton.b,"• 
eto. In the second argument, the question is of the Sakavidin, 
while the other assents. Thus, in all pla0<1s, the question and 
the aflinnation should be understood. In order to prove that 
'the future exists,' the Suttss, quotecl by the opponent, vU:.: 
" Was it not said by the Exalted One, ' lf, monl·s (there be 

J Lu'ol-dla. 
1 ~(«jjhima, iii, 16 f. ; SG'!'IfUI/a, iii, 47. Soo P. of 0., p. 03. 
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lmt !#fter, pleasure i,., eraving for,) edib1efood,"1 etc., and the 
expression at the end of the Sutta pointed out by hlm, viz., 
" there doth e:r;ist in the futwre rt7becoming, " 2 etc., ' do not 
runount to a " state of existing," but refer to certainty of 
result, given the consummation of the conditions.' This is 
the sense of the Snttas. The rest is everywhere clear. 

·l'he controversy on " everything exists " is ended. 

VII 
(50] Now follows the controversy concerning' Of what does 

one's past, etc., consist!' 
Therein "Does one's past consist in (bodily and mental) 

aggregates 1 is asked by the Opponent, who regards that the 
past a.nd the future both exist, beeause the aggregates and 
other factors (of our experience) retain their state (as a sort 

. of complex self). The Sako.viidin's assent' Yes' summarizes 
the past as aggregates. 

Again, the Opponent asks : " Does the past exist?" The 
Sakaviidin rejects, because according to the Niruttipo.tho.· 
Suttaa its eJtistence is denied. In this way, should the 
meaning be understood in the questions relating to the organs' 
and objects of sense, to the elemente, in those relating to the 
future, and in those which follow both in the affirmative and 
negative methods, from a comparison with the present, and 
in t hose which begin with " Does the past consist in material 
form~, 

In proving by the Suttas, however, the Sakavadin asks: 
" Is it then wrong to say," etc. Therein " These• do not 
exist " means these (mental) properties do not exist. The 
Opponent a.ssents: " Yes," because he xega.rds that these in 
the state of aggregates, and the rest, do exist. Then the 
Sakaviidin quotes the Suttas in order to prove that these do 
not exist. The second question, t{)o, is of the Opponent . The 
Sa.lm'Viidin assents. The Opponent t hen quotes the Suttas, 

1 Anuutwa, i, 197; see P. of 0 ., pp. 96 f. 
• &1J1yutta, m, 71; see P. of 0 ., p. 100. 

• Ibid. 
• Read i.n text c' ete. 
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whereby he proves that (one's past and future) coi1Sist in a~ 
gates, and ao forth. The statement " these exist," although 
carried, is aa if not obtained. 

The controvel'!ly on " Does one's past coi1Sist in 
aggre.,<>atcs 1" etc., is ended. 

vm 
Now follows the controversy on "Some (of the Past and 

Futuxe) M still existing." 
Therein the Sa.kn.viidin asks: " Does the past a.'tlst f" in 

order to break down the opinion hcl<l, for instance, by the 
KaSSL\pi.kas,l 'that the past survives, as presently existing, in 
p~>rt.' The Opponent all$wers : "Some of it exists." This is 
the sense of it. 

Booause tho Opponent holds the view that things of which 
the ro.mlts aro not yet matured mcist, and thinga of which the 
results are matured do not exist, therefore the Sakavadin 
asks: "Rave some (things of the past) ceased t"1 Its mean
ing is: you think that some (things) of the past exist, aome do 
not. If ao, it follows that some (things) of the past (51] have 
ceased, some have not cca.sod, but are existent. In the 
expression " departed "3 a.nd so forth also, this is tho argu
ment. Since by the expression " of things which arc with 
incomplete result, some exist " he (tho opponent) would 
judge, tbat things which are 'vith incomplete result exist, a.nd 
since these things a.re past, therefore, in order to question 
him, the Sakavadin asks: "Is it a. fact that of things lvhich 
are with incomplete results, some exist, some do not 1"-just 
a.s in the case of such past things some eriat. 

" Thinga of which the results a.re matured " haa been said 
in order to question him with reference to thinga which, 
according to hint, do not exist. "Things which a re without 
ro.mlt " has been said in order to question hint with reference 
to the indetermina.te. Thus with respect to these three groups 

• Tbooo had branched olf from the S..bbatthivildinl. 
• Niruddlta (cndod) • Vigaia (gooc·away). 
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the affirmation and the negation in all the direct and indirect 
methods should be understood. 

Of past things, some are with complete results, and some 
are with ineomplete results. Those with complete results 
are so called because, ' of the aet producing rebirth, life and 
decease are its results, and the maturing of that result accord
ingly lasts from birth to death.' This has been said with 
regard to such past things. Granting that such past things 
will become ma.ture as to their effect, the Sakavii.din asks: 
" Can they be said to exist?" Just as the highly effective 
virtues of a virtuous person are said to exist even while he is 
asleep. Similarly because of the common usage the opponent 
assents. Granting that they will (in this respect) mature, when 
he is asked next:" Can they be said to present 1" the opponent, 
who holds the view that since actions are known to be imperish
able, therefore there is an accumulation of actions, assents. 

To the question: "Does the future exist!" and so forth, he 
replies that some of it exists because of things that are arisen. 
The rest is clear everywhere as said above. 

The controversy on " some of the past and future as 
still existing " is ended. 

IX 

[152] Now follows the controversy on 'Applications in Mind
fuln.ess.'1 

' The groups holding special views which arose later, to 
wit, the Andhakss, comprising the sub-groups of the Pub
baseliy:.s, Aparaseliyas, Rnjagirikas and Siddhatthikas, held 
tho opinion, that the objects of min.dfulness, namely, the body 
and the rest, were themselves [the conscious subject]: mindful
ness.' This they deduced from the passage in the ' Satipa~
~hii.na-Sal)lyutta ' : ' I will show you, monks, tlte induction 
and the cessatitm. of appli(J(Jtions in mindjtJness.'2 To break 

' A formulated code of practice highly Cllteemed in the Order. 
' S/Mflyulla, ~. 184; P. of 0 ., p. 10;1. 
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down thia opinion, the Th~viidin puts the queation. The 
opponent a.e8ellte. ' 

Inaamuch as p<J#hii11ii8 (lit. applications) mean those things 
to which one applies: Applies what t Mjndfulneas. Mind· 
fulnes&-applicatioos mean the objects which form the basia of 
mind!nlness; thus such mind!ulness ha.s pa!!luiniis as ite 
field. But who apply1 They who are mindful (1atiyo). Thus 
mindfulncss-applications also mean those who apply rnindfuJ. 
ncss. So ~!so t he two views oppose each other in succession. 

The Sako.vadin's question is with rego.:rd to those who do 
not follow this order and emphatically assert, that alloog>tit· 
ab'k-tliilngs1 constitute applica.tioM in mindfulncss. Tho 
opponent assents, be<:11use of object.,z (of mindfttlnoss). Being 
askod: "Do all cognizable-things constitute mind!ulncss 1" he, 
however, rejects, because all cognizable-things do not con.sti
tute mindfulness. 

Herein tbe expressions ' leading to extinction,' &nd so forth, 
a.re attributes of the Way. "Leading to e.~tinction" means, 
that the Way leading to the same goal attains nirvana which 
puts an end to corruptioM. " Leading to enlightenment " 
mcaua, it leads to awakening 1.-nowledge of the Fourfold 
Truth. " Leading to disintegration" means, it leuds to the 
making for an undoing of the cycle (of existences). Thus 
applying these terms he asks: " Do a ll cognitablo-things con
stitute such a Way as leads to the s.'l.me goal~" "Not akin 
to tho fettors, tics," etc., ha.s been said in order to question 
about ita tronsccndent.al state. " Recollection of the Buddha " 
and so forth have boon said by way of questioning about ita 
divisions. "Does the eye-organ constitute Ml application 
in mindfulness !" and so forth have been asked by way of 
questioning about the division of all cngnimble thing~~. 

Herein also negation is because of mindfulnes~~, and a.ffirma. 
tion is beealll!e of the object. In all these questions, the 
meaning should be understood thus. Proving by the Suttas 
is quite clear. 

The controversy on applications in mindfulness is 
ended. 

a Aramma~ ... 
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X 

[53] Now follows the controversy on 'Existence in Immut
able Modes.' 

" All things exist," in time, by way of material form and 
the rest, as past, present, or future, but that there is no past 
that is at once future and present, nor any future and present 
that are also past, and therefore all things exist only as thus, 
and not as thus'--this is the opinion held now, for instance, 
by the Andhakns and others, such as the Pubbaseliyas, etc., 
named above. Of t hem the Sakavadin asks : "Does the past 
exist 1" The opponent answers : "It e:rists on this wise, it 
does not exist on that wise." 

Herein ' on this wise ' means only ' as thus.' 
Then, says the Sakavadin: "Does t.he past exist on this 

wise, does it not exist on that wise 1 And if this same past 
does not exist as thus, then is also existence non-existence 1 
'rhe opponent denies, because it cannot, in its character as 
pnst, be both existent and non-e:<.:istent. Being asked for 
the second time, he affirms, because it can .exist in its own. 
state only, it does not exist as anything else. 

'£hereafter (the Sal..-avadin) asks: "Is the state of being a 
state of non-being 1" which means ' is it(s character) as exist· 
ent (a character as) non-existent 1' In this way, the meaning 
should be understood on all occasions. At the end, however, 
the opponent, saying that material form exists on this wise, 
it does not exist on that wise, and so forth, establishes anyway 
his view that the pnst exists on this wise, not on that wise. 
But as it has be<ln improperly established, it U. not established 
at all. 

The controversy on "It is thus" is ended. 

Here ends the Great Chapter. 

1 P. oJO., p. 108. 
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I 

(M] Now follows the controversy on 'Conveynnce by another.' 
'Whether there can be impure disohargc from an aro.han 1 

is nekcd by the Salnwli.din concerning a notion now entertained 
by some, for instance, by the Pubbaseliyne and Apo.rasoliyaa. 
These have noted seminal discharge among those who profess 
aro.ha118hip, in the belief that they ha.ve won that which is 
not won, or omoug those who profess a.ra.hllUship, yet are 
over-confident a.nd deceitful. And they wrongly attribute 
to deva.s of the Mira group the conveyance hereof, to such.l 
The opponent affinns it. Now the question: " Has an araban 
lust !" is aaked, because seminal discharge is caused by lust, 
and ita meaning is clear. Inasmuch as the dcvaa of the Mira 
group have not seminal discharge, and inasmuch M they, 
taking that physical impurity of others, convey it to the 
ara.han wbo has not got it, therefore, with respect to the 
question: "Have then these devas themselves," cte. 1 he 
denies: " No, in them it is non-existent." But to t.he question: 
" Havc not then the<~e devas themselves," cte., he assents, 
because ho holds the view that they p roduce and convey it. 
The question: "(Do they convey it) through the pores of the 
body 1" he denies, because he sees, that its conveyance 
would bve to be effected through the potes of the body like 
that of ghee and oiL " Well then " is a particle used in the 
sense of a resolution. The meaning is: They thinlc: "Wo 
shall cause doubt as to his attainment to be laid hold of," 
and thus endeavouring they convey it. 

Being asked: " Is there doubt in a.n araban I" he denies 
with respect to doubts about the eight points stated. Being 
asked again, he affirms, because (as to certain other matters) 

' P. of 0 .. p. 111. 
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there can be no definite conclusion, namely, about the name, 
f~>mily, etc., of a given woman or man, and the like. By the 
expression " Is there any specific repository in him 1" it is 
asked: is there any specific repository for that impurity, like 
those for stool and nrine, in him 1 

The expression " Of one who is proficient in his own field1 " 

has been said concerning the freedom by reason of an araban 
who is proficient in his own field of n.ra.hanship. The expres
sion " of one who is proficient in other things" has been said 
concerning the freedom from both ways of one who is proficient 
[55) both in his own field and in other eight attainments. 

The rest here should be understood according to the te:>tt. 

The controversy on conveyance by another is ended. 

II 

Now follow the three controversies, namely, (1) that an 
araban is liable t o be ignorant, (2) that he is liable to get 
perplexed, and (3) that he is liable to be snrpassed by others. 

Because an araban who has no knowledge of such things 
as the name, family, etc., of a given woman or man, and the 
like, is therefore liable to be ignorant. (2) He is liable to 
get perplexed about facts concerning everyday life. (3) He 
is also liable to be surpassed in such knowledge by others, 
because it comes to him, is c.-.:plained and disclosed by others. 
These views are held, for instance, now by the Pubbaseliyas. 
In order to refute these, their views the Saka"Vadin puts 
queries in this and the next two discourses. The affirmation 
and negation are of the opponent. In all the questions and 
answers, the meaning sho!lld be understood following the 
text. 

The controversy on ignorance, perplexity and inferiority 
of an araban is ended. 

• Saddham1?14-kmalo. 
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m 
Now follows the controven~y of articulate utteranoe (of one 

who bna entered into Jbina). 
Some, for inatanoe, at pm;ent the Pubbaaeliyas and others, 

bold that anyone who has entered into Fin!t Jbana, at the 
moment of attaining the (first or) stream-winner's Way, 
utters the truth : 'Sorrow !'1 Referring to this, the Sakaviid.in 
asks: " Is there articulate utterance on the part of one who 
has entered into JhO.na ?" Standing on his own viow the 
opponont assente. Being asked again: ' everywhere !' with 
reforcnce to the three worlds of life, he rejects in respect of the 
incorporea.l.. Being asked: ' always ? ' in respect of time, he 
rejecte regarding the time for a.ll other attainments, excepting 
the time when one enters into the First Jhiina., a.t the moment 
of a.tteining the first Wa.y. To the question: "for a.U per-
80DB who havo entered into Jbina !"he denies with regard to 
those who ha.ve attained worldly attainments. Being a.sked : 
" for all such attainments!" he rejects with regard to the 
supramundane [beginning with the second Jhi>na) and all 
mundane attainments. 

[156] 'B<>clily expression' means bodily intimation produced 
by (spiritual) advance.• The thoughts which give rise to 
vocal intimation are also called bodily intimations. Tilis 
being so, the Sakavi•din asks in order to urge: why is there 
no bodily expression too (in such a person)? The opponent 
both rejects and affums, bcca.use of his own view. Now, if 
anyone, at the moment of attaining the Way, utters tho 
word Sorrow, he should also utter the \vord ' Origin (of 80rrow)'3 
aml 80 forth. If be does not utter this, he should not utter 
the other. To press this, the questions beginning with " Does 
he utter the word ' Sorrow,' knowing the faot of ll1 1" ha.vo 
been put. The opponent however both rejects and affirms 
becau!!e of his own view. 

l I.e., tho flnt o!thc 'loW" truths.' 
• The oJt.emativo reading (text p. 56, fn. I) oMil<bJIIIIJ- -m• more 

plaUJible t.h..., patikkom<~-.-Ed. 
• I.e., elogaruo tor tbe other three truths.-Ed. 
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By his view he understands that one who has attained the 

first supramundane Jhiina has got insight into ' Sorrow,' 
knowing the fact of Ill, and that, by the hearing hereof the 
supramundane knowledge of the fourfold truth is meant the 
' oar ' whereby one hears the sound of two contacts, namely, 
t he oontsct of ear and that of mind. " Is it wrong to sa. y, " 
etc., means if anyhow there is no articulate utterance on the 
part of one who has attained (the first Way), then it should 
not be said without discrimination, that there is articulate 
utterance in such a person. The rest here is clear in meaning. 

In the Sutts, namely, '0 A.nanda, Abhibhtt, di$ciple of 
SikJI.in, the Exalted One,'1 etc., which has been quoted at the 
end aJong with the testing with other Suttas, the consciousness 
of attaining the Way, which gives rise to articulate utterance, 
a.lso produces the bodily expression. And because this is the 
consciousness of the First supramundane Jhii.na, therefore (the 
proposition) is not proved. 

The controversy on ' articulate utterance {during 
ecstasy)' is ended. 

IV 

Now follows the controversy on ' inducing (insight) by the 
word " Sorrow." ' 

Inducing (insight) by the word 'Sorrow' means, by repeat· 
ing the word 'Sorrow' one induces insight2 into sorrow. It 
is thus a factor and part of the Way. This is the view of 
some, for instance, at present of the Pubbaseliyas. With 
reference to them the Sa.kavadin asks: "Is induction (of 
insight) by the word ' Sorrow !' a. factor 1" etc. The opponent 
affirms. 

In the first question: "Do all (who utter that word, develop 
[57) the Way) 1" he denies with regard to those who are not 
contemplating. To the second question, he assents with regard 
to those who are contemplating. This is merely his view. 

' .d!lgut14ra, v, 138 f.; ace P. of 0., p. 123. 
' Or knowledge (.V.l-!.14'1')· 
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Therefore, to rciute the word ' all,' ' the avcra.ge foolish 
pel'l!fOD,' and so forth is said. This is quite olear in meaning. 

The controversy on 'inducing (insight) by saying 
"sorrow , ' is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy on ' duration of conooiousness.' 
Some, for inBto.nce, now the Andhakna, whose secession is 

!Ulrrated above, hold that, j udging b y the apparent oontinuity 
both of overt consciousness in Jhiina and of sub-consciousness,• 
A single sro.te of consciousness lasted for a length of time. t 
In order to correct this "View, the Sakaviidin asks: "Doe.a a 
singla (unit of) consciousness last even for a. day !" The 
opponent assents. "Does one-half of the day belong to the 
moment of arising?" is asked, not considering the dura
tion of a moment, but because of the expression ' origin and 
decay ' at the end of the teaching : ' all conditioned things are 
impennanent and subject to origin and decay.' 

Being asked: "Do these thing~! come and go more quickly 
than m ind 1" ho rejects, because he does not see any things 
which come and go more quickly than mind. Being asked 
again, he assents in respect of that state of oonsciousnc.'s which 
}te considcxs to have lasted for a length of time. With regard 
to the question : "Does any nuit of consciousness last one's 
whole lifetime I" he denies it in all places excepting the Ariipa 
plane, because of the expression " the devns of air' last up 
to 80,000 fOODS in life," but he assents in the case of those 
who are in the Ariipa plane. 

"Does then the mind of the devas who have reached the 
Ariipa plane arise and cease moment by moment f" is asked 
hy tho opponent. (The Sakaviidin) 888ents, because he fears 
lest it would contradict the Sutto.s: " Subject w origtn and 

• B!tawng<,.illa, lit. >hougho (regarded ••) beooming.- Ed. 
1 P. qJ 0., p. 124. 
' Jlara, or b!arute; <f. 8. N ipii/4, 688. 
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decay," and so forth. He however maintains its duration 
through his own view. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about the duration of consciousness 
is ended. · 

VI 
Now follows the controversy on ' (the world a.s only a) 

cinderheap.' 
By thoughtlessly grasping the teaching of such Suttas as 

' AU is 011 fiT<, monks !'1 'A!! conditioned tl!ings (involve) Ill,'• 
some, [58} for instance the Gokulikas, now hold 'that all condi
tioned things are without quaJificatiou uo better than a welter 
of embere whence the flames have died out, like an inferno 
of ashes. To correct this view by indicating various forms of 
happiness, the Sako.vii.din puts the question.'3 The opponent 
assents to it. 

Therein the word " entirely " means not having made a 
limit, boundary, division, n.ll "~thout distinction. 

All the rest should be understood according to the text 
together with the proving by the Suttas. 

The controversy on '(the world as only a) cinderheap ' 
is ended. 

VII 
Now· follows the controversy on ' the gradual ~ttainment 

of realization.' 
By tboughtle.~sly considering such Sutt.~s as:-

" Little by little, one In; one, a$ pass 
The moments, gradually let tlte tvise, 
Like smith tM blemishes of silver, blew 
'l'M specks that mar his purity away," '• 

- -
• l'inay<J q•.m i, 134. ' Dialcguu ii, 175. ' P. of 0., p. 127. 
' 8utf4.Nipilla, verse 962; Dham17UIIJ'(Ida, veme 239; trall.\lawel in 

P. of 0., pp. ISO, ! 33. 
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various views aa to the realization (of the truth) nro formed, 
for instnnce, now by the Andhaka.s, Sabbatthivldius, Slll]l
mitiyaa and Bhndrayinikas, namely, that, in realizing the 
fruit of a stream-winner, some put away corruptiona by insight 
into DJ, some by insight into Origin, Ending or Way,1 IWd 
similarly with respect to the remaining Wa.ys. In order to 
correct their views the Salmviidin a.skH: "Is realization (of 
the truth} graduaJ!y acquired 1" 'rhe opponent assents. 
But being nsked: "Is the Path of a stream-winner gradually 
developed 1" he denies, because he fears lest ho would he 
guilty of admitting ma.ny states in one Way. Being asked 
for tbB second time, be assents because of the insight into Ill, 
and so on. He agrees that the F ow: Trutl1s amount to one 
Way of a stren,m-winner. But ina.smueh aa he considers that 
there is only one fruit, therefore he rejects. 

This is also the method with respect to the Way of a once
returner, and the rest. 

To the question: "If one comes to soo the (first) Woy," 
etc., be ngreea, booause one's insight is not perfect by insight 
into Ill, nod so forth; it becomes perfect by insight into the 
Way, and when he is known to have reached Path-fruition. 

The opponent p uts the question: "Are the Four Truths 
seen, 'vben once (the first Truth, viz., the fact nnd natum of) 
Ill is seen ?" The Sn.knviidin a.' sents bco~uso of grn•J>ing 
the ' ono.' [IJ9] Again, in the question "Does the Trut h of lJI 
amount to the F our Truths 1" he rejects, b0011use of the 
various states in the Four. 

The Snkaviidin puts the q uestion: " I f the material aggregate 
is seen to be impermanent," etc. The opponent a.ssenb, 
becauso he holds the view that, just ss the presence of the 
sea may be known by the taste of one drop of sen-.. -..ter, 
similarly if one object is 1.-nown to be impermanent, etc., 
aD the rest are known to be so. 

" By the Four Insigbta " means by insight into Sorrow, 
etc., (of the Four Trntbs)." " By the Eight Insight&" means 
by the ordinary insight of the disciples into Truths, and insight 
into analytic knowledge. " By the Twelve l nsighta" means 

1 Keywords of the Four Trutht. 
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by inaight into the Causal Genesis of 12 constitnenta. " By 
tho Forty-lour lnsighta" means in.sight into birth and decay, 
origin of birth o.nd decay, et.c., o.nd when similarly ~lained 
(enoh of the remaining 10 items of) the causal Genesis. "By 
tho Seventy-seven lnaighta "1 means insight into "birtl1 and 
decay, monk8, are imperma11ent, conditioned, cawally ari8et1, 
1ubjet:t to pemk, to pa3• away, to lose pa3sion, to oease,"' and 
when similarly ~lained (each of the t<lmaining 10 items of) 
the Causal Genesis. 

The rest here should be understood aocordiug to the text 
along with the proving by the Suttas. 

The controversy on 'a gradual progress in realization' 
is ended. 

VIII 

Now follows the controversy on 'a Buddha's everyday 
usage.' 

Hero some now, for instance, the Andhakas, hold the view 
that the Exalted Buddha's daily usages were supramundane 
usages. With reference to them the Sa.kava.din puta tho 
question, and the opponent nMents. 'SupramUlldane ben.r
ing,' and so forth is said to show that the latter's argument 
is m:ong. This indeed is tho method here. Is the orgnn of 
£earing alone supramundnnc, or the ear, etc., too f In the 
expression " If the Exalted Buddha's speech struck on the 
mundane heariug of men" should not be understood in the 
senae that, if it struck on aupramundane objects, it should 
al!o be supramundane, the sense here is : when it struck on 
mundane objects, it cannot be called supramnndnne. In tbo 
expression 'by mundane intelligence' also, (60) the mundane
ness (of a Buddha's speech) is meant. There lDAY be various 
meanings on account of other objects . Supramundnne object 
is alllo known by mundane knowledge. Thus all should 
accordingly be understood. 

1 For tbe import or thll term, ... P. of 0., p. !33, m. I. 
• ~ ii, 26; ... P. of 0., p. 133, rn. I. 
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To the quest.iona: "Do they all develop the Ways t" and so 
on, he denies with respect to those who do not ottoin the 
We.)'ll, and he u.ssents regarding those who attain them. 
The expression ' with one golden wand ' meana with one wand 
made of gold. This is the simile used by the opponent. 
" (The Exalted Buddha's) customary speech was mundane, 
when be spoke of mundane objects "-this is nlso an opinion, 
now held by some of the Andhakas. 

TbG rest here is olea.r in meaning. 

1'he controversy on ' a Buddha's everyday ul!4gc ' 
is ended. 

IX 
Now foUowa the controversy on 'stopping.'l 
Some, for instance, e.t present the .MahiJ.!l.Siisakaa e.nd the 

Andba.lcas, hold the view, that the stopping (of IU), though 
eonatructed as one, relates to two stoppings, according n.s 
sorrow is stopped through reasoned or unrcnaoned reflections 
about th.ings.• With reference to them the Snkavadin o.sks: 
"Are there two kinds of stopping~" The opponent assents. 

In the questions:" Are there two kinds ofstopping oflll t" 
and so forth, he denies, because he does not o.dmit two kinds 
of Truth about IU; he assents, because be admits thnt the 
stopping of Ill tukes place in two ways. 

In the questioll8: ... Are there two kinds of Truth about the 
stopping of Ill t" and so forth, he denie.~, bccaufiC he does not 
admit the stopping of two kinds of ill; he assents, becauae the 
stopping of m takes place in two ways. This is the method 
with respect to ' Are there two kinds of desire !" and so forth. 

In the questions: "Are there two nirvanas t" and so 
forth, be denies, because he does not see the differenu of 

1 Niro<IM wo bavo hitherto, in Buddhi.em, not rishtly rencWed by 
cessation. It il a ruong ca..,.tive noun- making an end or-q. below 
u det~troy." "Ending'' can be- used causatively, but ie weaker. 
We need tb.o form 4 put an end to/ ' ma.ke an end of}-Ed. 

• P. of 0., p. JS6. 
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high, low, etc., in it. The expression 'things which have 
been stopped through nnrea.soned reflection ' means that all 
deep reflection of spiritual insight, through its purity and 
the absence of statements nnd questionings,-is sa.id to make 
worldly things stop. 'l'he expression " those things may also 
be made to stop by deep reflection " means by spiritual 
knowledge they may be made to stop, to undergo the state 
of not being reborn. 

The opponent asks: [61] "Are those things which have 
stopped without, and those that have stopped by, deep refl.cc· 
tion both &nnihila.ted for ever 1" The Sakavii.din assents to the 
asserted annihilation, partly because there is no need to destroy 
what has been destroyed, o.nd partly because the things that 
have been stopped without deep reflection continue as non
existent when the Al:iyan Way is developed. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

Tl•e controversy on ' stopping ' is ended. 
Here ends the Second Cl1apter. 



CHAPTER Ill 

I 
[62] Now follows the controversy on • Powers.' 
By thoughtlessly considering the teu Snttas in the Anurud

dha SaJ!Iyutta, beginning with " I, brttllrert,frO>>• yradice and 
devdopment of the Four A.ppli<:ati<»u of Jllimlful"ll&$, •mder
stand e~"Q as il reoUy u the Mu.al oc:oosio" u 1ttch, awl what 
u not t11e Musal oua~i<m,''l etc., 80me, for instance, at present 
the Andhakns, hold the view that th~ powers of " Tathiignta 
are common to disciples. With reference to them the 
SakavMin puts the question, nnd the opponent who holds 
the view, assents. 

Now of a Tathii.gatn'a powers some arc wholly in common 
with his djsoiple.~. some not, and some u.re partly common to 
both. All, for instance, can share insight' into extinction 
of cankers (iisnva). A Tathii.gato. nlono discGrns the degrees 
of development in t he controlling faculties (indr·iyii.ni). The 
rest are partly common to both. 1'he causal occasion of 
anything rmd the like t he d isciple knows only within" certain 
range, but a TntMgatn !wows them without limit. The 
former can affirm t hem; the latter can expla in them. But 
(the Andhakas) say that the whole of his power was held in 
common with his (leading) <lisciples. To correct them (the 
Saka.vadin) ngnin puts the question: "Are the powers of s. 
Tnthii.gatn common to disciples !" 

In the first question, be (the opponent) denies with respect 
to all Jdnds of objects which a Tathiigat.. alone can explain. 
In the second question, be agrees, because a disciple knows 
from ita source th.c causal occa.sion of anything, and can aflinn 

'~ v, 80' {., Suttaa 15·24.;- P. ofO., p. 139. 
t Nd~-Ut. lmowledgo. 

?G 
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them. In the questions b~iuning with " Is this or that," he 
denies because of the absence of u.o.iformity in all respects. 
The two tsrms 'previo11s application ' and ' previous line of 
conduct ' are synonyms. Likewise, the torms ' instruction in 
doctrine' and ' teaching of doctrine.' In the question about 
the knowledge of the degrees of development in the con
trolling powers,' he agrees that so far as t he scope of a disciple 
is concerned it is partly held in common. 

Now inasmuch as a disciple can distinguish a causal occasion 
from an occnsion that is not caused, and can u.ffirm this, there
fore, [63] having explained the knowledge of a disciple therein, 
the opponent puts the question b~ing with " Oan a 
disciple distinguish a causal occasion from an occasion that 
is not causal ?"-just to establish this, that the powers 
named are common to disciples just in so far as they know. 
This is not accepted, because he thinks that the knowledge 
of the different degrees of development in the controlling 
powers is one of the six kinds of supreme knowledge. 

The expression " Or, is there a.ny difference between the 
extinction of cankers for both ?" means that having com
po.red the extinction of cankers for a Tathagata with their 
ext inction for a disciple, it should be sa.id, that there is no 
difference between them. In the expression ' is there any 
difference between the (ensuing) emancipation for a Tatha.gats 
and that for a disciple !' this is the method. The rest here 
is clear in meaning. 

Now the Sakavadin admits, th~t a Tathiigata shares the 
power of insight into the extinction of cankers in common 
with the disciple. Connecting with this, the opponent puts 
.the question: "If the extinction of cankers," and so forth, 
in order to inquire if the remainder is not shared by hoth. 
In answering them the Sakava.din admits, that the power of 
e:rtinction of cankers is held in oonunon, because there is no 
distinction in insight. As there is no distinction in others, 
too, they are rejected as common. 

Again, connecting a causal occasion and an occasion that 
is not causal, and t he like with the extinction of cankers, 

1 Or fnoultieo (indriyllni). 
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the opponent asks if they are not shn.rod by both. The 
Sa.ka.vadin rojects with respect to insight into the extinction 
of ca.nkexs, and a.ffirms with respect to the rest. Then con
necting thia with the different degrees of development in the 
controlling powers, the opponent Mica if it ia not sha.red by 
both. Thia h1111 been shown in brief. Therein also the 
Sakavadin affinns with respect to the diffeNnt degrees of 
development in the controlling powezs, and rejects with 
respect to the rest. 

Then connecting tbia with the ocoa.eions that &re both 
caused and not caused, the opponent Mica whether the 
different degrees of developmant in the controlling powers 
&re shared by both. Thia, too, ha.s bean shown in brief. 
Here the Sakaviidin rejects with respect to the different 
degrees of development in the controlling powen~, and assents 
with respect to the rest. 

The controversy on powers is ended. 

n 
Now follows tho controversy on ' (t he Quality called) 

" Ariyan." '1 

That, of the ton powers of (disccrnmeJit or) insight, not 
only t he insight into extinct ion of cankers, but the ~tber 
nine powers arc a lso Ariyan, is the view held at present by 
such as the Andhakas. With reference to them the Saka,•iid in 
asks: " I s t he power of a TatbO.gat'll., viz., insight into t he 
extinction of co nken, Ariyan !" The opponent assents. 

Thinking that if it be A:riyan, it should be developed as 
one of the Ways, etc.,' the SaJcn.vadin again puts the question 
with respect to Ways, etc. The other rejects. 

[64] The Sakaviidin again Mka with respect to ' emptiness,' 
etc. Now there &re two kinch of ' emptiness': of a self (or 
spirit), and of conditioned things. Emptiness of self means 
emptiness in the five aggregates of a aelf whioh might be got 

• See llh,y.Davt.U. &r.rly BouUAw, 49; Mm. RhyaDavido. BwMAim 
(lot eel. only), 69. • Viz., four Waya and four Fruitiooa. 
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through heresy. Emptiness' in conditioned things means 
nirvana, namely, detachment from n.U conditioned things. 
The opponent denies because' of the latter, assents because 
of the former. Being a.sked: "Does one apply the mind~" 
etc., he rejects with respect to nirvana, assents with respect to 
conditioned things. Meurol applicat ion on occasions caused 
and not caused has a.s object conditioned things; that on 
emptiness has as its object nirvana, etc. 

Following this method, the Sa.ka'ladin a.sks: " Ls there a 
combination of two (mental) contacts, two consciousnesses 1 
1'he opponent, not getting a chance, denies. This is also 
the method in the ca.ses of the 'Signless' and the 'Not
hankered -after.' " ' 

The aggregates are the signless becnnse of the absence of 
sign of a being. They are nirvana because of the absence of 
sign of conditioned things. The aggregates are the 'Not
hankered-after,' because they, being put on one thing, are 
reckoned as being esroblished, and because of the resolve 
about a being, which is reckoned as being such. Nirvana 
is the 'Not-hankered-after' by the resolve about all con· 
ditioned things w·hich have the canker of crnving as their 
object through resolve by craving. Therefore, in this con· 
nection also, denial and affirmation should be understood 
as before. 

Just a.~ the Applicatious in Mindfulness, tl1e Supreme 
Efforts and the rest are Ariyan, and have as theh object the 
concepts of ' Emptiness,' and 'Signless' and the 'Not
ha.nkered·a.ft~r,' so " Is the knowledge of 11. causal occasiOJt 
of anything such 1" is then asked both iu the aflirmati'lc 
and negative methods., There all the a.ffinnations and deni,.]s 
are of the opponeut .. In this way, the questions and answers 
to the remaining Insights are to be 1Uldcrstood. 

In the text however the rest has been briefly stated, and 
at the end a di'lision has been made out between decease 
and rebhth of beings. Thereafter, connecting the thought 
as to what in the Sakyan view is ' Ariya.n,' with the 
insight into the extinction of n.ll cankers, the questions are 

' Dlv:mmruangatli, §§ 3!1-6-53. 
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put, both in the affirmative and negative methods, so M to 
kuow whether the remaining insights are Ariyan. All these 
are by the opponent; affinnation and denial aro by the 
(65] SalmvOdin. They are clear in meaning. H ero in the 
text, however, having shown the first nine inaights, insight 
into being is shown in brief. 

The controversy on '{the Quality called) Ariynn ' 
is ended. 

Ill 
Now follow11 the controversy on 'EmAncipation.' 
'WherOM it is trne that, in minds devoid of, e.g., lust, 

there is no need to get emancipated, the opinion, held, at 
present, by sucb as the Aru:lhakas, is that, jost u a l!oiled 
garment is freed from its stains on being washed, 80 emAncipa
tion means that a mind beset with lust is emancipated from 
lust.'' 

With reference to these the Sakavadin aslas: " Hns ' becom
ing emancipated ' reference to the mind bcing (at the time) 
in touch with last 1" etc. The opponentassents. 1'henagain, 
being asked: " Does ' becoming emancipated ' refer to a 
mind which is accompanied by lust 1" and so forth, he 
rejecte, because he thinks that the mind is emancipated in ·~ 
'Way-moment,'• but there is then no such mind. Being 
naked, " If the mind which is in touch with lust "-and so 
forth, he rejects, because he does not see that, just as both 
contact and mind are emancipated from lust, 80 IUBt is 
emancipated.• In this way, the meaning should he under
stood in tbe case of mind beset with hate, and the like. • 

The controversy on emancipation is ended. 

' P. •I 0., p. 144. 
' -KAa~a hAll t.he force in ita meaning of ' opportunlty.'-.Ed. 
• Et111'1' <4gaua vimutti'!'. . • . P068ibly a defect bore In tl!• 

text.-Ed. 
• 'J,'l}e trinitl ' lastr h~tc1 d~lz1css~ • 
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IV 

Now follows the controversy on ' Being Emancipated.'1 

This is the opinion, held by those who think that the 
mind, partially liberated by emancipation, from obstacles in 
Jhana, is in a (gradual) process of being emancipated by 
complete severance experienced in a 'Way-moment.' With 
reference to them the Sakavadin Mks: " Is (spiritual) emanci
pation a partial becoming free ?" The opponent assents. 

Again, the Sakaviidin asks : "Partially 1" The term' par
tially refers to ' making-become • in the masculine. " Is 
such a mind in part emancipated, in part not 1" just as one 
is partially emancipated, emancipated by part, or in part. 
Why is this asked 1 Because the expression ' that spiritual 
emancipation is a being partially emancipa.td • has been 
wrongly stated. Just as mats and the like, while being 
prepared, are left unfinished and they then in part are made, 
in part not, similarly it follows that this mind is in part freed, 
in part not. Then the opponent [66] rejects, in the first ques
tion, that the nature of mind is to be in part like mats and the 
like. In the second, he assents, because emancipation which is 
a. being partially emancipated is not yet completed. Or, he 
rejects with respect to a worldly Jhana-' moment.' He 
assents because it is not then emancipated by complete 
severance experienced in a supramnndane Jhana-' moment.' 
His view is that while it is a being tl!en freed by complete 
severance, it is a being partially freed. 

Then the Saka.vadin, in order to convince him says: "If 
you admit that a mind is in part freed, in part not, then it 
follows that a person who with one mind' becomes a stream
winner, is in part stream-winner, in part not"; and puts 

l It is tempting in tbis section to use the term 'procC8S, • but. the only 
Pali term for this, pat.'!dti, is not once used. Thcro ia: a. feeling a.fter it. 
as ~here is in the )filindo. (cf. Mrs. Rbys Davids' 1'h• Milind4 Que81iO?I8, 
pp. 52, 55), but the Indian atomiatie outlook domina.tes language in 
the term <l:a-d<Stl1/l·, in one part (only). It is interesting to see the 
' bcoom.ing ' between 'ia • a.nd 'is not • fighting for reoognition.-Ed. 

• Mind (cilia) moans oqulllly 'a thought.' 
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the question: "Is he in pa.rt streAm-winner!" and so on. 
The opponent who does not see such n rule, rejects. In the 
remaining questions, this is the method. 

In the question about the moment of its genesis, the sense 
is : If a. mind is regarded na both emo.neipated a.nd as being 
partially emancipated, then it follows, that it is emancipated 
at one moment, &nd is being pa.rt.ially emMcipated at Mother. 
Do you mea.n such a mind t 

I n proving by the Suttas, the first Sutta is quoted by the 
opponent. Its sense ia this: The expression ' is set free ' is 
stated in an incomplete sense. Therefore the expression 
' for him who thus knows, thus sees, the mind is set free 
from these cankers,'' means that that mind is being emanci
pated. 

The second Sutta' is quoted by the So.kavadin. Ita sense 
is this: If the expression ' ia act free ' means tho emancipated 
mind is being emMeipated, then hue, in the absence of the 
expression ' is set free,' ' is emancipated ' should be meant, 
not ' being emanoipated.'S 

In order to press on him thus: ' Now, just as you think 
that because of the incomplete emancipation the mind is 
being emanoipat~d. so is it being attached, etc., to lust and 
the like which are not completely enjoyed '-o.gain, the 
question : " I s tbe mind 1" ate., is begun. The opponent, too, 
rejects a ll this, because he does not see S\ICh o. mind. Then 
the So.ko.vii.din, in order to convince him that there can be 
only t wo alternatives, no room foro. third one, snys: " Is the 
mind lustful or not~" o.ud so forth. I t means: ~od Sir, is 
it not that these arc the two alternatives, viz., a mind which 
is attached to lust is lustful and an unattached mind is not 
so, there being no room for o. third alternative, =ely, for 
a mind which is ' being attached.' This is the method also 
in regard to the term ' corrupted,' and the like. When the 
opponent assents to this, saying 'yes,' [67) the So.kavadio, 
in order to show him that, in the ease of emancipation also, 
there are only two &ltcrnativea, 88ya: "If it be lustful," and 
---- - - - -

' D!gk<l, i, 84. ' IIM., 83. 
• In Pali OJ>e vorb only for tbo two in EngliJib is uood. 
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so forth. It means: If you assent to these two alternatives, 
then you also assent to these, namely, emancipated and not 
emancipated. lJ.. mind attached to lust is not emancipated, 
whereas that which is unattached, is emu.ncipated, being 
emu.ncipated, there being no room in the highest sense for a 
third alterMthre. 

The controversy on ' being emancipated ' is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy regarding ' a person of the 
EigMh Stage.'l 

The view, held at present by such as the Andhakas and 
Saipmitiyas is that, at the moment of entering on the Way, 
after qualification and adoption, two of the (ten) corruptions 
(i.e., wrong views and doubt) no longer break out in a person 
of the eighth stage-that is, the person who has entered on 
the stream.2 With reference to one of them the Sakava.din 
puts the question. The opponent assents, because from the 
moment of entering the Way there is no outburst of wrong 
views. 

Inasmuch as wrong views are put away in a stream
winner, not in a pei$on on the eighth stage, therefore the 
Sako.viidin again asks: " Is a person on the eighth stage a 
stream-winner ~" This is also the method in the question 
concerning doubt. In the question about latent bias, they 
(the opponents) deny: "No, it is not so," because they 
believe that there is in such a person a latent bias of 
corruptions. 

In the question concerning belief in mere rule and ritual, 
he denies, because he does not s.ee the so-called infection of 
mere rule and ritual. His view is that the outbuxst of 
corruptions is put away. 

lu the question: "Has such a person developed the Way?" 
be denies, because such a person has not already developed 
the Way, but is developing it at the very moment. 

--·-~ · -- ··--·----------
1 Li~. of' &n ~Mh-er.' ' f. of 0., pp. 146-7, 
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In the question beginning with " by means that nrc not 

the Way," and so forth, he denies, because they arc got rid 
of by the first Way. "If they are got rid of by means that 
are not Way, then one who has reached the stage after 
adoption, has also put them awny ":-thus holding the 
opponent asks: "Will these (i.e., wrong views and doubt) arise 
any more in IWn 1" The Saka.viidin gives tbe reply. 

The rest is clear in meaning everywherQ. 

The controversy regarding ' a. person of the 
eighth stage ' is ended. 

VI 
No1v follows tho controversy on the ' Controlling Powers ' 

of a person of the Eighth Stage. 
The view, held at present by such as the Andba.kaa, is that, 

at the moment of entering the (fim stage of the) Way, the 
person of the Eighth Stage is in p:~:ocess of acquiring, [68] but 
has not yet attained to, the (live) controlling powera.l With 
reference to them the Sakavadiu as:b: "Has not such a person 
the controlling power of faith 1" The opponent assents. 
But berug o.aked: " Has he got faith 1" he rejects, observing 
that faith is different from the controlling power of faith. 
This is also the method in regard to the rest. 

Then the questions: " Has he mind, who ho.s the controlling 
power of mind 1" and the like arc begun with a view to explain 
that, just as whose has mind, has also the controlling power 
of mind, so wboao has faith, etc., lms also the controlling 
power of faith, etc. All these along with the comparison by 
the Sutta.s a.re clear in meaning. 

The controversy on the ' controlling power& of a 
person of the eighth stnge ' is ended. 

1 Th& five cont:rol.ling powers or sense-faaultiee BM: faith, energy, 
mlndfulMII, conocntmLion, wiodoU> or underotc.nding. Soe P. •I 0., 
p. 14$, fn. 2. 
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VII 
Now follows the controversy on the' Deva·Eye.' 
The view, held a.t present by such as the Andhaka.s and 

Sa.xpmitiyas, is that the fleshly eye, when it is the ' medium ' 
(or ba.sis) of things1 in Fourth Jhiina, becomes the deva·eye. 
With reference to them the Sakavadin asks: " Is the fieshly 
eye 1" etc. The opponent assents. Again, being asked: 
"Is the fleshly eye the deva-eye, and conversely 1" he rejects, 
because he thinks, it is only like that, is not that. 

In the questions, too : " Like to which 1" and so on, he 
rejects because of the absence of the identical nat•ue of both. 
In the questions beginning with " Are the two the same in 
range 1" - the sphere of the organ of sight is the range of 
both. The fleshly eye, however, sees visible objects. The 
sphere of the deva-eye includes objects which are invisible, 
very subtle, and lie beyond the mountains, etc. It is not 
such in the ea.se of the other. Thus theix spheres of activities 
are not identical. 

Being a.sked: "Does it not, being the medium of a (sensu· 
ous) idea, become also the medium of a (spixitunl) idea 1" he 
rejects, because he would not admit that the fleshly eye is 
the deva-eye, the support of the former being not the support 
of the latter. Being asked again, he assents, because he would 
admit that the devn-eye is produced by means of the Heshly 
eye, for there is the expression: 'The genesis of the fleshly eye 
is the way of the deva-eye,' [G9] and that the deva·eye makes 
visible the four great elements to those of the universe of 
Riipa. 

Being a.sked, " Are things included in sensuous existence 1" 
etc., he rejects, because he would not admit that the fleshly 
eye and the deva-eye are identical. Being asked again, he 
assents, because he thinks that, inasmuch as it is produced 
by means of Jhana in the sphere of Riipa, therefore it may 
be called ' belonging to the sphere of Riipa.' 

Being asked: " Are things included in the sphere of Riipa 

1 .dluz.mm'ttpaUJuuJdatra. ~Support' is a. more literal renderillg, as 
below. 
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alao included in the sphere of .Ariipa 1" he rejects, because 
thereafter in developing, at the moment of attaining the sphere 
of Ariipa, consciousness of the sphere of Rilpa does not wt. 
Being aaked again, he assents, because he hclda the view 
that in arising it makes visible the four grea' elements to him 
who is in the sphere of Arilpa. He rejects, because he would 
not admit thnt things included in these spheres are tbe 
' Un-included.'l 

The dcva-eye means the medium (or basis or support) of 
things. It is the mcdimn of supramundane things in the sense 
that, being supported by a. sensuous t hing, it again becomes 
the medium of a supramunda.ne thing. 

Being asked: "Are there two kinds of vision (or ' eyo ')!" 
l1e rejeote, because although he does not hold that the eye of 
understanding is present in one who has the deva-cyo as the 
mecliwn of a thing, the eye of understanding doea exist. 
Being asked again, ho assents, because he holds the viow 
that the fioahly eye, as the medium of a thing, becomes the 
deva-eye. 

Tho rest here is cloor in meaning. 

The controversy on the ' deva-eye ' is encled. 

VIII 

Now follows the oontro\'ersy on the 'Deva.-Ear.' 
Being asked: " Is there only one (kind of) car 1" ho (the 

opponent) rejects, because there are the two. .Again being 
asked, he (the opponent) assents, because that (fieshly) ear, 
when it ia the medium of a thing, becomes what ia called the 
deva.-ear. 

The rest is as explained above. 

The controversy on deva-hearing is ended. 

Cf. D.la"""""'rill<'!'i. §§ 583, 992; below, XJV, 7, 11. 
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IX 

(70] Now follows the controversy on 'Insight into Destiny 
according to Deeds.' 

By thoughtlessly considering the Sutta-passage: ' With 
purified. celestio.! eye surpassing tlua of me11 l1e sees beings as 
deceasing and being rebor·n . . . he lct1oW8 their destiny os 
being according to their deeds,'' some hold the view that the 
celestial eye a.mounts to insight into destiny according to 
deeds. With reference to them the Sakaviidin puts the 
question, the opponent assents. Being asked again: " Is 
attention also paid to the sequence of Ka.rm."' (deeds) ?" he 
rejects, because there cannot be two objects of one thought . 
Being asked again, he assents because of various kinds of 
thoughts. 

Again, when he is asked, without being given a chance for 
evasion, "Is there a combination of two contacts!" etc., 
he rejects. Thus, the meaning in the constructions beginning 
with the el<.Jlression " these good beings," etc., should be 
understood according to the expression of one who has 
insight into destiny as being according to deeds. 

The Saka.viidin puts the question: "Had the venerable 
Sariputta insight into destiny a.s being according to deeds 1"• 
to his opponent, who considers that this Thera. was a denier 
of deva-sight, because some, in regard to Si.ripntta, who did 
not exercise insight into higher knowlcdgcs on account of 
his contentment, not only reject those powers, hut also think 
that he had none of them. Ou the other hand, being asked: 
" Had the venerable Sii.riputto. deva-sight for that reason !" 
he rejects. Being asked again, he assents, because he thinks 
that this Thera had obtained all that is to be obtained by a 
disciple. Now to refute him the Sakaviidin asks : "Did the 
venerable Sariputta. not ~" etc. 

The Thera uttered this verse owing to the absence of his 
resolve to strive, not for want of his insight into higher 

1 Digha. i, 82; Dialbgues i, 91; P. of 0 ., p. 151. 'Destiny '=upaqa, 
Ut.. ' approo.eh.' 

t Tllera{liillui., vor. 900 f. 
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knowledges. The opponent, however, understood it in the 
latter 8llii.Be, and therefore, according to hia view, the Then 
bad only insight into destiny acconling to deeds, but bad not 
deva.aight. Therefore it is said: "Henu it should not be 
said that deva-aight amounts to insight into destiny according 
to deeds." 

Tho cont.rove:rsy on' insight into destiny ncco.rding 
to deeds ' is ended. 

X 

(71] Now follows the controversy on' Moral Restrnint.' 
The Snkavid.iu put~ the question ' concerning the view o! 

those who bold that among the devas, beginning with the 
Thrice Thirty, inasmuch as there is no committing of the 
five vices, there is self-control.'' The opponent a.ssents, 
heoall.8& he does not see there any committing of vicea. 

Tbe.n, since self-restrnint implies that over which self
restraint ought to be used, the Sakaviidin puts the question 
concerning the absence of self-restraint. The opponent 
denies, because there is no taking life, etc., among dovas. 
" Are they among bumo.us 1" etc., has been said in order to 
show that, if there is self-restraint, there is also the absence 
of it, and oonvordely. 

In the questions beginning with " Do they abstain from 
tn.king life~" he a.ssenta, because taking life, etc., is not 
practised by them; he rejects, berouse there is absence of 
taking life, etc. 

The questions in the negative method are clear in meaning. 
In the couclusion, the Sak.avadin assents to the question: 

" la moral restraint absent among devas !" beoaose after 
taking life, etc., they do not nstrain themselves again there
from. Thereafter the opponent, by a trick, asks, if there ia no 
self-restraint, then " are all devas takers of life t" etc. The 
Sakavadin rejects, because there is no committing of vice 

• P. of 0., p. 152. 
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among the devaa. The opponent taking the mere e11:pression 
'hence, they are not,' est>t~blishes his proposition. The 
proposition thus esto.blishe<l, they hold o. view which is not 
established. . 

The controversy on ' morsl restraint' is ended. 

XI 
Now follows the controversy on Unconscious Life. 
Here the Sa.lmvadin puts the question concerning the view, 

held st present by such as the Andha.kss who, partly from 
the expression: 'mint! [ut rebirth) is conilitihned by pre~ious 
acti<ms,'1 and partly from this other expression: 'those devas 
decease frum that group as soo11 as coiiSciO!to>S·ne&S arises in 
tilem,'• believe tha.t ' there is no living rebirth without mind ' 
(consciousness). The opponent o.soonts. 

Then the Ss.kaviidin, in order to correct him thus : " Is there 
consciousness on that occasion 1" [72) nnd so forth, asks: 
"Has such a person conscious life, does he fare onward with 
conscious continuity from birth to birth !" etc . 

.All these should be understood according to the text that 
follows. 

The controversy on unconscious life is ended. 

XII 

Now follows the cont ro'\'ersy on [the plane) wherein con
ooiousness neither is nor is not. 

Here the Ss.ko.viidin puts the question concerning those 
who, like the Andho.kas at present, hold, from such an expres
sion as' tlze apl~£re of 'IU!itller consciliUIIness nor utlCoiiSciowmess, 'S 

• SamyutJa ii, 2; Ywlunirp 135 f.; P. of 0., p. 153. 
2 Dighil m. 33; H Mind (t<iM~) a.ud consciousness {.saiiitd) are h&re 

used in a synonymous a.nd very general sense. u- P. of 0., p. 163, f.u. 4. 
' Y.:I1M1irp, p. 421. 
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that it is not right to say that, in that existence' there is 
consciousness. • The opponent assents. 

All the rest hero should be understood accotdiog to the text. 
The oontrove!S)' on ' [the plane] wherein conscioul!lleas 

neither is nor is not ' is ended. 

Here ends the Thitd Chapter. 
--- ---·-·· 

l P. of 0., p. lM. 2 JJ}uu>e. 



CHAPTER IV 

I 

[73] Now follows the controversy as to whether a la.yman 
may be an araban. 

Here the Salmviidin puts the question concerning tllo 
opinion of those who, like the Uttaripo.thnkas at present, 
sccing that Yasa, the clansman's son, and others attained 
arahanship while living amid the circumstances of lay life, 
l10ld that a layman might be an araban. Now, the Salta
vadin's question: ·:Can a layman be an araban~" means: 
Can a layman bcund with the laymat;t's fetters be ILI'nhan ~ 

The opponent, however, not understanding his intention, 
nssents, because he see.\! only the eircnmstanees of lay life. 
Now a layman is such by the layman's fetter, and not merely 
by the [outward] circumstances, even as the Exalted One 
said: 

' Tlwugh he be finely dad, if he fare r·ig'h.ay, 
At peace and tamed, lnj right law nobly living, 
Refrain frtm> scothe anclllarm to et-ery croot11·re ;
He i$ (true) bral1man, he reclu8e, hJJ monk 1'1 

To show this method "Has the araban ~" and so forth are 
begun. All these are clear in meaning. 

The controversy as to whether a layman may be an 
araban is ended. 

IT 

Now follows the controversy on ' [arahanship as conferred 
by] rebirth [alone).' 

' Dh<Jmma]XJ<Ia, ver. 142; P. of 0., p. 157. 
90 
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By thoughtlessly considering the expression: " on" be<:omu 
born Vtilhout parenUJge in the higher 11$t~en~ all<l tltere ooanu 
ull~rly, "1 or, converting the meaning of utter waning during 
the seoorad half of the ter?n, t into ntter waning on being ffbom, 
some, for instance, the Uttarapathnkas, at present hold tha• 
at the very OllUiot of reborn consciousness, one might be an 
aroban. With reference to them the Saknvildin puts the 
question, [74) the opponent oasents. 

Now beCIIllSe reborn consciousness is worldly, and one does 
not become with it e\l'en a stream-winner, eta., Jet nlone 
araban, therefore in order t o show this metlaod, " Do~s one 
become at the very outset of reborn consciousness o. stream
winner!" etc., is begun. 

The expression "Woa Sariputtn ~" n.nd so forth, hn.s been 
said with a view to question as to whether even one of these 
great thcru became an amhan at the very outaet of reborn 
consciousness. ' One who seeks rebirth ' means one who 
by a rebirth-seeking consciousness seeks, strives after rebirth, 
hence one who desires rebirth. 

The rest hero is quite clear in meaning. 

The controversy on rebirth is ended. 

Ill • 
Now follows tho controversy as to being without Clinkers. 
Here the Sak1wooin asks: "Is everything in an araha.n 1" 

etc., with reference to those who, like the Uttariipatbakas 
at present, hold this about the araban.• The opponent 
assents. Now to convince< him that the things devoid of 
canl.:ers are the Ways, etc., the questions' Do these ari.se in 
an araban t'-" Is it the Way, the Fruit," etc., are begun. 

Being asked: "Is the eye free from canlcera f" be rejects 
because of its being the opposite. Being asked again, he 

1 I>lgba iii, 18!, etc. 
• Sa'!IIJ1<114 v, 2QJ, etc.; A•gut/IJro i, 233 f., etc. Sco P. of 0., 

p. 159, also Jb. !. 
• P. of 0., p. 160. • Or urge, or reprove: c:odat~a... 
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>lBSents, thinking that it is one who is devoid of cankers. 
In the question concerning robes he is asked:" Has it in only 
one attribute in whlch he becomes devoid of cankers or 
not?" He rejects, because he fears lest it wonld be contra
dictory to the characteristics (of an araban). Being asked 
again, he assents, because he thinl<S that it, being of one 
without cankets, may become in anothel' who has them. 
This is the method in the two questions : " Is it without 
cankers 1" Then the Saka.vadin questions the opponent 
with "Is the Way without cankel's 1" etc., the latter acknow
ledging: "It is." In this way, the meaning shonld be 
unden;tood e'Verywbere. 

The controversy as to being without cankets is ended. 

IV 
Now follows tl1e controversy on ' [the retaining of distinc

ti'Vej endowments.' 
There are two kinds of (spiritual) a.cquisitions, namely, 

actual acquisition and acquisition accruing at rebirth in some 
other existence: Rftpa, and the like, the latter kind being 
retained [75) as long as achievement has not spent its force. 
But some, like the Uttsrii.patbakas at present, leaving aside 
these two k\nds of spiritual acquisitions, bold that another 
endowment is possible by past acquirel'Dent<! as a. permanent 
acquisition. To convince them that there is no such perma
nent acquisition the Sakavadin asks: "Is an ara.han endowed 
with a.ll the Four Fruit<!?" The opponent assents in respect 
of the acquisition. 

Now in order to convince him thus : ' If according to you 
an a.rahan is endowed with the Four F:ruits as with four 
aggregates, then it amounts to saying that in Four Fruit<! 
an araban is endowed with four sorts of contents,' etc., the 
questions" Is an araban endowed with four contacts?" and 
so forth a.re begun. All tills the opponent rejects becauae 
of the absence of four contacts, etc., in a single moment. 
This is the method also in the questions regarding the never-
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returner and 80 forth. By the mcpression: " Dooa an aroh.an 
evolve' post the fruit of the First Path t" is asked: " Does 
he wbo biUI entered into the Second .Thana not evolve past 
that whioh he has not yet won 1", in onler to show thBt one 
is not endowed with that from which he hn.s already 6volved, 
the questions, " Does he evolve past the First Wny t" and 
so forth are begun. To the question: "Does nn o.rnho.n 
fall awa.y from them~" t he Salmviidin ooswets, " Yes," 
because liko things of mundane Jbiinn which fall o.wa.y by tho 
reverse proe~.ss, the corruptions, removed by the supra
mundane Wny and brought to rest by i ts Fruit, are not 
similarly removed or brought to rest. Heuoo this meaning 
has been explained later on in " Is a.n araban endowed 
with the Four Fruits ?" and so forth. 

The rcat is clear in meaning. 

The controversy on ' the retaining of distinctive 
endowments ' is ended. 

V 

In the controversy, " Is an aroh.lln endowed with a sWold 
indifference l" the meaning should be understood in just 
this way. 'l'he araban is s:.id to be gifted with indifference 
with respect to each of the six: doors of sonS()ol-nowledge.• 
[76] 'But he is not capable of calling up indifference with 
respect to all six at the same moment.'• 

The controversy of indifference in sense-cognition is ended. 

VI 

Now follows the controversy, m., that through Enlighten
ment one becomes ' The Enlightened.' 

Herein • Bodhi' is an equivalent for (1) insight into tbe 
Fourfold Way; (2) insight of an omniscient Buddha. • And 

1 Vl#t:atto-tUl"n..d beyond, away from. 
• TAt Eey~. P~. I, oh. a. For enumeration of the ob:, see Dtgloa 

iii, 24~; Ma,iihimaili, 210. '&oP.ojO., p.163 . 
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some, like the Uttarapathnkas ~t present, (do not distinguish, 
but) hold thnt , as a thing is called white by white-coloured 
surface, black by black-coloured surface, so a, 'Bodhi-being ' 
has this or that characteristic mark of Bodhi.'1 With 
reference to them, the Sakavii.din asks and objects. The 
assent and the denial are of the other. 

To the question: "Is (one The Enlightened only) in virtue 
of past enlightenment!" he denies because of the absence 
now of that past moment (of enlightenment). Being asked 
for the second time, he assents with reference to the att ainment 
of enlightenment. Again, when he is asked by way of ' what 
is yet to be done '0 he rejects, because of the absence of such 
functioning in such an one. Being asked for the second time 
be assents, because one who is The Enlightened does his duties 
through enlightenment, o.nd in doing them there is no illusion . 

. But, without being given a chance, when he is asked: " Does 
he understand Ill ?" nnd the like, he rejects, because of the 
absence of the exercise of such duties in him. 

To the question about future (enlightenment}, he denies 
beco.use of the absence at this moment of insight into the 
Way. Being asked again, be assents, because, from the 
expression " the Enlightened One went to Riijagaha " he 
thinks that he is in a state of enlightenment through future 
enlightenment. Being asked: "Does he exercise enlighten
ment?" he denies, because of the absence at this moment 
of such works. Being asked next, he thinks: " If he does 
not exereise, he can not be said to be The Enlightened. Be
cause be must have done so, therefore he does," and therefore 
assents. Again when, no chance being given, he is asked, 
he rejects. 

In the question as to present enlight enment, the meaning 
of which is clear together with the conte:<t, when he is asked, 
considering the three kinds of enlightenment as one, and with 
reference to omniscience: "Is one The Enlightened through 
three enlightenments 1" he assents,-this being the proper 

• P. of 0 ., p. 164. 
• The technical term her& a.Uuded !() is kata-karm.>ill": done whAt wa.s 

t<> bo done, &a.id or the a.raban.-ll:d. 
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thing to e&y. Aga.in, being aaked: " (Is one The Enlightolled) 
thro11gh three t" he denies because of the absence of all at 
the same moment. [77) Being asked next, he assenta in vir
tue of past, future and present omniscience. Being givoo 
no chance, whoo he is asked : " continually f conatantly 1" 
eto., bo rejecta. 

" But surely is not one who has acquired enlightenment 
Tho Enlightened 1" -this is asked by the opponent. Tho 
SakavMin assents, because it would be wrong to call one 
The Enlightened in t he absence of enligh tenment. But to 
the question: "Is not enlightenment ~he same os tbo o.cquiring 
of enlightenment!" at the continuity of whioh insight into 
the Way, by which enlightenment is meant, lll'ises, he assenta, 
88 8 mcro convention, (replying) " R e is The Enlightened." 
Not knowing his intention, the opponent holds the view: 
" If then," etc. 

Now to make the examination clear the Sakt.vidin aska: 
If one is called The Enlightened from having acquired enlight
enment, then " is it in virtue of elllighteomtlllt that one 

. heeomes The Enlightened!" The meaning is: Because you 
88SIU!le that one is called The Enlightened from having 
acquired e.nlighteomcut, therefore it is in virtno of enlighten
ment that one becomes The Enlightened. 

• The o.cquiriog of enlightenment ' moans tho state that 
arises in tlie continuity of the rise nnd fall of enlightenment, 
while • enlightenment • means insight into the Wo.y. The 
opponent, not noticing this distinction, again assenta. There
after, being asked by the Sakt.vadin: " Is cnlighteomoot the 
same as the acquiring of enlightenment 1" bo, given no 
chance to speak,' rejects. 

The controversy ' I s one the enlightened through 
enlightenment!' is ended. 
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controversy regarcling the chara~teristic marks (mentioned 
above). From a careless interpretation of the Sutta passage : 
'j,Y,. one endowed as a supcmnan tllere are two careers,l' some, 
for instance, now the Uttarilpathakas, hold the view that one 
who is gifted with the characteristic marks is a Bodhisattva. 
With reference to them the Sakavildin asks, while the opponent 
assents. 

Inasmuch as a uruvcrsal emperor2 may be either a Bodhi
sattva. or not a, Bodhisa,ttva, therefore to the questions: "Is 
a universu.l emperor a Bodhisattvo. ·?" ete., he rejeets with 
reference to one who is not a Bodhisattva, but assents with 
regard to one who is a Bodhisattva. [78] The Sutta containing 
' to one endowed with the thirty-two characteristic marks,' 
and the like, is spoken of regarcling a Bodhisattva. He 
verily in his last rebirth becomes a Buddha, in otber rebirths 
a universal emperor. Hence even what is arrived at is as 
if not arrived at. 

The controversy about the characteristic marks is ended. 

VIII 
Now foUows the controversy about entering on assurance.3 
' With reference to the account in the Ghatikara Sutta of 

Jotipala joining the Order '• some, for instance, now the 
Andhakas, formed a. notion that (our) Bodhisattva. 'had 
entered on the Path of Assurance and conformed to the life 
therein during the dispensation• of Kassapa Buddha. With 
reference to them the Sakaviidin asks: " Did t.be Bodhisattva 
enter?" ete., while the other, taking hls stand on his own 
proposition, assents. 

---- -. ---------
1 .Dig/ta iii, 145, cf . .Dia/Qgue3 ii, 13; P. of 0 ., p. 1136. 
' Lit. wheel~turner. 
3 Niydm'ol:h:mti. 
4 .Maj;hima ii, 46 f.; •• Jotipiibl. was a brahm~.tn youth who, againM. 

his will, was brought by Ghat.ikira, the potter, to hear Ka89apa Buddha, 
&Od became a monk. Got..ma. Buddha affirmed tbat Jotipiilo. ""'" a. 
former impersonation of himaelf. "-P. of 0., p. 167, fn. 6. 

' Lit. teaching or dootrine. Ko.ssapa preceded Gotama Buddha.. 
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' Now assurance (niyiima) and the ' higher life the.rcin ' 

(bmhmat>Clriya) are equivalents for the Ariyan (Fourfold) 
Way. And there is no other entering upon tho.t Way for 
Bodhisattvaa, Bave when they are fulfilling the Perfeotions; 
otherwise the Bodhi.sattva would have been a disciple when 
stream-winner, '1 and this is not entirely low. 

Buddhas prophesy: "he will become a Budclho." simply 
by the might of their own insight.• Hence, the Sakaviidin 
again inquires: " Did t he Bodhisattva ~"etc. With reference 
to future existence the other rejects, bnt to th() next question 
he assents, referring to the life as Jotipii,la . This indeed is 
the method n.Lso in respect of " Having become a disciple," 
and the like. 

As to "Do you learn from hearsay !" he rejects things 
connected with hearsay conccruing (the Bodhisattva's) laat 
life, • and 688Cnta in rego.rd to hearsay during (the Bodhisattva.'s) 
life as Jotipnla. The expression "To others as his teachers" 
has been said •nth reference to AJB,ra and Ramaputta. 

To show that ' the venerable A.nanda,' and so forth, who 
entered into assurance, were disciples, and that others who did 
so enter, were not such, the expression " Can a disciple evolve 
past one birth!" has been said, asking thereby: Can a disciple 
who ha.s evolved pn.st one birth, become n non-disciple in a 
different existence (afterwards) ~ The other rejects on the 
ground tho.t t he stream-winners, and so forth a.ro disciples. 

The rest hero is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about entering on assurance is Cllded. 

IX 

[79) Now follows another controversy about endowment.• 
Somo, for instance the Andhakns, at present hold that a 

person who is practising in the Fourth Way possc!ISC8 the 
three Fruitions as an acquired quality. With reference to 
them the Sakaviidin asks, while the other assents. 

• P. of 0., p. 168. ' Ibid. 
' MaJjhima I, p. SO, 245. • Of. above, IV, rv. 
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The rest here should be understood as has been said above 
in the controversy regarding one endowed with all the Four 
Fruitions. 

The controversy about endoWilJent is ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy about putting (off) the 
Fetters. 

Some, for inst~nce the Andhakas, hold that arahanship 
means the (simultaneous), unlimited putting off of aJJ the 
fetters.1 With reference to them the Sa.kavidin asks, while 
the other assents. 

Again, when he is asked: "Are all fetters put off?" he 
deuies in respect of the putting off by the three aforesaid 
Ways. Being asked a second time, he assents, because of 
the absence of the putting off of just that Way. He rejects, 
because there is the repeated putting off (of all Fetters), as · 
in the case of the theory of individuality, and the rest, by the 
First Way. He assents, because there is the putting off 
without remainder by the Fourth Way. 

Everywhere this is the method. 

The controversy about the putting off of the 
fetters is ended. 

Here ends the Fourth Chapter. 

1 P. of 0., p. 172. 



CHAPTER V 

I 
[80] Now· follows the controversy on Emanoipation.1 

"Hero four sorts of k-nowledge (or insight, 1ili1,ta) are 
grouped under knowledge of emancipation, to wit, insight2 

(or intuition), Way, Fruition, Reilection."3 OHbeoo, knowledge 
by insight moans knowledge of emancipation being considered 
as" freedom from pcteeiving things as permanent or persisting, 
or through perceiving the opposite "• ; Way-Jrnowledge, as 
the 86Ver&nce and renunciation effected by the Ways; Fruition· 
knowledge, aa the peace of fruition; reflective knowledge, a.s 
the peace of fruition; reflective knowledge, as contemplation 
of emancipation aa such. Of these four sorts or knowledge, 
' only the peace of fruition is unqualified' emancipation.'• 
Tbc rest cannot be called emancipated thinga. 

But some, for instance the Andha.kas do not admit, that 
only this sort of knowledge of emancipation has the quality 
of emancipation, and they hold the view, that ind.iooriminately 
any knowledge of emancipation has itself the quality of 
emancipation. Regarding them the Sakavodin asks, while 
the other a.ssente. Again, when he is n.sked: "Hn.s any such 
knowledge that quality 1" etc., he rejects in respect of 
reflective knowledge, and so forth. Being asked: "Does 
the knowledge of one who ha.s attained to the Way, po68CSS 

that quality t"-he assents, because Way-knowledge is free 
from cankcra (afl<i&allll). 

Now inasmuch a.s 1.."1lowledge of emancipation i.s not 
the knowledge of one who is practising in order to realize 
the Fruit of tho Stream-winner, thereforo it onnnot be called 

L VimuUi. 
' P. of 0., p. 173. 
' Ni'P"fXtri1J4y~na. 
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1 Vipa-114. 
• Ibid. 
• P. •I o., p. 178. 
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emancipated. To reprove him thus the Saka;vii.din again 
says: "(The knowledge) of one who is in the First Way," 
and so on. In this way, the meaning should be understood 
everywhere. 

The controversy about emancipation is ended. 

n 
Now follows the controversy about (the knowledge of) an 

adept.1 

Some, for instance the Uttariipathakas, hold the view that 
learners, as was Ananda, knew the sublimity of the Exalted 
One, and likewise they knew who were adepts. [81) Regard
ing them the SakAvii.din asks, while the other assents. 

' Knows, sees' - this is expressed in regard to those ·who 
arrive at their knowledge by themselves. " One who is 
adopted,"2 and so forth has been said in order to show, that 
a person in a lower stage of the Way has not the insight as 
yet of the next higher stage. 

By the expression: " How is it that a learner, as was 
Ananda, knew the sublimity of the Exalted One ?" the 
opponent maintains, that the knowledge as to who are 
adepts is the results.nt of the expression: ' the Exalted One 
wasa.n adept.' But this is not the insight ohu adept. There
fore, the proposition too, which has been established thus, is 
not founded. 

Tbe cont.roversy about the knowledge of an adept is 
ended. 

Ill 

Now follows the controversy about perverted (percept ion) 
or hallucination (in Jhii.na). 

Some, for instance the Andhakns, hold the view, that in 
one who has attained Jhiina. by the prooess of gazing on (a. 
··-- ·- --- - - ·---·-----.. ·---·-------····------·--·-··-

1 A.eekha. ' (Jotr.Who.. 
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portion of) ea.rth OJld being conscious of ea.rth, his knowledge 
(of what i.a accn} might be called perverted.l Regarding 
them the S&kavUdin asks, while the other a.ssenta. 

The latter says: The object of thought which arises by 
meana of earth, is not earth itself. Here one becomes 
ooiUICious of the peroept (or concept) of earth, therefore 
his cognition may be called perverted. This is what he 
aimed at. 

Thereafter tho expression: "the permanent in tl1e imper· 
mancnt," and so forth, i.s s~id by tlw Sakn.vadin with a 
view to urge ns follows: The t erm ' earth ' 'mo.y mean the 
ultimate quality of extension, physical (lit. struoturnl) cartl1, 
a percept (or concept), a (nature-) deva.'' Of these, cognition 
of the percept (or concept) of earth cannot be called per· 
verted. The only real perversion of cognition is to see 
permanence in the impermanent, ete. l What can there be 
more than these l The other denies beeau~ tbete is no 
sign of' perversion,' but assents in respeot of the peroept (or 
concept) of earth. 

The expression" well accomplished" has been said in respect 
of knowledge of those persons who are still learners. 

To the questions: " Has an Mnho.n 1" cte. too he denies, 
only because there is no sign of perversion; he assents in 
respect of co.rth-cognition. "Does everything become earth 
to ltim 1" is asked to mean, does everything whioh has the 
mark of earth-artifice, [82] become caxth to him 1 As it is 
not such, the So.lca.viidin denies. 

The Sakaviidin then asks: "Does not the earth exist' 
Is there not one who may enter into Jhana by regarding 
earth aa such 1" He means: " Does not the percept (or 
concept) of ea.rth exist 1 Is there one who may enter into 
JhiiDA by regarding tbe earth neither as air, nor aa fire, but 
as earth T " The earth is actually there,'' and so forth 
meana, if it (i.~., earth) is actually there, then, in entering 
into Jhana by consciousness of it, as it really i.B, pereeption 
is perverted. 

To show•that, in entering into nirvana too, the rcvel!lal 
1 P. of 0., p. 176. ' /bid., p. 176. 1 ibid. 
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and remo~a.l of the entire perception of the Way is also 
perverted, it has been said that nirvana exists. 

The controversy about perverted perception is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about Assurance. 
Some, for instance the Uttari\pathakas, hold the view, that 

ina.wuch as 'The Exalted One judged that anyone who 
will enter the right Way of Assurance is capable of penetrating 
the Truths,'1 therefore only the average worldling who has 
not made sure has the religious insight requisite for entering. 
RP.gatcling them the Sakavadin asks: " Has one who has not 
made sure 1'' etc. 

Herein 'Assurance is a synonym of the Way (to araban
ship].' So the expression ' for entering Assurance ' me11ns 
for entering the Way, for approaching the Way. The opponent 
assents in respect of one's insight after discerning which the 
Exalted One judged him to be capable. 

In order to make clear that his opponent's statement is 
wrong the Sakavadin then asks the contrary: "Has one who 
has made sure !" etc. Here as to the first question (the 
opponent) denies, because one who has made sure by 
(practising) the Way, has not the insight for entering the 
Way. As to the second, he admits, because one (who has 
made sure) no longer needs the insight. In the third, he denies 
the inquiry : "Has not one who has not made sure~" etc. 
because it contradicts his own proposition. 

Again, in the first question, a fourth point being considered, 
the three points of inqni:ry follow by way of " has one who 
has not made sure (of the insight) for entering the Way of 
Assnrance !" etc. Of these, he rejects the first ' inasmuch 
as for the initial purpose of the Way [83] he no longer needs 
the requisite insight.'2 He admits the second, because (one 
who has made sure) has not (the insight for entering). He 
rejects the third, because it contradicts his own proposition. 

' P. of 0., p. 177. t Ibid., p. 177, fu. 4. 
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Again, after dividing the first question into eight sections, 
there a.re the three points of inquiry by way of " has one 
who has not made sure tl1o insight for not going to Assurance, 
etc. !" Their meaning should bo understood as it b.ns been 
said before. 

Again, after dividing the first question into ten sections, 
there are based on it ten points of inquiry, namely, "Is there 
Assumnce t" and so forth. 

Therein inasmuch a.s ' the inaight for going to Assurance ' 
means the insight ofthe Way, therefore " Is there Assurance!" 
has been said with reference to it. The opponent, however, 
denies, when it hns been snid : ' there is Assurance.' But he 
assents, when it has been &'\id: ' there is tl1e insight.' 

This is also the method in respoct of applioations of rnind
fulness, and the rest. The sense of the reverse method is 
quite clear. 

" Hns one who is only in the prior stage of adoption 
(got·rabhuno) [the insight of the First Way!"] o.nd so forth:
this hl!.'l been said in order to sho1v, that one cannot hnve that 
which he has not yet reached. " '!'he E:mlted One knows " 
means the Exalted One knows through the power of his own 
insight, nod, in fnct, not through his insight for going to 
Assurance. So his p1·oposition, though established for this 
reason, is just not proved. 

The controversy about nssurance is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about analytic insight. 
Some, for instance the .A.ndho.kas, wbo consider that in an 

Ariya.n all knowledge whatsoever is supramundane, hold the 
view that all kcowledge is onnlytic.l Regarding them the 
Sakaviidin asks, while the opponent MSCnts. 

As to the inquiries nbout populAr knowledge, (the opponent) 
denies with respect to knowledge of one's attainments in 
Jbiina by the conventional earth-e.rtffice. He, however, 

I (= ""iool!lbAid4). Soo P. of 0., Appendix, 4 t. 
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assents with respect to dialectical' knowledge. .Aa to the 
question: " Have all who have popular knowledge, etc. 1" 
he denies with respect to average worldlings. .Aa to the 
inquiries about know-ledge in discerning another's thought, 
he denies with respect t.o knowledge of :werage worldlings. 
He, however, assents with respect to knowledge of an Ariya.n. 
As to the inquiries ~bout a.ll concepts, he denies with respect 
to the qu~.stion of one's a ttainment in Jhana by earth-artifice. 
He, however, assents with respect to the supramnndane. 

"One's attainment in Jbiina by earth-artifice," and so 
forth is said to inquire: Is all discernment which takes 
place in these connections analytic 1 [84] Inasmuch as all 
supmmundo.ne discernment is analytic, therefore he, by the 
pretext of the identity of the word ' all,' establisl\es that all 
knowledge [is analytic). 

The controversy about o.na.lytia insight is ended. 

VI 

Now follows the controversy about popular knowledge. 2 

Truth is of two kinds, namely, popular and of highest 
meaning. But there ate some, for instance the Andhakas, 
who do not admit such distinction, and hold, tbxough the 
identity of the wore! ' truth,' that popular knowledge ha~ 
only truth as its object. C-onsidering them to be wrong in 
saying so, this controversy is begun to purge the (incorrect) 
tenet. 

Herein the opponent asks: "Should it not be said!" etc. 
The Sakavadiu admits with respect to highest-meaning-truth. 

"Under popular truth " is a pbxase in t he locative, and 
means ' comes into convention,' or ' separate from truth,' 
that is to say, popular truth. 

The So.lmva.din asks: "Has po).mlar knowledge only truth 
as its object!" The opponent admits. The Sakavii.di.n then 
asks: "Is it the object of popular knowledge!" and so forth, 
in order to urge on him as follows: If popular knowledge 

t Samm11U. 
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has only truth os its object, then is it the object of popular 
knowledge to understand the fact and nature of Ill t and 
ao forth. 

The controversy about popular knowledge is ended. 

VII 

Now follows the controversy about mental object. 
Some, for instance the Andhakas hold tho view, that insight 

into the thoughts of n.nother has the bare tbougl!t M its sole 
object. This they deduce from just the [tocbnicnl] expression 
"insight into a limited portion of the course of t.hought [in 
others)."1 Reglllding them the Sa.ko.viidin asks, wltile the 
opponent o.83ents. 

Now one who discerns a " lust-ridden oonsciouaness," and 
so on, has lust, etc., as his object. Therefore, to urgo that 
it should not be said that such insight has the bare thought 
ns its solo object, the expffi;sion ' Is there not one,' and so 
forth is begun. 

" Contact as nn object" means as object known as a 
contact. This is a lso the method in " feeling as t~n object,'' 
and the rest. 

Ago.iu, being aeked: "Should it not be s11id [85) th 11t insigh t 
having contllot as its object, [comes into thougbt-discerniug ~ " 
tbe opponent) assents, beeaUl!e, when one ponders over the 
ohar!lcteristio of contact as contact, be has just contllot as his 
mental object.• But being asked: " But does not thought
discerning insight include discerning the colll'Se of contact 1" 
be doniea, because there is no Sutta-pa.ssage about it. This 
is also the method regarding feeling, etc. 

Now to establish the view after having shown the reasons 
on which the propositions are respectively based, he (i.e., the 
opponent) as.lca: " Is not this thought-discerning insight 

1 P. of 0 ., p. 181. 
1 Tha~ ia to •Y• 'one catutot make & mental objoct o£ moM tln\n 

one factor [nt onoo].' See P. of 0 .. fn. S. 
7 
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limited tQ ~ portion of the course of thought [iu others)~,. 
IJJld so on. But this (view), though established by the 
expression which tends tQ it, is just not proved. 

The controversy about mental object is ended. 

Vlli 

Now follows the controversy about (Insight into) the Future. 
'The Fut ure includes both what will happen approximately 

aJld what is not just approximate. Concerning the former 
there is no knowledge absolutely, IJJlY more than there is of 
what is included iu a s ingle track or moment of cognition.'' 
Bot some, for instance the Andha.kas consider that insight 
into any part of the future is possible. Regarding them the 
Sakaviidin asks, while the opponent assents. 

To urge on his opponent that " if, according t<> you, there is 
insight into (any part of the) future, can we know about the 
immediate future through knowing its root !"2 (the Snkavndin) 
asks: " Can we know about the future through knowing its 
root ! " and so forth. 

Herein ' through the root,' and all the rest are synonyms of 
cause.3 A 'cause' is that which produces an effect. I t is 
the ' root ' iu the sense that there it acts as the source, as 
the basis. Similarly, it is the ' condition,'• became it sends 
forth, keeps up. The same is called the ' reason ' 6 in the sense 
that it gives, assigns, as if with the words: ' Now take 
charge of it.' It is the ' source,'• because it is produced 
therefrom. It is the 'origin,'' becaiiSe it originates. It is the 
' upspringing,'S because it rises up, or is raised. The same is 
cilled the 'supp<>rt,'9 because one takes it up. It is the 
'basis '1.0 iu the sense that it is not tQ be given up. The same 

' See, for tr .... Jation, P. of 0., p. 182. 
z For the~ root • (mUla) and it$ nine ot-her synonyms, see Yamaka, 

i, p. 13. 
a K tira·~la.f!l. 
6 Sa.mbhw.:o. 
0 Ahiiro. 

' Het·u .. 6 Nidanatp.. 
' PalJhtn"O. • &»WJ{lul>lll>J'. 

l O Aramma~'· 
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is ealled 'correlation '1 in the sense of 'on these grounds it 
happeo.s.' It is ealled the 'genesis,'• because it nracs there
from. 

[86) Since one cannot know intmediate consciousness through 
these ways, therefore (the opponent) denies: "It is not." The 
expression: 'Thell ono must know how· the futuro will be cor
related by condition, base, and imme<liate contiguity in 
consciousness' means, one k-nows the busio things through the 
causal relation. This is the method also in the romaining 
planes. 

To show 11nalogously that part of the futuro which is not 
known, " Has one who is in t he stu.ge of adoption 1" and so 
forth is said. 'rhe Sutta-passage: "To Pataliputta,"3 etc., 
has been brought in to show that part of the futuro which 
is known. But since this is not the proof of insight into all 
parts of the future, therefore it is indeed not adduced M 

proof. 

The controver3y about insight into the futu.re is ended. 

IX 

Now follows the controversy about knowledge or the present. 
"Because of opinions that:-' When a!! pllctiOII!cna aro 6CCII 

to be imperman<Jm, imight itself, IUi a pllm10menon, 1:8 aLio Been 
to b6 irnperma•umt,' some, as the Andhnkaa, ho.vo the opinion 
that there is knowledge of the entire present, witl10ut dis
tinction. "• Regarding them the Sakavadin asks: " Is there 
knowledge of the present !" The opponent admits. 

Now if there is knowledge of the (entire) present, without 
distinction, it [a.s present] must take place at the present 
instant through itself. This being so, it (i~, knowledge of 
the pruent) will have to be known by the same aet of know
ledge, beeauae two knowledges cannot be simultaneous (in 
the ono self-conscious subject). 

• P~J<:<Gyo. • Samudayo. 
a -Patn&. Digha H, 87-88; Dialcguu ii, 92. 
' SeeP. of 0., p. 188. 
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To admonish :1 "Is it known?" the Sakavii.din asks: "By 
the same a.ct of knowledge?" I n the first question, the oppo
nent denies. It cannot be known by the same act of know
ledge. To the second question, however, he assenj;s, because 
there is continuity. The expression ' while seeing the 
disruption in succession ' means, does one see the know
ledge of the · insight into disruption by that knowledge of 
insight into disruption 1 This is indeed the method in 
"Does one know the object of the knowledge by the conscious 
act of knowing !" and the rest. To hinder him (i.e., the 
opponent) from seeking a chance for pretext, " then one touches 
contact by the contact," and so forth, is said. · 

To establish his proposition, however, the opponent asks: 
[8"7) "Ate not all phenomena.!" and so on. The Sa.kavadin 
assents in the sense that that knowledge is seen neither by the 
conscious act of knowing, nor by the object of knowledge. 
Hence the opponent's proposition, though established thus, 
cannot stand. 

The controversy about knowledge of the pr~ent is 
ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy about insight into (others') 
fruition. 

Some, like the Andha.ka.s, hold that, since it was said 
that ' both the Buddhas and their disciples teach beinge the 
doctrine of the attainment of Atiya.n fruition,' disciples can, 
like the Buddha.<J, state that this or that bsing has won frait .2 

Regarding them the Sa.kaviidin asks : " Can a disciple have ?" 
The opponent assents. 

Now if a disciple can, like the Buddhas, have knowledge 
concerning fruition, he can also, by his own insight into the 
fruition of a stream-winner, ma.ke known the property of 
each fruit, namely, that 'such an one will be once reborn, 
such an one will go from family to family in the worlds, such 
an one will not be reborn more than seven times.' To urge 

1 Oodanch • Sec P. of 0., p. 184. 
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"la a disciple alao such t" the Sakavidin ash: "CD.n a 
disciple make lmown the property of each fruit 1" Tbo 
opponent denies. 

Because a disciple can have Jmowledge concerning fruition, 
therefore" Does a disciple possess proficiency in (the knowledge 
of) others' fruitioDll 1" and so forth is asked to inquire 
about its causes. Here the sense is this: The BuddhM are 
proficient in others' fruitions, and they have knowledge of 
the different degrees of development in £rui.tiona, by which 
they can state, that this relates to this world, or that to the 
world hereafter. So also the persons who have acquired 
proficiency in (knowledge concerning) others' thoughts, can 
know, that this or that being has won this or that fruit 
on account of this or that thought. Does a disciple, too, 
posseas such proficiency in (knowledge concerning) others' 
thoughts t 

"Does a disciple possess a conception of aggregates t" 
and so forth means that, if a disciple can, like the Buddhas, 
have knowledge concerning fruition, he could al!o possess a 
knowledge of these concepts. This is said to urge: "Does be 
possess such knowledge 1 CD.n he understand or make known 
these conceptions by his own power 1" [88] " Is n disciple 
a Conqueror 1" and so forth is said to urge: If o. tlisciple eo.n, 
like the Buddhas, have knowledge eouceru.ing fruition, then 
ho must bo a Conqueror. 1'his is indeed the method r.lso 
regarding tbe questions : "Is he one who causes a Way to 
spring up whore no Way was~" and so forth. 

As to tho question: "Does a disciple lack insight 1" (the 
opponent) denies that a discipie wh.o is ignomnt, who bM no 
insight, ean give details (concerning others' attainment). 
Moreover ho cannot, like the Buddha.s, have knowledge con
cerning fruition. Hence the opponent's view is not estab
lished. 

The controversy about insight into others' fruitinn is 
ended. 

Here ends the Fifth Chapter together with The Great 
Cbe,pter of Fifty. 



OHA.PTER VI 

I 

[89] Now follows the oontro"ersy about assurance.' 
In the Word: ' Capable of enteJ:ing into assuranr.e, the 

culmination in things that arc good,'' the Ariyan Way is 
meant. But inasmuch as a person who has attained it would 
not become unassured, even if that Way whlch [for hlm] 
had arisen were to end , therefore there is a.n opinion, among the 
Andhakas for instance, that thls as.."UUance is unconditioned 
in the sense of being eternaJ.3 Regarding them the Sakavii.din 
asks, while the opponent assents. 

Hereupon " Is assurance nixvana 1" and so forth is asked, 
in order to make clear that, if thls [assurance] is unconditioned, 
it must be so as being of that kind. The meaning of the 
question by way of comparison is quite clear. 

"Is there anyone 1" and so forth is said in order to expla.in 
that assurance is unconditioned. Regarding the question: 
"Is the Way (the Fouxfold) unconditioned!" he denies, 
' since it is something that has a genesis and an ending.'• 
As to the question: "Is assurance conditioned 1" he denies, 
because assurance e>cists, even were the Way stopped. In 
the questions: " Is assurance that of stream-winning!" etc., 
too, the meaning should be understood in thls way, both in 
the regular and reverse order. Being asked: " Are there 
five kinds of the unconditioned 1" (the opponent) rejects, 
not seeing any authorized passage for' five kinds of the 
unconditioned. Being asked again, he assents, because the 
four stages of aceomplished assurance are caJled assurance, 
and because nirvana is unconditioned. 

----------------
1 Of. above V, lV, 
2 Atigutta.r<> i, 122. Of. Sa'l'umta ill, 225. 
• For tr.....Jation, aee P. of 0., p. 185. ' See P. of 0., p. 186, fn. I. 
' Agatq,tthi~M:>!>, or IJ'Illlgalatllla,_. Of. 8. Nipata, ver. 318. 
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The question of false assurance' is asked to expl&in how, 
by the mere word ' assUI&Ilce,' it would be wrong to oall 
that WlCOnditionedness. 

The controversy about assurance is ended. 

n 
Now follows the controversy about causal genesis. 
" Bcoauec of the Word in the chapter on causation

' whether Tathii.gntus arise o.r do not arise, this elemental 
datUIJJ remains fLXed,'a etc., [90] some, for instance the Pubba
soliyas and the MabiJ!'sasal..-as, 3 hold the view that (the lnw 
of) causal genesis is unconditional.• Rega.rding them the 
Sakavadi.n aaks, while the opponent assents. 

Tho questions, namely, " Is ignorance unconditioned 1" 
and the rest are asked in order to show whether ignomnce and 
the lik:o refer to something unconditioned. ' The acnae in 
which each tenn (oilga} is called the law of causal geneais 
is stated in the Vibhaftga on the Pa~ieeaaamnppida." "Be
cause of ignomnce come coefficients " and so forth is said in 
order to bw\1:: through the opinion which is held because 
of suoh Sntta pMMge: " that "'hich stand$ as the estt~blishing 
of things as effects,"• ete., by an examination of its tneani11g. 
This is the meaning here. That whlcb has been said above, 
namely, "thls element stand$ as the establish ing of things 
as effects, as the mn.rlcing out of things as effects,'' doea not 
occur alono elsewhere apart from ' ignorance,' ete. Moreover, 
this is (another) name of igno:rance BJ>d the relllaining causal 
relations. Whether Tathigata arises or not, because of 
ignorance come coefficients, and because of coefficient.s and 
so on, consciouness and the rest. Therefore in the clausa 

• LC., ' AIIUiall<e in t.be "T<lQg direction_ • 1 &.,!V"UG If, 26. 
1 Seo, for tr&Niat.ion, P. of C., p. 186. 
' "In the JCMe of being oternally, constantly, not OOClloliooaUy. 

true," P. of 0., p. 180, fn. 5. 
• VW/Ja~fl", l'u.oca.yilkara-vibhai•ga, pp. ! 3G-192. Seo, for tt:aD.Ola

tion, P. of 0., p. 187, fn. 2. 
' Sa'flyutla li, U; t;f. P. of C., p. 187. 
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' Because of ignorance come co~fficients (or kQ11lla),' the 
establishing of things as effects means that which, as the 
cause, establishes things as effeots, and the marking out of 
things as effects xneans that which, as the cause, marks out 
things as effects-that is to say, ignorance. 

Is that unconditioned 1 And is nirvana unconditioned ?
(the Saka.viidin) asks. The opponent assents, according to his 
view. Again, when he is asked : "Are there two uncondi
tioned (t hings) 1" he rejects, because it is not supported by the 
Sutta·passage, although according to his view he assents. 

In the remaining clauses, too, this is the method. Now the 
method e.xplained there is the saxne as is used above. 

The controversy about causal genesis is ended. 

m 
Now follows the controversy regarding the Foux Truths. 
Because of the Sutta·passage: " Tlw;e jour, mcnks, are 

stable, constant,"1 some, for instance the Pubbaseliyas hold 
the view that the F. our Truths are unconditioned. R<lgarding 
them the Sakavadin asks, [91] while the opponent assents. 

What the Sakavadin means to say is this: " In Ill, Origin 
of TII, and the Way to Stopping of Ill, the fac~ is conditioned, 
the truth is unconditioned.• In the Stopping of TII, there 
is no (corresponding) fact. It is just unconditioned." There
fore he says, " Yes." His view, however, is this: One who 
speaks. of Ill consicle~ the fact . Likewise as to tbe Origin and 
the Way. Truth is the (abstract) statement of their (corre
sponding) characteristics, namely, hindrance, cause, and 
going out. And tl;tere cannot be Ill and so forth, the charac
teristics of which are other than hindrance and the like. 

The meaning of "Bhelt~r," etc., should· be understood as 
eEplained above. To the question: " Is Ill !" etc., he (the 
opponent) assents, because, according to his view, there is its 

' Saf!llfUIJO. v, 430. ' Or, the true thing : <-atthu. 
' lAkJ:ha'JIWflCCflf/1 is the stat<>ment of the ob~stics 9~ 1> 

•rrttlwmc«t'l' (faot). P. of 0., p. 188~ fn. 4, 
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characteristic. Regarding the question: "la Dl '" etc., he 
denies, became thcro is the fact. 

Thereafter all the enquiries, simple and comparative, should 
be understood acconling to t-he text. The Sutt.a-paasage, pu~ 
at the conclusion to establish the view, is as if not carried, 
because ita meaning has been wrongly taken. 

Tho controversy about the four truths is coded. 

IV 

Now follows the controversy about t he (four) immutcrial 
spheres. 

' Became of the Word: 'Tl~Jot<r immatcria./s arc itnpertt~rb
ahlt!,'1 some bold the view that they are all unconditioned.'' 
Reg&rding them the Sal..-avadin asks : " la the spbe.ro of in
finite spece unconditioned ?" The opponent MSenta. 

The NSt hero is clear in meaning. Since the Sutta-paasage 
to be proved hM been put without discerning its significance, 
it is as if not carried. 

The controversy about the immaterial spheres is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about the atto.imnent of 
stopping. 

By the attainment of stopping is hero meant the non
procedure of the four (mental) aggregates (i.e., or conscious 
procedure in Jhiina). Since it (the attainment) is, being done, 
d.one, being attained, atto.ined, [92] it is called ' suspended,' 
but it can.not be spoken of as conditioned or unconditioned, 
becaiWI of the featurtS of one state or the other being absent. 
But some, as the Andbakas a.nd Uttarapathakas hold that, 
because it is not conditioned, it is therefore unconditioned. • 

' .dngw#ara ii, p. 184. In text road an<jd. 
1 For tralll!lation, oeo P. of 0., p. 189. 
' lior traru!l&~ion, seo P. of 0., pp. 100-01. 
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Regarding them the Sa.kavadin a.sks: "Is the attainment of 
stopping 1 "- to which the opponent assents. 

" Is there anyone who produces 1" etc., is said by way of 
attainment, acquirement. There are persons who produce 
the materia.! o.ud other qualit ies which are conditioned. But 
there are none who similarly atts.in t<> the unconditioned. 
" Purging through, emerging from stopping refers to the 
attainment of Fruition (after emergence)." This is, however, 
not conditioned; therefore he rejects. 

By the expression:" Then it must be" (the opponent) holds 
that, because it is not conditioned, it is therefore uncond itioned. 
To sn.y that there is no cause for its being conditioned amounts 
to saying nothing. 

The controversy about the attainment of stopping is 
ended. 

• 
VI 

Now follows the contro,•ersy about space. 
'Space is of three modes: a.s confined or delimited, ns 

abstracted from object ,' a.s open.• Of these the first is condi
tioned, the other two are mere concepts. But some, lil<e the 
Uttarapathakns and Mahil!lSasa.kas hold that the two latter 
modes also, inasmuch a.s (being mental fictions) they are not 
conditioned, must therefore be unconditioned.'• Regarding 
them the Sakaviidin asks: "Is space j" etc., while the oppo
nent assents. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
The controversy about space is ended. 

VII 
Now follows the controversy, namely, that space is visible. 
Some, among the Andhakas for inst.ance, hold that because 

we have cognit ion of enclosed space, such as keyholes, etc., 

1 Ka.'li1)11l{lffhiUim·, refening to Jhitna-procedure only. 
' ;Jjo!a-. Of. Grit. PaliDicliOMry.- Ed. ' P. of 0., p. 192. 
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therefore all [93] void space is visible.• RegardiDg them the 
Sakavidin a.ska: "la space visible!" The opponent asacnts. 

Then to reprove him thW!: " H it is eo,'' " it is visible 
materia~" and eo forth is said. As regarda the qncation: 
"Becauae of eye 1" ere., he rejeets it, becauM> there is no such 
Sutta-passage, but assents, because pillar-inrerstices, etc., are 
visible. 

In • the interva.l between two trees,' bore, the shape or the 
t rees is seen with the eye, but as to tbe interval, t here being 
no shape to it, it is space '; that which appcats is an aot of 
ideation, not of sense-cognition.'• 

This is aU.o the method in the rest. (The proposition) 
is therefore not proved. 

The controversy, namely, that space is visible, is ended. 

vm 
Now follows the controversy beginning "'i th "la earth

element visible 1" 
Some, the Andhakas for instance hold that earth-element 

and so forth is visible, because we ' see' oscillations in stones, 
water, fiaiXUI!I, trees, as well as colours of sentient surfaces 
and the shapes of hands, feet, ere. , on occasion of bodily 
int imations. Regarding them, the first question iu all tho 
controversies is asked by the Sakaviidin, while tbo opponent 
assents. 

Tlte rest should be understood a.ccording to tho text and 
also as explained above, namely, " I s bodily "ct.ioo visible!" 
83 preceded by " la earth-element visible !" IUld eo forth. 

The controversy about the remaining (factora of 
knowledge) is ended. 

Here ends the Sixth Chapter. 

• P. of 0., 193. t Ibid., 191£ ... 



CHAPTER VII 

I 
[94] Now follows the controversy about the classification of 
things.l 

Some, for instance, the Riijagirikas and the Siddhatthikas 
l1old that the classification of particular, material qualities 
under one generic concept of 'matter,' etc., is meaningless, 
because one cannot group things together with things, as one 
ca.n rope together bullocks, and ao on. Things cannot there
fore be grouped together with things.• Regarding them the 
Saksviidin asks in order to show that things ma.y be grouped 
together under another aspect. Because of his own view the 
opponent assents. 

Now to show the aspect under which grouping may take 
place, " Are there not some things ~" and so on is begun. 
This is all cle:u in meaning, as said above. It is to be under
stood that the simile, namely, " As by a. rope or," a.nd so on, 
put by the opponent with a view to establish his own opinion, 
is neither approved nor rejected by the Sakaviidin, who refutes 
the former's view thus : " If by a rope or," etc. Tbe meaning 
here is this:-' Even a.s you can not deny the grouping together 
of bullocks and so on by a rope, etc., so must you admit that 
some things may be grou~ together with other things. 

The controversy about the classification of things is 
ended. 

II 
Now follows the controversy about (mental states as) 

mutually connected. 

' The Commy. rightly reads Sangolla.., aot Sa11g(l}lila·, &S in lho 
P.T.S. text. 

' Dhmnmii, illltlmmeki. The word stAnds for both thing .... ...,.,... 
experience and mental pbenomonon, P. of 0 ., p. 195.- Ed. 
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Some, for instance the Rajagiril·u and Siddbe.tthiku hold, 
the.t tho (orthodox) phrase 'associated with knowledge'' 
is meaningleas, because feeling o~ othu mental states do not 
pervade each othu, as oil pervades sesamum·seeds.1 [95] Re· 
garding them tho Sakavidin asks in ordu to show, that there 
are some things which are connected with othu things undu 
anothu aspect.3 Because of his own view the opponent 
assents. 

Tho rest hue is also clear in mea.ning, as Sllid nbove. In 
the similes, no.mely, " jnst as oil pervades sesamum" a.nd 
so on, drawn by the opponent into the inquiry, there is no 
essential difference betweeo. sesamu.m and its oil as there is 
a difference betweeo. feeling and perception. ' Se~~amum ' is 
the customary name for something tbt is kernel, huslc, and 
oil. U its formu appearance is changed, we cannot call it 
sesamu.m. Hence this is not a proper parallel. 

The controvusy about mental states as mutually 
connected is ended. 

III 

Now follows the controversy about mental properties. 
Somo, for iostnnce, the Rajagi.rikas and tho Siddhlltthikns 

hold, that there is no such thing as a property, or concomitnnt, 
of mind, bCOiluse we can no more get 'mentnls' (cet<Uik<i) 
from mind, than we can get ' contnctnls ' (pllaBBika) from 
contact. Regarding them the SakavMin asks, while the 
opponent assents. 

' Co-existent ' has been said with reference to what is 
eo-e:a:istent as o.saociatod. "Contaotal !"-is asJ..-ed by the 
opponent because be does not find such o. name coatomo.ry:
• What ia by custom t' U we oall ' mental ' that which 
depends on mind (ciuanmilako), there would be nothing wrong 

1 B.g., .Dt\a.mt~~G~QnQG1:&i, 1, etc. 
I P . • , 0., p. 106. 
• AI pointed out In tho P. of 0., p. 196, tn. S, tbo readlng llhould be 

ail>leJ>' ..,, alllltna (oa in o. Br. vol$ion); not ail>l.e "" «WIJ<l '"· whiob is 
mcn.ningloatil. 
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in oo.lling 'contactal' that whicb depends on contact (phassa
ni88'iJ4lw).' Thus contending the Sakavadin assents. 

The rest is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about mental properties is ended. 

IV 

Now follows the controversy about Diiaw..1 

'Datw. is of three kinds: the will to surrender [something], 
abstinence, the gift. In the line----

[96] ... Faith, modesty, and meritorious giving,• 

we have purpose to surrender something when opportunity 
occurs. In the phrase 'he gives security,'S abstinence, when 
opportunity occurs, is meant . In the phrase 'he gives food 
and drink (in charity) '4 a thing to be given on a given occasion 
is meant. The first is Dan.a [in an a.ctive sense), as that which 
surrenders, or [in the instrumental sense] as that by which 
something is given. Abstinence is giving in the sense of 
severing from, cutting off. When it is practised, one severs, 
cuts off the inlmoral purpose which we consider to be a fearful 
and dangerous state. And this is a 'giving.' Finally, DOna 
implies that an offering is to be given. This triple distinction 
is in reality considered as two: ' a mental state and an offering 
(materisl).'5 Bnt some, for instance, the Rajagirikas and the 
Siddhatthikas hold that Diiaw. is only a mental state, not 
materinl. Regarding them the Sal<avadin asks : ' A mental 
state ! ' The opponent assents. 

Then to urge on him by way of the materia.! gift the Sal<a· 
vadin asks: "Is it possible to give 1" etc. The opponent 
denies ' on the ground that anything mental cannot be given 
as if it were food,' etc. ' When the question is insisted upon, 
. -

1 MMoa both giving &lld gift and lioomllty. 
' AriguJtara iv, 236; P . of 0., p. 199. 
' I hid. 246; P. of 0., pp. 199·200. 
• 4.tig1Utara iv, 236; cf. ()]J . cit. j, 107; ii, 85, 203; Diglta iii, 209; 

P. of C., p. 200. 
' For translotioo, sec P. of 0., p. 198. 
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he recollects the Sutta-passago 'giving security,' etc., and 
as.enta. And yet he denies, heoouse while giving assent, he 
has not noticed tho phra.se ''M gifle8,' etc. 

"Is giving attended by barren oonsequenees !" Md so forth 
have been aaid to c.:r:plnin whether the material gift is con
sidered as giving. It is to be understood that a thing like 
food, etc., which is given has not the direot remit in future; 
it is said to produce only agreeable nl&ulta. This is the 
sense hero: U Diina means the material gift, like food, etc., 
one who gives disagreeable, unpleasant medicine, even with 
good intention, must reap undesirable results, as a niniba
tree, etc., oomes out of a nimba-seed, and so on. But inas
much aa Diina here moans the will to sacrifice for bringing 
about the good, therefore the mntcrial gift, though clisagree
able, does produce desirable rosulta. 

When in this way the opponent est11bliahes that Diina 
metLns the mental gift, the Sahva.diu, in ordsr to prove in 
another way that Dtina rncans the matori!Ll gift, said: " Giving 
was pronounced by the Exalted One to produce desirable 
results,'' ete. The opponent, however, rejects, because he 
does not find that giving n. robe, etc., prodllcea desirable 
results. The proving of the Sutta-pn.ssngu is !Llso applicable 
to the opponent's view. In tloo opiniou of the Salca.vli<lin, too, 
the matori~>l gift again may not produce dcl!irnble results in 
any one sense; [97] that it has on ly desirable results is denied. 

Therefore when the opponent contends: "Surely, it is 
wrong to say,'' etc., it is fit that it should not he spoken of 
as having only desirable resnlts. Dlina just means gift a.s 
thing to be given. 'l'ho object of this tliscourse is to clear 
up the confusion bctweon the meanings of this dual distinction 
in Dlitu~. 

The controversy about giving and the gift is ended. 

V 
Now follows the oontroversy about merit consisting in 

utility. 
By thoughtlessly considering such Sutta-passages aa 
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'merit day and night is aJwo.ys growing,'1 and ' the robe, 
monks, which a monk enjoying the use of . . . " and so on, 
some, for instance, the Riij~itikas, the Siddhatthikas and the 
Sal!lmitiyas hold the view, that there is such a thing as merit 
consisting in utility. Regarding. this t.he Sakavadin asks: 
"Does merit increase with utility ?" and the opponent 
assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent, namely, that merit is 
nothing else than a series of good mental experiences like 
contact, etc., 3 and so by mental experiences, like contact, 
etc. Is there for them to be a growing !-{the talk) " Can 
contact keep growing 1" and so forth is begun. As these do 
not keep growing, the opponent denies all of them. "Just 
as a creeper " and so forth is said in order to urge that, just 
as a creeper, etc., grows by itaelf without the help of any 
deed or thought, can merit so keep growing 1 As it cannot 
so keep growing, the opponent denies, saying" It cn.nnot." 

In the question, " . . . tc one who does not consider it 
furthed" the opponent assenta, because in his opinion the 
former pnrpcse of a giver keeps on growing with the utility to 
the acceptors, and thus merit accrues to the giver. Being 
asked: " .. . to one who does not consciously advert to?" 
etc., he denies, because there is purpose-to-sacrifice of the 
giver. Therein one who does not consider it further refers 
to the subconscious becoming' which is kept continuing by 
pondering over the fanner course of the purpose-to-give. 

' Adverting with that becoming detached,' means one 
who does not consciously turn tc. [98} ' One who does not 
reflect upon' means one who does not enjoy. 'One who 
does not consider it further' ;- the' adverting,' having a.rrested 
the (subconscious) becoming,' smoothly conducts' the purpose
to-give along its own path. 

Does merit :wcrue to one who does not advert to through 
sueh deed and with such thought 1- is asked. ' One who 

• Sal!lyutta i. 33; cf. P. of 0 ., p. 202. 
• il.>lguttara ii, 54; cf. P. of 0., pp. 202-3. 
~ Dlramnur.sangat~i, § 1 ff. 
• BhttMtlga (=bhan11lgga).-Ed. 
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does not attend to ' means one who does not engage his mind 
on. ' One attends to ' means that when one considers it 
further, there arises in him a series of mental phenomena 
upon which he engages his mind. I t is the 10C4tive oose 
used in the acousauve. 'One who does not delibernte' menus 
one 'vho does not give a thought to. ' One who does not 
aspire to ' means one who does not strive after the good 
quality called aspiration. ' One who does not nun ' means 
ono who does not fix his mind through purpose-to-give. In 
the sentence " Is not one who consciously ndverts to,'' 
" to one who does not reflect upon " meo.ns to ono who is 
not devoted to. Or, it means one who luts no enjoyment. 
It may also mean, that merit accrues to him immcdir>tely. 

To the question: " Is there a combi.nn.tion of two contacts !" 
and so forth, the opponent denies, because a giver oonnot have 
a combination of two contacts, etc., at the same moment. 
He assents, because be includes contacts, etc., of both donor 
and donee. He assents nlso, because in his opinion there is 
a combination of the five modes of COilS(liousncss. 

Then theSakaviidin,lt:wing closed the door to thcdiscuSriioo, 
and to charge him directly, asks the question on goocl quality, 
etc. In this connection also, the opponent denies, because 
good and bad qualities cannot coexi.•t side by side r>t the 
same moment. Yet also he assent.s, bccau.so by his opinion 
that wbioh is derived from •ustainod eojoymeut is severed 
from coosciousuess.l 

Then tbe So.kaviidin restrains him by tbe Sutta-passage. 
I n proving the Suttn.-pn.ssage, the expres&ion ' merit i4 alway1 
growing' is said with reference to the merit that arises imme· 
diately after recollecting, removing, etc., the thought of 
plantation of groves, nod so forth. The e..~re;wion ' to the 
giver a continual stream of merit ' is s:Ud b«:ausc of the 
requisites given to one who dwells in infinite concentration 
of mind, and because of his approval, " thus he enjoy1 the 
robe given by me." He notices that tbo ntceptor is enjoying 
it. [99) But inasmuch as merit accrues from tbo mntcrial 
gift, when the acceptor, having ! .cccpted it, bl\8 no_::njoy~ 

' P. of 0 ., p. 201, fn. 4 . 
8 
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the Sakaviidin's view becomes forceful. Herein the mean
ing of the expression ' when the acceptor, having aooepted ' 
should be understood as (the gift ) being accepted by the 
acceptor. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about merit consisting in utility is 
ended. 

VI 

Now followa the controversy about the Effect of Gifts 
given in this life. 

Because of the Word: 

' By what is given here below 
They share who, dead, 'mong Petas go,'1 

some, for instance the RAja.girikas and the Siddhatthikas 
hold the view, that gifts ofrobes, etc. , given in this life, cause 
life to be su.stained there. Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks : 
"Does what is given here sustain there 1" The opponent 
assents. Again when he is asked as to robes, etc., he denies. 
" One person is the agent for another 1" is said meaning that 
one person is the agent for the consequences of another's 
actions, one does not do his own work himself. This being 
asked, the opponent denies for fear of contradicting the 
Suttas. The expression ' to one who gives a gift ' means, 
seeing that a person is giving a gift. Herein, since by their 
approval of the gift they obtain benefit there, so it is for 
this reason that the view which t he opponent seeks to establish, 
is not carried. The material gift itself, given here, cannot 
nou.rish them (i.e., the Petas). 

This is the method also in testing the remaining Suttas. 

The controversy about the effects of gifts given in 
this life is ended. 

• Khw!dlliw.pdl}ta (l'.T.S.) VI (vii). 
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vn 
Now foUowa the controversy about the earth and :re3ult 

of aetion. 
Human aetion ia directed to gain dominion and sovereignty. 

It has been aaid that the dominion of lords, the sovereignty of 
rulers is over the earth, and there is human action conducive 
to the attainment of dominion and sovereignty. Therefore 
some, [100] for instMce, the Andhakas hold tho view, that 
the earth itself is the resultant of such action. 

Regardin.g these the Sakava.din asks: "Is the earth result of 
aetion 1" The opponent assents. "Does it belong to pleasant 
feeling 1" and so forth is asked byway of showing the nature 
of the result of action. 

By the expression, "Is earth contact 1" and so forth, 
eontnct in the expressed results of nction ia divided into 
pleasant feeling, and so on. This and perception, eto., a.re 
aasociated with plea.sant feeling, and so on, while feeling, etc., 
with perception, and so on, all of them having a cause. They 
have before them the reflection, called the adverting to, cto. 
There feeling, oto., which originates from the correlation of 
actions, is the pleaSIIJlt result. A wish for this, manifested 
through aspiration, is the basic craving. Is then the earth 
of this nature 1-is asked. The opponent denies. The 
meaning of the indirect inquiries, eto., is clear. 

To the question," Is the result of action shared by everyone 
else 1"-tho opponent denies with respect to feeling, etc. He 
assents, because the forms arising from action and the earth, 
etc., a.re shared by everyone else. In the question about not 
sharing, the Sa.ntiautta1 has been drawn from a,n opponent's 
doctrine and ahown. 

To the question, "Do all beings enjoy the use of the ea.rth t" 
the opponent denies with respect to those who are not 
dependent on the earth. He assents in regatd to thoee who 
are dependent on the earth. To the question "Is the.re any· 
one who passes utterly away without enjoying the use of th~ 

1 We OIWIOUl'OOO tW. Suttn.. Is ita namofor .Kbudc!AkAp!~b" VIII I 
-Ed. 
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earth 1" he assents xegarding those who pass utterly away 
in incorporeal existence. 

The expression "without cltltausting the experienced result 
of action" has been said according to the opponent's doctrine. 
'fllere are who hold, that there a.re beings who pa.ss utterly 
awa.yl without e:thausting the experienced result of their 
actions. According to the doctrine of the Sa.kavii.dins, how
ever, one cannot pass utterly away without eltltausting the 
result of his actions, done when opportunity occurred. In 
their opinion, the earth being a common result of collective 
action, the result is produced. It is necessary to urge, that, 
without eltltausting that which remains as the result, it is 
improper to pass utterly away. The opponent, too, denies 
because of his own opinion. 

To the question " Is the earth a result of the a.ction of a 
being who is a world-monarch ?" the opponent denies with 
respect to the unsba.red contact, etc. He assents with respect 
to that which is shared. They hold that the earth, ocean, 
the moon, and the sun, etc., arc the common result of actions 
of all beings. 

[101) In the eq>ression "action to gain dominion," the term 
' dominion ' means here large possessions. ' Sovereignty ' 
implies the act of placing the rest of the people under one's own 
control, and of gaining mastery in the sense that he should 
be honoured by them. Now this lriml of action is conducive 
because of att.~inment of action, and not as the result of it. 
Therefore in the nature of the result of actions this is not 
shared. 

The controversy about the earth and karma is ended. 

VIII 

Now follows the controversy about decay and death and 
result of action. 

There are some actions which conduce to the worsening, 
and some which conduce to the curtailing of life. That which 

1 Parinilibdyanti. 
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conduces to the wozsening is called decay or old age, and that 
which conduoca to the curtailing of life is called death. Now· 
inasmuch as there is action which conduces to decay and death, 
some, for instance, the .Andhakas hold the view tbAt old 
age and death aie the result of that aetion. Regarding them 
the Salravadin asks, while the opponent assents. 

In the inverse inquiry, the expression 'being without 
object ' means, if the corporeal states are then without an 
object, and if the incorporeal, too, a.to without an object 
because of the absence of any sign of the rclntion between 
d ecay nod death. 

To the question, "Do the decay and dying of bad states of 
mind lead to the result of previous bad st.atcs 1" the opponent 
a.ssente, because be holda that decay and death may be an 
undesired result. It is for this reason thAt he denies, that decay 
and dying of good states of mind are the result of previous 
good states. On the other hand, he does not .went that it is 
the l'CSult of (previous) bad states. 

The expression " of both good and bad states of mind " has 
been put together as one question. This cannot take place 
at the same moment. There may be an occasion for ~~aying, 
that decoy and death are the result of unexplained results of 
mind. Therefore no question has been p ut regarding the 
unexpla ined. 

In the expression • that which conduces to the woTSening,' 
• worsening ' meana here ' having impure colour.' • 'l'he 
curtaihnent of life' means 'ina-bility to continue life for 
long.' Herein mornlly bad action is the cause of action of 
ugly appearance, of snob 8$ is produced by action. This is 
however not the reault of it due to the difference between them. 
Besides, a cause may take place due to taking up thAt which 
is produced by the physical order, etc., or to the destruction 
[102) of life. So it is in this way that action conducea to (the 
worsening and the curtailment of life), but not as producing 
(them) like contact, etc., which are the result of actio1111. The 
rest is similar to what has been said above. 

The controversy whether decay and death are the result 
of action is ended. 
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IX 
Now follows the controversy about .Ariyan states of mind and 

their result~. 
Some, for instance, the Andhakas hold that the fruits of 

religious life, being merely the putting a.way of corruptions, 
are not properly states of mind and mental properties.' 
Regarding them the Sa.kavadin asks : " Have not Axiyan states 
of mind (positive) result ?" 

Therein the opponent assents, because, in his opinion, the 
expression ' the result of .Ariyan stste ' means the result of 
the .Ariyan state called the Way, and .Ariyan Fruit is merely 
the putting away of corruptions. By ' religious life ' is meant 
the career of a recluse, or a name for the Way, .A.. it is said: 
' I will show you the religious life and the fruits thereof."" 
This is also the method in rega.rd to the career of a brahma.n 
(i.e., a ' religious student'). In the questions, "Does not 
the fruit of a. stream-winner entail result?" and so forth, 
(the opponent) nflinos that Ariyan fruits do not entail result 
with respect to the Way of astrea.m-winner, etc., which makes 
for accumulation of rebirth. He denies with respect to 
fruit of giving, etc. 

What is considered as that which makes for accumulation 
(of rebirth) ? By accumulation is meant the result. That 
which makes this accumulation to be accumulated is called 
the maker for Q<lcumulation (of rebirth). That which makes 
the result to be decreased i~ called the maker for undoing 
(of rebirth). Therefore (the opponent) assents and denies 
accordingly. 

"Does good done in relation to the sensuous spheres, enta.il
ing result, make for undoing (of rebirth) !" and so forth- is 
asked by the opponent. The affirmation and the denial are 
of the Sa.kavadin. That which makes mundane good, enta.il
ing result, passing away and rebirth, and the cycle (of exist
ences) to be accumulated, is the maker for accumulation (for 
rebirth). That which makes supramundane good, passing 

' Oitla.wmika dllamma. 
1 8~UT~1/f1Jf4 v, 2li; see a.lso for translatioD,, P. Q/ 0., p. 208. 
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away and rebuth, and the cycle (of existenccn) to be decreased 
ia the maker Cor undoing of rebirth. (103] It ia in this "''Y 
that it enW!s result. It is not without entailing result 
merely by the Word: 'it makes for undoing (of rebirth).' 
The affirmation and the denial of the Sakavidin should be 
understood in thia sense. 

The controversy about Ariyan states of mind and 
results is ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy about results as again causing 
results. 

' Because ono result [of karma] stands in relation to another 
result by way of reciprocity, etc., some, like the Andhakas 
hold, that tho result is itself necessarily the cause of other 
results.'1 Regarding them the Sakavidin eslca, while the 
opponent assents. 

By " l a the result of that ¥" etc., it haa been asked: Does, 
according to your opinion, the result of that result which 
entails resultant states, also entail other resultant atates1 
The opponent denies because of the absence of its giving result 
in future. Being Mked again, he assents, becaUBo other result 
may take place on account of it . But this being so, there will 
be, lil(e good nod bad, the result of that result which in it. 
turn will entail other result; thus there is no making an end 
of it in a given series. Being a.sked this, the opponent denies 
for fear of contravening doctrine. As to the question, 
"Result 1" a.nd so forth, he denies, because he thinks that, 
if, by comparing, the terms ' result' and ' state entailing 
W~ultant states' are identical, then good, bad and the unro
vealed will also be identical. 

In the expreasion " Are result and state entailing resultant 
states the same t" - the sense is this: ' The opponent regards 
any one of the four mental groups• as ' re811lt entailing the 
othe:r three 1111 it" results' in their mutual relation at any 
given moment.'• Being a.sked: " Are ' result ' and ' state 

1 Sco P. of 0., p. 209. ' Ir/v.uo4Jo(u. 8 Sco P. of 0., p. 210. 
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entailing l1!Sultant states ' of same content and origin ?" he 
assents:" Yes." Then to urge him the SaJmvadin says thus : 
inasmuch as you approve of the existence of ' result ' and 
' states entailing resultant states ' in the four mental groups 
at the same moment, it follows that they are concomitant, ete. 
[104} The opponent denies with respect to stat~ entailing 
resultant states, known us good a.nd bad. "Is a given bad 
mental state its own result?" means if, according to you, 
'result' wd 'state entailing resultant stat~' are identical, it 
follows that the result of a bad state is also bad. Therefore 
it is identicnl with ' state entailing resultant states.' 

This is the method a.lso in regard to " Is a given good mental 
state its own result 1" and so forth. 

'fhe expression ' by way of reciprocity ' has been said 
merely by way of mutual relation. Hence the four ' great 
elements' (mahiibMlliini), too, have been said to be in reeip· 
rocal relation, but not those ' results ' and ' mental states 
entailing other mental states.' 

The controversy about results a.s again causing results 
is ended. 

Here ends the Seventh Chapter. 



CHAPTER VIIl 

I 

[105) Now follows the controversy about (divers) destinies.' 
Some, for instance the Andhn.kas and the Utto.ri•po.thakas 

hold that the .Asu:ras form a si.xth pl~<ne of rebhtb. Regarding 
them the Sakaviidin asks, while the opponent nssonts. 

'l'o contro.dict this in virtue of the Raix-ro.ising Discourse2 
of the live divisioos of destiny: ' There are these live destinies, 
Siiriputta ' . . . the Sakaviidin asked: " .Are there not five 
destinies 1" The other assents for fear of contradicting the 
Sutta-pa888tle. But on this account the Sakaviidiu does not 
assent that there are six destinies. 

Is it not true that a troop of .Asuras was freed from the four
fold plane of ntiscry T But this is not to form o separate plane. 
Why 1 Because, in the absence of a. separate plane, the 
Kajaka.iljaka Asura.s were taken up among the Peto.s. And 
another troop of .Asura.s- that of Vepacitti-was tskcn up 
among the devas. So there is no sepnrate plnne. 

Now to show this meaning" Did not the KiilnJcniljo.lms 1" 
etc., is begun. Therein, ' resembling in shape ' meo.os per
sisting in similar appea.rance. 'Disgusting' means ugly, 
dreo.dful. ' Resembling in enjoyment ' meo.ns resembling 
in sex-life. ' R~bling in nutriment' means resembling 
in mucua of the nose, pus, blood, and so forth. 'Resembling 
in length of life' means resembling in life-span. 'Intermar
riage' means aeeepting a girl, and giving her away in marriage. 
'Resembling in good shape' means resembling in fair, beauti
ful, pleasant and lustrous appearance. ' Resembling in enjoy
ment ' means resembling in the live kinds of seosual enjoy-

1 Gali,lit. 'o. going,' a career. See Compe11diu•n of Phi~Av, p. 137. 
I Majjhima i, 73; the title here given ia an a.ltomn.tivo t.o the mora 

usual Mali<lfl/lalldda Sutla.- Ed. 
120 
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ment. ' Resembling in diet ' means resembling in ·pure food, 
etc. The rest is same as already explnined. 

"Is there not an .A.sura-group 1"-this has been said to 
prove the existence of an .A.sum-group. But since there is 
no e."<clusive sphere of destiny for it, a (possible) destiny is 
established. 

The controversy about divers destinies is ended. 

II 

[106] Now follows the controversy about an intermediate 
state of becoming. 

By carelessly interpreting the Sutta-passag&-' completed 
exislen.co u'itl!in the interval'"-some, for instance, the Pubba
seliyas and t he Sal!lrnitiyas, hold the view, ' that there is an 
interim stage where a being who as one who has deva-sight 
but is lacking it, or as one who has nbnormo.l potency• but 
is Jacking it, persists awaiting parental reconception for a 
week or more than one week. Regarding them the Sakaviidin 
asks: "Is there 1" etc. The opponent, taking his stand on 
his own view, assents. 

Then to urge on him (i.e., the opponent) the Exalted One's 
dictum, that there a.re three states of becoming only, the Saka.
vadan asks : "Is the Kama-life 1"3 and so forth. Here the 
sense is this : If there be such a state as an intermediate state 
of becoming, then it must be a 'five-mode becoming,' etc., 
such as the Kame.-life, and so forth. Let us then ask you: 
"Do you identify the intermediate state with either the 
Kiima-life, or Rupa-life,• or .A.rupa-life 1"• All these the 
opponent denies, because he would not admit such things. 

The expressions " either of the Rima-life " and so forth 
have been brought forth in order to urge that, if there be an 
intermediate state, it must be between these states of becom· 
ing, like an interval between two boundaries. The opponent 

' B.g., Diglw iii, 21J7. • lddltim. 
3 I.e., in the nm world. 
' I.o., betl<>r than the next (KJim•} life, and ag•in be~r than this. 
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who would not admit auch things, denies all these questions. 
Th~ he refuses the Sakavidin's " indeed " simply for his 
view, but not in accordance with the doctrine. 

Since this (intermediate state) is not included in the states 
of becoming already stated, the expression " the twenty-five 
modes of existence " is S~Lid in otder to urge, that it mUllt 
be then something more than these. The expTe~ion " Is 
there action lending to it~ " has been o.sked in order to 
uTge that, if it be a state of becoming, there m~t be action 
lea.ding to it, u.s there aTe actions lending to tbe Kiuna-lifc, 
shown by the Teacher after analysing them. But inasmuch 
as, in the opinion of the opponent, there is no distinct action, 
and inasmuch as they hold that one is born in nn intermedi
ate state of becoming through action, which led him to be 
reborn in the different becomings, therefore he denies: "It is 
not so." 

Being asked: " Are there beings who are born in an inter
mediate state of becoming!" [107) the opponent denies 
because, according to him, they refer to those who approach 
the Kiima-life and the Riipa-life. Also being aeked: " Do 
beings get (so) born 1" and so forth be rejoots, booa~e he 
would not admit birth, old age, and death iu it, or order of 
dooease and reconception. 

Being asked as to material quality, etc., he denies, booause 
he holds that a being who a.ppronohcs an inte.nnediatc state 
of becoming is without attribute, and his material quality, 
feeling, and the like are not so gross a.s those of others. And 
it is for this reason that his denial regarding ' a fiv&-mode 
existence ' should be understood. 

Now with reference to sequence of becoming follows the 
question: "Is theKima-lifeadestinyf" and so forth. Therein 
the seoae ia this: If for you there be an intermcd.iate becoming 
it m~t be destiny, as there is a division of becoming, etc., 
in the Kima-life, and so iorth. Or, if such a division be not 
there, it cannot either be in such an intermediate destiny. In 
such, this or that form of becoming being the same, with 
division in ca.ch of them, but not in the intermediate, what 
is the reason for this difference here ~ The opponent, how-
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ever, merely because of his own view, here and there both 
assents and denies. 

Being asked: "Is there an intermediate existence for all 
beings 1" the opponent denies, because he would not admit 
an intermediate existence for those beings who approach 
either hell, or unconscious life, or Arupa-life. It .is for this 
reason that he assents by the inverse method. 

The expressions ' for t.hc intermediate' and so forth have 
been said to show those beings, after distinguish.ing them, 
for whom he would not admit an intermediate becoming. 
All these should be understood according to the text together 
witlt the Sutta-proof. 

The controversy about an intermediate state is ended. 

III 

Now follom the controversy about the plessures of sense.' 
Therein according to the Sakaviidin's view, ' element of 

desire ' may sta.nd for ' objects of sense-desire,' ' corrupt, 
worldly desire,' or 'the Kiima-world.'1 "In the first term 
desire means ' to be desired'; element means [108] both 'to be 
desired ' and ' to desire.' But in the laat term Kama means 
' to be desired' or ' desiring,' or ' place where objects of 
sense happen.' 'Element,' as always, mesna self-existing 
ultimate, without entity, non-substantial.''• 

But because of the Word: 'There are, rrwnks, these five 
kinds of plwsure$ of se1111e,'3 the opponent's view is, that 
' elements of desire ' means only the fivefold pleasures of 
sense. 

So, to tesch those who, like the Pubbaseliyas at present, 
hold such a view, the manifoldness of ' elements of desire ' 
the Sakaviidin asks : " Only the fivefold 1" Because of 
his own view the opponent =ents. " Is not ~" and so 
forth has been said in order to show corrupt, worldly 

1 Kii.•nagu>.-.11, li~ the qualitieo of (sensuous) desire. (The word k<lma.
desiro or will h•d undergone great deprecia.tion.-Ed.) 

• DM.tu; seeP. of 0., p. 214 and fns. 
' Majjhima.-Nikaya i, 85. See also Diglotl-Nikdya iii, 2M. 
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desires. Therein ' hound up with it ' mcall8 bound up with 
pleasures of acoae as objects. In the expression ' it cn.n
not be said that (the Kama-sphere} is only tho fivefold 
(pleaiiUres of 8Coae)', the fivefold pleasures of sell8e shoulcl 
not be called the Kama-sphere, there being lnst,1 etc., 
hound up with it. ' Element of desire ' consists of ' clement' 
a.nd ' desire.' The lt>tter is used in the sense tht>t thC8C lusts 
n.nd so forth t>re to be desired. ' Element of desire ' a.lllo 
means 'desiies+element known as desire.' The expression 
' humt>u eye,' and so forth is said in order to show objects 
of desire. Therein the opponent does not reject that the 
six orgMU~ of sense M objects of desire nre co-cxtell!ive with 
the .K6.1na.-life, but again, being asked: "Or mind 1" he 
r ecollects the sublimer a.nd spiritual work of mind, o.nd ngrees 
that it is not co-cxt.>oove with the .Kiinu.-sphere. But since 
mind in all these planes is co-extensive with KciJI!a-Sphere 
the Sakavidin refutes him by the Sutta-pn.ssagc. 

'The pleasures of sense' and so forth is sniil in order 
to show the Kama-spberc of life. But since it is not com
monly held that sense-ple!U!ures alone nmount to n sphere of 
life, the opponent denies: " It is not so." 

"Is there t>ction leading to a Kama·sphcre 1" nnd all the 
rest is asked in order to show, that merely p lelll!ures of 
sense do not amount to a life of k<ima·clcment. There is 
action leading to n sphere of life enllcd J(,iiM·elomout, a.ud 
there are a.lso beings who approach the .Ktima-spheres. 
[109] '£hey get horn, grow old, die, decease, get reborn in 
tMm, but not in sense-pleasures (M such). 

The controversy about pleasures of sense ia ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about sense-desires. 
Because merely by the Word: "M011b, IAere are tllue jitJe 

Kiim~Vplta81U'u "2 some, for instance, the Pubbaacliyo.s bold 
the view that the five kinds of sense-objects, like visible 
object, etc., eonstitute sense-desires. To show that ' corrnp-

1 Chanda I• noarer' wiJI• than • luat.'-Ed. t Seo Above, VUI, 111. 
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tions ' alone truly constitn~ sensuality, the Sakavadin asked: 
" Only the fivefold 1" The opponent assents. 

The rest here is clea.r in meaning. 

The controversy about sense-desire is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about the Riipa-elemcnt. 
Some, for instance, tbe Andb!>kas hold, that the ultimate 

Rupa-datum (or element) consists only of material qualities. 
Regarding them the S!>kavii<lln asks: " Material qualities ?" 
The opponent assents. Inaamuch a.s the RUpa-datum includes 
all the spheres of life known as Rupa-lue, therefore to urge 
him on that ground the Saka.vii.din asks: "Is Rilpa a sphere 
of life 1" and so forth. All this should be understood as 
already explained in the controversy about 'Pleasures of 
Sense.'1 

Being asked: " Is the Kama-datrun the same as Riipa
datum 1" the opponent denies, as he considers, that it would 
contradict the accepted tris.d of life-spheres. When pushed, 
he assent<~ because of his view. But this being so, one would 
attain two spheres of existence at the same moment. So the 
S!>kavadin asks him:" Or, with the Kwna-Jife 1" and so forth. 
The opponent denies, because one cannot attain two spheres 
of existence at the same moment. 

The controversy about Riipa-elemcnt is ended. 

VI 
In the controversy about the Ariipa-element, too, the 

meaning should be understood by the same method. 
As regards immaterial things, however, instruction is given 

by taking a certain iruma~isl notion- ' feeling '- and askiilg 
if that is a sphere of life, etc. Here [110) the meaning should 

1 See above., vm. m. 
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be understood thllll: la feeling, etc., cognized .u; immaterial 
things, a aphero of life 1 

The rest should be understood as explained below. 
Tbe controversy about the Ariipa-element is ended. 

VII 

Now follows the controversy about the senses in tho Rupa· 
sphore.• 

J ndging by the Suttn-passnge-' h011Ji11g form macle of mi11d, 
with all ils mai'll t111cl Lesser parts compl&.e, 11ot dl!jil:ie!lt in any 
organ 'L,omo, for instnnce, the Andhakas and the Sa.Q'lmi· 
tiyM imagine, that the Bralunii-group and the rest bad sonsa· 
tions of ameli, taste and touch, and they hold that beings in 
the Ri!pa·sphete have all the six senses. Regarding them the 
Salcavidin asked: " Have they all the six senses t" The 
opponent assent.;, because of his own view. 

Then to contradict hint in respect of a sense-organ which 
is not in that sphere, " Does the sense of smell exist there 1" 
and ao forth is begun. The opponent assenta, because 
&C<lOrding to him, odours, etc., which arc matters of extema.l 
appearance of the extema.l sense-organs, arc the fields of 
organ and mento.l object. Being asked a.s to the existence of 
externa.! odorollll objects, etc., he does not admit the corre
sponding objects for the sense of smell o.nd the rest, antl 
therefore rejects it, a.nd refuses the field for them. 

By this method the meaning should be understood both 
in the inverse inqniry and in questions with refcren0011. 

" Does the sense of smell exist ~ Does od.our exist t Is 
odour cognized by the sense of smell1"-has been aaked 
concerning certain teachers of the opposite view, who, it is 
said, have it ' that the six external fields of aenae ore there 
complete, each organ having its funetion.' They alao con· 

1 'Thia includeo oixteen gn.dea of devu, tW. Brahml-wodd being 
1ho loweat.' P. of 0., p. 218, fu. 1; O""'pendium, p. 138. 

' Dialcgotu l, 47. 'In the Riipa-world, whet<! "a subtlo reoiduum 
of maltor io atill met with" (Compendium, p. 12), only alght, h....-iog 
and lntoUootual co-ordination of these tmrviveo • (P. of 0., p. 218, fn. 2). 
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sidered that odour, etc., was to be smelled, tasted and 
' touched ' by the sense of smell, and so forth. Referring to 
this view the opponent assents: "Yes." But being asked: 
" Does the odour of root exist !" and so forth, he, being 
unable to prove its existence, denies. 

[111) " Is there not in tho.t sphere the wherewithal for Slllell
ing 1" and the rest-is only a matter of external appearance, 
not of organ and mental object and is therafore a futile 
raference. 

The controversy about the senses in the Riipa-sphere 
is ended. 

V1li 
Now follows the controversy about matter in the Ariipa

sphere. 
Because of the Word-' Beca!Uie of consciOU$>II!SS there come 

mind and body '1 some, for instance, the Andhakas hold the 
view that, even in the Ariipa-sphere of existence, there is 'a 
subtle, refined matter segregated from grosser matter.' 
Regarding them the Sakavadin asked: "Is there matted" 
etc. The opponent assents. 

The rest here is clear in meawng. 

The controversy about matter in t he A.riipa·sphere is 
ended. 

IX 

Now follows the controversy about matter as a moral act. 
Some, for instance, the Mahimsasakaa and the SaJllillitiyas 

bold that acts of body and speech' being, as they are, material 
qualities, reckoned as bodily and vocal intimation, are 
morally good if proceeding from what is good, and morally 
ba.d if proceeding from what is bad.'• Regarding them the 

1 Eia'!'yuila ii, I; Dif:Uouuea ii, 52 f.; Compendium, p. 188; P. of C., 
p.220. 

' See P. of C., p. 221. 
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Sa.kavidin asks: "If proceeding from good thoughts!" etc. 
The opponent a.ssents. 

Then " Has it a mental object !" and so forth ia begun 
in order to urge the opponent thus: If it be of morally good 
import, then it mu.st have a mental object and mental attri
butes; has it all these chm·aeteristics t Therein' nnticip11ting' 
and ' 11iming' n.:re equivalents of volition.1 The former is so 
called, because it implies exertion• with good thoughts; wh ile 
the latter is regarded as persistent in exertion. But, on the 
other hand, in feeling, perception, 'i'olit ion, fnith and the rest 
proceeding by good thought, from feeling and the rest, 'i'oli
tion, anticipating, aiming are got, but not from volition. 
Why 1 It should be understood that one of tlte two kinds 
of volitionl [112) being absent, the other is auclible and hM 
been CWitomary. In the expression, " sphere of the visible " 
and the reat, first, " Is the whole of it morally good 1" haa 
been asked in order to show in detail that which is in brief. 

In the remaining applications, " Do the ways of vocal 
actions proceed from bad thought 1" and 110 forth, together 
with all the supplements, should be understood according to 
the text. Here " impure matter " me&ns semen. 

The proving of the Sutta-passages is indeed clear in meaning. 
'f he controversy o.bout matt~r as a. moral act is ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy about vital power.• 
' Some, for instance, the Pubbaseliyas and the Saqnnitiyas 

hold that, because vital power is an immaterial fact distinct 
from eonscioU!nCSS,• therefore there is nothing material in 
it.• Regarding them the Salmvidin aaks, and the opponent 
assents. 

To the question: " Is there no such thing aa ' 11 term of life ' 
in material phenomena?" the opponent denies, beeause he 

t OtJiJniJ., lit. 4 thinking,' with purpose implied.-Ed. 
• Pa~ppamana. 8 Ji•itindriya. • OitiiJ. 
• See 1'. of 0., p. 226. 
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admits that in material phenomena as resultants, and the 
rest, as also (e.g.) in creepers, f-uel, etc., there is, as a continuity, 
a means of going on, living, subsisting, maintaining, moving, 
or preserving. I t is for this reason that be assents to the 
question: " Is there 1" etc. 

To the question : " Is there inunaterial vit.al power 1" he 
assents, becsusc be admits, that there is continuity of vital 
power distinct from consciousness in immaterial phenomena. 

To the question : " Is the life-term of material phenomena 
the same as immateria.l vital power 1" he assents, because 
he admits tba.t, in the continnity of a material snbstance, 
mental conditions may be either material or imrnateria.l, and 
a.ll of them have immaterial vital power distinct from con
sciousness. 

In the questions concerning " one who has fallen into a 
cataleptic trance, " 1 with respect to imma.terial vital power as 
distinct from consciousness, he both denies and assents. The 
Sakavadin, [113] not accepting this, says: "If," and so forth, 
in order to urge that, if there be no existence of the inunaterial 
and its continnity, that which does exist must have material 
quality. 

To the questions regarding the aggre,a-ates of (menta.!) 
coefficients' the oppon.ent denies with respect to contact 
and the rest of the aggregate of (mental) coefficients, and 
assents with respect to bodily actions and the rest of the 
aggregate of coefficients. He holds that bodily intimation, 
right speech, and right deed also mean vital power. All such 
coefficients are included in the aggregate of (mental) co
efficients. But the Sa.lcavii.din, not accepting this, aal-s : 
" Does the aggregate of feeling exist !" and so forth, in order 
to urge that, if the aggregate of (mental) coefficients be 
involved in the stopping of the immaterial and its continnity, 
there would be then only four aggregates. ' The opponent 
denies with respect to mid-trance, but assents with respect 
-··- -----·--------·---------

1 ,v;,·odJ>.a, liO. "' stopping.- Ed. 
' 1/a,nkhii.ra. Tb .. e are defined in the .Abhidhommn,' as 61\y phases,' 

more or 1CS!J of them being present in stat-es of consciousness. See 
1'. of C .• p. 227, in. 2. 
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to entrance into anti emergence from trancn.'1 This is tba 
method in tbo portion COllC<!n>ing bciJl!!" of tbo llllCOllliCiOuS 
sphere. 

According to the opponent's view, nt the monacut of rebirth 
of beings into the unconscious sphere, con•ciowmess having 
sp~ng up brc1>b off. With it an immuterinl viW.I power 
distinct from consciousness also springs up nud subl!i.sts for 
that life-time. Wherefore, he, beiJ1g aekcc\: "Does it not 
exist 1" regarding t heir vital power, denieR. When he i8 
askoo: "Does it exist ~" he asscnt8. 

He 1>lso denies as to the (mental) nggrc~nto of feeling, and 
the rest, bec.auM there is their l>appcning. Ho ns.~ent-'1, 

because of the decco.se and rebirth of bcing,s iu it.. The Saka· 
vidin, not ooeepting this, asks : " Is it n Jivo-mode oxiatence !" 
and so forth, in order to urge that, if there be feeling, etc., 
at the same moment, it would amount to a fivo-mode existence. 
The opponent denica for fenr of contradicting the Sotto. To 
the question: "la it broken off in part!" be aS~ants, becntL'!e 
he holdll that the associated things nre broken off, while the 
diatinot one remains. 

"Are there two vital powers?" is nskcd uy tho opponent, 
nod the Sakavfidin assents. For it has been snicl: "Vita l 
power is twofold: material and imm~terial. A being lives 
with them, and dies at their dissolution ."• At the moment 
of decease the two vital powers break off together. 

The controversy about vital power is ended . 

XI 
{114) Now follows the controversy about action BB a cause. 
Some, for iUl!tance the Pobbaseliyas anti the SarJ.Il.Uitiyaa 

hold, that an araban who, in a former birth, calumniated 
one who w-ns then araban, mAy, becAuse of tbnt action, fall 
away from amhanship. Regarding them the Snknviidin 
aska: "Because of the set?" etc. The opponent assents. 
1'he rest is similar to whnt has been e.-,:plained in the contro-

1 P. of 0., p. 227, fn-4. 
' Of. J"iblvuiua. 123. 
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versy about Falling Away. I The expression, "Well then, 
an araban calumniates arahans " is said to Jllll.ke him agree 
as to the cause of an action whereby an Araban may fall 
away. Then the Sa.kavadin ruaJ,es him assent to that state
ment, ancl asks : "everyone!" and so forth, in order to urge 
tbo.t, if this was so, all those who calumniated arahans might 
realize arahanship. ' The opponent, not discerning any 
assurance (niyiirn~;t;) in attaining arahanship with such an 
action, denies.'2 

The oontrovexsy about action as a cause is ended. 

Here ends the Eighth Chapter. 
·- -·-··------·-·- ··----

t See above, I, n, p. 35 if. 
• P. of 0., p. 229, fn. 



CliAPTER IX 

I 
[115) Now follows the controversy about (relen.se through 
seeing) the good.l 

Herein the Sakaviidin's doctrine, he is convinced that 
when anyone discerns (a) the 'world ' (lit. ' conditioned 
tbiogs ') as fnll of peril, and (b) nirvana as a. blessing, the 
' fetters ' are put off. Bnt some, for instance, the Andha.kas 
ta.ke one of these two alternative statements, and bold that 
it is only by the latter discernment that the Fetters &re put 
ofT." Regarding them the Saka.vidin asb, while the opponent 
assente. 

To point out to the opponent through distinction that his 
view is partial, and conditioned things are lilio to be discerned 
ns full of peril, the Sakavadin says: "when conditioned 
things,''' etc. In this question, the sense is this: "Ca.n a 
man both consider tbe impermanence of such things, and see 
the blessings in nirvana 1" Since the opponent holds that, 
when anyone discerns nirvana as a blessing, tJ1e ' fetters ' 
are put off, therefore when he is nsked: "Are not the 
'fetters' put off when such things are considered 115 im
permanent 1" he assents: " yes." Hence it follows tbat a 
mnn con botJ1 consider the impermanence of conditioned 
things, and see the blessings in nirvana. :-do you &gree to 
thi.s! Tben the opponent denies because ono can have bot 
one thought in one moment. Being asked again, ho asaents 
with respect to a plurality of moments. The Sahviidin, 
however, neglecting his reason, asks: "You admit that a 
man loses the fetters when he can both consider the im-

1 • Ani.to'l"'' (Ut-. • pmiee.' with two int.e.n.ive prcllxeai oommendabJo, 
beoauoo good; profit, advantage).' SeeP. of 0 ., p. 230, Cn. 1. 

1 Sco, for trawolalion, P. of C., p. 230. 1 Sa'l'kMra. 
HI 
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permanence, :tnd discern the happy pro~peot together. But 
are there simultaneously two mental re.wtions, two thoughts, 
etc. 1" The opponent does not see that two of them are 
simultaneous, and therefore rejects. This is the method also 
in the quest ions: "As full of Ill~" and so forth. 

Bnt what is the conolu.~ion here 1 Is it for one who con· 
sidcrs the impermanenee and so on, or is it for one who dis· 
eems t.be profit in nirvana, [116) or is it for one who does 
both together that the fetters are put off 1 If there be a 
putting off for one who considers the impermanence and so 
on, it would be so also by eonsciousness of insight. Or, if it 
be for one who discerns the profit, it would be so by the 
consciousno.~s of iu.~igltt of one who sees the blessings in 
nirvan:.. from hearsay. Or, if it be for one who does both 
t<>gether, there would be two simultaneous mental reactions, 
and so on. I t should be WJdcrstood tlw.t, whereas a man, at 
the tl1reshold of the Axiyan Way, completes tho work of pon
dering over impermanence and so on, and wberen.s from his 
conviction of impermanence :1ud so on, things are put off and 
he, while considering nirvana, aspire5 after the blessings in 
it, the fetters arc removed, as he, while completing the work 
of insight into impermanence a.nd so on, discerns the blessings 
in nirvana. 

The Slltta-passage, nc.mely, 'perooi~ing the lltl1lPiness in 
mn'(Zna,'1 m(lkes clear tbo fact of perceiving, feeling, ete., 
the happiness in nirvana, but not that the fetters are removed 
merely by discerning the blessings. Hence it is as if not 
eoncluded. 

The controversy about (release through seeing) the 
good is ended. 

II 

(117] Now follows the controversy about the immortal as 
an object of thought. 2 

t A:riguttara.-Nikiiya iv, 14. 
' ( =ama.ta) lit. not dood. 
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By n e&rclcsa interpretation of such a Sutta-p~o a&

' He imaginu thitlf]l abo..a nin.utu~,1 o.nd so forth, some, for 
instanco, tho Pubbaaeliyas hold tlu:lt the immort&lll8 un object 
of thought ia a' fetter.' Regarding them the SaJ..-aviidin nska, 
and the opponent assents. 

Then to nrge him that, if tl1e immort<Li na an object of 
thought bo a ' fetter,' he is "bound by fetters," and so forth, 
the Sal:nvi\din asks:" Is the immortal (M an object of thought) 
n ' fcttor '?" and so on. The opponent dortics all of them for 
fear of contraclicting the Suttns. In this w~Ly, tbo moaning 
should bo nnderstoc)cl on a ll occasions. ltt the Suttn-pnss.tge, 
nnmoly, 'H.c percci'VCS nirvana as such,' oto.,' which has been 
quoted, tlto nirvana. here meant is s i10ply temporal well
being. lionoo it is not proved .. 

The controversy about the immortal os o.n object of 
thought is ended. 

m 
Now followll the controversy whether matter i8 mental 

objoot. Some, for instance the Uttarnpathakos hold that 
mntter is eo-object (B<Ira•mna!IO), not because it is so in the 
sense of maki11g o. menta.! object [in itself], but inasmuch as 
it Muses menta.! presentation, a.nd they do not mn.ko dis
tinction between object of thought (ti'ram•nn./,ll,) , nncl CIIUHtil 

rclntion (puooaya). Regarding them the SllkavMin, in order 
to show the notation of a mental object, nsk.~. nnd tho opponent 
assents. '!'he rest here should be understood aocording to 
the text. 

To the question, "Is it not right to say 1" the Sakaviidin 
assents with respect to ' contact' a.s an object. To the 
second question, too, be assents with respect to ' object ' 
as one of the causal relations.• Thus it ;_, provoo that 
matter, n.s correlated, has eo-objectivity. 

The controversy whet.her matter is mental object is ended. 

I Mo.jjhima-Nilo:dyG i, 4. • Ibid. 
• Twenty. roar of theso ea usaJ relations are reeognited in the loa~ book 

of Abbidh•uuuo..- Ed, 
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IV 

Now foUows the controversy whether latent (immoral) 
bias1 is without mental object. 

Some, for instooce the Andhakaa and certain of the 
Uttaripn.tltalras bold that w!tat are cruled the (seven) latent 
biases, being something distinct from mind, uoconditiooed, 
indeterminate, aro thereby without concomitant mental 
object.• Regarding them tlte Sakaviidin asks Bbout h1tent 
bias, and the oppouent a&~ents. 

Then to urge the opponent that latent biaa must be what 
is known as without material quality the Sakn.vlidin asks: 
"Are its forms material quality l" and so forth. In the 
expression " sell86-desire 1" and so forth, it is shown 
that senso-desire is not distinct from lat~nt biaa. To the 
question, "Is the aggregate of mental coeffioicnts3 without 
mental object 1" the opponent denies with respect to the 
aggregate concomitant with mind, but nssents with respect 
to latent bias, vito.lity, forms of bodily actions, and those 
included in the mental aggregate. In t his way, the meaning 
should be understood on all occasions. 

But in the question: " is it with latent bias l" - that 
which has not given up latent bias is doscri~ as 'having 
latent bias,' and not as 'having the possibility of manifesting 
latent biases.' That which is not given up is neither pABt, 
present nor future. This is the lust to be destroyed in the 
Woy. This is said to be p~t. because it is not given up. 
Similn.rly, it csnnot be srud that this object of material 
quality is this or that. Therefore not only in this [118) but 
also in the case of lust, etc., of latent bias, this is rejected. 
Hence the objcctlessness of ' latent bias' is not pro~rly 
substantiated. 

The controversy whether latent bias is -..-ithont 
mental object is ended. 

1 Anu.s•-1"· On tbi• ocvenfold biu, see Compendium, p. 172, fn. 2. 
P. of 0., p. 2.'!4, fn. 2. 

• See, for translation, P. of 0., p. 284. 
• ] .e., ibo fourth of tbe five Ta.anilM.. 
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V 

Now follows the controversy about insight as without 
mental object. Some, for instance the Andhaka.s hold that, 
ina&nuch as an llrahan, when endowed with viaual con· 
sciousnes.s, can be said to possess insight, and that insight 
is at that moment without object, therefore insight is without 
mental object. Concerning them the Sakavlidin asks, while 
the opponont assents. 

The rest hero should be understood as explained in the 
controversy about latent bins.' 

The controversy about insight as without mentAl 
object is ended. 

VI 
Now followa the controversy about past idea.s. Some, for 

instance the Uttariipnthakas hold, that since past and future 
mental objects arc not actually existing, therefore mind recall· 
ing a past object is mind without object, there being no such 
thing as a mentAl object, the mental object being past. Re· 
gaming them the Sakavadin asks: Is there such a thing a.s a 
mental object that is past 1 The opponent nssents. 

The rest here is to be understood a.ccording to the text. 

1'he controversy about past ideas is ended. 

VII 

Now follows the controversy about initin.l application of 
mind. Here initial mental application (and its field of opera· 
tion) may happen in two ways: by way of falling on conscious· 
nes.s aa object, and by way of association (as a concomitant of 
the consciousness in which it operates). In the absence of any 
rules by which we can say, that such and snob a coll8Ciou.e
nes.s cannot become an object of initial application, (119] we 
might say, that initial mental application falls on all co.DliCious-

1 See above, IX, IV. 
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ness. But since some consciousness is brought to pass inde
pendently of any initial application, this does not fall on (i.e., 
operate in) all consciousness' Some, for instance the Utta
riipathakas fail to dra,w this distinction, and hold that 
initial mental application falls indiscriminately on all con
sciousnes.~. Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks, and the 
opponent assents. 

The rest here is to be understood according to the text. 

Tbe controveJ:Sy about initial mental application is 
ended. 

VIII 

Now follows the controversy regarding sountl as a dUfusion 
of initial and susta,ined mental application. Because it was 
said, ' Applied and discursive thinking is productive of speech,'t 
the.refore some, for instance the Pubbaseliyas hold, that sounds 
may occur even when cognition is proceeding without work of 
sense, because they consist merely in ' thrillings •s (or irradia
tion) of initial and sust.ained application of mind.• Regard
ing tl>em the Snka.vadin asks :" Nothing more!" to which the 
opponent assents. 

Tlten the expression beginning with " Are sounds solely 
from mental contact 1" b88 been said in orcler to urge the 
opponent that, if sound is nothing more than a diffusion of 
initial and sustained mental applica,tion, an irradiation of 
mental contact, etc., would also send forth its own peculiar 
sounds. The opponent denies, because he finds no such pre
text in a Sutt.a. By the expression "Is sound that is an 
irradiation of initial and sustained mental application to be 
cognized by heacing ~" it is asked: Is sound solely a.n irradia
t.ion of mental application 1 

According to those who are careless about the Sutt..s 
sound is not p roduced by an irradiation of mentoJ application; 

• Soo, for translation, P. of 0., pp. 238-39. 
' Mttjjhimo..Nik. i, 30!. • Vipphara· . 
" Of. Digha-Nik. iii, 104-; Aiig-uttaro.-Nik. i, 170. For tmnsla.tion, 

see 1'. of 0 ., pp. 239·40. 
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hence the opponent denies. It is to show his view-point tl1nt 
the question: "Is neither sound nor auditory consciousneBB an 
irradiation of ment.~J application !" bn.s been put forward. 
He holds that sound is purely nn irradir.tion of mentnl applica
tion, not an auditory conscionsncsa. But by the Word: 
' H caring a. Bound, an irradiation of i11itial application of tl!intl, 
he ~evtals '1 the other (i.e., S.~kaviidin) showa that there is 
auditory consciousness olso. 

The controversy nbout sound as purely mcot.'ll is ended. 

IX 
Now follows the controversy that R{l('('(lb does not accord 

with thought. 
" lnal!llluch as anyone eau decidn (to think ahont one 

thing and) tolk about nnothnr, therefore there is no accortl, 
no oonformity between thought and Rpccoh. Speech can 
proceed [I 20) even without thought. Such is the view of 
somo-for inst4!lco thn PubbnscliyM."1 Rcg~uding them the 
Snkaviidin nska, nntl the opponent n.sscnt.o!. 

To oonvince t he opponent thus: If there be no t hought thut 
produces speech, thcro can also be at thnt moment no contact, 
etc.-the expression "Does it not nccord with oontnct ~" and 
so forth ia naked. Because i11 the cxpr~asion "what one doe.~ 
not wish to speak " nnd so fotth, the fact t lmt one 8J11Uiks of 
something different from what ho thinks in1plie$ th<'t one 
intends to speak, therefore ho denies: " It ill not so." 

In the expression " Is thoro not one who will Mpcak some
thing different ?" and ~o forth (take the C.'Uie of) one intendiug 
to say civarat.n3 (robe) and Hnying ciratt•s (bo.rk). Therein 
' the mind intending to apcn.k ' is different from ' the mind 
that spea.ks.' Thus the latter, bring different from the former, 
is known na one not nccordwg with (speech). H~nce, ' no 
blame attaches to the spenker.' There can, however, be no 
thought producing the word 'bnrk.' So by this illustration, 

l !bit!. 
• Sea, for tni.DilaLioo, P. of 0., p. lUO. 
• PlOD .• eA!,., cAlr-. 
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and with reference to the sense that such speech does not 
conform to thought, the opponent's view that speech does not 
accord with thought, though put forward, is not proved. 

The controversy, namely, that speech does not accord 
with thought is ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy t hat action does not accord 
with thought. " Inasmuch as anyone, when proposing to go 
in one direction, ca.n go elsewhere, some, for instance the 
Pubbaseliyas hold, that action is not in accord or conformity 
with, or consequent upon thought. "1 Action can proceed 
without thought. Regarding them the Sakavidin asks, and 
the opponent assents. 

1'he rest here should be understood as explained nbove (in 9). 

The controversy, namely, that action does not accord 
with thought is ended. 

XI 

Now follows the controversy about a past or futUie experi
ence as actually possessed. Herein the notion of ' being in 
possession of' and thnt of ' acquisition ' should be understood 
as two distinct notions. [121] The former is of the present 
moment. But for a man who has acquired the Eight Attain
ments in Jhiina,2 the possession of them, some being acquired 
in the past, some in the futUie, and some in the present, is 
possessor through persistency. But some, not admitting this 
distinction, for inst a.nce the Andhakas hold that, since there 
nre those who have attained past and future Jhanas, therefore 
pa.~t and future Jhanas are actually and presently possessed 
by them.3 Regarding them the Sakavi\diu asks, and the 
opponent assents. 
--- --··-····-·······-······-·--

' See, for tra.ns!ation, P. of C., p. 241. 
• Dii/ha, iii, 222 f. 
' See, for trall!llation, P. of 0., p. 242. 
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The expression " musez in the eight (stages of) emancipa
tion," and eo forth, however, proves th&t they are ncqniruc.lnnd 
not actually and presently possessed. 

The controvczsy about a past or future experience as 
actually and presently possessed is cndrd. 

Here ends the Ninth Chnpter. 



CHA'PTER X 

I 

[122) Now follows the controversy about ending. "Some, for 
insta.n~ the Andha.kas hold that if, before n unit of becom
ing1 bpses, another unit of consciousness (kiriyii)2 entailing 
merit or demerit, with its (operative) fourfold aggregate and 
the material aggregate sprung from it, has not arisen, then 
becoming being ended, the living continuum• must be cut 
off." Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks : "Does it arise 1" 
tc which the opponent assents. 

In the four expressions: "If it has arisen," the looative 
singular has been used iu the sense of tl1e locative plural. 
Here the sense is this : Before five aggregates seeking rebirth 
are ended, does it arise ~ The ClCptession " of ten " has been 
said, because if it h:J.S arisen, there is then a congeries of (five) 
aggregates (kltanclM) and (five) operative aggregates (Tciriyii). 

In the first question, the opponent denies with respect to 
the five a lone which h:\ve the characteristics of such. To the 
second question he assents, because, if they arise as past and 
future aggregates, they may be manifold as operative aggre
gates. But when he is asked regarding the two contacts and 
states of consciousness combined, the opponent denies, bec3use 
there is no resorting to a Sutts. 

In the expression "only four operative aggregates," four 
aggregates, good or bad, have been t:lken, excluding the 
materia! Sggteb'llte. By the e>.-pression "operative insight " 
the opponent understands insight without mental object, 
assigned to an araban when his visual consciousness is a<Jtive.• 

1 Bham.?lgacitt.a.wJ,. 
1 Lit. • t·bat which induces a.ot.ion, such as bodily move-ment.' eto. 

Soo P. of(}., p. 248, Ji1. J. 
' Santati. 1'. of 0., p. 2·13. • C'J. &]1. r:il., p. 230. 

ITJil 
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" When the five aggregates are ended, does the Way 
arise t" ia asked by the opponent. The Sakavlid.in O&Senta, 
because when they are not ended, it does not arise. 

"Does one who is dead develop the Way 1" is Mked by 
the opponent by sophistry. [123} But inasmuch 1111 be whose 
mind is oleaviog1 continues (to live) from rebirth till deeense, 
the Sakaviidio dcnic.s: "No indeed." 

'l'he controversy about ending is ended. 

n 
Now follows the controversy that bodily form (of ono who 

ia in the Way) is included in that Way. Some, for instance 
the ~fn.hilpsiisul.:as, Salplllitiyas, and Mabnsnnghika.~ hold 
that the three factors of the Way-right speech, action, ond 
livelihood- ore (a question of) material form.' Regarding 
them the Sakavlid.in asks: "Is the physical frame of one who 
is practising the Way included in it!" The opponent IU!Senta. 
"R~~a it an object (of mind) 1" and so forth is asked in 

order to urge on the opponent that if the three factors
right speech, and so on--<.lo not lack in matter, the other five 
facto.rs of the Way-right views, o.ucl so on, which hnve 
an object of nlind-must be also mnterial. In tiU.S connection, 
tbo affirmation nnd the denial of tho opponent shoulcl be 
understood according to his view. 

Tl>c rest here is clear in meaning. 

Tbc couttovcrsy that bodily form (of one who iA prn.c
tisiug tl1o Way) is included iu the Way ;., ended.. 

m 
Now follows the controversy about Way-<lultlll'O of ono 

while enjoying fivefold sense-oognition. So•ne, fo? instance 
tho ~fabMaiighika.s, with reference to the Sutta: • When he 
sw an object 111ith the eye, l1e tloa. nol grasp it in idea,'• hold 
that ono may make the Wo.y beco1ue while enjoyin.g fivefold ·- --~·-··--·--·- ·-----·--·- ---

• P. oj 0., p. 244. • llwha>l(}<' 907. 
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cognition of s~se. Regarding them the Sakavi\din asks a.nd 
the opponent assents. 
If such a person makes the Way become, either the Way 

developed is of the nature of the fivefold cognition of sense, or 
his sense-experience must be of the nature of the Way. But 
neither the Way made to become is of the nature of the five
fold cognition of sense, nor is his sense-experience of the 
nature of the Way, because sense-cognition is worldly, and 
has not nirvana as its object. So by natu.re the one cannot 
include the other. Thus to urge on the opponent, "Have 
the five kinds of sense-consciousness a seat and an object that 
have already sprung up~" and so forth is asked. 

Here the sense is this: If one may make the Way become 
while enjoying fivefold sense-cognition, he m~ have also 
representative consciousness (i.e., mind-consciousness), with 
which the Way is concerned. This being so, you must admit 
that the five kinds of sense-consciousness have a seat and an 
object that have already sprung up [124] and so forth, and 
are predictable of the Path. If you do not say so, it must be 
said of the 'six kinds of sense-consciousness.' But not s~ying 
so, you say of the five kinds of sense-consciousness. There
fore you should not say that on.e may make the Way become 
while enjoying fivefold sense-cognition. Because in this 
connection this is the sense, wherefore the So.ka.vadin, having 
convinced the opponent regarding this character of the Way, 
says: "Hence it cannot be said that one may make the 
Way become while enjoying fivefold sense-consciousness." 

There is another method. If the Way be concerned with 
the five kinds of sense-consciousness which bave 11 seat already 
sprung up, it has no object. Or, if the Way be concerned 
with them that have an object, it cannot be said to have any 
object. Or, if the Way be concerned with them that have 
their seat as antecedent, it has no object. Or, if the Way is 
concerned with things that have their object as antecedent, 
it bas no object as its antecedent . Or, if the Way is concerned 
with things that ha.ve their seat as the subject , it has no object. 
Or, if the Way is concerned with things that have their object 
in external things, like material quality, etc., it has nirvana 
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as its object. Or, if the Way be concemod with thiJl88 that 
have their seat not yet broken up while operative, iJ has no 
object. Or, if the Way be concern.ed with thing!J that have 
their object not yet broken up, while operative, iJ has nirvana 
as its object. Or, if the Way be concerned with things that 
have a seat of different varietiee, u hM either no object, or 
one object. Or, if the Way be eonccmed with things that do 
not enjoy mutually their respective ranges and fields, it does 
not enjoy u its rango and field only the external objects, etc. 
Or, if the Way be concerned with things that come to paas 
not without co-ordinated application or attention by the 
mind adverting to erlernal object, u is· without adverting. 
Or, if the Way is concerned with things that are mixed up 
with acceptanoo, etc., there is in tbo Way no distinction. 
Or, if the Way is eonoorued with things that are not without 
order in time, it has no order in time with them a.11 past and 
future, for it may arise when, nt the moment of acute insight, 
they do not ~>rise, tu>d even in the incorporeal IVherc they have 
no scope to arise. Or, if the Way be concerned with things 
[125] that are without order of contiguity, since there is their 
distance through aceeptanoe, etc., it h~>s no such distance. 
Or, if the Way be concerned with things in which , ' leaving 
aside the automatic full (incidence in a presented object), 
there is not even the semblance of minding about it (in souse),' 
its business is to removo tbo dcprovities. 

Inasmuch ns this is tho aenso here, therefore the Sakavadin, 
by these methods, having con.vincod the opponellt that the 
Way is not of the nature of the fivefold sense-consciousness, 
says: " Hence it cannot be said that one may mo.ke the Way 
become while enjoying fivefold scnsG-consciousncss." 

As to the expression " concerning Emptiness": this in the 
supramundane being a concern of nirvana, while in a general 
sense it is merely a concern of the bunch of (mentsl) co
efficients,' "does visual consciousness eome to paas as such f" 
is asked. BooaUBe of such a Word as " Because of eye and 
tMibk object (W.UU ~~ aNu),'' tho opponent denies. 
Being asked again, he uaents ,.;th reference to the view that, - - -~ 

I &JUM~'/1· 
10 
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because of the Word, "he does ?Uit grasp ;t i?> idea,," that which 
is Signless,1 is Emptiness. 

This is also the method in both the questions: "Because 
of the eye ~" etc. 

In the question: "Does visual co.uscioosocss arjse concerning 
the past and the future 1" the sense is this: One 111AY make 
the Way become while enjoying representative cognition, and 
representative cognition arises concerning the past and the 
future. Is visual consciousness also such ! This is also the 
method in "concerning mental contact," and so forth. 

In the expression " when 71£ sees an object with th£ ~e. he 
does not grasp the genera! characters of u, 2 it has not been said 
that one grasps at the general characters (of a.n object} during 
the enjoyment of apperception or of -visual consciousness. 
Therefore it is not proved with reference to the way of the 
world nlso. 

The controversy about the Way-culture of oue 
enjoying fivefold sense-cognition is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy that the five kinds of sense

consciousness are good and bad. This should be 'underst<>od 
in roea.ning Mcorcling to the method explained above. 

The controversy that five kinds of sense-consciousness 
are good and bad is ended. 

V 

[126) Now follows the controversy on (the :five kinds of 
sense-consciousness as accompanied by) ideation.a 

Therein what is known as ideation is byway of good and bad. 
By a. careless interpretation of the 'feachcr's words: "when 

he sees an object tvitl! the eye, he grasps . . . tYr again, does 1t0t 

g·rasp, at the general characters,"• and se forth, some, for 

1 Animitlat[l. ' A. i , 113. • .SabhQ9a. SeeP. of 0., 221, fn. 4. 
• A. i, 113. 
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instance the Ma.biisat\ghikas hold tllem to mean, that the 
five kinds of sense-oonsciousnesg as such are accompanied by 
ideation. Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks, aud the oppo
nent assents. 

The rest here is snnilar to the preceding discourse. 

The oontroversy, namely, that the live kinds of sense-con· 
sciowmesa as such are aooompanied by ideation, ia ended. 

VI 
Now folloW'fl t he oontroversy about two codes of morals. 

" From such passages in the Word aa " tchsn a t11an u utoh
luhed in virtue he i& gifted with t11isdo111,'lsome, for instance the 
Mahiisat\ghikM hold that, inasmuch as the virtuous person is 
developin.g the Way wllich is not of th is world, with n morality 
that is of this world, he must, at the moment of realization, 
be posseasOO. simultaneously of both a worldly and nn nn· 
worldly (supramnndanc) morality.• Regarding them the 
Sakavi1din naks: "Is one who is possessed of the Wa.y ... 1"3 

'l'he oppono.ut assents. 
Then to urge on the opponent that, if one be possessed 

simultaneously of both a worldly and an unworldly morality, 
he must also be posscs.•ed of a dual mental contact, and 80 on, 
the Sakaviidin asks: "Wit.lt a dual mental oontnct ?" and 
80 forth. The opponent, who does not see such an inference, 
denies. To the question: " Both a worldly n11d an un· 
worldly 1" he assents with reference to right speech, and so on,• 
that have been already undertaken, or have arisen at the 
moment of (realizing) the Wo.y. 

" Does the Way come to be when worldly morality has 
ceased!" is asked by the opponent. The Sahviidin assents 
with reference to the twofold ending, momentary and com· 
plete. The opponent, oonsidering it n.' transgression, Mks: 

~: Can-~yone wi~out_ mo~o.ls_!:: and so fo~h. But ~.:h~ 
1 SIM!IIf"IJa.Nil:. i, 13, 165; cf. MilindGpaiiAa 3~: 1'i11n., I fi. 
• P. ofO.,p. 248 . 
• Jl_,.,;gi. 
• J .•. , only right apeocb, dght action and right livoUbood. 
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assertion of his view it is only explained, that a. person 
was not without morals in the past, and not that he was 
possessed of a dual morality. Hence, his view is not sub· 
stantiated. 

The controversy about two codes of morals is ended. 

vn 
[127] Nbw follows the controversy about virtue as auto

matic.1 Inasmuch as, when there has been moral conduct, 
even though it has ceased, there is an accretion of virtue caused 
by the undertaking \vhereby the doer becomes virtuous; 
therefore some, for instance the Mahasanghi.kas hold that 
virtuous conduct is automatic. Regurding them the Sakava
din aska, and the opponent assents. 

The rest here should be understood as explained in the 
controversy about d<ina (giving), a.s automatic (and not a 
mental sta.te).2 The asa.ertion of this view alsc, as being 
ca.relessly held, is not substantiated. 

The controversy about virtue as automatic is ended. 

VIII 
Now follows the controversy about virtue as ilot proceeding 

in adapt-ations to thought. 
Therein ' not proceeding in adaptation to thought ' is 

merely substituted for ' is automatic.' 
The rest is similar to the previous controversy.' 

'fhe controversy about virtue as not proceeding 
in adaptation to thought is ended. 

IX 
Now follows the controversy about merit as growing 

through observanee. 

1 Lit. 'noto.propertyofoon!leiousnesa • (=a·cekuihl1Jl). ~ Seevi,4. 
8 Lit. troll al_ong after, • c jn accordanoe with' (attUparit>'tlua.ti). 

See P. of 0., p. 250, in. 2. • See above, X, vn. 
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By a careless interpretation of the verse m the Word, 
beginning: 

'By p!ami"ll pl.ea1am parTe. aii<LIJ)()(K],,'' 

wherein it is said: 

'Merit dclh grow continually.' 

some, for instance the M•bisangbika8 bold \.bat merit grows 
through (the mere fact of) being II.Ddertelcen. Regarding 
them the Sakavidin aaks, with reference to the accumulation of 
virtue, independently of the mind's action, the opponent assents. 

The rest is similar to a. previous controversy .• 

The eontrovensy about (merit as) gro\\'ing through 
o~ance is ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy about acts of intimation as 
virtue. 

Some, for instance the llfahiiao.Ughikns o.nd Sai)Imitiya.s, 
thinking that ' bodily intimo.tion is o.n o.ct of body, vocal 
intimation an act of speech,'3 hold that such o.cts of intima· 
tion are moral acts. Regarding them the Sako.vildin o.sks : 
" Are acts of intimation moral acts~" [128] Tho opponent 
assents. 

Inasmuch a.s moralit.y (or virtuous conduct) is an a.ct of 
abstinence, and not a material quality, therefore to urge on 
the opponent in that souse the expression" Is abstaining 
from taking life!" and so forth is a.sked. "Is salutation 
mor&lity !" and ao forth is o.sked in order to show, by 
drawing out suoh thing, that o.n a.ct of intimation is a 
physical matter, but the opponent thinlal it to be morality. 
But inasmuch a.s this is not an act of abstinence, therefore 
" Ia it abstaining from taking life!" and so forth is asked. 
But as the opponent puts forward his view through pretence, 
it is inconclusive. 

The controvensy about a.cte of intimation aa virtne ia ended. 
------· 

l &'!'yoo#IJ i, 33. 'See VII, v. I 8ee Vlil, IX. 
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XI 

Now follows the controver~y about non-intimation as 
immoral. 

Some, for instance the M:ahiisanghikas hold that acts not 
intimat ing (a moral purpose) are immoral, based on the 
idea, of (a possible) accumulation of demerit not conjoined 
with thought, and on the fact that immoral acts, like taking 
life, and so on may be accomplished at the dictates of another. 
Regarding them the Sakavadin 11Sks, and the opponent 
assents. 

"Is t&king life~, and so forth is said in order to urge on 
(the opponent) whether such immoral acts are different from 
' taldng life ' and so forth. 

Being asked: " If anyone doiug an immoral deed has 
resolved on some evil deeds-' we shall kill such and such 
person,' ' we shall ca.rry away the property of such and such 
person '--do his merit and do.merit both grow thereby 1"
the opponent clenies with reference to the idea that, at the 
moment of giving in charity, demerit cannot arise. Being 
asked again, he assents with reference to a (possible) accumu
lation of demerit not conjoined with thought. 

The rest here should be understood as explained in the 
controversy about merit as increasing with utility. 

By putting forward his view the opponent merely proves 
that an immoral act had been resolved upon, and not that 
acts not intimative of a moral purpose are immoral. 

The controversy about non-intimation as immoral is 
ended. 

Here ends the Tenth Chapter. 

The second Chapter of the Fifty is completed. 



CHAPTER XI 

I 
[129) Now follows the controversy about thcce facta concern
ing latent bins,l namely, that it is (i) unmoral (indeterminate), 
(ii) without moral or immoral motive, and (iii) independent 
of mind. 

Inasmuch aa ' it is not right to say that the average man, 
while moral, or nnmoral consoiowmess is going on, ha.s Intent 
biaa, since the motive or condition of such conaoiouane&s 
C&Dllot cause latent bias (to manifest itself), nor is auch 
con.eciouaneaa conjoined with any form of bin.s,' thorefote 
aome, for ilutance the MahSsatighikas and the Saqunitiyas 
hold, that Intent bias in ita (seven) forms is unmoral, without 
moral or immoraJ. motive, and independent of thoughts. • 
Regarding them the Sakavi\din asks in all the three discourses, 
and the opponent assents. 

Since by the explaMtion given above one will be able to 
understand the rest by following the way laid down in the 
text, it is not gi vcn in detail. 

The controversy about three facts concerning latent 
bias is ended. 

II 
Now CoUowa the oontroven;y about insight. 
' Some, like the Mabiisruighikas hold that one who, ha'"ing 

banished spiritual ignorance by Way-insight,• is experiencing 
ordinary cognitions ' not conjoined with insight, by way of 
visual conaciousncas, and so on ' cannot at the time be said 

' Anu"'Y"· (Tho • lat.ent ' is implicit,) Of. above JX, IV. Ftom 
anu+•<ti, to iO on &lccping. O~ium, p. 172, J:n. 2. 

1 See, for ttanal .. tlon, P. of 0 ., p . 263. ' Maggail.dt;~<~. 
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oo have insight,' since Way-thought is then not active. 
Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent 
assents. 

Then the expression "when lust and so forth have de
parted," is said in order to urge on the opponent that if 
one, whose spiritual want of insight is banished, cannot be 
said oo ' have insight,' then one, though his lust a.nd so forth 
have departed, cannot also be said to ' have done with ' lust 
and so on, (for) "You are inexpert in the designation of human 
types !" The opponent denies, because he does not see any 
reason to say ' he has lust,' and so forth of one who has done 
with lust and so on. 

In conclusion, since it ma.y be right to say 'he ha.s insight' 
of one who is said to have attained insight, therefore the 
Sakavadin denies: " It is not so." 

The controversy about insight is ended. 

lii 
[130] Now follows the controversy about insight as not 

conjoined with thoughta. 
Inasmuch as an araban, who is said to have insight on 

account oft.hat which he has won by the Way, may experience 
visual consGionsness, and so forth not conjoined with that 
insight, therefore some, for instance the Puhbascliya.s hold 
that insight is not conjoined with thoughta.1 Regarding them 
the Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

Then "with matter 1" and so forth is asked in order 
oo urge on the opponent that if insight be detached from 
thought, it must be identifiable with matter and so forth 
which is different from thought. The opponent rejects it. 

The rest is according to the explanation given above. 
In conclusion, when he is a.sl.-ed: " (Is it identifiable) with 

wisdom ~"' the opponent assenta, because he admits that one 
is said oo have insight on a.ccollllt of that which he has won. 

The controversy about insight a.s not conjoined with 
consciousness is ended. 

' See, for tramlAtion, P. of 0., p. 266. a PaiiM. 
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IV 
Now lollowa the controversy abont the ntteta.nce of the 

word, 'This is Till' 
Some, tor inatance the .Andltakas hold, that the devotee, 1 

at the moment when he enters on the Way, utten~ the word: 
' This is Ill I' and from the utterance of the word: ' This is 
Ill I' iMight into the nature of Ill is set working.• It is with 
rega.rd to them that the Sa.ltavii.din a.slm. The opponent 
assents with reference to both utterance of such word o.nd 
issuing of insight. But inasmuch as he admits, that the 
average man utters nlso the word concerrung the remaining 
(three) Truths, but no snob result ensues on the ntteranee of 
them, therefore, in the questions:" Does itfollow therefrom t" 
and so forth he denies. 

" Is the material shape impermanent !" and so lortb have 
been asked by way of showing the procedure of ' Ill.' But 
the opponent denies, bocause he does not see any such mode 
of speech in his own doctrine.• 

"And do you mean that this 1" and so forth is aaked in 
order to show the opponent that, if insight issues from Ill, 
there must be four kinds of insight successively issuing from 
every syllable of the formula:-' This-is-sor•row !' The 
opponent, however, denies because he does not wish it (to be 
taken) thus. 

The controversy about the utterance of the word: 
' This is Ill !' is ended. 

V 

[131] Now tollows the controversy about psychic power 
(tildAi).• 

Some, for instance the MahBsailghikas, not thoroughly 

' Yogd....,m: aoead,yuoe of this tenn in Pr.U ~rd.t.-Ed. 
• Sec above, IX, .t; cf. U, v, VL 
1 If • o'"' dootrioo ' refers to &n older stratum of Buddhiom, thio 

olaUBO l& rom&r.kablo.-Ed. 
' lddloi, Ut. olfootw.t ing-whatwe might now call psyohio powor.-Ed. 
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grasping ' the real advantage lying in the development of 
the steps to psychic power,' hold the view that ' one who has 
the gift of psychic power might live on fora. cyolc1 (on earth).' 
Regarding them the Sakavadin asks: " Could he who has the 
gift of psychic power, live on for a cycle (on earth) ?" 

Therein this interval (kappo.) iB of t.hree kinde: (1} a gre&t 
cycle, (2) a portion of the cycle, and (3) a life-tinle. In the 
expression, " These are, monks, the Jour incalculables in a 
eycle,"2 a great cycle is meant. In the expression, " A 
cycle of the Brahma-devas extends up to their life-time, "• a 
portion of a cycle is me&nt. In the expression, "For a cycle 
he uMa-goes suffering in hell, for another he rejoices in heave11," 
a life-spo.n is mesnt. What iB meant here iB, that t he life 
given in a life-span may be ended either as the result of 
karma, or by counting the yeo.rs. Of these the Sakavadin asks, 
with reference to a ' great cycle,' and the opponent assents. 

Then the Sakavadin asks him: " Is the life-span a thing of 
psychic power ?" and so forth, in order to urge on the oppo
nent, that if one has (the gift of) psychic power, be might live 
on for a great cycle or a portion thereof, which iB more than 
the measured duration of human life (according to the passage: 
" He wko lives for a long time, liws at tl~ rMSt 100 years ";4 

and thus his life must be a thing of psychic power. The oppo
nent, knowing the vital functioning iB but the result of karma, 
denies that vitsl functioning is determined by psychic power. 

"But what is here the d istinction of one who has psychic 
power 1 Is it not the distinction that even one who has not 
this power might live on for a. cycle 1" One who has this 
power, can, by it, in the duration of his life, avert things that 
would bring about an untimely death. One without psychic 
power cannot so a. vert. This is the distinction between them. 

"Is it past or future!" is asked in order to urge on the 
opponent, who admits that such a person might live on 
indiscrintioately for a cycle. "For two cycles!" and so forth 
is asked in order to urge that, if one who has psychic power 
could live on at the end of his life, he could do so not ------- ----------------------------

• Ea'f>TI'S; Di<tlogv.es ii, 110 f. 
8 Ibid., 126. 

t Angutta.·ra ii, 142. 
• SatftY. ii, 04. 
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only for one cycle bnt also for ma.ny cycles. " Contoot that 
bad arisen" and 80 forth is said in order to show, that not 
all things [132] are attainable by psychic power; there are 
things not included within the sphere of itldlli. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controvezsy about the psychic power is ended. 

VI 
Now follows the controversy about concentration. 
Because of the word-' to spend seven days and nights 

motionless, speechless, in the experience of absolute bli88 ''
some, for instance the Sabbattbivaruns and Uttarapathakas 
hold, that the continuity of consciousness• itsel! may con
stitute concentration. They do not take ' concentration. ' 
M meaning collectedness of thought, even when the co
efficient of individualizing intentness' has arisen in a moment
ary nnit of consciousness.'* Regarding them the S&kavAdin 
askB and the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent thus: "lf the continuity of 
conaciousness is concentration of mind, it must include also 
past and future states of consciousness. And only a present 
state cannot constitute concentration. Do all these also 
constitute concentration 1" - " Does it include past 1" and 
so forth is asked. The opponent denies, because he would 
not like it. 

To show tha.t in the continuity of consciousness only the 
present state can be functioning and there ia no use ofspeaking 
of the p&St having ceased and the future being unborn; bow 
can these be called concentration of mind ~-" Is not the paat 
ceased t" aud 80 forth is asked. 

" Is concentration confined to a momentary oon.scioua 
nnit 1" is asked by the opponent.. The SakavAdin assente 
with reference to the statement in his own doctrine, namely, • 

' Majjhim4-Nik41P i, 94. 
' ElaJwa14, Ut. ono·peaked-nesa. Soe, for tl"&llllatioo, P. of 0., 

p. 260. 
> Oitta .. rolati. • Sa'l'Y"~ iii, l3; v. 414. 
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" Monks, cultivate con.cetltratiOtl of mind,'' a.nd so forth, 
according to which concentration of mind implies intentness 
associated with a present state of good consciousness. " On 
the actual occasion of visual consciousness 1" and so forth is 
asked through pretence tAking merely the word ' a momentary 
unit of consciousness.' This is rejected by the Ss.kavii.din 
on that very ground. 

In the expression-" Did not the Exalted One say 1" etc., 
what has been proved is the uninterruptedness of present 
concentration by way of past a.nd future, and not t he state 
of concentration by the continuity. Therefore, this is 
inconclusive. 

The controversy about concentration is ended. 

VII 
Now follows the controversy about the postulate of things.1 

Because of the word: ' Tlwre is a postulate, and that is 
elemc>1tal '': [133) some, for instance the Andhakas hold, 
that each term in the chain of Causal Genesis is, as a. cause, 
elemental, a.ud is therefore predet<Jrmined. Regarding them 
the Sa.ka.va.din asks, a.nd the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if ignorance• and the 
like were predetermined by another cause, this cause would 
also in turn be predetermined• by yet another, and so on
" By a cause already predetermined 1" and so forth is 
asked. The opponent denies, because there is no such view. 
Being asked again, he assents, because ' he judges that the 
correlation may hold by way of contiguity and reciprocity .• 

The rest is elea.r in mea.o.ing because of the explanation 
given above. 

The controversy about the postulate of things is ended. 

' Lit. ' the at&te ·of being a. cause by which resulting things are 
establiahed.' See a,bove, VI, n ; P. of 0., p. 261, fn. 5, a.nd Appendix. 

• 81ltf'yull4 Nikli1Ja ii, 25; .Aitguuara. NiMya. i, 286. 
• Ignoranoo is the po&tuJa.tfl with which the • ch&in ' starta in most 

conteno.- Ed. • Pari·,.i-ppiUJmu;r,. 
' Of. here .Di;gha N. i, where (consciousness' is m~de the postulate. 

-Ed. 
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VIII 
Now follows the controversy about impem~&nence. 
Some, for instance the Andhakas hold, that impermanence 

itself is no ie88 predetermined than are impermanent things, 
such as the body, etc.1 Regarding them the Saknviidin 
ash, and the oppcnent assents. 

Then to urge on the oppcnent that, if impermanence iteelf 
were predetermined by impermanent things, such as the body, 
etc., it would cause to come into being another impermanence 
equally predetermined-" By impermanence already predeter
mined 1" and so forth is asked. The opponent denies at 
first, because two manifestations of impermanence do not take 
place simultaneously. And again he asaents, because the 
impermanence does not become permanent and diMppea.rs 
with just th4t impermanence. 

Then to show the oppcnent that by admitting a second 
featw'e of impermanence he is involved in an interminable 
series of tempera! featutes, each predetermined in its own way, 
with no prospect of coming to an end of predetermination 
the So.kavMin, without giving him a chance fo.r evasion, 
am: "Are they as such ~" and so forth. 

In the question: "Is decay predetermined t" and so forth, 
inasmuch os there is no other feature of impermanence in 
decay and death which have arisen, therofore 'imponna
nonco ' iij said by way of connecting the analysis. Here 
a.lso the assent and the denial of the opponent should be 
understood according to the aforesaid method. 

" Is body predetermined ?" and so forth is askod [134o) 
in compa.tison with whatever is cbamcteriud by impeana
nence. The oppcnent, judging that body and so on, which 
are predetermined, are characterized by impermanence, decay 
or death, but the predetermined impermanence, and the rest 
do not poil8e88 sueb characteristics, denies absolutely. 

The controversy about impermanence is ended. 

Here ends the Eleventh Chapter. 

' Soo, for tra.nslation, P. of 0., p. 262. 



CHAPTER XII 

I 

[135] Now follows the controversy about self-restraint1 as 
(positive) action. 

Because of the Sutta-passa.ge: ' When he sees an object, 
hears a stnmd, etc., he grasps, etc., m the general charaaers 
thtreoj,'• some, for inst ance the Maba.sanglukas hold the vie1v, 
that both self-restraint and want of self-restraint amount 
to (positive) action. Regarding them the So.ka.vadin asks, 
and the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent thus: In our doctrine it is 
volition• that constitutes (positive) action, and just as volition 
proceeding by way of deed, word and thought, gets the name 
of action of body, speech and mind, so, if self-restraint be 
action, that self-restraint, proceeding by way of visual organ, 
ete., would get the name of visu.al actions, etc., b.enoe: "Is 
ocoular self-restraint moral action of the eye 1" and so forth 
is asked. This, as not warrantsd by the Sutta-passage, the 
opponent rej ecta in the four gates of sense-control, and also 
with reference to ' sentient skin-surface,' when the fifth gate 
of the body is mentioned. He assents 1vith reference to ' the 
intimating group.'• He admits that both ' sentient skin
surface ' and ' int.iJnation group' are included in sense-eontrol 
of body. As to the gate of 'mind,' he rejects it as organ of 
sense, and accepts it as an avenue of action. This is also the 
method regarding want of self-restraint. 

The Sutta.: 'tcllen lie sees an object wUk tlle eye,' ets., is 

t Of. above, ill, x. 
t Nimltla-g-dhi, A1igutta.ra Nikaya ii, )6 ; o.lso Dialoguu i, 80, a.nd 

eJsewhero. 
3 Oel4nd, which is not sU-iotly • volition,' but u wishful thinking." 

'l'hero wa.s no word for • wiU!-Ed. 
4 OJ. above, vm, 9. 
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concerned with the presence and absence of sel.f-reatmi.nt in 
those orgall$, not with that of kanna, henoo it is inconclusive. 

The controversy about sel.f-re.straint a.s (positive) action 
is ended. 

II 

Now follows the controversy about Mtion. 
Because of the Sutta-passage-' I declare, monka, lllat tkertJ 

can be fiO annulmm1t of ~'Olttntary deeds. . . . witllo11t e::tperi-
ence of tlle •·esulta tlte<reof 'J.._some, for instance the M ahiiliMghi
kas hold that all action entails moral result (11ipc7ka). Now 
in the passage-' I declare, m<~nks, ooU/.ioo lo be Mtion ,._the 
)1aster spoke of volition as moral action without qualification. 
To show that here only good or bad volition ent&ling moral 
result was meant, and that volition which is morally indeter
minate is without moml result, the Sakav&din asks: "All 
moral action f" [136] The opponent assent..,, 

Again, in the questions:" Does all volition (entail resu.lt) t" 
it should be understood that (the opponent) denies with 
reference to volition which is morally indeterminnte, and that 
he assenta with reference to good or bad volition. 

"Does volition which is indeterminate as to moral result, 
entail such result 1" and so forth is asked in order to show 
volition of the same form as both entailing moral result 
and being without moral result. 

The rest hue is clear in meaning. 
The Sutta-p08sago,-' I decla•·e, monks, tllat. tltcre oa•~ be 

no, • ete., refers to the experience of results in aetual life or 
lives, given tho necessary conditions; hence it is inconclusive. 

Tho controversy about action ia ended. 

m 
Now follows the controversy about vocal sonnd as result 

(of action). 
1 thlgultara Nikdya v, p. 292 If. Volunt.ary-~a>l.WOnika. Of. 

preccdiug; ru. 3.-JJ:d. ' lbid.,lii, 4JG. 
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From a. careless interpretation of such passages as, 'He, 
/;y the Ming, the ac<Jumtdating, the augmenting, the abun.da>~ce 
of tluJt action is gifted toith the voice of a Brahma ckva,'l some, 
for instance the 1\la.hii.sanghikas hold that sound is a re..-ult 
of action. To show that 'result of action ' is a term applying 
to mental states only which have been transmitted by action, 
but does not apply to material things, • the Sakaviidin asks, 
and the opponent assents. 

" Is the result a matter of pleasant feeling 1" and so forth 
is o.sked in order to show that such is the result of action. 

The Sutts-passage,- ' He . . . of that twtion . . . ' has 
been quoted in order to show, that sound acquires a qualifying 
attribute. A magnate by the doing of an act, cannot have 
a retinue, nor is the retinue a specific result of an act; hence 
this is inconclusive. 

The controversy about sound as result (of action) is 
ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about the six sense-spheres.• 
Some, for instance the Mahi\IW'Ighikas bold that, inasmuch 

as the six sense-spheres have arisen through the doing of (past) 
actions, therefore they are results. Regarding them the 
Sake.viidin asks, " Is visual sphere a. result !" The opponent 
assents. 

1'he rest is similar to the method elrplo.ined above. 
"Are the six sense-spheres results ~"-here of these the 

mind-sphere< may (at times) be such a result, but the rest 
are only transmitted by action, and are not results. Hence 
it is inconclusive. 

The controversy about the sb: seJ:~Se-organs is ended. 

• Digha. NiW.ya ill, 144, 173. 
' See, for translation, P. of 0., p. 266. 
• Where we might say ' -orgru>s,' the Indian used the spe.ti&l term. 

'Ranges • may be preferred.- Ed. 
• Mandya~m~a'll. 
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V 

[137) Now follows the oontrovex:sy about a seven-rebirths'
limit. 

Inasmuch as there is the stat<lment-' he who u liabls to 
secen ""''"rebirth$ aJ most,''-thereforo AOmC, for instance the 
Uttaripathahs hold, that he who is Mid to be liable to seven 
more rebirths at m0<1t is assured1 of (final salvation) only at 
the end of the seven rebirths' intervaL 

To show that there is no other fixed order (niycima) except 
that of the Ariyan Way by which a man of the seven-rebirths'
limit might heoome M-SUred or final anlvation-the So.kavidin 
asks, and the opponent o.asenta. 

This is the sense in" murocring mother," and so forth. 
There are two fixed ordex:s: the right order and the wrong 

order. The right order is that of the Ariyan Way which 
assures a man that he is not liable to be punished in purgatory, 
and that he is destined to attain the fruits. The "Tong order 
is that of acts thnt find inevitable retribution in t he very 
ne.'U. existence. Now the man of the seveu-robirths' -lirnit is 
destined by the stream-winner's Way not to undergo punish
ment in purgatory, and to attain the fruits. But as he does 
not follow the seoond order, be is incapable of doing t hings, 
which entail inevitable retribution in t he very next existence. 
But you hold tha t suob a person has a fixed order. There
fore I ask you: le it by the wrong order that he becomes so 
assured 1 

In the q uestion:" Is he incapable of [penetrating truth] in 
the very next [state] !" the opponent deoies with reference 
to the state th.at follows immediately, and he assents with 
reference to one who will n.ot be reborn more than seven times. 

In the question: " Is there a fixed order of things !"-the 
opponent deoies, because he does not see a fixed order by which 
the seven-rebirths' -liroit man is bound to go through all the 
seven. 

" Do you hold that there are applicationa of mindfulness 1" 

• A~ i, 233; PU9110la-fltl~ii4JU, 16/. 
• On thia tnm niy<W and ftiydm<>, <f. P. of 0., V. ( . 

11 
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and so forth is asked in order to show the qualifications of the 
Way reckoned as the right order. But since these things 
cannot be found in him who has not reached the First Way, 
therefore be rejects. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
" Surely such an one is a man of the seven-re births' -limit " 

is inconclU$ive, because the Exalted One, when he said: 
'Thi8 persoo., after going tlvrough this number of becomings, 
will utterly pass away,' explained ' this number ' by his own 
power of insight, and he did not assign thereby any order of 
beoomin~,'S to (138) a man of the seven-rebirths'-limit, either 
in the next higher rank in the First Way (kola1\kokl), or in 
that of' one-seeder' (eka-bijin). 

The controversy about seven-rebirtbs' -limit is ended. 

VI 
The controversy concerning one holding the next higher 

rank in the First Path, and that concerning ' one-seeder ' 
should also be understood in this way.1 

VII 
Now follows the controversy about murder. 
Some, for instance the Pubbaseliyas hold that, since a 

person who has attained to sound views has not entirely put 
away enmity, and since he who takes life has enmity in his 
heart, therefore one who thinks rightly may yet commit 
wilful murder.t Regarding them the Saka.vii.din asks: " A 
person who has attained to sound views ~" The opponent 
assents. 

But in the questions beginning with "wilful matricide!" 
the opponent denies for fea.r of contradicting the Sutta.-passage , 
'it is neither proper t!or possible.'• 

"Does he lack reverence for the Master 1" and so forth is 
asked in order to show, that one who ha.s reverence for the 
Master, and the like, cannot transgress the precepts. The 
opponent t hinks, that because of evil deeds a. person cannot, 

1 Sooalso above, XII, v. • See. for translation, P. of 0 ., pp. 269-70. 
3 ViMya Tezt• ii, 199; A•lguttara Nikuya i, p. 26. 
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therefore, be called. lacking in reverence and therefore he 
derues it. He admits that such a person can yet have rever
ence. Again, being asked: " Does ho Lwk in reverence ! " 
he assents with reference to those who, while plll'!IUing those 
[evil] deeds, may not, through perplexity, unmindfulness, 
or inattentivenesa, salute and go around Buddha shrines. 
Again, being aaked: " Does he instruct !" and the like, he 
rejects, beca.use such a person mAY not do such things wilfully. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about murder is ended. 

vm 
Now follows the controveray about evil ways.l 
Some, for instance the Uttaripathakas, who failed to nmke 

proper distinction between evil ways and nntural desires con
cerning objects of sense [1S9] felt by those \vho a.re involved 
in such wa.)'ll, hold that, indiscriminately, for a person holding 
sound views, evil ways are clim.inn.ted. Regarding them the 
Sakavii.din asks, and the opponent aSS<lnt&. 

"Could such a person get infatuated with the purgatoria l 
objects of sense 1" and so forth is asked to 11rge, on account 
of the view held by the opponent, and the evil ways which 
are not eliminated for one holding sound views. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
In the question: "May l•e he reborn in purgatory 1" the 

elimination of evil ways means tbe elimination of desires for 
plllgatory, and not of purgatorial objects of desire. 

This also is why it is inconclusive. 
The controversy about evil ways is ended. 

IX 
This is the method also in the controversy concer!llng 

'him who has reaeh.ed the seventh rebirth.'• 

Here ends the Twelfth Chapter. 

• J:hvnali. Seo P. of 0., p. 270, t.n. ' · GaU, ' goinc.' may be renden.d 
by 'wayo ' or deotlny. Of. abaTe, vm. L-Ed. 

• &ttamahA<lt>i.ln, or &lta014io. s.. xn, v. 



CHAPTER XIII 

I 

[140] Now follows the controversy about age-long penalty. 
Some, for instance the Riijagirikas hold the notion, that 

the phrase, ' one who breaks up the concord of the Order is 
tormented in purgatory for a cycle '1 means, that a schlsroatic 
is so tormented for an entire cycle.• Regarding them the 
Sakaviidin asks : "Is a sohlsroatic ~" etc., and the opponent 
assents. 

The expression, "when a Buddha is born into the world,'' 
has been said to .show that there is no schismatic without 
a Buddha arising. 

" The cycle may start when the Order is dissolved " and so 
forth is said to show, th:\t if he lives for the entire cycle, 
he should be reborn and should live there from its starting, 
after conunitting the act incurring the penalty. 

In the expression, " a post cycle " and so forth, the sense 
is the same as is explained above. 

As to: " Has he who lives for a cycle, the gift of potency 
of desire 1" and so forth, the opponent denies with reference 
t<> the one which is accomplished by culture-practice. But 
the opponent a.ssents, because, according to their doctrine, 
such a person is considered to have innate psychic power. 

" One [doomed to age-long retribution) has desire for 
paychlc power 1" and so forth is said, because the opponent' 
holds that such a person has that innate gift. 

The Sutta-passage, "1n purgatory, in h£!l, he is tcrmemeil," 
has been said to urge that if such a person has the gift of 
psychlc power, could he not praetise the Steps to lddhi 1 
But this is one-eightieth part of a great cycle. And the 

> Itivuttaka., § 18. 
• P. of a., p. 272 and In. 12. 
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Sutta-pa.ssage waa uttered with reference to the [normal] 
life-eycle [in pw:gatory]. Therefore this is inconclusive. 

The controversy about age-long penalty is ended. 

IT 
Now follows the controversy concerning one [doomed for 

a. cycle] as attaining goodne..os. 
[111) Some, for instance the Utta.rapathakfl.\1, ma.king no dis

tinction between juet tha.t lower goodness of the world of sense
desire, which such a person may acquire, a.nd the aublimer, 
or supramundano goodness, by which he would be able to 
avert his doom,l hold indiscrimina-tely, that such a person 
cannot acquire good consciousness. In order to refute this 
by showing their distinction the Sakavadin ssiaJ, and the 
opponent a88eDta. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy concerning attainment of goodness 
is ended. 

Ill 
Now follows the controversy concerning (an abettor of 

crimes involving) immediate retribution. 
Therein such a person, who at death inherits the immediate 

(effect of his nets), mo.y have abetted any of the co.rdinal crimes 
(matricide, etc.) in one of two ways-by a permanent or 
standing injunction to commit the crime, or by an occasional 
injunction. An abbettor of the former class is already assured 
of his doom along the wrong path, through unrighteousncer 
because of the volition• to accomplish such a course having 
arisen. He is incapable of entering upon righteousness.• 
But the latter claas of abettor is not so, because of the volition 
to accomplieb such a course not having arisen. He is capable 
of entering righteousness. So do we conclude in our doctrint . 

I P. of 0., p. 273. • J[ ic<MUIJ'!'· 
1 Oe~<~na., cf. p. l GS, fn. 3. • P. of 0., p. 274. 
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But some, for iostance the Uttara.pathakas bold, that the 
latter class is also incapable of entering upon assurance of 
righteousness. To refute this view of theirs the Sakavadin 
contradicts the former statement, and causes the opponent 
to ask: " a culpable abettor who is involved in immediate 
retribution ~" So, in thls connection, the first qnestion is of 
the opponent. The Sakavi\din n.ssents, because of the absence 
of the volition to accomplish such goodness. Then the 
opponent thinks, that such a person is assured of his doom 
through unrighteousness, becallSe of the inj1mction to commit 
matricide, etc., and therefore asks: " in assurance of nnright
eousness ~" The Sakavadin, ho1vever, [142] denies: " Surely 
it is not," because the same person cannot enter on both 
assurances. 

In t he question: " Is not the deed?" the term 'deed' 
implies matricide or the like. In this connection theSakaviidin 
assents: " Yes" with reference to an occasional injunct ion. 
When a person is involved in an occasional injunction, he 
becomes \vorried and uneasy, thinking: " A wrong has been 
committed by me!" "If he,'' and so forth is said by the 
opponent to establish his own view, after taking just the fact 
of worry. 

Now the Sakaviidin, having tsken that very person who had 
abetted by an occasional injunction, who is involved in imme
diate retribution, but who has entered on the assurance of 
righteousness, concludes by asking: " Is a person who is 
involved in immediate retribution incapable 1" the opponent 
assents, because of hls own view. 

Then in order to urge on the opponent, that he who actually 
commits matricide, etc., is to be proved incapable, but has 
he actually committed those deeds 1- the Saka.viidin asks : 
"Has matricide actually been committed ~" and so forth. 
The opponent denies : "Surely not," because he does not 
see any such deed, those crimes not having been committed. 

The expression, "when he has withdrawn his instigation," 
has been said with reference t{) a crime through an occasional 
injunction. When one refuses an injunction, thinking: 
'Let me not give the injunction,' he is said to have withdrawn 
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it. When he haa withdn.wn his instigation, he is ~~aid to have 
dispelled his worry and remorse. And this being so, the 
opponent, who thinb that here the fonner cla.ss of injunction 
is restrained, assents: "Yes." When the opponent admits 
that the instigation of such a person is withdrawn, the Sal-a
vidin, in course of establishing his own view, asked: " H he " 
and so forth. 

Again, in the concluding question, RS in the Arst, the oppo
nent a.sking: " Ie he who is involvecl in immcdiRtc retribution 
[incapable] 1" t be Su.Jawiidin assents. But he denies with 
reference to tho period extending from his withdrawal of 
the vow till he was previously involved. 

The opponent, taking the mere fact of his being previously 
involved, holds: [143] "If," eto., because of his view about an 
occa.sional injunction. But as this view h&A been carelessly 
pot, it is as if not established. 

The controversy concerning an abettor as involved in 
immediate retribution is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy concerning one whose SAivntion 

is morally certain, he having entered upon assu.ranoe. 
Niyama (assurnnee) is of two kinds, according os it is in the 

wrong or the right direction. The former ie conduct thnt finds 
retribution without delay,' the latter is the Ariyan Way. 
And there is no other (excepting these two). All otl1er mental 
phenomena happening in the three planes of being are not of 
the inva:rinbly fixed order, and one who enjoys them is himself 
• not uaured.' Buddhe.s, by the force of their foresight, used 
to prophesy: 'Such an one will in future a.ttain to B&lhi ' 
(Buddhahood). This person is a Bodhisat, who may be 
called aasured (niyata), by reason of the cumulative growth of 
merit.'• Now some, for instance the Pnbhaseliyas and .Apara
seliyas, taking the mere term • assured ' (without distinction 
as to direction), assume that a Bodhisat is capable of pene-

1 lfnantariyakamma. See above, vrn~ IJ::.xr. 
1 P. of 0., p. 275; n.l8o fn. 8. Of. IV. vm. 
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tra.ting the Truths in his last birth, and therefore hold that such 
a person has entered the Path of Assurance. Regarding them 
the Sakavii.c:lin asks, and the opponent assents. 

" Does the so-ca.lled ' assured ' enter upon wrong assur
ance ! " and so forth is asked to show, that there can be no 
other a.ssurnnce. 

Having frrst made the Way become, and so forth is said 
to show the distinction a.s to direction. 

" The applications in mindfulness " and the rest is said to 
show the distinction between things even in the sa.me assurance. 

The e:q>ression," the Bodhisa.t becomes capable," illustrates 
only the capability of the Bodhisat. This is inconclusive, 
not being spoken concerning entrance upon assurnnce of one 
who is already assured. 

He (the Bodhisa.t) wo.s certainly not assured before even by 
a single fixed phenomenon, but entered upon a.ssura.nce after
wards by realizing the Truths at the foot of the Bo-tree. 

The controversy concerning one whose salvation is morally 
cert.a.in as having entered upon assurance is ended. 

V 

[144] Now follows the controverey concerning one who is 
hindered (in the hind:ra.nces). 

Some, for instance the Uttariipathakas hold that, just as 
there is no purifying work left for the purified, so it must be 
one hindered, obstructed, cloaked by the hind:rances, who 
abandons thcm.1 Regarding them the Saka.viidin asks: 
" Is he entangled ~" The opponent assents. 

" Does he who is i.nfutuated cast off lust!" has been asked 
to show the defect' as to one still in the toils. 

" Made pttre, trat18ltteent," and the rest is said to show 
insight into the destruction (of the hindrances) by him whose 
mind, by arresting, has been made pure. 

"He thw; knowing, thus seeing,'' and the rest explains the 

' P. of 0., p. 276. 
1 Dosa,.; note that t~e second of the three • roots' of e"ril, 'hate-,' ia 

also a..,.,-Ed. 
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destruction of the cankers by him, knowing, 1100ing. This ia 
inconclusive, not being apoken concerning riddance of hin
drances for one etill in the toils. 

The controversy concerning one in the toils ia ended. 

VI 
Now foUows the controversy concerning one 'in tbro.ll to' 

the Fetters.l 
Herein ' to be " in tbro.ll to" means to be up o.gainat the 

Fetters, to have reached the state of being possessed by them.'' 
The rest hero is similar to the controversy about one in the 

toils.• 

The controversy concerning one 'in thrall to ' the fetters 
is ended. 

VII 
Now follows the controven;y concerning one who haa at

tained (to Jbiina) as enjoying it. 
Because of the Word: ' He attaining to and allidittg in Fwst 

JM.na finds t1fdotpnent in it,'• some, for insto.nce the Andbakas 
hold that the expert enjoys Jbana, and the desire for llino. 
has Jbiino. as its object. Regarding them the Soko.viidin 
am: " An expert i" The opponent assents. 

In the questions: " Is a given J hii.na the mentoJ object to 
that same llina. i" the opponent does not see the nature of 
its being the mental object to that same Jbann., and denies 
for fe&r of not cooforming to the Suttas. 

To the question: " Does he enjoy that same Jbiina t" (the 
opponent) (146) aasents because of the mere term. 

The Sutta-paasage, " he enjotJS it,'' is inconcluaive, inaamuch 
aa one who attains to Jhina finds enjoyment in and desire for 
Jhina after, and not during the exercise of it. 

The controversy concerning one who has attained (to 
Jbana) as enjoying it is ended. 

t Li~ • fn.oo to f&oe with.' 
' Seo abovo, xnr, v. 

' P. of 0., p. 2'77. 
• A>lqutJam N i lrAIJG U, 126. 
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VIII 

Now follows the controversy about lust for the unplea.s~>nt. 
"In the Sutta·pa.ssage:-' whatsoeuer feeling he feels, pka.sa•lt, 

paitifu!, or 11eut·ral, he delights in cmd cc»nmend$ that fee!ing,'1 
the reference is to enjoyment2 through (erroneous) opinion. 
But some, like the Uttarapathaka.s, emphasising the ' delights 
in,' hold that one can delight in painful feeliug as enjoyment 
of passionlessness,"• and therefore that there is such a. thing 
as lusting for what is disagreeable. Regarding them the 
Sakavii.din asks: "Is there (such a thing as) lust for the 
unpleasant ?" Lust for the unpleasant L~ defilement, inas
much as in the unpleasant one feels pa.inful feeling, when he 
thinks : ' Ah ! just this may become my lot .' The opponent 
assents:" Yes," because of his own view. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
But in the Sutta-passage: ' He delights in atUl comme11ds 

that feeling '-inverting it (it will be shown that) there is no 
arising of lust over just pa.inful feeling. Painfnl feeliug is 
a mental phenomenon having the characteristic of being ex
perienced et> masse. Or, to consider it in meaning,-when 
one holds a view, he can delight in feeling as what may be 
called enjoyment of view. But in painful feeling he delights 
in the opposite. He can also delight in painful feeling even 
when he, overwhelmed by that feeling, longs for its opposite 
kind of sense-enjoyment. It is in this way that one can 
delight in painful feeling. Inasmuch as this is the meaning, 
therefore this (controversy) about lust for the unpleasant 
is inconclusive. 

The controversy about lust for the unpleasant is ended. 

IX 

(146) Now follows the controversy about craving for objects 
of the mind• as unmoral. Inasmuch as, of the six kinds of 
desire,- to wit, desires of (the five) senses ... d~ire for 

' Majjhima Nikdya i, 266. 
• P. of 0., p. 279. 

' I .e., to being subjugated to feeling. 
• Doomm<t. 
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m<mlal objecu,l the last-mentioned ono ill desire for mental 
objecte, therefore, some, for instance the PubbMeliyaa hold 
that it ill indeterminate. Regarding them the Sal<avi<tin 
nab, and the opponent assents. 

The meaning of the remaining questio!lJI is to be understood 
according to the text. 

The six kinds of craving, too, have beeu shown in brief by 
their three divisions into 'craving of sense ' and the rest. The 
craving for t.he six kinds of objects of sight and t.he rsst, 
rssulting as lust for desire, will become craving of (sense) 
desire. The craving associated with Eterno.liem according 
to which " there is the self and there is the world," is the 
' desire for rebirth.' The craving associated "~tb Nihilii!IIl 
according to which one will not come to be, is the ' craving 
not to live again.' 

" la not this (threefold craving) a craving for certain ideas 
or mental objeote t" -this is inconclusive, because the cita
tion shoWl! nothing aa to what is indeterminate, but refers 
to th.e proceaa of natural desire concerning a mental object t• 

The controversy about the indeterminateness of a. natural 
desire for objects of the mind is ended. 

X 
Now follo'va the 'controversy about craving for objects of 

mind aa not the cause of Ill. 
Here too, inasmuch a.s (of the six kinds of desire,-to \vit, 

desires of sense . . . de8ire for mental obj..:ts'}-the la.st
mcntioned ono is craving for mental objecta, therefore some, 
for insta.oce the Pnbba.seliya.s hold that it is not the cause of Ill. 
Regaxding them the Sakavidin asks, and the opponent aaaenta. 

The rest is similar to the preceding controveray. 

The controversy about craving for objecta of mind as 
not the oatll!e of ru is ended. 

Here ends the Thirteenth Chapter. 

• &l]lyutta Nik4!1"lli, 26; Vinall" P..U i, 96. 
' P. of o., P· 2SO, fn, a. • Soe •bovo, XIIl. DC. 
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I 

[147] Now follows the controversy about the mutual con
secutiveness of good and bad. 

That which is good ca.nnot directly and immediately follow 
after what is bad, nor conversely. Such reciprocal consecu
tiveness is anomalous. Some however, like the Mahii.san
ghikns hold that, inasmuch as one can both like and then 
dislike the same thing, therefore there has been, in such a 
case, reciprocal consecutiveness.'1 Regarding them the 
Sakavadin asks, and the opponent assents. 

Both ' adverting ' and ' adjusting ' are terms for turning 
(of the mind).• 'Adverting' is the causing the turning (of 
the mind) to the flux of becoming. 3 'Adjusting' is the ai.qllng, 
the moving on from objects of the flux becoming to a different 
mental object. 

By "Does good (consciousness) arise without adverting ~" 
is asked: If that good (consciousness) be- consecutive to bad 
thought, it can arise without advcrting. But the opponent 
denies, because he does not see that good (consciousness) can 
arise without adverting. 

" Does what is good arise for wrongly directed atten
tion 1" -this has been asked to urge that, if a good thing 
arise immediately after a bad thing, it should arise, for 
wrongly directed attention, by adverting the mind to a bad 
thing. 

The rest should be understood according to the tat. 
The e:~:pression, " Is it not . . . with one and the same 

object 1" is inconclusive, inasmuch as it refers to passion and 

1 P. of 0., p. 282. ' ll>i&., fn. 2. 
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its opposite arising about the same object, not to the conaecu
t ion of the good and the ba.d.l 

The controversy about the mutual consecutiveness of 
good and ba.d is ended . 

II 

Now follows the controversy about the."rising of the sixfold 
sense-sphere. 

' Our doctrine teaches that herein at rebirth, one is not re
born through the conceiving consciousness [1481 in conjunction 
with sense-spheres of other-worlds.• In the human embryo, 
at the moment of conception, the co-ordinating organ (manti
yatana) and the sphere of touch alone among the [six] sense
spheres, are reborn. The remaining four (eye and ear, smell 
and tsste) take seventy-seven days to come to birth, and this 
is partly thro~tgh that knrma which brought about concep
t ion, and partly through other karma.• But some, like the 
Pubbascliyas and the Ap11111Seliyas believe, that the sixfold 
sense-sphere takes birth at the moment of conception by 
the taking effect of one karma only, as though a complete 
tree were already contained in the bud.'• Regarding them 
the Sa.kavadin asks: "Is the sixfold sense-sphere!" The 
opponent assents. 

" With all its main and minor parts complete ?" a nd the 
rest is asked to urge that, if there be the sixfold sense-sphere, 
it must enter the womb as such. 

"Does one make karma in the mother's womb ?"- is asked 
by the opponent. "Do in the embryo hair, down, ete., appear 
at a subsequent stage 1" and the remaining questions are asked 
by the Sakavadin. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about the development of the sixfold 
sense-sphere is ended. 

> P. of a., p. 283, fn. 1. 
1 Apapdtik4""'1'. Of. Majjhimo. i, 266. 
' See P. of 0., p. 2S4c, fn. 1 ; Oomptndiwn, p. 143 f. (A. i, 2). 
• P. of 0., pp. 283-4. 
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III 

Now follows the controversy about immediate contiguity in 
sense. 

' In view of the swift alternations of seeing and hearing at 
performances of dancing and singing, some, like the Uttara
pathaka.s hold that these sense-eognitions arise in a mutually 
unbroken succession.'1 Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks: 
" Of visual consciousness!" The opponent assents. 

"Does auditory consciousness ocoru- to the person attending 
to a visible object ?"- this is said to urge that, if auditory 
consciousness arise inlmediately after visual consciousneas, it 
must have, as in the ca.se of apprehension of a result, visible 
object as its object. 

To the question : " Because of eye and visible objects does 
auditory consciousness arise !" (the opponent) denies because 
tbere is no such Sutta.; and when he considers that visual 
consciousness a.nd audit~ry consciousness arise in a mutually 
unbroken succession, he assents, because of his own view. 

By " Is visual consciousness the same as auditory conscious
ness!" it is asked: Just as t hrough mind-cognition one ap
perception follows another in an unbroken succession, simi
larly are these two identical 1 

In this way, the meaning in all portions should be under
stood. 

(149] The expression beginning with "when there is dancing, 
singing " is inconclusive, because it only alludes to a mixed 
state of rapidly alternating grouped objects of mind, not to 
t he succession in a unity !' 

The cont.To-versy about immediate contiguity in sense is 
ended. 

IV 
Now follows tbe controversy about the outward form• of an 

A.tiyan. 
From such expression (in the Sutta) as "all material 

' P. of 0., p. 285. ' P. of 0., p. 286, fn. 2. • Rapa. 
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qualuiu are tk fOUl' primary qualiliu of matter, or a1'e Mtioetl 
from lltem,''1 some, for instance the Uttariipatha.kas bold, 
that .Ariyan speech and action are material qualities derived, 
as suoh, from the four primary elements of matter. Regard· 
ing them the Sakaviidin neks: " Are the .AJ:iyan forms (of 
speech and action) derived from the (four} primary qualities 
of matter 1" Here '.AJ:iyan forms' means either forms• 
(of speech and action} of the A.riyn.ns, or .AJ:iyan quality. The 
opponent, who takes his stand on his own view, aasenta: 
"Yes." Being asked: "Are they moral!" be assents, be
cauae of his o"., view. This is also the method in the questions 
about the absence of cankelS and the rest. 

The Sutta: "~mallet tlitf'e is,''3 etc., is inconclusive, 
inasmuch as, excepting elements of matter, it refers to the 
derivation of the remaining material qualities, not to the 
supremely right speech and action. That they are forms has 
not been even proved, not to speak of them as derivatives. 

The controversy about the outward fotm of a.n .Ariyan 
is ended. 

V 

Now follows the contro\l'ersy about latent bias as something 
apnrt.• 

Inasmuch as an average worldly person, while his thoughts 
are ethico.lly good or indeterminate, may be sa.id to have 
latent bias [for the seven vices), but not to be openly mani
festing them, some, for instance the .A.ndhakas hold, tbt.t 
latent bias, in any of the seven forms, is different in kind 
from an open manifestation of the vice. Regarding them the 
Saka vidin asks: " Are the lusts of sense different in lcind from 
an open manifestation of them 7" The opponent assents. 

The rest here should be undontood as explained above in 
the controversy about latent bill.s.• 

• Mt>jjhima Nikaya I, 63. 
• I.e., Conduct. SeeP. •I a., p. 287, fn. 1. 
• .A~Nilc4ya. v, p. US. 
• See above, IX, lV ; XI, L 
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But " to have latent bias" and the xest is spoken of 
because a person may be sa.id to have latent bias which is not 
given up at that time . 

[150] The nx:pression "not to be openly ruanifesting," 
becanse it has not o.risen, is inconclusive, inasmuch as it 
xefers to what is not to be said, and not to the difference 
between latent bias and open manifestation of any of its forms. 

The oontrover:,"Y about Intent bias as something apart 
is ended. 

VI 
Now follows the controversy about unconscious outbursts 

of corruptions. 
Inasmuch as lust and other wrong states may arise even in 

one who is attending to impermanence, etc., and moreover, 
because it has been said: ' Sometimes, Master Bhiiradviija, 
when ho is thinlci>~g : " I 1oill attend to the unboautiful," he 
attends to it as beataif'!Jl,,'l therefore some, for instance the 
Andha.kas hold, tha.t outbursts of corruption take place un
consciously. Regarding them the Sakavadin asks, and the 
opponent assents. 

The rest here is clear in meaning, because of the explana
tion given above.• 

The controversy about the unconscious outbursts of 
corruptions is ended-

VII 
Now follows the controversy about desire a.s 'included.'S 
Inasmuch as sensuous lusts a.re inherent in the world of 

sense-experience, and are said to be included in it, therefore, 
some, for instance the Andha.kas and the SallllDitiyas hold, that 
the lust for life in the Riipa. hea.vens and the Ariipa. heavens is 

' BatJ•!futJa-Nihi!J" i~, 111. Of. also Vinaya Po:cu i, 302 f.; ill, 79 f.; 
882 f. 

t See above, XIV. v. 
' Pariyii.parrna, Of. Bwl<ihist P•uclui/ogU:nl Ethie8, §§ 583, 992. 

·-
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inherent' in those spheres, and is said to be included in them. 
Regarding them the SakaviiA:lin asks: " Is the lust for life in 
the Riipa heavens ~" The opponent assents. 

Therein ' is inherent ' has been spoken of to ask; just as 
sensuous lust is, by its very origin, inherent ir1 the world of 
sense-experience, known as a thought conceming sensual 
pleasure, is the lust for life in the Rupn hcn.ven similarly 
inherent in the Rupa plane ~ " Is included " has been spoken 
of to ask: Just as sensuous lusts are included in the three 
planes of sense-experience, is the lust for life so included iJI 
the Rii.pa. plane ~ The opponent, who does not consider its 
sense, a.ssents : "Yes," only because of his own view. Tllere
upon "if they are concomitsnt " and the rest is said to make 
h.Un consider that sense, and to ask him by "'ay of the (three) 
categories, moral, rcsultsnt and inoperative consciousness: 
"Axe all three coneomitsnt 1" 

The rest here should be understood according to the tc.\.-t. 
(151) 

'fhe expression " Is not sensuous lust 1" and the rest is 
inconclusive, inasmuch o.s it refers to settsnous lusts as latent 
bias and included in conditions of sense-experience, not to 

·others in otJ1er conditions. 
The controversy about desire as 'included ' is ended. 

VUI 
Now follows the controversy about t.he unrevealed. ~ 
As to the term a11yiilw.ta, applied to the four categories: 

resultsnt consciousness, inoperative consciousness, matter and 
nirvana, it means 'cannot be declnxecl (to be eit.her moral or 
unm.oral),' because of the 11bsence of (moral) determination 
(avipiikatlii). Applied to speculative opinion on llllprovable 
matters (lit. wrong views}-to wit, ' the world is eternal '-it 
JDP-I.IJlS 'undeclared' (ak.atllitalt,;). But some, for instance the 
Andhakas and the Uttariipathakas, making no such distinction. 
hold that it is in their result that erroneousv icwsare uumornl? 

1 Anuseti, the verb of tbe noun ' bias 1: amuc~ya.-'F.d. 
:t Avyakata) rendered above M indeten:nJnato--i . .e., ntorally.- Ed. 
• Soo P. of 0., p. 200. 

12 
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To show them the distinction the Sakaviidin asks: "Are 
erroneous views 'undetermined ' 1" The opponent assents. 

The rest here should be understood according t o the text. 
The eoutroversy about the unrevealed is ended. 

IX 

Now follows the controversy about the uninclnded.1 

' Ino.smuch as when a man of the worlcl has attained to 
Jhii.nn, he may be cnllcd passionless as to sense-desires, but 
not free from erroneous opinions,' therefore some, for instance 
the Pubba.seliyas hold thnt erroneous views (may enter into) 
'the tmincluded.'2 Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks, and 
the opponent assents. 

The rest here. should be tmderstood according to the te>.-t. 

The controversy about the tutincluded is ended. 

Here ends the Fourteenth Cho.pter. 

1 Of. XIV, vn. • P. of 0 ., p. 291, nJso in. 3. 
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I 
[lli2] Now foUows the controvorsy nboutcorrelation1 (as speci· 
ficnlly fixed). 

Some, like the Mahfis:u\ghikas hold that, ii anything be 
correlated to another as its conoition (or cmtse, lu:lu}, it i• 
not co.rrclated to that other by way of [subject] ohjcct, or 
of contiguity, or immcdi(lto sucocsaiou. Or ngnin, if nnythiug 
be correlated to a nother BR its object, it is not correlated to 
that other by way of contiguity, or umuediate succession.2 

Regarding them the Sak:wfidin nsks, and the opponent assents. 
The rest here should be understood according to thu text.3 

The controversy about correlntion (as specificnlly fixed) 
is ended. 

li 
Now foUows the controversy ubout reciprocal correlation. 
Inasmuch as the doct.>·inc teltcl•cs tl1nt " nctionll' m·e 

conditioned by ignorance," it cannot he said tlmt ignorance 
is also conditioned by actions. But some, for iusto.nco the 
Ma.ltAwlghikas hold, that ignorance is certainly the concli· 
tioning correlation of actions, but notions arc not so of ignor· 
ance. To ahow that there is u reciprocal conditioning obtain· 
ing between ignorance and actions the Saktwadin asks, and 
the opponent assents. 

"Is not ignorance co-existent with nction ~"-'Here only 
non-meritorious acti"\l"ity is meant. The correlation between 
this and ignorance may be analysed into "related by way 
___ cc__ --· .. - ·- ---- - -- - --

' POC<i4yt>. ' P. of 0., p. 203. • Palm• em. 
1 &ulkhiiru. The doct•ino ("'""'11") ia the PaJ.icca·Bamvppntla., or 

ea .... 1o~-Ed. 
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of co-existence, reciprocity, presence, continuance, associa
tion 1"1 

" Grasping is conditioned by craving "- Hexe 'grasping ' 
excludes sensuous grasping, a.nd means the three remaining 
forms of grasping.2 Ignorance, like actions, is also conditioned 
by craving. 

The rest here should be understood according to the telet. 
" Conditioned by decay and death ~" is asked by the 

opponent. 
"Are name and body conditioned by (rebirth-)conscious

ness 1" is the question of the Sakava.din. 

The controversy about reciprocal correlation is ended. 

Ill 

(153) Now follows the controversy about duration of time. 
Taking the word duration (adclllii) in the sense of period of 

time, they" who hold duration is predetermined base it on the 
Sutta: ' ~L'here are these three /i'ubjects of ducotcrse.'4 To show 
the distinction that ' no interval whatever is predetermined, G 

except as mere time-notion; but tba.t object of sight, ete., 
when meaning the five aggregates (bodily and mental), is 
predetermined,' the Sakavadin asks: "Is duration of time 
predetermined?" The opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent it is asked, if duration be 
predeterminecl, it must be different from object of sight, ete. 
The opponent denies. 

'fhe rest sl\onld be understood according to the te:>..'t. 

The controversy about duration of time is ended. 

• P. of a., p. 295, th. 2. 
a Ntlmely, d#{ki, blta/ca, avijja. 
' No adherents tt.fe na-med. Poosibly tbcae wcro the Andba.kl;l.$. 

See above, XI, vm:. 
' P. of C., pp. 295-6. 
s ParirJipplt.anna. 
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IV 

Thia1 is also the method in the controversies about inaiants, 
moments, and seconds of time. All these instants, etc., are 
so much duzation of time. 

The controversy about instants, moments and seconds 
of time is ended. 

V 

Now follow~ the controversy about the canker~.' 
Inasmuch a.s over and abo\'e the four cankers thoro is no 

other SO·ca.lJ.ed, with which they OBD be said to be ' CO· 

cankcr,' Uterofore some, for instance the HctuYii.dius hold, 
that the four cankers (must be) non-cankers. Rcgu.rdiog 
them the Sakavidin asks, and the opponent ru~Senta 

To urge on him that, if this be so, then must thoec cankers 
have attained the features of • The Way,' etc., it is asked" Is 
then the Way" and so forth. 

The test here is clear in mcnniog. 

The controversy about cankers is ended. 

VI 

Now follows the controversy about decay and death. 
Decay and death tLte not predeterminoo, hence as to 

classing them in the categories 'mundane,' • supramundane,' 
[154] they arc not to be considered as of either category. 
But some, for instance the Mahiisatigbikaa, not grt18ping this 
salient feature bold, that decay and death of aupramundane 
things are aupramundane (or spiritual). Regarding them 
the Saka vidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

The test here should be understood according to the text. 
The controversy about decay and death is ended. 

------ -----
1 1.6., the toregoillg oontection. 
• Thia tenn dtam, lit. 6owillg on to, is a IWXl6 for certain t.e.odoneira 

reckoned u evil. At lirot three, tho number beco.mo follJ'-<Ieruruoua 
deolro, opln!Oil, becoming (lust of life) and ignoranoe.- Ed. 
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VII 

Now follows the controversy about perception and aware
ncS:: [as supram1mdnne). 

Inasmu.ch as what is called attaining arrest of perception 
and awareness is not a (positive)· mental state, but is the 
suspension1 of the mental aggregates, it is neither a mundane 
nor a supramundnne state. Some however, like the Hetu
vfrdins hold that, since it is certainly not mundane, it must 
be supr= undane.2 

Regaxding them the Saka.vadin asks, and the opponent 
assents. 

The rest is similar to the foregoing controveray.3 

Tl1e controversy nbout perception and awareness (as 
snpramundanc) is ended. 

VIII 
Some, for instance the Hetuv;idins hold, that since it is 

certain! y not supramundane, it must be mundane. Regarding 
them the Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

The rest is similar to the foregoing controversy. 

The second controversy about perception and awareness 
(as mundane) is ended 

IX 
Inasmuch as there is no uniform quality in dying so thnt 

one might say ' someone is dying thus, someone is not,' 
tlterefore some, for instance the Rajngirikns hold, that even 
one who has attained to the stopping of perception and 
awareness may die (no less than anyone else). [155) To show 
that there is a time for dying and for not dying the Sakavadin 
asks, and the opponent assents. 

--·- -----
• Lite. stopping (nirod/w). 
' P. of 0., p. 298. 
• Sec above, XV, v (1), IIJld VI (2). 
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Now inai!Dluch as dying means death1 and one in that state 
must bo having mental contact, etc., therefore to urge on the 
opponent for that reason, "Does it exist f" IUld eo forth is 
o.sked. 

When the opponent is a.sked: "Does death talcc place in 
one who has {no) contactual symptoms 1" he denies with 
reference to beings in generaL Being aslccd: "can effect!" 
and so forth, he denies, because of the "bnonnnl power in 
the n.ttn,inment,• When asked agn.in, he assents, because of 
the body's lliltm:nl liabilities. But if tllli is so, there is 110 
abnormal power in the attainment. Then he is asked: " Is 
his attainment of trance not genuine 1" 

The opponcnt3 asks: " Is one in trance Msutod of not 
dying, .. 

When the opponent asks: "Doe>~ sucl1 a principle of 
assurance exist!" the Sakavadin denies, because there is no 
such principle of assurance. 

To show that there is a time for dying. even though there 
is no uniform 'no&-time' for dying, the Sakaviidin aslcs: " la 
one with visual COW!Ciousncss !" and so forth. Here the 
meaning is this: If there be for any person nny ni!Suronco in 
dying, it must a fortum be for one who is enjoying visual 
consciousness. In that case, it would contradict the Sutta: 
' One does not die in, or become rel>om by tlw fwo kin1ls of 
krwwledge.' Just as, on tha other btllid, one who ie enjoying 
visuA.l coll8ciousncss is not dying, so also one who bne nttnined 
the state of arrest (trance). 

Tbo third controvcn;y concerning perception and 
ilWo.roncss is ended. 

X 

Now follows the controversy about reaching tJ1c uncon
scious sphere. 

Accomplishing procedure in cessation of perception is of 
- -

1 Lit. 'doing tlm.c,' t.hc U8Wll idiom.- Ed. 
• Namely, of inducing arrcf!t of conacloulllleos.- Ed, 
• lwad PG>tllxldil.a for &ku.vWJ.i3sa. Sec P. of a .• p. 21)1), fo. 6. 
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two kinds: the merely mundane, practised by worldly folks, 
and the supram11Jldane, practised by A.riyans. The former 
does conduce to rebirth in the sphere of unconsciou.s life, the 
latter does not'. [156) But some, for instance the Hetuvii.
dins, who do not make this distinction, indiscriminately hold, 
that to attain arrest of perception and awareness conduces 
to rebirth in the uneollSCious sphere. 

Regarding them the Sakavidin asks, and the opponent 
assents. 

Now inasmuch as there is absence of greed and the rest2 in 
one who has attained to the unconscious sphere, but not in 
one who is in trance, therefore to urge on the opponent by 
way of it-" Does it e:rist ~" and so forth is asked. 

Here too, in the question: "Is one unconsoiou.s ~"
' unconsciousness ' is enjoined as that which is att:1ined by 
way of arrest of consciousness, and so in that sphere ooe is 
unconscious. Therefore the opponent, who accepts this 
acknowledgment, tries to establish his view by a trick.S 
Inasmuch as here ' unconsciousness ' is enjoined because of 
one's attaining to a state of trance, and in that sphere, too, 
a never-returner, after his death in this world, reaches 
trance, therefore even by this acknowledgment this is 
established. 

The controversy about reaching the unconscious 
sphere is ended. 

XI 

Now follows the controversy about action and its accumu· 
lation. 

Some, for instance the Andhakas and S~tiyas hold, 
! 1that karma. is one thing, its .accumulation is another, and 

that the accumulating of karma is undetermined, and 
not a mental object. Regarding them the Sakaviidin 

1 P. of 0., p. 300. 
• Hate and dulness. 
' Ohaltna. 
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asks: "Is kru:ma & diJrerent thing 1" The opponent 
a&SCnts. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if kann& is different 
from its accumulation, mental contact, etc., must a1ao be 
different from it& accumulation-" I s mental contact a 
different thing !"and so forth is asked. The opponent denies, 
bec&u!Ml there is no such view. 

To the questions: " Is it co-existent with kllnna !" the 
opponent denies with refaencc to what is independent of 
thought, ancl then assents ·with reference to w!Jnt is nsso· 
oiated with i t. 

AJso to the q uestions: the opponent denies with reference 
to what is independent of thought, and then asseuta with 
reference to what is associated with it. On the other llnnd, 
as regards the question on good karma, etc.: tl1is is also the 
method. 

But when he is asked: "Has it mental object?" he denies, 
because he i.nai.sts it is absolutely without a.ny mental object. 

"When consciousness is broken off" meallll that, when 
consciousness is broken oJI', 1:arlllJl. is broken off. Or, it is an 
accusative ease in the locative sense. It means consciousness 
being broken off. This is the reading. Be assent&, because 
karma is conjoined with consciousness, and brooks off with 
it. Be denies, beoouse karmic a.eeumulation is automatic 
and hence does not break off. 

To the question: " Is hrmic McmnulBtion thoro where 
karma is t" he assent&, because he holds tllat where there is 
!.:anna, or where it is established, [157] "the accumulating" ! 
begins, but tbo latter 1Bsts t ill results mature. Just as the 
seed retains a.1l the plant-energy till it sprouts.l 

" Are kanna and its accumulation o.nd its result one and 
the same thing 1"-by this he asks about the oneness of these 
three, ~use-he holds that, where there is kanna, the "aeeu· 
mulating" begins, and the latter lasts till results mature. 

" Has result o. mental object?" - he asks this in order to 
urge whether tho "accumulating" which produces tellult, 
lu•s not a mental object just as result hn.s T The opponent, 
·- --- -·-- . - ·-------~---- - -· 

1 P. of 0., p. 30!, fn. 2. 
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however, assents in one case, but becauso of his own vie~> 
deniea the other. 

In the indirect pres<mtation, too, this is the method. 
The rest here should be understood according to the text. 

The controversy about o.ction and its accumula!Jon 
is ended. 

Here ends the Fifteenth Chapter. 

The Third Chapter of the Fifty is ended. 



CHAPTER XVI 

I 
[158) Now followl! the controversy about controlling'- (the 
mind of o.nother]. 

Some, fo1· instance the Mahii.sai•ghikas hold, tllnt the 
attainment of power and authority in the world is not genuine, 
if it fa.ils to control the consciousnes of others. But it is 
only genuine, if it includes power to control the snmo. Regard
ing them the Sakaviidin asks: "Can one [control the con
sciousness] of another t" The opponent assents. 

Therein ' to control ' means to prevent an offence involving 
corruption. 

The rest hero should be understood aocording to the text. 
The controveroy about controlling (another's mind) 

is ended. 

II 

Sinrilm:2 is the method also in the controversy about 
assisting8 nllother's mind. 

Ill 

Now folio'" tho controversy about producing hoppineas 
in othero. 

Because of such Suttlvpassagc: 'Veril>J many loappy tl&i•'!J• 
doth llae E!X4Jud One be$l(WJ upon tt$,'• some, for iusta.uco tho 
Hetuviidin.s hold that one can produco happiness in others. 

• NiggaM, Ut. boldlng down or • pinning doft'll.' • Grip' si~•• ito 
~ £01<>0 het1er thAn • control.' Used U!<>hni..Uy for refuting 
(logicaiJ.Y). Of. above, p. U f!. 'refutation.'- Ed. 

' Soo ahovo XVI, 1. ' Pagga/14, contra~~ to 1. 
' N<WMmo Nik41JG i, p. 447. 

105 
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Regarding them tho Sako.viidin asks, and tho opponent 
aasents. 

But whou naked: "Can one cause misery in others!" tho 
opponent denies, booause ho doos not see that there is such 
a Suttn-pnssago. 

To the question: "Your own happinoss ?" and the rost 
(th~ opponent) denies, beca~se he thinks that wo are not able 
to hand over our own happiness, or otheiS' happiness, to 
another. Does the produciog of happiness to Mother mean 
bnncl.ing over his own happiness I But to the question: 
"Nor his own l" and the rest he BSsents, booause he holds 
that who.t is known as producing happiness (in others) iB not 
like this.1 

" Indeed, not !" is spoken of because thera is no such. 
happiness. 

The Word of the Exalted One, ' l1appincsses doth l1e besuno,' 
explains 'how (159] the arising of happiness in others ia condi
tioned. Producing happiness in others is not liJ<e bestowing 
food upon them; hence [the citation) is inconclusive.'• 

The controversy about producing happineSB in others 
is enclecl. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about attencling3 to all at 

once. 
' Attention ' hns two aspects, according as we consider the 

method or the object of attention. To infer from the 
observed transience of one or more phenomena that ' all 
things a.re impermanent' is attention aa methooi But in 
attending to past things, we cannot attend to futuro things. 

' P. t>/ 0., p. 8015. 
1 Tho doetrino of t<anoforring merit (and ita resuiC.. in • happinessea ') 

i• a promlnenl and a.:copted article of faith In such worb ~·· 
Lhe Petantlh,..lnlereating to cqmpare with ito rejection hero.-Ed. 

• JfanMikiiro, lit. work of mind. 'l.'bis t<lrm only &tt&ins the kcl•· 
1ticalforceofour' attentJon '(in mod=poychol<>gy) in la tor Buddhism. 
Tbas ' considering ' would ~re bo equally 6~.-Ed. 
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We attend t.o a certain thing in one of the tim&-rclatiollS, e.g., 
past, &nd the rest. This is attention by way of object of 
consoiouanella. Moreover, when we attend to pNSOnt thing11, 
we a.re not able at the present moment to attend to the con
sciousness by which they arise-' Now because of the Word, 
' illl thing• are impermanent,' some, for instance the Pubba
seliyas and Aparaseliyas hold that, in generalizing, ono can 
attend to all thin1!5 at once. Rega.rcEng them the SnJcaviidin 
asks, and the opponent assents. 

Now inasmuch as in doing so we must aL•o attend to the 
consciousness by which we attend, therefore to urge on the 
opponent by way of the cousciousness-" By that conscious
ness i" ho.s been asked. The opponent denies, because it 
cannot be subject and object at once. 

To the question: "[Do we know] as consciouancaa the 
consciouanella . . . t" the opponent e.ssents, because we &re 
ab·eady aware of the nature of onr thought in general, and 
then denies, because it cannot be subject and object at once. 
He asse.nts, because of his view based on " When he by1Ditdmll 
dolh diiCI:NI and lee: i!U things are im~>wne>lt,"• and the 
rest. 

This is the method also in the remaining two questions. 
To the q uestion: "[Do we feel a feeling] by that feeling 1" 

t he opponent, however, denies, because he rlocs not see tlw.t 
t here can be such o. feeling. 

1'o the questions concerning past, and the rc~t tbo acknow
ledgment and the denio.l should l>e understood ns explained 
above. 

The rest should be understood according to tl1o text. 
" All thinga,'' and the rest are spoken of with reference 

to the consideration by way of the method, (I GO] and not by 
way of the object at once; hence it i• inconclusive. 

The controvel'8y about attending to all at once 
is ended. 

• P. of 0., p. 306. 
• Dh. ver. 277 f. Tktrag<lflui, ve.r. 676 r. 
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V 

Now follows the controversy about matterl as a moral 
condition. 

' Condition ' [hetu]• may signify more specially one of the 
moral conditions (lit. roots) or motives and the like, or more 
generally, any condition or causal relation whatever. Some, 
for mstance the Uttarapathakas make no 'such distinction, 
but relying on the letter of the Word, 'the four primartJ 
qualitie.s3 ate conditions [of secondartj qualities'] hold inclis
criminately, that bodily or material qualities may be [moral] 
condition.~.~ Re,aarding them the Sakavadin asks, and the 
opponent assents. 

By " Is disinteresteduess5 a moral condition!" is asked: 
Is material quality or moral condition called disinterestcd
lleSS ! The opponent denies. 

This is the method also in the remaining portion. 
" Are not the primary qualities conditions of the secondary 

material qualities that are derived from them ~"-here 
' condition' is spoken of in the sense of any condition or 
causal relation, but not in the sense of root cause or morn.l 
condition; hence it is inconclusive. 

The controversy about matter as a moral condition 
is ended. 

VI 
Here also the meaning should be understood in the same 

way6 as in the controversy about Matter as accompanied by 
morol conditions. 

The .controversy about matter a.s accompanied by moral 
couclitions is ended. 

------------------------------------
1 =T·ilptll]l·. 

2 Of. Til.:apaJ{luima rmil Commentary, 11 P .'1.\S. ed. On Budd.ha,. 
ghosa's analysis of h&u, see Bud. PB!J. b'tlt., § 1053. See aJso Otm~r 
pendiun, p. 279. 

~ /.e., extended, cohesive, calorifio a.n.d mobile elements. 
< See, for t....nslation, P. of 0., p. 307. 
~ AT.obho, Ht. non-lust. G Soo abov6, XVI, v. 
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VII 
Now follows the contro'letSy about matter o.s morally good 

or bad. 
Because of the Word, ' Acl8 of body and sp«eh a•e good or 

bad,' and becau.'!e among these acts of body nnd speech we 
reckon intimationll of our thought by gesture and langunge, 
some, for instance theMnhitpsasakasand Sal]tmitiyna hold, thnt 
the physical motions engaged therein are [morally] good or 
bad.1 Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks: "Are mntet·i~l 
q ualities [morally] good l" The opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if m~terinl qualities 
are [mornlly] good, they must not be merely like this.-" llavc 
they a ment&! object!" and so forth is asked [JGJ]. 

On the other hand, this is the method ruao in the q ucstion 
about mnte.rial qualities as [morally} bad. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about matter as mornlly good or bnd 
is ended. 

VIII 
Now follows the controversy about matter M result. 
Some, like the Andllakas ::md Sarpmit iyas hold that, just ns 

consciousness and its concomitant attributes arise bccau110 of 
an action that has beon wrought, so also do material [i.e., 
corporeo.l] quolitiea arise as results [of karma].i Regarding 
them the Sako.vadin asks, nnd the opponent aSBCnts. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if for you material 
qualities ore results [of karma], for you it must not be trcatl-d 
liko this,-" Is matter of the nature of pleasurable feeling f" 
and so forth i.s asked. 

The reat should be understoOd aooording to the text. 

The oontroverey about matter as result is ended. 

1 Soo, for tmuHIAtioo, P. of 0., p. 308. 
• P. of 0., p. 300. On • ,..nit' (vipul>t), aoo above, VII. vrt, vru. 
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IX 
No\v follows the controversy about matter as belonging to . 

the Brahma1 and the i=terial spheres. 
'Some, like the Andhakas hold that, since matter, which 

is the product of actions done in the world of sense-desire,• 
belongs therefo~e to t hat world, so if it be the product of 
actions done in the Brahma, or in the immaterial sphere, it 
belongs equally to those spheres.'3 Regarding t.hem the 
Sakavii.din asks: "Does matter belong to the material and the 
immaterial spheres 1" The opponent assents. 

The rest here is similar to what has been explained above. 

'.rhe controversy about matter as belonging to the material 
and the immaterial spheres is ended. 

X 
Now follows the controversy about lust for life in Riipa. 

or Ariipa spheres as included tl•erein. 
Some, like the Andbakas hold that, inasmuch as lust for 

life is included in the world of scnse·desire, therefore lust for 
life in Rupa or Ariipa spheres mru,t also become included in 
those spheres. [162] Regarding them the Sakavii.din asks and 
the opponent assents. 

The rest should be understood as explained above.• The 
only difference in the expression is, that it has been stated 
therein that matter belongs to the Brahmii. and the immaterial 
worlds. And that is o. view of both the Andhakas and the 
Saqunitiyas, but this is of the Andbakas alone. 

The controversy about lust for life in Rupa or Arlipa spheres 
as included among the data thereof is ended. 

Here ends the Sixteenth Chapter. 

t I .e., O'li.padi'ultu. The twofold meaning of rDpa, na r4:pa1J' and 
rr.padlialu (or -lloocara) must not oo overlooked ( .. is frequently the 
ca.se}. As & d!Ui.tu-, it is kcima,.. tha.t is, used for material world (tbis 
and the next). Rupadhii.tu (s}lhet'O of Vi.!ion) is the botwt wotld of 
the Brabn>i> dev .. (not of Brahma, ultimate Deity).- Ed. 

! On the term 'world ofsense ... desiro 1 (kii.mr'itacara), see Compendium. 
p. 81, fo.. 2. ' P. of 0., p. 310. ' See above, XVI, IX (1]. 



CHAPTER XVII 

I 

[163) Now follow• the controversy aboutan araban ~shaving 
accumulation of merit. 

Because an araban may be seen sharing gifts, saluting 
shrines, and so on, some, for instance the Andhakns, hold that 
an araban accumulates merit. Regarding them the Salm
viidin asks, and tho opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if an tnahan \Vho has 
put away both merit and demerit, were to work merit, he 
would be liable to work evil as well-" Does he accumulate 
demerit f" and ao forth is asked. The opponent denies, 
because he does not see that there can be acts like lif&-t&king, 
etc., in the case of an araban. 

To the question: "Does he practise meritorious karma 1" 
and so forth the opponent denies, because an araban does 
not produce actions conducing to rebirth. 

To the question: "May not an arahan give gifts 1" and so 
forth the Sakavi.din nssents, because giving of gifts and so 
on may take place with consciousness of merit and dem~rit. 
The opponent, without assuming conseiousnes.s, puts fonvard 
the thesis by sho..,-ing the mere possibility of actions. But as 
it has been carelessly asserted, it is (practically) not auerted. 

The controversy about an araban as having aocumulat.ing 
merit is ended. 

n 
Now folloW!! the controversy abont an araban not having 

an untimely death. 
By carelessly grasping the Sutta: 'I declare, monk1, there 

ie M annulment of intent«mal deeds without their result having 
201 IS 
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been ewperienced,'l some, for instance, the Raj a.girika.s and 
Siddhatthika.s hold that, since an arahan is to e.-,:perience 
the resnlts of all his karma before he can complete existence, 
therefore he cannot die out of due time. '2 Regarding them 
the Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if the arahans have no 
untimely death, there can be no murderers of araho.ns
" A.re there no murderers of araha.ns 1" is asked. The 
opponent denies because there are deeds producing immediate 
effect, [164) and persons who can do such deeds. To the 
question: " Does not poison get access (to the body of an 
araban) 1" he denies, because he holds that it does not get 
access imtil his former deeds are exhAusted. 

1'he rest here shonld be understood aooording to the text. 
The Sutta: 'I declare, monks,' etc., has been said with 

reference to this. "There is ?IO anm,lment "-tho.t is, the 
complete cutting off of the recoil-of <Leeds d()ne unintentWno.Uy 
witMut their result hailing been ezperienced-i.e., obtained, 
partsl--en of. Nor do I declare that such destruction may be 
reslized under present conditions, but not hereafter. Nor do 
I declare that such destruction may be efi"ected in the very 
next rebirth, or the rebirth next to that; nor that it may be 
effected in subsequent rebirths; nor that it may be effected on 
one rebirth where opportunity of maturing results arises, and 
not in another where no such opportunity arises. Thus in 
aJI mo.nner of conditions, given renewed existence and event
uation of kannic result, there is no place on earth wherein 
a living being may be freed from the consequences of his own 
evil deeds. "3 

Hence the opponent's view- that &n araban cannot have 
an untimely death- which be records by the surmise, that any 
act which has not obtained its turn of eventuation should 
invariably be exp<>.rienced by an a.raba.n as resultr-co.n 
hardly be c..-tablishcd. 

The controversy about an arahan not having an untimely 
death is ended. 

-·- -----·-==:c----=--·- -·- ---- -·-· -- . ·-
1 A'ligutta:ra,Nikaya., v, 292 f.; sec also 1-'. of 0., p. S13 and fn. 
' P. of 0., p. 813. ' P. of 0., pp. 318 o·., fu. 
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lii 

Now followa the controversy, that all thi3 is due to aot.ion. 
Becauae of the Sntta, ' It is by action tl1at the vorld 

faru on,'1 some, for instance, the Rijagi.rikas and Siddbat.. 
thikas hold, that all this cycle of action, corruptiooa and 
r esults is from act.ion. Regarding them the Snknviidin asb: 
" All t.hia 1" The opponent assents. 

Thou to urge on the opponent that, if this be so, notion 
itself is also due to action-" Is action it.sell'o.lsodue to action1" 
is aaked. Again the opponent denies, because he tl1inks tltat, 
if Mtion is due to action, then action would be simply tbo result 
of bygone causes. "The reS11lt of bygone1 causes 1" is llBked 
in order to urge that, if all [165] is from Mtion, this must 
have been the result of bygone causes. 

" From the result of still earlier o.ction !" is aeked in order 
to urge that, if all this is from action, then that causal act.ion 
effected in a past life must have been the result of action 
effected in a still earlier life. The opponent rejects lest he 
holds that it would be the result of notion effected in a still 
earlier life. The opponent rejects, beenuse he thiuks that the 
continuity of life is the result of karma just as a shoot is the 
product of a seed. When asked again be rejects, bcc11uae 
action is tbo result of previous action, just as a seed is the 
product of another seed. 

"Would he commit murder~" and so forth is naked in 
order to urge that, if all action is itself productive of result, one 
would kill beings, and so on, through the result of action 
again. The opponent assents, because he holds, that the 
evil intention is, for the same reason, the result of previous 
action. "la it productive of result!" has been aaked in 
order to urge that, if there be life-taking through the result 
of ~on, that result itself, like life-taking, would be productive 
of result. The opponent assents, beenuse he sees that life
taking is conducive to rebirth in hell, and so on, and then 

• s..tm-Nip414, ver. 664. The rendering 'round 'ill P. Q/ 0. fe wrong. 
The Pa.li ia mll41i (Sak. wrt), not mjJati. BuddWsm did no~ anlicipote 
Tycho Brahc to that extent l- Ed. • Puhbe, lil. 'enrlior.'- J£d. 
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denies, because he does not see that this has been said to be 
due to the result of action. This is the method also with regard 
to theft, and so on. 

" Is giving of help a.nd medicine in illness productive of 
result ?"- is asked concerning the result of giving by w&y of 
gift. 

The Sutta., ' Fares tm by action,' etc., rejecting the view, 
" there is no action," explains that there is aotion, and things 
done by action, but not that all is produced by action; hence 
it is inconclusive. 

The controversy, namely, that all this is from action, 
is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about beio,g bound up with 

sentience. 
' Ill' must be understood in two ways: as bound up with, 

and as not bound up with faculties (mdriya's). According 
to the former, Ill is referred to the seat of suffering; according 
to the latter, Ill covers liability to trouble through the law 
of impermanence [166] with its 'coming to be and passio,g 
away.' But the Hetuvi!.dins, for iu.sta.nce, do not draw this dis
tinction. They hold that painful sentience alone constitutes 
that dukkha, to understand which the holy life, accordio,g to 
the teachings of the Exalted One, is led.'1 To show them 
that insentient things also constitute Ill the Saka.viidin asks: 
"Is it only that which is bound up with sentience 1" The 
opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that because the Exalted One 
has said: 'That whiih. i8 impermanent is IU,'• and because that 
which is bound up with sentience is impermanent, therefore 
" Is only that which is bound up with sentience impermanent!" 
and so forth is asked. " Is not that which is not bound up 
with sentience impermanent !" means ' are not iu.sentient 
objects, like the earth, a. hill, a rock, and so on impermanent ! ' 

To the question: "Is it not true to say that ouly that which 

1 P. of 0., pp. 315-16. • Eg., Majjhim4 iii, 19. 
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is bound up with sentience is Ill!" the Sabvidin denios : 
u No.ul 

Insentient objects canae both physical pain (du.Uha) and 
afiliction (domaNU.ta) in a sentient subject; for instance, fire in 
hot weather, or air in cold weather. .Again, the destruction 
of property, etc., is always a sou:roe of mental pain.• Hence 
the insentient may be called " Til " even without a reference 
to the idea of impermanence; but as they are not produced 
by action and com1ption, they cannot be said to constitute 
the 'Ariyn.n fact' of Ill. 

Likewise with regMd to the Way. Moreover, the destruc
tion of grMs, wood, etc., and of such physioal things M seed, 
etc., does not constitute the 'A..riyan fact' of the cessation of 
Ill. It is therefore the sentient that is both lll and also an 
Ariyan faot ,. But the insentient is just ru. To shOIV this 
difference the Sa.lr.&vidin accepts. 

The ezpresaion ag&in, .. jnst as m that is bound up with 
sentience," and so forth shows that the unde<Standing of 
ru as bound up with sentience cannot constitute the under
standing of the higher life. It is for this reason thr.t the Sab
vii.din her& denies. 

By the expression, "That which is impermanent is Ill," 
one cannot, however, deny that the fact of m is included in 
the insentient; hence it is inconclusive. 

Tbe controversy about ill as wholly bound liP with 
sentience is ended. 

V 

(167) Now follows the controversy about 'save only the 
Ariyan Way.' 

ln8611lueh as the Ariyan Way was stated by the E:ralted 
One (in t~e Fourfo:d Truth) as' a eo~ g~~ -~!he stopping 

1 Tbo 1'. T.S. nadl here A- instead of negation. 
• n ;. or lntereot to compare the earlie< .... of duk.tM, .. • bound 

up' with thAI phylioal "i""Oiee-birth, old age and fl!ne.N, dying, with 
the Abhlc!hamm.a extenoion to mental ill, a.nd with LocH Sayadl.w'a 
broader view, J.P.'/'.8., 1911.- Ed. 

• P. of 0., p. 316, Co. 4. 
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of Ill,'1 therefore some, for instance, the Hetu~iidi.ns hold 
that, save only the Ariyan Way, aJl other conditioned things 
may be called Dl. Regarding them the Sakaviidin aslcs, and 
the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if this be so, the cause 
of Ill would be also Ill-" Is the cause of Ill also Ill1" and so 
fortlt is asked. The opponent denies with reference to the 
nature of cause. When asked again, he assents, because it 
has its manifestation. To the question: "Are there but three 
Trnths 1" he denies for fear of contradicting the Sutta., and 
then aesents, because of ills own view. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
The controversy about 'save only the Ariyan Way ' 

is ended. 

VI 
Now follows the controversy, namely, that it ought not to 

be said: ' The Order accepts gifts.' 
In the ultimate sense of the word, the Order is the W a.ys 

a.nd the Fruits.2 Save only in the Ways and the Fruits, there 
can be no Order. These cannot be said to accept anytlling. 
Therefore some, for instance, the Vetnlyakas, who are known 
as Mahiisuiffiatii.ve.dins hold, that it ought not to be said: 
' Tbe Order accepts gifts ! Regarding them the Sakaviidin 
asks: "Ought it not to be sa.id 1" The opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if t he Order does not 
accept gifts, the Teacher would not have praised it as worthy 
of offerings, etc.-" Is not the Order worthy of offerings !" 
and so forth is asked. 

" Are there not they who give to the Order !" is spoken of 
to urge that, if there be not those who accept gifts, to whom 
would the giver give ? 

The Sutta: ' As doth tlte holy flame il.s offering,'• etc., is 
brought forth from the opponent's doctrine. 

-,--,---------
1 BuddM&t Swta• (S.B.E. xi), 148 f.; Vinaya Te:r/,8 i, 95. 
' I.t-., persons faring in one of tho four st.ages a.nd person$ a-t- the 

poin~ of attaining one of the four !."6$ults.- Ed. • Not traced. 
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Therein 'great cloud ' refers to the ra.in cloud. The earth 

accepts the rain, but not the cloud (as sucb). 
"Can & Way &eeept !"is asked, because the opponent hokls 

that the Order ia the Ways and the Fruits. No, [168) tbn 
Order consists of those who are known as the eight ola!!8e6 of 
inclividuals for their pure existence through the Ways and 
the Fruits; hence it is inconclusive. 

Thn cont.roversy, namely, that it ought not to be said: 
' The Order accepts gifts,' is ended. 

VII 
Now follo"'B the controversy, namely, that it ought not 

to be said: ' The Order purifies gifts.' 
Those who hold the view that the Order is the Ways and 

the Fruita,1 and tb&t these are not able to purify gifts, hold 
that therefore it ought not to be said: 'The Order purifies.' 
Regarding them theSakavadin asks, and the opponent assents. 

To show that, if the Order be not able to purily gifta, the 
Teacher would not have praised it in this wo.y,-" Is not the 
Order worthy of offerings 1" and so fortl1 is asked. 

' Purifies ' meo.ns mo.kes more fruitful. A little offering 
to the Order becomes much, much (when so) offered becomes 
more. 

'Worthy of gifts' means a worthy recipient of gifts, lit for 
offering, t~ble to fruntify gifts. 

'Make their offering effootive' means 'they gain, they 
win great fruit even by a trilling offering.' 

The rest is simila.r to what has been explained above. 
The controversy, namely, that it ought not to be said: 

' The Order purifies gifts,' is ended. 

VIII 
Now follows the controversy, namely, that it ought not to 

be said: ' The Order enjoys.' 

l s,., above, XVII, vr. 
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Those who hold the view that the Order is the Ways and 
the Fruits,l and that these do not enjoy anything, hold that, 
therefore, it ought not to be said: ' The Order enjoys, drinks, 
eats, lies down.' Regarding them the Sakavlidin asks, and 
the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if the Order do not 
enjoy, the preparation of the meals of the Order would be 
useless-" Are there not those who prepare the meals of the 
Order 1" and so forth is asked. 

"Are there meals taken in company 1" a.nd so forth is asked 
in order to urge that, if the Order do not enjoy, [169] for 
whom would there be meals taken in company, and so on 1 
"Are there eight kinds of drinks ~" is also asked in order to 
urge that, if the Order do not drink, for whom did the Teacher 
speak of these drinks 1 

The rest here should also be understood as explained above. 

The controversy, namely, that it ought not to be said: 
' The Order enjoys,' is ended. 

IX 

. Now follows the controversy, namely, that it should not 
be said: ' Anything given to the Order brings great reward.' 

Those who hold the view that the Order is the Ways and the 
Fruits,• and that we are neither able to give them anything, 
nor are these able to accept gifts, nor does anyone strive to be 
benefited by giving gifts to them, bold, that therefore it should 
not be said: ' Anything given to the Order brings great re
ward.' Regarding them the Sakavlidin asks, and the opponent 
assents. 

" Worthy of offerings," and so forth is spoken of in order 
to show that, if a. thing given to the Order do not bring great 
reward, the TeMher would not have praised it in this way. 

The rest should be understood according to the text. 

The controversy, namely, that it should not be said: 'Anything 
given to the Order brings great reward,' is ended. 

1 Soe above, l.VU, vr, 
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X 
Now follows the controversy, namely, that it should not 

be said: ' Anything given to the Buddha bri.ngw grut rewotd.' 
Thoael who bold that, because the Exalted One, the Buddha, 

did not really enjoy Mything, but only seemed to be doing so 
out of conformity to life in this wotld, therefore nothing given 
him wns really helpful to him, hold that it should not be said: 
'Anything given him brings great reward.' Regt>rding them 
the Salrovlidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

To show that anything given even to wicked persons brings 
reward o. thousand times, not to speak of such o. higltest person 
-" Is not the Exalted One the highest of a.ll two-footed 
creatures 1" and so forth is asked. 

This rest here should be understood a.ccording to the text. 
The controversy, namely, that it should not be said: 'Anything 

given to the Buddha brings grea.t reward,' is ended. 

XI 

[170) Now follows the controversy a.bout the pttrificmtion• 
of the gift. 

'If a gift were puri.6.ed by the recipient, it would become a 
g.:eo.t blessing. Now if the donor giveg and the donee produces 
the result, this would mean that the former causing the lnttcr 
to aot for him, his own happiness a.nd misery would be wrought 
by another.• In other words, one would a.ct a.nd the other 
would feel the consequence. It is for these reasons that some, 
for instance the Utta.rapa.thakas hold that a. gift is sanctified 
by the giver only, not by the recipient; the puri.6.cation of the 
giver's heart only produces the result. Regarding them ~he 
Salraviidin asb, and the opponent assents. 

To show that, if the recipient were not to purify the gift, 

1 Ibid., x:vtt, VI, vn, vm, IX. 

• Tn t.ho Ohriotl&n tradition • sancti&ation • were p<rbapo 6ttcr.-Ed. 
• P. qj' 0., pp. 821 ff, 
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what would be done by his being worthy of offerings,-" Is 
he worthy of offerings 1" and so forth is asked. 

"Does one cause the other to act for him 1" - ' this question 
would be sllit~ble, i1 the opponent had meant that the donor's 
intention becomes acting (lit. being done) by the donee. But 
he meant that the donor's will is purified, in the sense of 
great frnctiflcation depending upon the persot> of the donee.'1 

Hence it is to no purpose. A gift may be purified by the 
recipient also. 

The controvcJ:Sy about the sanctification of a gift is 
ended. 

Here ends the Seventeenth Chapter. 

> P. of 0., p. 822, fn. 2. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

I 

[171] Now follows the controvf.xsy about the dwelling of the 
Exalted One in the world of mankind. 

By carelessly grasping the Sutta., ' The Exal.ted One was 
born in the world, grew ttp in the toorlcl, dwelt, having overcome 
tke world, tmdefilecl by the twrld,' 1 some, for instance, the 
Vetulynka.s2 at present, hold that the Exalted One, when 
born in the Tusita hca.ven,s dwelt there but visited this 
world only in a shape (specially) created. Regarding them the 
Sakavs.din asks, and the opponent assents. 

Then to convince the opponent by the opening given in 
what be ha.s said and by the proving of the Sutta-" Are there 
not 1" and so forth is asked. 

"Was he born in the world of mankind~" is asked by the 
opponent with reference t.o the city Tusita. " But did not 
the Exalted One 1" is asked with reference to the world of 
mankind. 

" Having overcome the world 1"4 is asked by the opponent, 
because he holds that the Exalted One dwelt, having overcome, 
mastered, the world. But the Master (actually) dwelt, having 
overcome the things in the world. 

" Unde/iled by the world 1" is asked by the opponent wit.b 
reference to the fMt that the Exalted One was undefiled by 
the world of mankind. But the Master dwelt, undefiled by 
the comrptions of heart with respect to the things in the 
world. Hence the citation of the Sutm is inconclusive. 

The controversy about (the dwelling of the Exalted 
One in) the world of rnankind is ended. 

1 Saf/lyuJfl:l Nika)p iii, p. 140. • See above, XVII. v J. 
• Traditionally tho Buddha's last other-world life before the last 

('Cbirth on earth. We ha.ve herB in I and n 0. 'heresy. akin to the 
Cluisti"" Doootiam.-Ed. • Refers toO tho ciwd Sotta (n. 1). 
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II 

Now follows the controversy about the teaching of Dhamma. 
Some, for instance, the Vetulyakas hold that, while the 

Exalted One dwelt in t:!te city Tusita, he created and sent 
forth a special shape for teaching Dhammn. In compliance 
w:ith his teaching the venerable lnanda taught DhllJllllla on 
earth, but the Exalted Buddha himself did not teach. Regard
ing them the Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

Then to urge on the opponent that, if he could teach 
Dhamma, he must have been the Ma.stcr- " Is this created 
t!Ung the Conqueror ?" and so forth is asked. [172] The 
opponent, who does not a.dmit it as such, denies. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about the preaching of Dhamma is 
ended. 

lli 

Now follows the controversy about pity (felt by the 
Exalted Buddha). 

' The procedure of those who have not conquered their 
passions, on the occasion of misfortune to the objecta of their 
affection, inclines the beholder to say that pity is only passion.'1 

Hence some, for instance, the Uttariipathakas, hold that the 
passionless Buddha felt no compassion. Regarding them the 
Sal-aviidin asks, 8Jld the opponent assents. 

By virtue of t he corruption· free state, the seven objects of 
thought, the enfranc!Usemcnt of mind, and the eleven kinds of 
profit,• pity is in the same category with amity, and so on. 
Hence, to urge on the opponent that, if the Exalted One 
had no pity, he would also have no amity, ete.,- " Did not 
the Exalted Buddha feel amity ?" and so forth is asked. 

• Rag<>. P. of 0., pp. 3.23 f . 
' Of • .tblgufJar<> v, No. 16 (p. 340), and th• &nne.l;ed gospel of the 

four Brahmavih!ras:-e.mity, pit;y, joy, poise.- Ed. 
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In the question: "Did he lack pity 1" the opponent denies, 
because he does not see such thing in the Exalted One. 

The rest here is olear in meaning. 
The controversy about pity is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about fragrant things (in the 

person of t be Buddha). 
Out of an indisoriminato affection for the Exalted Buddha, 

some, for inatanoe certain of the Andhakas and the Uttarii· 
pathakas hold, that even the exoreta of the Exalted One 
excelled all other odorous things. Regarding them the Sakn
vadin asks, and the opponent assents. 

The rest here should be understood according to the text. 
The controversy about fragrant things is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about a one and only way. 
Out of an indiscriminate affection for the Buddha, some, for 

instance, those who hold the view just discusscd,t also hold 
that the Exalted One in becoming stream-winner [173) realized 
the Fruit of once-returner, in becoming once-returner realized 
the Fruit of never-returner, in becoming never-returner 
realized the Fruit of ara.hanship, and thus he realized all 
these four Fruits by one single .A.riyan Way. Regarding 
them the Sakavadin asks, and the opponent assents. 

" Is there a fusion of the four mental contacts 1" eto. and 
8o forth have been asked in order to urge on the opponent by 
way of putting together the four distinct mental contacts, 
eto., which arise (separately) with each of the four Fruits. 

"By the Path of stream-winner 1" and so forth is spoken 
of to ask: By which Way did he realize 1 When the opponent 
answers: "By the Way of a.rahanship," the Sakaviidin 
w:ges, becau.se the theory of the complex," eto., would, in 

• See above XVlll, v. 
s Sakk<iya, Of. ' p<>raou-paok' in Kindred Saying• iii, 134. 
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that case, be removed by that Way. To the question: "Can 
the Exalted One be called stream-winner ~"-&he Sakavadin 
gives denial, because he who has become Buddha is no longer 
a. stream-winner. 

In the two subsequent questions, too, this is the method. 
The rest here should be understood according to the text. 

The controversy about a one and only Way is ended. 

VI 

Now follows the controversy about the tra.nsicion from one 
Jhana to another. 

Because of the successive tea.ching: 'Here, monks, whe11 a 
mcn.k, aloof from Ser<$e-desire.,, ele., .. . and uplijtul ab&ve 
ottention and ~eastming, aJJ,ains tc and abides in First, Secm1d, 
Third, Fou,rth Jl>.iina,'1 some, for instsnce the MahimsasaJcas 
nnd certa.in of the Andha.kas hold, that progress from one 
Jh.iina-sta.ge to another is immediate without any accessory 
procedure. Regarding them the Sakavli.<lin asks, and the 
opponent assents. 

To urge on the opponent that, if one ca.n rush on to the 
practice of Second Jhiine., and can pass over through the 
distance from First to Second Jhiina, he could a.lso pass over 
from First to Third, from Second to Fourth Jhii.na-" From 
First Jhiina 1" and so forth is asked. 

" That called up for First !" and so forth is asked in order 
to urge that, if First arises after Second, or Third, and the rest 
arise after Second and the rest, they would arise by the Sllllle 

adverting of mind. 
" From the harmfulness of sense-desires " means, first one 

considers the harmfulness of sense-desires [17 4} and then one 
arrives. But during the Jh:i.na-moment one considers only 
the sign2 

1 Dialogue& i, 84 f. ; also in Furlher fHalogues, paaaim. 
t NimitiM]t. 
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"Is that identical with First 1" and so forth is asked in 
order to urge that, if it arises immediately, just as the second 
apperception1 arises from the fust apperception, it would 
according to characteristics be identical with that (Second) 
without being fust and second. In this way the meaning 
should be underatood everywhere. 

The citation, " aloof from sense-desires," etc., explains that 
the Jhanas have been taught in succession, but not that one 
may pass over inlmediately (from Jbana. to Jhiina). 

The controversy about the transition from one Jbana 
to another is ended. 

VII 

Now follows the controversy about a Jbiinic interval. 
Some, for instance the Sarpmitiyas and certain of the 

Andhakas hold the view that, in the fivefold Jhii.na series,• 
the Exalt<Jd One did not intend to classify, hut only to 
indicate, three forms• of concentration. But not knowing 
that form of concentration to be possible which is accompanied 
by su.stained thought (aaviciira), and counting only initial 
application (viJaklca), they hold that the former intervenes 
between l!"irst and Second Jhiina.• Regarding them the 
Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent as.~ents. · 

Now concentration is a mental state with (mental) contact, 
ete. Hence " Is there an intervening stage between (mental) 
contacte 1" and so forth is asked in order to nrge on the 
opponent that, if there be no intermediate stage between 
First and Second Jbima, there would be no intervening st-ages 
between contacta and so on. " Between Second and Third 
Jbii.na 1" is asked in order to urge that, if there be an inter
mediate stage between Fitst and Second Jbana, there would 
also be intermediate stages between Second and the rest. 

1 J (J,.'fl4ti4'Y(6. 

t I.e., • when First .Jhilla is divided into two, according e.& it is 
aocompanied or unaccompanied by initial ,.pplication of thought.'-
P. of C., p. 329, fn. 3. 

3 See Ab0'9'6, IX, vnL • P. of C., p. 829. 
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The opponent denies, and then assents, only because thexe is 
no such view. When asked: " Because First and Second 
Jhana !" etc., he assents, because of his own view. 

" Is it accompanied by sustained thought and initial appli
cation T" and so forth is asked in order to urge that, among 
the three forms of concentration, when there iB concentration 
of mind without sustained thought and initial application, 
there is a Jhiinio interval, and not otherwise; but is there any 
reason for this difference 1 

"Because the manifestation of two stages of Jhana 1" etc., 
is asked with reference to First and Second Jhiina. The 
opponent assents, because he holds that , [175] in the interval 
between their manifestation, there is concentration in sus
tnfued thought only, without initial application of thought. 
When asked: " Is not the First Jhiiua at a.n end ~" he a.ssents, 
because it is not proper to hold that the three would proceed 
at the same moment. 

" Does concentration a.s abid:ing in the signless1 cc>nstitute 
the First Jhiina !" is asked with reference t~ the fourfold 
classification. The Salmvii.din denies, because this iS not 
included in that classification. 

"Did not the Exalted One declare three forms of concen
tration!" Here of the three fonns of concentration, as held 
out by the opponent, two forms of concentration are Jhana.s, 
but not Jhanic intervals. Sinlilarly, the other also must have 
been Jhiina, but not a Jhiinic interval. 

The controversy about a. Jhiini.o interval iB ended. 

VIII 
Now follows the controversy concexning one who ha.s 

attnfued Jhi\na a.s able to hear sound. 
Because the Exalted One sa.id: ' Sou11d is a. tlum• w Ftrst 

Jh&na,'2 and since sound, if not heard, cannot be a thorn in 
the flesh of one who has attained Jhana., therefore some, for 

1 A.nim•~U.viharo samiidM. On this technical phras80logy, cf . 
Budilh. P81Jchol. Elhw, §§ 614-26.-Ed. 

• A.rigullara Nika1Jf" v, pp. 133-5. 
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instance the Pubbaseliyas hold, that one who has attained 
J'Mna hears sound. Regarding them the Sako.viidin asks, 
and the opponent assents. 

"Can he by the eye see visible objects~" and so forth is asked 
in order to urge that there is no five-door procedw:e (of sense) 
in Jhana and this being so, if he would hear sound, he could 
also see objects. 

" Sound is a thorn "-this was said because sound induces 
distraction. 'When a loud noise strikes the ear, one is aroused 
from Fixst Jhii.na.'1 Hence the citation is inconclusive. 

"For second Jhana 1" and so forth is asked in order to 
urge that, just as there is no other thorn actually present 
on the winning of Jhiina, even so is the hea.ring sound 1 

All the rest is clear in meaning. 
The controversy concerning one who has attained Jhii.na 

a.s able to hear a aound is ended. 

IX 
[176] Now follows the controversy, namely, that one can 

see visible objects with the eye. 
Because of the Word: ' When lie sees an object 1oiih th£ eye,'2 

some, for instance the MaMsanghikas hold that the sentient 
surface of the eye is that which ' sees.' Regarding them t he 
Sakavadin asks, and the opponent assent'>. 

" Does one see matter by matter 1" and so forth is asked 
in order to urge that, if one can sec matter with the eye, he 
could also see matter by matter. Tbe opponent rejects, 
because of the separate category, " object of vision." When 
asked again, he assents with respect only to the eye. Here 
its implication is : Is matter able to distinguish matter 1 

We ask: " Does he see 1" with reference to the act of dis
tinguishing, bot not to the mere taking up by the eye. So 
you must now a:nswer: Does one who has eyes distinguish 
matter by matter 1 The opponent rejects, and then assents 
as before. 

__ .. - -·· -- ··-·-·- . ·- ·-···-- ·····--- - ·- -- -
' P. of 0., p. 311, fn. 2. 
' DlwmrTUUarigani, § 597; cf. Sa>Jtyutta Nikii!JC' iv, p. 1()4. 
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" Is matter mind 1"1 is then asked in order to urge on the 
opponent. that , if so, matter amounts to mind. Is it true to 
say that one can differentiate it ? The opponent, not finding 
a trick, rejects. 

"Can the eye ' advert T' and so forth is asked in order to 
nrge that, if the ' eye' sees for the purpose of distinguishing, 
it should be immediately preceded by' adverting' in the same 
way as the sense of sight.• "Nay," the opponent denies, 
because sight is not dependent on 'adverting,' the former 
arising immediately after the lAtter. 

With regard to "Can one hear sound by the ear ?" etc., 
also, the method is similar. 

"Here, m<ml.:s, a monk sees of!jecls wiil• tke eye" is spoken of 
following the method of naming a (necessary) instrument.• 
Just as when we say, 'wounded by a bow,' when the wound 
was inllicted by an arrow, so the words ' sees with the eye ' 
are spoken of a seeing by visual consciousness.• Hence this 
is inconclusive. 

This is the method also in the rest. 

The controversy, namely, that one can see visible objects 
with the eye is ended. 

Here ends the Eighteenth Chapter. 

1 Manovi~J?t: mental a.wa.reneas. 
' 1'. of 0., p. 332, fn. 3. 
" SambMru. ' P. of 0., p. 333, n. 1. 



CHAPTER XIX 

I 
[177] Now follows the controversy about putting away cor
ruptions.1 

Inasmuch as there is such a thing as putting away corrup
tions, and for one in whom this is completed both past and 
future, as well as present, corruptions are put away, therefore 
some, certain of the Uttsrapathakas for instance, hold that 
we can now put away the corruptions of our past, etc. • 
Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks: " Of the past 1" and so 
forth. The opponent a.ssents. 

The rest should be understood according to the text. 
In the opponent's question: "Is there no such thing as 

the extirpation of corruptions ~"-the putting away of cor
ruptions, past, future or present, is not a work comparable 
to the exertions of a person cleo.ring away rubbish-heaps. 
With the follo,ving of the Ariyan Way having nirvana as 
its object, the corruptions are 'put away,' simply because 
they do not arise.3 Hence the Sakaviidin denies: " It is not 
so." "Then we can put away the corruptions of our past," 
etc., means that as we should not say: There is no such thing 
as the extirpation of corruptions, therefore we can pnt away 
corruption, past, future or present. But this is spoken of 
by a trick. 

The controversy about putting awa.y corruptions is 
ended. 

• Kilu/1. Thia terxn is much more used in Abhldhamma and later 
exegesis than in the Sutteo.- Ed. 

• P. of 0., p. 334. 
' Ibid., p. SS!>, fn. 2. 
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II 

Now follows the contro'lersy about tbe Void. 
The Void (or Emptiness) has two implications: (<>)absence 

of a self as a salient feature of the fi'le aggregates (mind and 
body); and (b) nirvana. As t o (a) absence of a self, some 
marks of ' no-self ' ma. y be included under mental coefficients 
(the fourth aggregate) by a figure of speech. Nirqa.na is not 
included thereunder.1 But some, for instance the Anclhakas 
drawing no such distinction hold, that the Void is included in 
the aggregate of mental coefficients. Regarding them the 
So.ks.vii.din asks, and the opponent assent<~. 

The ' Signless ' means nirvana, which is free from signs 
or attributes. This is also a synonym of ' Not-hankered
after.' But why have they been adduced~ [178] They are 
adduced to expose the Jlaw in a theory which does not dis
criminate. According to him who indiscriminately holds 
that the entire Void is included in the fourth aggregate, 
nirvana may also be included thereunder. To expose this 
B.aw the 'Signless,' the 'Not-hankered-afte.r' are adduced. 
The opponent denies, because he does not want it to be 
included therein. 

" Is not the fourth aggregate impermanent ~" and so forth 
is asked to show the defect in holding the ' Signless ' oalled 
nirvana to be impermanent. 

" Is the 'emptiness' of the fourth aggregate included ~" 
is asked in order to urge that, if the ' emptiness ' of other 
aggregates be included under any of the aggregates, the 
' emptiness ' of the fourth aggregate must a lso be included 
under any of the remaining four. 

" Shonld it not be said that . the aggregate of mental co
efficients is ~mpty ~" is asked to show by the indirect method 
that, if the ' emptiness ' of the fourth aggregate be not 
included under any of the other four, the ' emptiness ' of t he 
remaining four aggregates also cannot be said to be included 
in the fourth aggregate. 

1 P. of 0., p. 395. 
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The Sutta, ' Empty is this, wmks-the sa.•!tkM:ra' s '1 is 
adduced from the opponent's doctrine. The doctrine (we 
hold) sufi'ers it to stand, because it is not inconsistent with 
the orthodox " sabbe sat.nklwra aniccii" (i.e., all sa1J1kltiira's 
are impermanent), where sat.nlchiira stands for all five aggre
gates. Moreover, it is well-known in our doctrine that these 
(aggregates) are empty in tbe sense of what belongs to self.• 
But inasmuch as it explains that the fourth aggregate includes 
the ' Void,' therefore it is inconclusive. 

The controversy about the void is ended. 

Ill 
Now follows the controversy about the fruit of recluseship3 

(as unconditioned). 
Our doctrine has judged that the term ' fruits of life in 

religion' mea.ris the mind (citla) which results from the 
processes of thought in the Ariyan Way, and occurs in the 
mental process attending the attainment of its Fruits.• 
But some, for instance the Pubbaseliyas, not taking it in that 
sense, hold that 'fruits of life in religion ' is just the putting 
away of corruptions and success therein, and hence it is un
conditioned. Regarding them [179) the Saknvlidin asks, a.nd 
the opponent assents. 

Because of the explanation given abo\"e, the rest here 
should be understood according to the text. 

The controversy about the fruit of recluseship is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy about attainment (as un

conditioned). 
Some, for instance the Pubbaseliyas hold, that the winning 

of this or that is both acquisition llJld unconditioned. Re
garding them the Sakavil.dm asks, and the opponent assents. 

1 8a¥(&yul.taNiJ.:dyaiv, 296. Sees.bovo,I,L 
• See IJ;g'Ju> Nikdya, 2nd Suttanta. 

• .A.ttaniya.. 
• P. of 0., p. 336. 
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Booause of the explanation given above the rest here should 
a.lso be understood according to the text. 

" Is it not trne to say ~" is spoken of to expose the view 
by which the opponent holds that the winning itself is un
conditioned. The Sakavidin, while rejooting by the words : 
" I t is not right to say," does not wholly admit that the 
winning itself is matter, etc.1 Winning is not a thing, nor 
does it admit ofbeing unconditioned. The opponent, however, 
by the mere denial, establishes the view that it is uncon-

- ditioned. As it has been carele..<sly recorded, it can hardly be 
established. 

The controversy about attainment is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about ' Thusness ' (or 'Such
ness ' ).• 

Some, for insta,nce certain of ' the Uttarapa.tha.kas hold, 
that there is an immutable something called thusness (or 
suohness) in the ve;ry na,ture of all things, material or otherwise 
(t-aken a.s a. whole). And because this "thusness" is not 
included in the (particular) conditioned matter, eto., itself, 
therefore it is unconditioned.'S Rege.rding them the Saka
va.din asks, and the opponent assents. 

The rest here is also clear, because of the e~:pla.uation given 
above. 

'r he controven,-y about ' thusness ' is ended. 

VI 
Now follows the controversy about what is morally good. 
All ' good ' mental states are so called, either because they 

can, as faultless,• insure a desirable result (vipiik<l), or b ooa.w;e 
they as faultless a.re free from the corruptions. The idea of 

1 Ri!.p4di.blu!taT!'; refon:ing preaumabl,y to tho aggroga.tes of body 
a.nd mind.-Ed. 

' 1'alhal<l, t-ho ollliuent Mabii.yiin& tocbnical term.-Ed. 
8 P. oj" 0., J>· 838. ' A~"'!'· 
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faultlessness is applied to all except immoral states. [180] The 
desirable result tal;:es effect in the future, in processes of fut1uc 
occurrence. The first term in the triad: good, bad, indifferent, 
applies to the moral cause producing such a result.l Bnt 
some, for instance the AndboJca.s ma.ke no such dist inction, 
and call nirvana ' good ' just because it is a faultless state. 
To make it olca.r to them that nirvana cannot be caller! ' good ' 
because it insures a desirable result-in-.sentieuce the Sakaviidin 
asks. The opponent assents, because of his own view. 

The rest here is also clear in meaning because of the explana
tion given above. 

The controversy about nirvana as morally good is ended. 

VII 
Now follows the controversy about the attainment of final 

assurance. 
Because of the Sutta-' The one is immersed once (for all) ,' 

etc.,• some, for instance, certain of the Uttarii.patha.kas, hold 
that the average man may possess final n.ssu.rance. R<lga.rding 
them the Sakaviidin asks, and the opponent assents. 

"Matricide," etc., is spoken of in order to urge that he who 
commits matricide, etc., must also have finul assurance, even 
when there is wrong assurance for one who is assured of 
cherishing his wrong opinion or commits matricide, etc. The 
opponent, holding wrong views on a.ssUJ:ance, stubborn as to 
continued existence" (sa')Uiiira-M<itmko), is assured that, in 
course of becoming "in just this or that inoornation" denies: 
"Nay." "Could he feel doubt 1" it is asked: Could he feel 
-' This is assurance and this is not so 1' The opponent 
assents, because he does not see any reason for the absence 
of such feeling. But when asked: "Could be not feel~"
be assents, because a man cannot doubt his own opinion if 

1 P. of 0., p. 339. 
t A1i.gui.tara Nikilya iv, ll=(hadual Sa.ttinga iv, 7 :-"These aeven 

peraoll3 Jike men in water are found i:n the 'vorld. . . . " The technical 
expression u finaJ assurance " is la.ter.-Ed. 

• Bh<tMntare, lit. within becoming.- Ed. P. of 0., p. 340, fn. 3. 
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it be repeatedly cherished. Thereafter when asked: " Has 
he put away 1"- he rejects, because it has not been put 
away by the Ariya.n Way, and then assents, because he thinks 
that doubt does not override the cherished opinion. 

Inasmuch as what is known as the putting away of donbt 
is n.ot possible except by the Ariyo.n W 11.y, therefore to uxge 
by way of it-" By the Way of a stream-winner 1" etc., is 
asked . The opponent rejects, because it cannot be put away 
by a single Way.l Again, when asked:" How, then 1" [181] he 
answers:" By a bad Way" with reference to the wrong Way. 

" Could the Annihilationist view be adopted 1" is asked 
with reference to the happening of finite assuJ:ance. Because 
of the Word, 'tl!e folk of Ukkala, Lenten speakers of o/4, 
Oosualists, De11iers of l1le Deed, Sceptics,'"--tbe opponent 
thinks that these three definite wrong views may be adopted 
by a person, and therefore he assents. 

"If,'' etc., is spoken of in order to urge on hilll-' is he 
not possessed of final assurance 1' Assurance for a finite 
period is useless to him who is possessed of final assurance. 

In the question: "Could it not be adopted 1" he considers 
that what is adopted as Eternalism by the Eternalist view will 
only be annihilated, aud assents with reference to its not 
happening. 

When asked: "Has he put away 1" he derues, because it 
has not been put away by the Way. He assents, because it 
does not happen as explained. 

In the question: "Conld the Eternalist view be adopted 1" 
and so forth, this, too, is the method. The rest in the section 
about doubt is similar to w·hat has been explained [above]. 

" Is it not true to say !" is asked by the opponent.• The 
So.kaviidin assents, because there is that Sutta. But he is 
not irumersed in futuJ:e existences as well. Here the sense 

---· -- -----
1 I.e., of the fow- 1\1ays or' Stages.• 
' 'l'h• P.T.S. reading: Ukaldtas.salumna mutJ.ika.ro<W. ariyavdda 

aluw!Ma should be read as U kl:ala..,.,..blutnn<£ MUhil:avd<W. alciri
ya~ada al<ettilin'<lda. See lla~•yuttt> Nik<i.ya iii, 73. Also quoted 
abo•c (I, vl). 

' ln P.T.S. edition for pu<Clla "'l:atvidi&sa read puccM parat-a.di.osa. 
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is this: In this existence only, he is unable to abandon that 
view; hence it is inconclusive. 

"Is a person, having coxne to the suxface, immersed all 
the time 1" and so forth is asked [by the Sa.kavadin) in order 
to show the necessity of research into the spirit' (of texts), 
without relying too much on the lettcr.1 

The controversy about final assurance is ended. 

VIII 

Now follows the controversy about the controlling powers 
(or faculties).2 

Some, for instance the Hetnvidins and Mahi.tpsisakas hold, 
that faith is not valid as a controlling power in worldly 
matters. Similarly, there can be no effort, or mindfulness, 
or concentration, or wisdom in worldly concerns. Wisdom 
is not valid as a controlling power. Regarding them the 
Sakavadin asks, a.nd the opponent assents. 

Inasmuch as the mental properties like worldly faith and t he 
rest, are qualities in the sense of controlling powers, and 
there can be no controlling power of faith, etc., other than 
faith, et<:~., [182] therefore to show that a worldly faith and the 
rest are the controlling powers of faith, and the rest-" Can 
there be no faith in worldly matters 1" and so forth is asked. 

" Is mind valid in \VOrldl y matters 1" and so forth is asked 
in order to explain, by an illustration that, just as the mental 
properties, like a worldly mind and the rest, are the controlling 
powers of mind, etc., so a worldly faith, and the rest are also 
the controlling powers of mind, etc. 

The rest here should be understood according to the text . 

The controversy about t he moral controlling powers 
is ended. 

Here ends the Nineteenth Chapter. 

1 .At& ae versus ~· 
' See P. of 0., p. 342, fu. l. Buddhism at an early date set up thi• 

fi~efold category of spiritual f.a..culties or fonctiona, a.a it wero over 
&gaiDBt t·h• five phJ.Sical 60!Uies.-Ed. 



CHAPTER XX 

I 
[183] Now follows the controversy about unintentional (crime). 

Inasmuch as the grounds for immediate retribution after 
death are very weighty and pve,1 some, for instance 
certain of the Uttsripatbalcaa bold, that even the unintentioDAI 
in.ffiction of such injurioa involves retribution immediately 
Uter death. Regarding them the Saka.viidin asks: " Even 
when unintentiona.lly committed 1" The opponent a.s~nta 
because of his view. 

" 1:1' I accidentally take awny life," a.nd so forth is spoken 
of in order to urge on the opponent, that actions which 
involve immediate retribution are those concern.ing the ways 
of moral conduct. And if there be exceptions in the caae of 
acts, done unintentionally, the remaining acts like life-taking, 
etc., also would be unintentionally committed. The opponent 
rejects, because there is no such view. The rest should be 
understood a<:eording to the text. 

" Is it not true to say that there are murderers of mother 1" 
-is a.~ked by the opponent. The Sakaviidin assents with 
reference to accidental loas of life under medical treatment, 
etc. Also to the question: " But does not the fact remain 
that the mother's life is taken 1" the Saka.vadin aasents with 
reference to accidental 1068 of lite. But the opponent, not 
taking this sense, establishes hia view: "If," etc. Aa it has 
been carelessly recorded, it can hardly be e.-ta.blished. 

This is the method also in the ca.se of one who kills father, 
and so on. But in the ca.se of o. schismatic the Sakaviidin 
asks: " Does a schismatic incur retribution immediately o.fter 
death I" The opponent, carelessly interpreting the Word, 
' H • wl1o breaks "'P the Order i8 doomed to remain for an mon 

1 P. of 0., p. 343. 
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in states of suffering and woe,'l assents. Again, to the question 
" All 1" he denies, because he is judging such an one to be 
convinced that his side is in the right; he assents, in the ease 
of one who knows that right is on the other side.• This is 
the method in the t\vo questions concerning a schismatic who 
is conscious of [stating what is] right. 

The Sutta, ' Was it not said by the Exalted One,' is citecl 
just to show, that a schismatic who is conscious of [stating 
what is] right incurs retribution immediately after death. 
Also in the verse, ' he who incu-rs disa&er, purgatory, misertj,'• 
a person who adheres not to DhammA is meant. But the 
other, [184] not grasping the sense, records his opinion. As 
it is carelessly recorded, it can hardly be established. 

The controversy about unintentional crime is ended. 

II 

Now follows the controversy About insight. 
'Insight {t'ia•.w) is of two kinds:- mnndane and supra· 

mundane. 1'he former is concerned with various attain
ments, and in noting the course of action by way of righteous 
acts of giving, etc. ; the latter is concerned with the Ways and 
their Fruits, Way-insight being learned by analysis of truth. '4 

Now some, for inStance, the Hetnvii.dins, not drawing this 
distinction, hold that only Path-intuition is insight, and the 
other is not so; hence the average man has no insight. Re
garding them the Sa.kava.din asks, and the opponent assents. 

"Wisdom,'' etc., is spoken of in order t{) show that there 
is no insight as well. What it explains, is this: If a worldly 
mAn has no insight, neither has he wisdom, etc. If he has 
wisdom, etc., he has also insight. 1\'hy ~ Because wisdom 
and the rest ar~ not distinct from insight. 

" First Jhii.na,'' etc., is spoken of in order to show insight 
- - ·----- ----------·--·-- ·- - . ---· 

1 Vinaya, ii, 205; v , 202, 208; Yinaya PcUiii, 268. 
• P. of 0., p. 344, fu. 1. 
• Vinaya ii, 2~; v , 202, 203; Yinaya T""t& ili, 268. 
• P. of 0., pp. 344·5. Tbo term rend~~ by ' analysis ' is paricch<

dakaf!'. 
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concerned with various atta.inments. " Is he capable of 
going 1" etc., means does he recognize the truth about Ill 
through action done by him 1 This explains only the supra
mundane Way-insight, and not that insight as such is 
supramundnne. 

The controversy about insight is ended. 

m 
Now follows the controversy concerning the guards of 

purgatory1 

Some, for inst ance the Andhakas hold that hell-doomed 
actions, in the shape of hell-keepers, purify' the sufferers, 
and there are no such beings as guards in the purgatories. 
Regarding them the Saka.viidin asks, and the opponent 
assents. 

"A:ce there no [punishments] in the purgatories 1" and so 
forth is asked in order to urge on the opponent that, if there 
be no guards in the purgatories, there would be also no 
react.ion (or, punishment) of the deed3; and if there be punish-

' ment, there must be executioners [185). 
"On earth are there I" etc., is spoken of to make him 

understand personoJly. Here the sense is this: Just as on earth 
there are both punishments and executioners, so also in 
purgatory. 

The Sakavii.din asks: "Is it there in the purgatories 1" 
The opponent assents. 

The Sutta, 'Not Vessabhi! 7Wf yet the Pet.as' King,'4 is 
quoted by the opponent from his own doctrine. The Sakavii.
din however admits that it is included in the TeMhing. 

Therein ' Vessabhii ' means a deva, the ' Peta.s' King ' 
means a mighty Peta in the Peta-region. Soma, and the 

' Nira.ya .. 
' The P.T.S. edition reada: vaddhenli, while the BunnOSG edition 

hM 60dlt.enti which seems to be m.ore correct. 
• On the term .bmma-kaml,l<lni, ... J.P.7.'.8., 1884, 76; J /U. i, 174. 
• It is sad t.Ju<e twenty-five Y'""" have not made us wis<lr about thia 

verso from a. lost tmdition.-Ed. 
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rest are clear. What is meant is this : V essabhii, and the 
rest do not punish him who, driven from this world, attains 
to the world hereafter. But the actions whereby he is driven 
there are his own, a.nd they punish him there. Thus it 
explains the doing of Mts, and not that there are no guards 
in the purgatories. 

To this the Sakavii.clin says, "Nay," by quoting the Sutta
passages, H Bin~,, munks," ete.l 

The controversy concerning guards of purgatory is ended. 

IV 
Now follows the controversy concerning animals [i.n the 

next world]. 
Among devas many, for instance, Erii.val)a and other sons 

of devas assume animal shapes, such as those of elephants or 
horses, but no animals are reborn as such among them. Some 
however like the Andhakas assume that, because such deva
shapes have been seen, therefore• animals are reborn among 
the devas. Regarding them the Sakavadin asks, and the 
opponent assents. 

".Are animals reborn among them ?" etc., is asked in order 
to urge on the opponent that, if animaL~ may be reborn 
among devas, devas may be reborn also among animals. 
" Moths~" etc., is asked to indicate those creatures which, 
according to him, are not found there. 

To the question: "Is Erii.va.l)a there~" the Sakaviidi.n 
assents, because it is found there, and not because it is reborn 
there as an animal. 

"Elephant stables 1" etc., is asked in order to urge that, 
if there be elephants, etc., there would be also elephant 
stables, etc. Here 'fodder' means [186) a. wood full of grass. 
' Trainers ' means elephant trainers and others who can effect 
various tricks through training. ' Cooks ' means those who 
cook food for elephants, etc. 

·-------
1 .Majjhima Ntltaya Ill, 182 f.; Arigullara Nikd.IJ(> i, 141. 
• P. of 0., p. 347. EnivAQe- was Sakka's elepha11t. Of. Diet. Pali 

Prope>- Na,....- Ed. 
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[The Sakavadin} denies: ''Nay," because he would not 
admit such a thing as this. 

The controversy concerning animals is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about the Way. 
Both because of the Sntta, 'FO'I' him wlw ha$ hitherto been 

quite pure in action of body . . . of livelihood,'1 etc., and also 
because [the three eliminated f&.ctors-J right sp%Ch, action, 
and livelihood-are not states of consciousness,• some, for 
instance the Mahil!'lsiisa.kas bold, that in general terms the 
Way is only fivefold. Rega:rding them t he Sa.kavidin asks: 
"Is the Way fivefold ?" The opponent assents. 

"Is right speech a factor of the Way, and not the Way~" 
etc., is asked by way of others' doctrine. In others' doctrine, 
right speech, and the like have gained acceptance as factors 
of the Way. These being material• are explained as not 
Way. 

"Is right view a factor of the Way!" etc., is asked to show 
that there cannot be ' non-Wayness' in the Way. 

In the Sntta, '0?18 who has peviously been q·uite pure,' it 
has been shown, that making the Way become is possible 
for one who is qnite pure in conduct, and not for others. 
' One who has been qnite pure in action of body and of word 
and of livelihood' is spoken of to show purity of the Way 
to be approached, and not to show that the Way, excluding 
these (three) is fivefold. Therefore, it was said (by the 
Exalted One): ' F<YI' him ... this il.riyQ!Il eightfold Way w11Z 
go to perfection of development.'4 

By the Saka.vadin the Sutta quoted has been explained. • 

The controversy about the Way is ended. 
-- . --- . - •... - ------ -

1 We cannot tra.eo it. 
' Like the other Ji~o in tho SO·""lledeightf'old Wa,y. See above, X, ii. 
• llupaJW, presumably as involving mate>lo.l adjuncts.-Ed. 
• Lit. of making beoome.-l!.'<!. 
' Of. .1ti(1u«ami, 70.-Ed. 
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VI 
Nqw follows the controversy about insight. 
With reference to the 'twelve const ituent parts' in 'The 

Turning of the Dha.roma-Whecl '1 some, for instance (187] the 
Pubbaseliyas and Apa.raseliya.s hold, that knowledge ba.sed 
on those twelve is supramundane. Regarding them the 
Sa.kaviidin aslm, and the opponent assents. 

"Are they twelve 1" etc., is as.ked in order to urge on the 
opponent that, if insight be based on those twelve, there 
would be twelve kinds of Way-insight. The other denies, 
because of the oneness (of the Way); he then assents, because 
of the diversity of insight-as to nature, the need to do and 
the being done-respecting each Truth.• This is the method 
also in ' Are there twelve Stream-winning Ways " and so 
forth. 

The Sutta, 'Was it not said by the E01:alted One,' ete., 
e01:plains only the di-versity of insight, as prior and later, 
and not the twelve kinds of I nsight of the Ariyan Man; 
hence it is inconclusive. 

'fhe controversy about insight is ended. 

Here ends the Twentieth Chapter. 

Tbe Fourth Chapter of the Fifties is ended. 

' Tradition•lly known as the Firat Sermon of the lluddha. (The 
'twelve' 900\U' in the (fairly obvioua} l&ter gloos; thoy are the ' four 
truths • tLJCh as -. getting rid of, n. realizing. & ma.king bcoome (i.e., 
grow)=twelve points in all. See my Ba.l.-ya.- Ed.) 

• P. of 0 ., p. 349, fn. 8. 



CHAPTER XXI 

I 

[188] Now follows the controversy about [our] teaching.' 
Because after the three Councils [at which the differences 

in our teaching were settled], some, for instance certain of 
the Uttani.pathakas hold that it has been made new, that there 
WAS a person making it new and that it is possible yet to make 
it ne,v.• Regarding them the Sakavadin a.slcs in the three 
questions, and the opponent assents. 

The "Applications in Mindfulnesa," etc., is spoken of in 
order to urge, in those three points, that the Ariyan doctrine 
includes the Applir.ations in Mindfulness, etc., and the teaching 
on good, etc. Making anew in the teaching could be effected 
only by producing the Applications in Mindfulness, etc., other 
than those taught by the Exalted One, or by =king what is 
bad, etc., to be good and so on. 

The rest should everywhere be understood according to the 
text. 

The controversy about (oux) religion is ended. 

II 
Now follows the controversy about experience of what is 

not separate. 
' Our dootrine only teaches that the individual is inseparable 

from such (ment<~l) phenomena as arise at present in him.'• 
But inasmuch as the understa.nding of an ordinary person 

1 SdMma. 
• P. of a., P· 351: thoro called • reform.' Pali hae MMm ko.to'l!', 

eto.-Ed. 
• P. of a., p. 952. On tJ>e gradual casting off of these spiritual 

hindranoos cf. Dh. &atiga(>i, §§ 1002 Jfc-Ed. 
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does not suffice to distinguish the phenomena of all the three 
wotlds of life, therefore the same seet,1 for instance, holds that, 
at one and the same moment, he is inseparable from all the 
three kinds of phenomena. Regarding them the Sakavadi.n 
asks, and the opponent assents. 

" From contact,s ?" and so forth is asked in otder to show, 
that it is not couect to say that contacts, etc. belonging to 
all three spheres arise at one and the s:1me moment . 

The rest is clear in lneaning everywhere. 
The controversy about experience as inseparable from 

personality is ended. 

I1I 

[189] Now follows the controv-ersy about Fetters. 
Inasmuch as even an araban does not kuow the whole 

range of Buddh11-knowledge, therefore some, for instance 
the llfahiisanghikas, understanding that there must have 
been t he Fetters of ignorance and doubt he has not cast off, 
hold that a.rahanship is won without a certain 'Fetters'
quantity being cast off. Regarding them the Sakavadi.n asks, 
and the opponent assents. 

" Is it won without the extirpation of the theory of the 
complex ! " 2 and the rest is asked in order to show that an 
araban casts off all kinds of Fetters. 

The two questions: " (Does an arahan know) the whole 
range of Buddha-lmowledge !" are rejected because an 
araban lac"k-s omniscient insight, and not because he hM 
not cast off the Fetters of ignoro.nce and doubt. But the 
opponent records his view: " Then, indeed," ete., with respect 
to these as not being cast off. This, being carelessly estab
lished, cs.n hardly be called established. 

The controversy about (certain) fetters is ended. 

1 See &bov<>. XXf, D . 

' Sakk;iya. 

15 
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IV 
Now follows the controversy about supernormal potencyl 

(lddh•). 
" Iddhi " is only possible in some ways not in other ways. 

It is absolutely impossible by it to ll1Ake for instance permanent 
what is impermanent.• Bnt it is possible by Iddhi to effect 
the transformation of one character into another in the con· 
tinnity of anything, or to prolong it in its own character. 
This mny be accomplished through merit or other e>1nses, 
as when, to feed monks, water was turned into butter, milk, 
etc., and as when illuminations were prolonged at the deposit
ing of sacred relics. This is our orthodox doctrine. • 

But with reference to the vene.rable Pilindava.ccha resolving' 
that the palace of the king be of gold,' some, for insta.nce the 
Andhakas hold that Iddhi may always be wrought by resolve. 
Regarding them the Sakavii.din asks: " Can Iddhi always be 
wrought by resolve!" Here 'Iddhi' wrought by resolve 
means that Iddhi is just resolve. Iddl!i means a.n aecomplish· 
ment according to resolve [190]. The opponent who stands 
merely on his view, assents: "Yes." 

Then " Let trees be e'ler green I" and the rest is said in 
order to ask as to the permanence of things which are im
permanent. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
In the recording of his view, too, " but (the palace of the 

king) was of gold " means, that it was even so supported by 
the king's merit, and not merely by the thera's willing; hence 
this is inconclusive. 

The controversy about potency is ended. 

' lddlt;: lit. making elfectu•L- Ed. 
a In text read t~nten' etXJ na ijjhati. 
• 1'. of a., p. 353. 
4 This a.nd following rendorings by 'resolve~ a.re {a) atlliimuui aud 

(b) adhipptlgo=hyper-releaso and hyper-cnsct. There was no such 
strong simple word as ' will.'-Ec.l. 

~ Yir1aya. 'l:c:cl& ii. Ub. 
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V 

Now follows the controversy concerning Buddhas. 
With the exception of differences in body, age and radiance,' 

at any gjven time, Buddhas differ mutually in no other 
respect. Some however, like the Andhakas hold that they 
differ in other qualities in general.• Regarding them the 
Sakavadin asks:- "Do Buddhas differ~" The opponent 
assents. 

"In respect of the Applications in Mindfulness 1" etc., is 
said in order to ask the opponent as to the qualities of Buddhas. 
The opponent, who does not see their difft<renee.~ in those 
respects, rejects. 

The controversy about Buddhas is ended. 

VI 
Now follows the controversy about (a Buddha's persisting 

in] all directions. 
' Some, like the Mahasanghikas hold, that a Buddha exist<~ 

in the four quarters of the fixmament, below, above and 
around, eausing his change of habitat to come to pass in any 
sphere of being.'• Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks, and 
the opponent assents. 

When asked: "In the eastern quarter~" [the opponent] 
denies with respect to [the locus of the historieal] Siikyamtmi; 
again when asked, he assents, since by his view the per
sist ing is in different plaees. 

"How is [this Eastern} Buddha named ~" and so forth 
is asked in order to urge the opponent do you then know his 
name; etc.1 of a Buddha. 

In this way the meaning should everywhere be understood. 

The controversy about all directions is ended. 

1 P<Whava. ' P. of a., p. SM. 
• P. of a., p. 355. 
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vrr 
(191] Now follows the controve.rsy about phenomena 

(dhamtnii). 
'Judging from the fact that nothing [however it may 

change] gives up its fundamental nature, matter, e.g., being 
fixed as matter, and so on,'1 some, for instance the Andhakas 
and certain of the Uttariipathakas hold thst 1111 thing,s are 
by nature immutable.2 Regarding them the Saka.viidin asks: 
" All things 1" The opponent assents. 

" ./J.:r;e they immutable in wrongness ~" and so forth is 
asked in order to urge on the opponent that, if they are 
immutable, they would he immutable in wrongness, or in 
rightness; apart from these two ways is there any other 
immutable order of things ~ The opponent first rejects, and 
then assents. 

" Is matter fixed as matter ~" and so forth is asked in 
order to urge through the meaning in which it is said to be 
fixed. Here the sense is this: 'Matter is fixed as matter.' 
This is t<> be said in the sense that matter is nothing but matter, 
and has not the nature of feeling, etc. a This is not to be said 
otherwise. Therefore, since there is no other material 
quality apart from the fact 'matter,' the nature of matter 
itself is a fact as such. The nature of matter is nothing bnt 
material quality; it cannot be distinct from matter. But this 
is the definition in general to point out its differences from 
feeling, and the rest. Therefore it is said: ' 1\fatter is fixed 
as matter.' 

Things may be immutable in two ways: in wrongness, or in 
rightness. Apart from these, there is no other way. 

Then why does [the opponent] assent~ Because of the 
difference between the [two] meanings. 'Matter is fixed a.s 
matter '- here it means that matter is nothing but matter, 
and has not the nature of feeling, etc. Therefore he assents. 
But is it not immutable in any other sense 1 " Is it immut-

1 P. of 0., pp. 855 f. 
' See above, V, IV; VI, L More litemlly ' tlxcd' {11iyata).- Ed. 
' [ .e.., imms.terial or mentaJ.-Ed. 
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able in wrongness 1" and so forth is asked in order to urge 
aga.in by that sense. This is all clear in meaning. 

Thns the view: 'Matter,' ete., being carelessly recorded, 
can hardly be established. 

The controversy about phenomena is ended. 

VIII 
Now follows the controversy about action. 
Inasmuch as ' actions which work out their own effect.9 

under present conditions in this or in the next life, or in a 
posterior series oflives, are fixed with respect one to the other,'1 

therefore the same sects,• for instance, hold that all actions 
are ' inlmutables.'3 Regarding them the Salmviidin asks, 
and the opponent assents. 

[192] " Is action which eventuates in this life a fixed fact as 
such 1" Action which eventuates in this life, ' if capable of 
eventuating at all, [invariably] works out its effects in this 
very life; if not, it becomes inoperative [ahosi-kammam].'4 

So the Sakavadin Msents. But this cannot be Jhced as a 
thing can be fixed as either in wrongness or in rightness. 

All [the rest] should be understood as explained above. 

The controversy about action is ended. 

Here ends the Twenty-first Chapter. 

• P. of C., p. 356. 
• See above, XII. vn. • See proceding talk. 
• P. of 0., p. 357, fu. I. 



CHAPTER XXII 

I 

[193] Now folio~ the controversy about the passing utterly 
away. 

' Inasmuch as the araban completes existence without 
casting off every Fetter with respect to the range of omnisci· 
ence,'1 some, for instance the Andhakas hold, that life may 
be completed without a certsin Fetter-( quantity) having been 
cast off. Regarding them the Sakava.din asks, and the 
opponent assents. 

The rest here is sinlllar to what has been e>:plained above.~ 

The controversy about the completion of life is ended. 

II 
Now follows the controversy about moral consciousness. · 
Inasmuch as the araban, even while passing utterly away, 

is lucidly conscious, 3 therefore some, for instance the Andhakas 
hold, that the araban is ethicaJly conscious at final death. 
Regarding them the Sakavlidin asks, and the opponent 
assents. 

Now the moral mind inevitably irivolves a conducing of 
meritorious action, etc., having produced happy result. 
Therefore, to urge on the opponent qn that ground- " Does 
an araban achieve coefficient of merit !" and so forth is asked. 

The rest here should be understood according to the te>:t. 
"Mindful and aware!" is spoken of with respect 'to the 

araban's lucidity and awareness while dying, to his ethically 

' ]'. of 0., p. 358. 
' S.. above, XXI, m. {theory of the M&hi.sAngbikna). 
' A striking compound: 8ati-•-.~o: b&s "tteined ablllld..nee 

of attention.- Ed. 
:!38 
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neutral and therefore inoperative presence of mind and 
reflection at the last moments of the cognitive process 
[javaM]. But it was not intended to show the arising of 
morally good thoughts '1 ; hence this is inconclusive. 

The controversy about moral consciousness is ended. 

III 
Now follows the controversy about imperturbable con

sciousness. 
Some, for instance ·certain of the Uttat8pathalras, under

standing that the Exalted One, while passing utterly away 
was in sustained Fourth Jhiina hold, thnt the araban com
pletes exist ence imperturbably (ananjc). Regarding them 
the Sakavadin asks, a.nd the opponent assents. 

"With ordinary consciousness" means with consciousness 
of becoming.2 All sentient beings are normally in this mental 
state. When that ends [194], they expire with the 'decease
thought.'s To urge the opponent on that ground this is said: 
'Although the araban's ordinary mind,• when on the plane 
of four immaterial aggregates (i.e., A.rt1pa plane), would be to 
some extent imperturbable. But this question is asked with 
reference to the life-plane of all five aggregates.'• There
fore he says: "Nay, that cannot be truly said.'' 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
The controversy about the imperturbable is ended. 

IV 
N owfollows the controversy about comprehcndingDha.mrua.• 
' Some, that is certain of the Uttariipathalms hold, that one 

' P. of 0., p. 358. ' . 
• .8/rava"ff'lr"ilte. I hold this interesting term first appearing in 

the .Abhidhamma. Pitaka meant an abotr..ct form of blraM: blrat=91J4; 
'boootning • W t ba.v"e introduced the notion of the 'sab~oonsoioua •; 
it is not Buddhist.-Ed. 

• C..aicilta. 4 Pakaticil1<11!'·· 
• P. of a., p. U9, fn. 5. 
• The rendering of Dhamroa. by 'Trut,h ' (P. of 0 .) misleoding.-Ed. 
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who in his previous birth was a stream-winner and remains 
so, must have (as a newly resultant consciousness] grasped 
Dha.mma while an embryo. '1 Regarding them the Sakavadin 
asks, and the opponent assents. 

" Can an embryo be instructed in Dhanuna 1" and so 
forth is asked in order to urge on the opponent that, if 
one could grasp Dhamma, while an embryo, there must 
have been to it instruction in Dhamma and the like by its 
causes. 

" By one who is asleep 1"' . . . is asked vo~th reference 
to the door of becoming.• In an embryo, there is, as a rule, 
a continuous ftow of becoming. So a being is asleep because 
of the absence of occasion and process of action. He who 
is without application to meditation, is "languid. "• He 
who is lacking in mindfulness and self-possession over 
grounds for opportuuity for action, is called " blurred in 
intelligence," umefteetive. How can there be penetration 
of Dhanuna by such an one 1 

The controversy about penetration of Dhamma is ended. 

V 

(a) On attaintMnt of arahanship lly the embryo. 
(b) On pe:nctratimt of dham»w lly a dream.t:r. 
(c) o,. attain!Mnt of arahatlship mJ a dreamer. 

'The attainment of arahanship by very young stream
winners, (notably the story of] the [phenomenal seven-year
old son of the lay-believer Suppaviisa,S led the same sectaries• 
to believe in even nJlte-natal attainment of arahanship. 'l'hey 
hold further, seeing the wonderful feats, suclt a.s levitation, 
etc., experienced in dreams, that the dreamer may not only 

' P. of 0., p. 360. 
' In P.T.S. edition for PutiM.sa read Bullaa ... (p. I !M, I, 15). 
3 Burmese ..,.z. is pcircup, not dt:dmtp; probably more oorroct.-Ed. 
4 Pa1rw:Jto. 
• Sco P.<ait>UJ ofiJ,~ Bre/kren In:; Jata-l:a, No. 100; Udmu. ii, 8; 

D!ta111.rMpada Oomtno7114r!J iv, 192 f. ' See above, XXII, IV. 
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penetrate Dhrunma, but also attain arahanship.'l [195] Re
garding them the Sa.kavadin asks, and the opponent a.ssente. 

The rest here is similar to the foregoing controversy.2 

The threefold controversy is ended. 

VI 

Now follows the controversy about the unmoraJ.3 
From the Word, ' TMI'e t$ itttenti&n, ancl that intention is 

neglig~Ole,'• some, for instance certain of t he Uttariipathakas 
hold that all dream-consciousness is unmora!. Regarding 
them ehe Sakavadin asks, and the opponent assents. 

The rest here should be understood according to the text. 
"Dream-consciousness is negligible" is spoken of with 

reference to ecclesiastical offence. Although a dreamer may 
entertain evil thoughts of murder, eta., no injury to life or 
property is wrought. Hence they cannot be classed as 
'offence.' • Hence dream-thoughts 11re a negligible quantity, 
and for this reason, and not because they are unmoral, they 
may be ignored.& 

The controversy about the unmoral is ended. 

VTI 
Now follows the controversy about correlation by repe

tition.' 
' Inasmuch as all phenomena are momentary, nothing per

sisting for more than an instant, nothing can be so correlated 
as to effect repetition,'• hence some, for instance, the same 
parties, • hold that there never is repetition, and correlation 

• P. of 0., p. 361. > I.e., XXU, I\'. 

• Atoy!Uata: lit. undeolared, indet.enn!n&te. 
' Viooya ili, 112. Abboluiri-ka (or ·ya) is literelly Nndered a.s 'no' 

of legal or oonventioilaJ status,' see P. of 0., p. 361, fu. 4. 
• Apo.ui, the technical Vineya tew. 
• P. of 0., pp. 861 ff.; on this cf. Compendium, pp. 47, 52. 
' On tM term """"'n4, seeP. of 0 ., p. 294, fu. 2. 
• P. Q/ 0., p. 362. 
11 I.e .• certain oftho Utt.uipatha.kM, &e6 above, XXI!, vt. 
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by way of repetition. Regarding them the Saka.vii.din asks, 
and the opponent MSents. 

Then to convince the opponent by way of the Sutta.
" Was it not said by t1te BxalteiJ One :- '"The talci'TI{J of life,'"' 
etc., is employed. All this is clear in meaning. 

The controversy about correlation by repetition is ended. 

vm 
Now follows the controversy about the momentary. 
Some, for instance the Pubba.seliyas and the Aparaseliyas 

hold that, since all oonditioned things are impermanent, 
therefore t hey endure but one oonseious moment. Given 
universal impermanence- one thing ceases quickly, another 
after an interval-[196] what, they a.sk, is here certain 1'' 
Regarding them the Sa..kavii.din asks : "Are they momentary 
conscious ullits ~" The opponent assents. 

As to the question: "Does the earth last [only so long] 
in consciousness 1" etc., the opponent deuies, because he does 
not see anything of such nature. 

"The sphere of sight," etc., is spoken of in order to urge 
that, if all things are momentary conscious units, the sphere 
of sight, etc., would come into being and cease t ogether with 
the visual coguition, and so on. But the opponent rejects 
with reference to the arising of insight even in a.n embryo, and 
then assents by his own view with reference to process.• 

The rest here is clear in meauing. 
I t is but arbitrary to say that because things are not immut

able, therefore they all last but one conscious moment ; hence 
the expression," Therefore all things are momentary conscious 
units " amounts to saying nothing. 

The controversy about momentary duration is ended. 

Here ends the Twenty-second Chapter. 

1 8a'!l!fl<lla Nikaya v, M. 
3 PavaJta'l'-

' Ntyarrw. P. of 0., p. 363. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

I 

[197] Now follows the controversy about writed resolve. 
Some, for ilista.nce the Andhakas and the Vetulyakas' hold, 

that sexual relations may he entered upon with a united resolve 
by a human pair who feel mutwtl sympathy in worshipping, 
it may be, at some Buddha-sb.rine, and aepire to be united 
throughout their future lives.• Regarding them the Sa.ka
v1idin asks, and t he opponent assents. 

'l'he rest here should be understood aceording to the text. 

The controversy about united rc.'lOlve is ended. 

II 
Now follows the controversy concerning apparent ara.hans. 
Some, for instance certain of the Utt~rapathakns, noticing 

the dress and deportment of evil-minded monks, hold that 
non-human beings, taking the shape of arahnns, follow sexual 
desires. Regarding them the Sakavii.din asks, aud the 
opponent assents. 

The rest here is clear in meaning. 
The controversy concerning apparent arahans is ended. 

m 
Now follows the controversy about performance through 

desire for authority. 3 

------·-·-
1 See above, XVII, VI. 
• P. of 0., p. 365; aloo fn. 3. 
• I .e., power, lit. lordship: i88a.riya-kdma·kdrif4. I qu .. tion if this 

coropound has yet been rnet with elsewhere. Th.e P.T.S. Diet. omit& 
it.-Ed. 
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Some, for instance the Andhakas hold that the Bodhisatta, 
in the case of the Six-toothed Elephant Jataka a.nd others, 

(a) was reborn as an animal or in purgatory, 
(b) entered a womb, 
(c) performed dif!ioult tasks, 
and (d) worked pena.nce under alien te.aohers o£ his own 

accord and free will. Re,"1ltding them the Sakaviidin asks, 
and the opponent assents. 

The rest in the fi.rst controversy is clear in meaning. 
In the second controversy, " with potency " is spoken of 

in order to urge that, if he be reborn of his own accord, he 
should be reborn through a specific power or gift, and not 
through (previous) actions. The opponent, in the first 
question, denies with reference to iddhi a.s accomplished by 
practice,> a.nd then, in the second question, be assenta with 
reference to iddhi as accomplished by merit. 

(198] In the third controversy," the world is eternal," etc., 
is spoken of in order to urge that' be, of his own accord, per
formed dif!icult tasks ' means he performed them through a 
wrong view, and if he does so, he would also fall back on 
wrong views such as this. 

This is the method also in the fourth controversy. 

The controversy about performance by desire for authority 
is ended. 

IV 
Now follow the controversies about counterfeit states of 

lust and so on. 
Some, for instance the .A.ndhakss hold 
(a) that there is, with regard to amity, pity and approba

tion, that which is not lust but which counterfeits it; 
(b) that there is, with regard to envy, selfishness and worry, 

that which is not hate, but which counterfeits it; 
(c) that there is, with regard to the sense of the ludicrous, 

that which is not dulness, bnt which counterfeits it; 

l Lit. by lllD.king beoome.-Ed. 
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and (d) that there is, with regard to the suppressing of the 
discontented, the helping of kindly monks, the blaming of 
the bad, the praising of the good, the calling others by 
the venerable Pilinda-Vaecha • outcasts,'' the declarations 
of the Exalted Ones about the incompetent or foolish,' that 
which is not corruption, but which counterfeits it. Regarding 
them the Sakaviidin in all the · controversies asks, aud the 
opponent assents. 

" Is there that which is not contact~" etc., is asked in order 
to urge on the opponent that, inasmuch as, in the case of 
that which resembles contact, etc., there is not that which 
is contact, and so on, therefore, in the case of lust, etc., there 
is not that which is lust, and so on. The opponent rejects, 
because there are no such things. 

The rest is clear in meaning everywhere. 

The controversy about counterfeit states of consciousness 
is ended. 

V 

Now follows the controversy about the undetermined.• 
Because of the Word: 

' Ti$ 8imply IU that rneth, simply Ill 
That doth pfirsist, and tl!e>~ jadeth away. 
Nought beside In it is that doth become; 
Nought else but Ill it ill doth pass away .'4 

Some, for instance certain of the Uttarii.pathakas and the 
Hetuviidins hold, that only lll is determined, and that the 
rest-the aggregates, elements, controlling powers-are un
determined. Regarding them the Sakaviidin asks: " Is 
matter undetermined 1" The opponent assents. 

" Is not matter inlpermanent 1" and so forth is asked in 
order to urge on the opponent that, if matter be undeter-

• Yaaal<i. Udan<> ill, 6. • P. of 0., p. 62~, aleo fn. 4. 
a .Aparinipphanna. Of. above, XI, vm; XV, Vl. 

• Verse of the nun Vajiru. Sa111yu/Ja Nikilya i, IM; P••· of U.. 
Sieler•, p. 191; P. of 0., p. 368. 
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mined, it would not have the nature of inrpermanence, etc. 
[199) The opponent who does not see such matter ~ejects. 
By the expression, "Is not matter impermanent~" etc., the 
Saka.va.din rejects one of his views and, while questioning 
again, asks: " Is it not t hat, if [Ill] be permanent 1" etc. 

Here the sense is this: The first Truth is not Ill in an absolute 
sense.1 But whatever is impermanent, that is lll:-such is 
that which is impermanent. Hence this is a.lso determined 
in your saying that matter was undetermined, and only Ill 
was determined. But you cannot maintain that only Ill is 
determined. This is the method also in the interpretations 
of those ol'iginating in feeling, etc. But the sense-factors and 
elements should be understood as impermanent ·by way of 
all mental objects, save nirvana. The controlling faculties 
are just impermanent. 

The controversy about the undetermined is ended . . 

And so far: 

Here ends the eomroeuto.ry of the book entitled KatMvatthu 
(Points of Controversy) comprising all discllllsions of twenty
nine sorts, taught by him, who was a conqueror and was 
skilled in the tradition, in four (chapters of the) Fifties and 
in three sections. This with only thirteen chapters of the 
text has been prepared ·by me so that the Doctrine may 
endure long. By the merit acquired through it let the 
worlds of men and deva.s find taste of the Very Dhanuna of 
the King of Dhallllllil.• 

The commentary of the book entitled Kathiivatthu 
is ended. 

1 Ku:alo.tp.. 
t Dhamma'l'(i.jd, an epithet of the Buddh•. This p•ragroph is in metric 

prose. {'Jhc 'tweuty.wuc' ood • tbittccm ' ueed el."-pJanation.-:Ed.) 



EDITOR'S AF'J'ER WOHD 

W!lEN Dr. Law made known to me his generous wish to 
make yet another contribution to the Pali Text Society issues, 
both as translator and as donor towards the cost of publica
tion, and I commanded to him this work, two reasons deter
mined my choice: the historic importance and interest of the 
Patna Debates, termed in the Pa.li Canon Ii:atl!ilvaltllu, and 
the need of ma.king good the faulty punctuation running 
throughout Minayeff's edition of the Commentary on them 
(JPTS, 1889). Now that the work is done, I u.m still per
suaded it ia a needed work, even if, for the most part, the Com
mentator is ' a dull boy'; even if our translation of the text 
of the Debates in Points of Ctm/.r()!Jer!IY (19111) ha.s in part 
anticipated the present translation. For it was only by dis
playing the Commentator's work in full, that the English 
reader could grasp his naif unawareness, that, when the 
Vesiil! visitors to the Patna Congress contended for the 
ltfaster's teaching of the reality of the very roan, the distinc
tion between • conventional' and • ultimate' truth hail not 

"become a critel'ion, as it had in his later day come to be. The 
reader can now soe how, in the text of the gTeat fuat debnto 
on the • man ' n.s real, the distinction is not brought forward, 
save only in the Commentator's special appendix (p. SS); how 
slight, on the other hand, is the reference in the (later) text 
V, 6.1 Now, too, he con compare with these two stages the 
emerging appea.ra.nce of the antithesis in the intermediate 
Mil1nd4 QuutW....• No, without theliteroture of the Patna 
Council, ignored though it is by Mahii.yaniata, the history of 
Buddhism can never be understood. 

Then too there are other interesting emergencea of term11 
and of doctrinal emphasis made by this traWIIation more 

1 Abovo, p. 06. t Of. lllilinda Quution~, B.Jl.E. I, 226. 
247 
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clear. Such as the claim for man's reality when he is' man· 
in-a-More,' viz. has psychic power (iddhi: p. 30); the use of 
the term bhavanga only in the O()Yflmentary (a.nd the later 
Patehana), the interesting psychological ape'9U on awareness 
of space as involving more tllan vision as such (p. 106), and 
so forth. Of such contexts I append a short Index. When 
readers survey in these the help given in this work to a more 
historically critical study of Buddhism than yet has come to 
birth, they may forget to be impatient with the old world 
exegesist, and dwell only, in grateful appreciation, on the 
able way in which Dr. Law has spent himself-not always to 
the benefit of his health- in making accessible to us much 
that is of value in a work mainly tedious. 

C. A. F. RHYS DAVIDS. 

INDEX OF CERTAIN TERMS 

Bh4wnya, 61; 69, 120, 142, ISO, ISO, 231, 239, 240 
C.Ullal relation, 135 
Oewn<£, 129,158 
Oiltll<eta<ilca, US 
Complex (M.kkaya), 206, 225, 233 
Conventional and ultimate truth, 8, 41, 96 
Docotism, 203 
Iddhi, 30, 161, 234 
IasarakammakdriiU, 235 :J 
m •• mento-1, 197 
Logico.! terms, 3 ff. 
Merit transferred, 188, 234 
NirodM, 65, 105, 130, 138, 160, 182 
Niyama, 38, 102, 161 
Older P&li, 24 
Pawtti, 72 n .• 2.f2 
Parinippii4nna, 156, 2445 
Puggr;Ja., 2 ff. 
Spsee, 106 f., 210 
Snchneos, 214 
lm>e, 53 
TransmigJ:ation, 19 ff. 
Upa1abbh4ti, 2 ff. 
Yogd•~ru,32, 153 
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